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Categoriesof SpacecraftUsedin This Series

PLANETARY AND HELIOCENTRIC

This category includes probes to the various planets of the solar system
and probes designed to make measurements of the characteristics of
interplanetary space. Included are also the probes which will pass out of
the solar system into interstellar space.

METEOROLOGY AND TERRESTRIAL APPLICATIONS

This category includes geocentric spacecraft whose primary mission is to
make remote sensing measurements of the earth and its atmosphere.
Spacecraft which carry instrumentation to make geodesy and gravimetry
measurements are also included. Technology, engineering, and communi-
cations spacecraft or investigations are not included because NSSDC
does not archive such data.

ASTRONOMY, ASTROPHYSICS, AND SOLAR PHYSICS

This category consists of scientific satellites designed to conduct
investigations of the sun, stellar objects, nonstellar sources, and
interstellar phenomena. These satellites are geocentric except for the
selenocentric RAE-B.

GEOSTATIONARY AND HIGH-ALTITUDE SCIENTIFIC

This category includes those satellites designed to conduct investigations
of the characteristics of near-earth space from orbits with apogees near
geostationary altitude and higher. Three of the spacecraft are seleno-
centric. Communications satellites are not included because NSSDC
does not archive such data.

LOW- AND MEDIUM-ALTITUDE SC[ENTI_£C

This category includes those spacecraft whose apogees are well below
geostationary altitude and whose primary purpose is to conduct
investigations in the near-earth environment.
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PREFACE

i

This volume is part of a series which will describe data sets and related
spacecraft and investigations from space science and applications flight
investigations. The series will describe the data sets held by the National
Space Science Data Center (NSSDC), some of the data sets held by NASA-funded
investigators, and some of those held by foreign investigators; and the series
will serve as pointer documents for extensive data sets held and serviced by
other government agencies.

We would like to thank the many investigators who have submitted their data
for archiving at NSSDC. Their cooperation in supplying current status
information is gratefully acknowledged. We are particularly indebted to the
many past and present NSSDC personnel who interacted with the investigators in
bringing to NSSDC the flight data and who provided the initial input for many
of the descriptions appearing in this catalog. Thanks are also extended to
the other NSSDC personnel, employees of the on-site contractor, Sigma Data
Services Corporation, who have been involved in the information handling
necessary to produce this volume. Special acknowledgment is given to Mary
Elsen for her extensive editorial assistance.

The Data Center is continually striving to increase the usefulness of its data
holdings, supporting indexes, and documentation. Scientists are invited to
submit their space science data and related documentation to NSSDC. Their
comments on and corrections to the present catalog will be greatly appreci-
ated. Catalog recipients are urged to inform potential data users of its
availability.

Richard Horowitz
John E. Jackson

May 1983
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Introduction





1. I PURPOSE

The National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) was established by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) to provide data and
information from space science and applications flight investigations in
support of additional studies beyond those performed as the principal part of
any flight mission. This volume is one of a series of eleven that will
describe (I) the holdings from all spacecraft flight investigations for which
NSSDC possesses data or can direct people to the data source, (2) all data
sets held by NSSDC, (3) some of the data sets held and serviced by NASA-funded
investigators, and (4) some of the data sets held and serviced by foreign
investigators. The series will serve as pointer documents for extensive data
sets held and serviced by other government agencies, particularly the National
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). There is one major
omission from this series: the extensive set of data obtained from the lunar
missions conducted by NASA, supplemented by a few small photographic data sets
from Soviet missions. These are described in the Catalog of Lunar Mission
Data (NSSDC/WDC-A-R&S 77-02) and will not be repeated in this series, except
for a few cases. The data from IMP-E, Apollo 15 subsatellite, and Apollo 16
subsatellite are included in the series, since these data are important to
disciplines other than those connected with lunar studies. Some of the
experiments of the Apollo ALSEP missions also yielded useful data for magneto-
spheric and interplanetary physics, but these are not included in the series,
since the instruments were confined to the surface of the moon. Readers
should consult the Catalog of Lunar Mission Data if they are interested in
such data sets.

The series consists of (I) five volumes that describe the spacecraft and their
associated investigations separated into various categories, (2) five
corresponding volumes that describe the various orbital information and
investigation data sets, and (3) a master index volume. The five categories
of spacecraft are (i) Planetary and Heliocentric, which include planetary
flybys and probes, (ii) Meteorology and Terrestrial Applications, (iii)
Astronomy, Astrophysics, and Solar Physics, which are all geocentric except
the selenocentric RAE-B, (iv) Geostationary and High-Altitude Scientific, and
(v) Low- and Medium-Altitude Scientific. It is impossible to provide an
organization of categories that separates the investigations cleanly into
scientific disciplines, since many missions were multidisciplinary. With the
above organization, that is partly discipline-oriented and partly orbit-
oriented, it was found that in nearly all cases a given spacecraft belonged
clearly to only one of the above five categories. The few exceptions
encountered have resulted in some data sets appearing in more than one data
set volume.

Each volume is organized in a way that is believed to be most useful to the
user and is described for each such volume in the Organization Section. For
the standard types of orbital information, given in the data set catalogs,
i.e., predicted, refined, and definitive, the information will be given in
a tabular form to avoid repeating the same brief description an inordinate
number of times. The standard description of a data set from an investigation
is a free text brief description, since the wide variety of instruments
precludes using a tabular format in most cases.
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I.I PURPOSE (continued)

This catalog series has been prepared following a two-year survey and
follow-up activity by NSSDC personnel to obtain information about the
completeness of the NSSDC holdings and to solicit the description of data sets
that will be archived by individual investigators; these latter data sets are
referred to as directory data sets. This survey was conducted only for NASA
missions launched after December 31, 1962, but it includes the majority of
NSSDC holdings. Of the 100 investigators surveyed, representing 346 inactive
(no longer associated with an active science working team or equivalent)
experiments, a small percentage failed to respond in 17 months of concerted
solicitation for information. Consequently, there are now 20 investigations
for which NSSDC has no data that will be dropped from this catalog series,
since it would be irresponsible for NSSDC to send requesters to a possible
data source that no longer has data or is nonresponsive. The surveyed
investigations that are being dropped from the NSSDC catalogs are identified
in the appropriate volumes in the series. A small, but nontrivial, number of
investigations were identified for which data no longer exist or for which the
instrument failed at launch. These investigations are included in the
spacecraft/investigation volumes so that users will know that it is fruitless
to try to obtain such data anywhere. Also included in the spacecraft/
investigation volumes are descriptions of recent spacecraft and investigations
from which NSSDC expects to receive data.

The main purpose of this series is to identify the data and the contact from
whom the data can be obtained within the scope previously defined. In
addition, we have tried to identify the personnel involved with the investi-
gation, and to provide their current affiliation so that a user will know whom
to contact for additional information relative to a given data set that NSSDC
archives. In some cases we know that people have retired or have gone into
different areas of endeavor. The latter case is treated by showing the last
affiliation of such an individual and denoting that he is no longer affiliated
by printing NLA after the individual's name. The spacecraft/mission personnel
are identified at the institution where they performed their relevant duties
since this is the place where the original project records are most likely to
be found. The term NLA is printed with the names of these personnel if they
are no longer associated with the given institution.

It is hoped that this series will serve for many years as the source documents
for data in the disciplines that NSSDC handles. The annual NSSDC Data Listing
will be used to update the time intervals for which data are available and to
identify in brief form the new data sets that become available in the future.
The annual Report of Active and Planned Spacecraft and Experiments will be
used to describe the new spacecraft and experiments which are placed in orbit.

4



1.2 ORGANIZATION

This volume of the NSSDC Data Catalog series deals with earth-orbiting
spacecraft whose apogees are well below geostationary altitude and whose
primary purpose is to conduct investigations in the near-earth environment.
Section 2 contains descriptions of (I) investigations for which NSSDC has
data sets, (2) investigations for which data sets are available elsewhere at
a location known to NSSDC, and for which NSSDC has documentation, (3) investi-

gations that have failed to yield data or for which data sets no longer exist,
and (4) investigations from which NSSDC expects to receive data, either
because the investigations were on recently launched spacecraft or because
NSSDC received information during the preparation of this catalog that data
were forthcoming.

The organization of the descriptions of the spacecraft in Section 2 is mainly
alphabetical by the NSSDC spacecraft common name. Those few spacecraft whose
names start with numbers are arranged numerically and placed before the
alphabetical listing. Under each spacecraft heading, the appropriate
investigation descriptions are arranged alphabetically by name of the original
principal investigator.

Each spacecraft description entry in Section 2 includes the spacecraft
alternate names, NSSDC ID number (see Appendix A), launch information (date,
site, and vehicle), spacecraft weight, orbit parameters (type, epoch date,
period, inclination, periapsis, and apoapsis), sponsoring country and agency,
personnel (project manager, "PM", project scientist, "PS", and their
affiliation at the start of the project), and a brief description concerning
the mission. Additional information concerning the PM and PS codes is given
in Appendix A. The "NLA" code that sometimes follows a person's name is
explained in Appendix A.

Each investigation description entry in Section 2 includes the investigation
name (as used by NSSDC), NSSDC ID number (see Appendix A), the NASA
Headquarters investigative program code, the investigation discipline(s) and
the names and current affiliations of the principal investigator (PI) and of
the associated other investigator(s) (OI). The principal investigators are
listed first, but the other investigators are not listed in any particular
order. The designation "/CO-OP" under the investigative program indicates a
cooperative effort between NASA and another agency. The investigation brief
description is immediately below each heading.

The Index of Spacecraft and Investigations in Section 3 lists the spacecraft
and investigations described in this volume. Spacecraft common names and
alternate names are in numerical and alphabetical order. Included with each

spacecraft common name are the sponsoring country and agency, launch date,
orbit type, NSSDC ID number, and the page where the spacecraft description may
be found in this volume. Grouped under each spacecraft name are the
particular investigations for that spacecraft which are to be dealt with in
this volume, arranged alphabetically by principal investigator's last name.
Each of these entries also includes the investigation name, NSSDC ID number,

and the page where the investigation description may be found in this volume.



1.2 ORGANIZATION (continued)

Certain words, phrases, and acronyms used in this volume are defined in
Appendix A.

In this volume the principal subject areas are aeronomy, ionospheric physics,
radio physics, magnetospheric physics, and particles and fields, but the
spacecraft selection is based on the orbit category. No attempt has been made
here to reference investigations that are related to the above disciplines but
that are described in other volumes of this series.



1.3 NSSDC PURPOSE, FACILITIES, AND SERVICES

The National Space Science Data Center was established by the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration to provide data and information from

space science and applications investigations in support of additional studies

beyond those performed by principal investigators. As part of that support,

NSSDC has prepared this series of volumes providing descriptions of archived

data, divided into five categories as presented in Section 1.1 (see also

inside front cover). In addition to its main function of providing selected

data and supporting information for further analysis of space science flight

experiments, NSSDC produces other publications. Among these are a report on

active and planned spacecraft and experiments and various users guides.

Virtually all the data available at or through NSSDC result from individual

experiments carried on board individual spacecraft. The Data Center has

developed an information system utilizing a spacecraft/investigation/data

identification hierarchy. This catalog is based on the information contained

in that system.

NSSDC provides facilities for reproduction of data and for onsite data use.

Resident and visiting researchers are invited to study the data while at the

Data Center. The Data Center staff will assist users with additional data

searches and with the use of equipment. In addition to spacecraft data, the

Data Center maintains some supporting information and other supporting data

that may be related to the needs of the researchers.

The Data Center's address for information (for U.S. researchers) follows:

National Space Science Data Center
Code 601.4

Goddard Space Flight Center

Greenbelt, Maryland 20771

Telephone: (301) 344-6695
Telex No.: 89675

TWX No.: 7108289716

Researchers who reside outside the U.S. should direct requests for information

to the following address:

World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites

Code 601

Goddard Space Flight Center

Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 U.S.A.

Telephone: (301) 344-6695
Telex No.: 89675

TWX No.: 7108289716



1.4 DATA ACQUISITION

NSSDC invites members of the scientific community involved in spaceflight
investigations to submit data to the Data Center or to provide information
about the data sets that they prefer to handle directly. The Data Center
assigns a discipline specialist to work with each investigator or science
working team to determine the forms of data that are likely to be most useful
to the community of users that obtain data from NSSDC. The pamphlet
Guidelines for Submitting Data to the National Space Science Data Center can
be provided on request.
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**************************** 1963-050D************************* PERSONNEL
PI - C.O, BOSTROM APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
OI - DeJ, WILLIAMS APPLIED PHYSICS LAB

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- 1963-030D

ALTERNATE NAMES- DASH-2t 00624 BRIEF DESCRIPTION

The charged particle experiment on 1963-038C consisted of
NSSOC ID- 63-030D an array of solid-state detectors. One electron spectrometer

consisting of five detectors measured the directional intensity
LAUNCH DATE- 07/19/65 WEIGHT- KG of electrons with energies greater than O,28t 1.2t 2.4t and 3,6
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBt bNITED STATES MeV. Each of two proton spectrometers utilized two sensors and
LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS three etectrcntc discrimination levels in various €ombinations

to measure the directional intensity of protons tn the energy
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY ranges 1o2 to 2,2 MeVt 2,2 to 8°5 MeVt 8,5 to 25 MeVt and 25 to

_NITED STATES COD-USAF 100 MeV, Three omntd|rectfonat detectors measured the sum of

electron and proton Intensities (Ie and Ip) according to the
ORBIT PARAMETERS following: le (E),28 MeV) plus Ip (E>2,2 MeV)t Ie (E>.41 MeV)

ORBIT TYPE" GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 08106183 plus Ip (E)8.5 MeV)o and Ie (E)1.8 MeV) plus Ip (E>25 MeV]°
ORBIT PERIOD- 167.96 MIN INCLINATIOE- 8B,42 DEG The electron spectrometer and one proton spectrometer were

PERIAPSIS- 3665, KM ALT APOAPGIS- 37_5. KM ALT oriented with their axes normal to the geomagnetic field, ALL

other detectors were parallel to the field looking upward when
PERSONkEL in the northern hemisphere, Most detectors were sampled 22.9

PM - UNKNOWN tiwes per mfn, The Lowest energy omnidirectional detector was
PS - UNKNOWN sampled 45,8 times per mtn. Except for the greater than

3.G-HeY electron spectrometer detectort whtch had been unusable
BRIEF DESCRIPTION cost of the time due to notset and one of the proton

The Dash 2 satellite was a 2,5-m-diameter balloon used to spectrometerst which was intermittent for periods during the
measure air densities at altitudes of approximately 3500 km, first montht the experiment has worked well through the
The area-to-mass ratio for the spacecraft was 40 sq cm/g. The spacecraft Lifetime. After August 19&g0 data were acquired
orbttt originally ctrcular_ Increased tn eccentricity rapidly only Infrequently and on special experimenter request. Very
under the action of solar radiation pressure, Dash 2 reentered little data were acquired after 1970,
the earthBs atmosphere on April 12t 1971.

e*e*eeee*,*e*Qe*e*metettee*e l_.OB_C_**et*teeoeeeeeeee*etettt
....... lg63-O30Dt PRIOR .......................................

INVESTIGATION NAME- BALLOON ATMOSPHERIC DRAG DENSITY SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- 1964-083C

ALTERNATE NAMES- 5E 5t 00959
NSSDC IO- 63-030D-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM TRANSIT SE5

SPACE TEST PROGRAM

NSSDC IO- G4-083C

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

AERONOMY LAUNCH DATE- 12/13/64 WEIGHT- TB. KG
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBt UNITED STATES

PERSONNEL LAUNCH VEHICLE- THOR
PI - E,J. PRIOR NASA-LAR_

SPONSORING COLNTRY/AGENCY

BRIEF DESCRIPTION UNITED STATES POD-NAVY

This exoerlment used the variations in orbit
characteristics of the Dash 2 balloon satellite to deduce INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS

neutral air densities and to study the effect of solar ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH BATE- 12/24/64
radiation pressure° Other effects_ such as terrestrial ORBIT PERIOD- 106.3 MIN INCLINATION- 89,9 DEG

radiation pressure_ Lunar gravlty_ and solar gravity were also PERIAPSIS- 1025. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 1084, KM ALT
observable,

PERSONNEL

**************************** lgGa-OaBC************************* PM - J. DASSOULAS APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
PS - J. DASSOULAS APPLIED PHYSICS LAB

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- IgG3-O3BC BRIEF DESCRIPTION

ALTERNATE NAMES- SN 3gt 5E 1 The scientific objectives of this USN-APL spacecraft were
O06Tlt TRANSIT 5El to accurately map the earth0s magnetic field over the regions

covered by the satellite orbtt_ to map the celestial sphere in
4SSDC ID- 65-038C the ultraviolet regtont to study the solar spectrumt and to

determine the sublimation rates of selected metals, This

LAUNCH DATE- 09/28/65 WEIGHT- 59, KG eagnettcally aligned and polar-orbttlng spacecraft was powered
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBt UNITED STATES wlth solar cells and nlcket-cadmlum batteries, There were

LAUNCH VEHICLE- THOR three transmitters--two were used for trackingt and the third
was used for the transmission of analog and digital data. The

SPONSORING COUNTRy/AGENCY digital data were transmitted at 195 bps. Only real-time data
UNITED STATES DOD-NAVY were acquired from the satellite, Because of power

tteltattonst it was necessary to switch the power from
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS experiment to experiment and to the Doppler navfgatlonat

ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- lO/ll/G3 transmitters with the experiments turned off. The satellite
ORBIT PERIOD- 107.4 MIN INCLINATION- Gg.9 PEG provided good Quality data until June 1965.
PERIAPSIS- 1075, KM ALT APOAPSIS- I12Go KM ALT

....... lgGi-OBaCj ZMUDA .......................................
PERSONNEL

PM - J. DASSOULAS APPLIED PHYSICS LAB INVESTIGATION NAME- RUBIDIUM VAPOR MAGNETOMETER
PS - C.O. BOSTROM APPLIED PHYSICS LAB

kSSDC IO- G4-083C-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

BRIEF DESCRIPTION SPACE TEST PROGRAM
The magnetically aligned 1963-038C spacecraft was

designed to measure energetic charged partlclest ma{netlc INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
ftetdst and the solar spectrumt and to accufre ;eodettc data. PARTICLES AND FIELDS
After August 196g_ the satettfte_ which attained a nearly
circular polar orbttt sampled its environment only PERSONNEL
tnfreqLently, The Last data were transmitted during November PI - A,J, ZMUDA(DECEASED) APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
1974. The mission was highly successful,

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

....... 1963-038CI BOSTROM The purpose of this experlment was to map the fntenslty

of the magnetic field over the =atelLttets orbit and to took
INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC ELECTRON AkD PROTON DETECTCRS for magnetic effects of currents in the ionosphere and

radiation belts. The detector system consisted of a
NSSDC ID- 63-038C-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM single-celts optically pumped_ sekf-osciLlettngt rubidium 485)

NAVIGATION TECHNOLCGY vapor magnetoeeter. The magnetometer was mounted at the end of
a boom that extended along the magnetically aligned axis of the

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) satellite, The optical axis of the detector was set at an
PARTICLES AND FIELDS angle Ol 45 dee to the boomt thus providing a maximum signal to

noise ratio and all'wing data to be received over the whole
orbit with the slngte magnetometer. The detector output was
counted for an interval of 0,08 s with successive intervals

separated by 0.66 s. During these pertodst the satellite
traversed Latitudinal arcs of O.G and 4,B kmt respectively.
The boom die not extend to tts full length in orbitt but
fnfttght calibration (available on command) allowed
determination of the bias field at the magnetometer.
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Instrumental effects precluded the measurement of field beacons which was powered by four solar ceLLs and was mounted
magnitudes greater than 3.1E4 nT. Thust data coverage was cn the spacecraft sktn_ used the eLectricaLLy separated
restricted to Latitudes below about GO degrees. The experiment hemispheres of the balloon as an antenna. The spacecraft was
provided useful data with an accuracy of plus or minus 18 nT successfully orbitedl but its apogee was Lower than planned.
for the periods December 13 to 31t lEG49 and April 10 to June The beacon did not have sufficient power to be received by
26t lEES° For a detailed discussion of the instrumentation and _round tracking stattons_ making it necessary to rely solely on
some of the resuLtst see A° J. Zmuda et aL.t "The scalar the SAO Baker-Nunn camera network for tracking,

magnetic intensity at 1100 kilometers tn middle and Low
Latttudesg" d. Geophys. Res., v. 73_ PD° 2R95-2503t April 1968. ....... AD-At JACEHIA ..........................................

**************************** 1972-032A************************* INVESTIGATION NAME- NONSYSTEMATIC CHANGES OF AIR DENSITY

NSSDC ID- G3-O53A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- 1972-032A CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE
ALTERNATE NAMES- 06003t SESP 71-3

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

NSSDE ID- 72-032A AERONOMY

LAUNCH DATE- 04/19/72 WEIGHT- 2000. KG PERSONNEL
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBt UNITED STATES PI - L.G. JADCHIA SAO

LAUNCH VEHICLE- THOR
BRIEF DESCRIPTION

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY This experiment was designed to determine nonsystemattc
UNITED STATES COD-USAF changes of upper atmospheric density by conducting studies of

the drag on a 3.6-m dlametert Low-denslty sphere caused by

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS short-term variations in solar activity. Density values near

ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCh DATE- 04/20/72 perigee were deduced from sequential observations of the
ORBIT PERIOD- 88.B5 MIN INCLINATION- 81.48 PEG spacecraft pcsltlon using optical (Baker-Nunn camera network)

PERIAPSIS- 15B. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 277, KM ALT and radlo/radar tracking techniques, The general techniques
used to deduce density values from satellite drag data can be

PERSONEEL found Ir L° G. Jacchla and J. Stoweyt "Accurate drag
PM - UNKNOWN determinatlor for eight artificial satellites of atmospheric

PS - UNKNOWN densities and temperatures_" Smlthsonian Astrophysical

Observatory special report no, lOOt Cambrldget Mass. t July
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 1962,

This spacecraft contained two known cxpertmentst a
neutral density gauge and ntghtgLow photometers. Little **************************** AD'B *************ett_eetetteeeemtt
Information ts available on the spacecraftt but orbit
adjustments (presumably by firing an onboard motor) were made
to extend the satellite Lifetime. Three-awls stabilization was SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- AD-B

reauired to keep the density gauge aperture perpendicular to ALTERNATE NAMES- oog31t EXPLORER 24

the velocity vector.
kSSDC ID- 64-076A

....... 1972-032A9 CARTER ......................................
LAUNCH DATE- 11/21/64 WEIGHT- 8,6 KG

INVESTIGATION NAME- NEUTRAL DENSITY (MAGNETRON) GAUGE LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBt UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SCOUT

NSSDE ID- 72-032A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SPACE TEST PROGRAM SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY

UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLInE(S]

AERONOMY INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 11/21/64

PERSONNEL ORBIT PERIOD- 116.3 MIN INCLINATION- 81.4 PEG

PI - V.L° CARTER(NLA) AEROSPACE CORP PERIAPSIS- 525. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 2498. KM ALT

BRIEF DESCRIPTION PERSONNEL

The objective of this exoerlment was to significantly PM - C.W. COFFEEI JR. NASA-LARD
increase the amount of neutral density data avaILabtet ever a PS - R,F, FELLOWS(RETIRED) NASA HEADQUARTERS

wide range of postticns and times and also over a range in
variation/activity of the sun_ aurora_ geomagnetic f teLd_ and BRIEF DESCRIPTION
particle flux. Noon-midnight observations were taken during Explorer 24 was placed in orbit together with Explorer 25
the spring. Observations were _aOe with a Redhead gauge_ which fro_ a single Launch vehicle. Explorer 24 was identical in
measures ion current to a coltector_ after Incoming particles configuration to the previously Launched balloon satellites
have been ionized Just inside the entrance aperture. Details Explorer 9 and 19. The spacecraft was 3.6 m tn dfameter_ was

of instrument structure and calibration are In B. K. Ching et built of alternating Layers of aluminum foil and plastic film9
at.t "Upper atmospheric density inferred from magnetror data and was covered uniformly wlth 5.l-cm white dots for thermal
from the satellite i972-032at" Aeroso. Corp.w control. It was designed to yield atmospheric density near

TR-0074(4260-10)-7_ EL Segundo_ Callforniat April 197@. perigee as a function of space and time from sequential
cbservatlons of the sphere0s position in orbit. To facilitate

*****at . • . • * * **** * ***** **** * * ******* AO-A************ * * * * ****** ground tracktngt the satellite carried a 136-HHz tracking
beacon. The satellite reentered the earth's atmosphere on
October 18t 1968,

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- AD-A
ALTERNATE NAMES- EXPLORER 19_ OOTl_ ....... AD-B_ JACCHIA ..........................................

NSSOC ID- &3-O53A INVESTIGATION NAME- NONSYSTEMATIC CHANGES OF AIR DENSITY

LAUNCH DATE- 12/19/63 WEIGHT- 7. KG NSSDC ID- 64-OTGA-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBI LNITED STATES CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE

LAUNCH VEHICLE- SEObT
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY AERONOMY

UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
PERSONNEL

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS PI - L.G. JACCHIA SAD
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 12/19/63

ORBIT PERIOD- 115.9 MIN INCLINATION- 78°G DEG BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PERIAPSIS- 590. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 239_. KM ALT This experiment was deslgnec to determine nonsystematlc

changes of the density of the upper atmosphere from studies of
PERSONNEL the drag on a 3.6-m diameter tow-denslty sphere caused by

PM - C,W. COFFEE9 JR. NASA-LARC short-term differences in solar activity. Density values near
PS - R.F. FELLOWS(RETIREE) NASA HEAOQUARTERS perigee were deduced from sequential observations of the

spacecraft posltlont using optical (Baker-Nunn camera network)
BRIEF DESCRIPTION and radio andlor radar tracking techniques. The general

Explorer 19 was the second In a series of 3.GG-m techniques used to deduce density values from satellite drag

inflatable spheres placed Into orbit to determire atmospheric data can be found in L° G. Jacchla and J. SLowey_ "Accurate
densities, Explorer 19 was Launched while Explorer gt the drag determination for eight artificial satellites of

first satellite In the seriest was stilt actlvet so that atmospheric densities and temperaturest" Smlthsonlan
densities In two different portions of the atmosphere were Astrophysical Observatory special report no° 100_ Cambrldge9

sampled simultaneously. The satellite consisted of alternating Mass,t July 1962, Thls experiment resulted in the successful

layers of aluminum foil and pta stlc film. Uniformly determination of reasonable density values until spacecraft
distributed over the aluminum outer surface were B.l-cm dots of re-entry.

white paint for thermal control. A I_6,G20-MPz tracking
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******..**.***********1.**** AO-C-*-.***-********************** BRIEF DESCRIPTION

Explorer 17 was a spln-stabItlzed sphere 0.95 m in
diameter, The sbacecraft was vacuum sealed in order to prevent

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- AD-C contamination of the Local atmosphere, Explorer 17 carried
ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-GB3Jt EXPLORER 39 four pressure gauges for the measurement of total neutral

03337 particle denslty9 two mass spectrometers for the measurement of
certain neutral particle concentrationst and two electrostatic

NSSDC ID- 68-066A probes for ion concentration and electron temperature

measurements. Battery power failed on July 10t 1963, Three of

LAUNCH gATE- 08108168 WEIGHT- 9,_ KG the four pressure gauges and both electrostatic probes operated
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBt UNITED STATES normally. One spectrometer matfunctlonedt and the other
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SCOUT operated intermittently,

SPONSORING COUNTRTIAGENCY ....... AE-AI BRACE ............................................
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA

INVESTIGATION NAME- LANGMUIR PROBES

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS

ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 08/II/EB NSSOC ID- 63-009A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

ORBIT PERIOD- 118.2 MIN INCLINATION- 80.6 PEG CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE
PERIAPSIS- 670. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 2538, KM ALT

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PERSONNEL AERONOMY

PM -C.W, COFFEEt JR, NASA-LARC IONOSPHERES
PS - R,F. FELLOWS(RETIRED} NASA HEADQUARTERS

PERSONNEL
BRIEF DESCRIPTION Pl - L.H. BRACE NASA-GSFC

Explorer 39 was an inflatable spheret 3,B m in dlareter. OI - N,W. SPENCER NASA-GSFC

It was orbited to make atmospheric density determinations, The

spacecraft was successfully Launched into a nearly potart BRIEF DESCRIPTION

highly elliptical orbit. It was folded and carried into crbltt The Explorer 17 experiment payload included two
together wlth ejection and inflation equlpment0 as part cf the Inaependent Langmulr probe systems. One of the sensors was

payload of Explorer _0. Two density experiments were used to provide measurements of the positive ion densltyt and

performed, One involved the study of systematic density the other measured electron temperature, Each System used a
varlatlont and the other was concerned with nonsystematlc two-element sensor consisting of an outer cylindrical guard
density changes. The upper atmospheric densities were oerlved electrode lO-cm Long which was concentric with an inner

from sequential observations of the sphere by use of an collector electrode 0.056 cm in diameter and 23-cm long. The

attached 136.620-MHZ radio tracking beacon ard by optical potentials of the electrodes were varied with respect to the
tracking. The radio beacon ceased transmitting in _une 1971. satellite shell, The electron temperature probe was swept at a

Since that time it has been necessary to rely solely on the SAD rate of 10 sweeps per second over two different voltage
Baker-Nunn camera network for tracking. Explorer 39 has an Intervatst 0 to 0.75 V and 0 to 1.5 V. The ion density probe
expected orbital lifetime of 50 years, was swept fro_ minus 3 to plus 2 V in 2 s. The currents to the

collectors were measured and telemetered, The ion

....... AD-Ct JACCHIA .......................................... concentration and electron temperature could be determined from

the current vs voltage information, The experiment operated

INVESTIGATION NAME- NONSYSTEffATIC CHANGES OF AIR CENSITY normally fro_ Launch until July I0_ 1963t when the spacecraft
batteries failed. More details can be found in L, Mo Brace et

NSSDC ID- 68-066A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM at.t Planet. Space Sci._ v. 13_ n, 7_ o. G_T_ 1965. NSSDC has

CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE all the useful data that exist from this investigation.

INVESTIGATION CISCIPLINE(S) ....... AE-At NEWTON ...........................................
AERONOMY

INVESTIGATION NAME- PRESSURE GAUGE
PERSONNEL

PI - L.G. JACCHIA SAO RSSCC ID- 63-009A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

CODE EE-Bw SCIENCE
BRIEF DESCRIPTION

This experiment was designed to determine nonsystematic INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

upper atmospheric density changes. The data are certvec from AERONOMY
studies of the drag on a 3.6-m diameter low-denslty sphere

caused by short-term differences in solar activity, Density PERSONNEL
values near perigee were deduced from sequential observations PI - G.P, NEWTON NASA HEADQUARTERS
of the spacecraft position using optical (Baker-Nunn camera

network} and radio and/or radar tracking techniques. The BRIEF DESCRIPTION

general techniques used to deduce density values from satellite Two Redhead (cold cathode) and two Bayard-Atpert (hot
drag data can be found in L, G. Jacchla and d. Sloweyt filament} ionization vacuum gauges were used to measure the

"Accurate drag determination for eight artificial satellites of reutral particle density and ambient pressure of the upper

atmospheric densities and temperaturest" Smlthsonlan atmosphere between 260 km and 900 km. The pressure gauges were

Astrophysical Observatory special report no. 100t Cambridget operated for _-mln periods when the satellite was within range
Mass.0 July 1962. This experiment has determlred reasonable of a ground telemetry station, The neutral particles were

density values9 and it is capable of yielding Long-term ionized by electron bombardment0 and the resulting ion currents

atmospheric density vatues_ as Explorer 39 has an expected were detected and converted to voltages suitable for telemetry.
orbital lifetime of 50 years. These two types of sensors together were capable of measuring

over the pressure range IO.E-_ torr (10.E12 molecules/co) to

**************************** ********************************** 10.E-11 torr. One Bayard-Alpert gauge suffered a loss in
sensltlvltyt and no useful data were obtained from it. The

remaining three gauges operated normally. A more detailed
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- AE-A description of the experiment can be found in G, P. Newton et

ALTERNATE NAMES- EXPLORER 17t S 6 at.t Planet. Space Scl.t v. 13, n. 7. o. 599_ 1965, NSSDC has

ATMOSPHERE EXPLORER-At 00564 all the useful data that exist from this investigation,

NSSDC IO- 63-009A ....... AE-At REBER ............................................

LAUNCH DATE- 04/03/63 WEIGHT- 184, KG INVESTIGATION NAME- MASS SPECTROMETER
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL0 UNITED STATES

LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA kSSCC ID- &3-O09A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY

UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

AERO_OMY
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS

ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 0_/03/63 PERSONNEL

ORBIT PERIOD- 96.39 MIN INCLINATION- 5T,6 PEG PI - C,A, REBER NASA-GSFC
PERIAPSIS- 255. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 916. KM ALT

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

PERSONNEL Two identical double-focuslng magnetic mass spectrometers
PM - N,W° SPENCER NASA-GSFE were used to measure the concentrations of the major neutral

particle constituents of the upper atmosphere_ namelyt atomic

and molecular oxygent atomic and molecular nltrogent hellumt
and water vapor, These neutral particles were ionized by
electron bombardment. Measurements of the six different ion

currents anc the total current were made sequentially for _ s
in high sensitivity and Q s in Low sensitivity. A period of 64
s was required for the entire measurement cycle. Included in

the cycle was an operation to correct any dc drift of the zero
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voltage level In the output signal. One spectroweter prcduced BRIEF DESCRIPTION
useless data due to a malfunction. The other detector system This experiment was designed to obtain a description of

experienced intermittent degeneratlon of the amplifier output, the concentratlons of the ion specles In the topside ionosphere

ands conseauenttyt the data were good only during certain (principally atomic hydrogen_ hellum_ nltrogen_ and oxygen}1 as
periods. This degeneration was not a result of instrument a functton of timel Locations and solar and geomagnetic
malfunction but of an unexpected spacecraft attitude which activity. The experiment operated nominally. The data were
oriented the sensor toward the sun and caused It to overheat, acquired in real time by 13 ground stations and over remote

A more complete description of the experimentl the areas by use of _ spacecraft tape recorder. The usefulInstrumentatton_ and the calibration proceaures can be found In satellite Lifetime o 10 months permitted a global study of the
C. Ao Reber et at._ PLanet. Space Sct.t v. 13t n. 7t p. _171 diurnal variation of the atmosphere during nearly two complete
196B. NSSDC has all the useful data that exist from this diurnal cyctest since the orbtt plane precessed one revolution
investigation, each B.5 months. With the data obtainedt several studies were

undertaken trcLuding: (1} the diurnal and seasonal variation
**************************** ********************************** of atmospheric ton compositions (2) the effect of atmospheric

winds on the atomic hydrogen-atomic oxygen ion transition
LeveL_ (3) the density and temporal variation of thermospheric

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- AE-B atomic hydrogen_ and (4) the altitude variation of ion

ALTERNATE NAMES- S GA_ ATMOSPHERE EXPLORER-B composition in the mldlatitude trough region. The instrument
EXPLORER 32t 02183 flown was similar in design to ion spectrometers flown on the

Orbiting Geophysical Observatory (OGO} satellite series. The
NSSDC ID- 6&-O44A spectrometer sensor consisted of a 5-3 cycle ceramlc tube with

5-mm grid spacing and an external guard ring assembly. Two RF
LAUNCH DATE- 05/25/66 WEIGHT- 225. KG frequenclesl 3.7 and 9.0 MHzt were used with a

LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL_ UNITED STATES trapezoidal-shaped sweep voltage to cover the ion mass range 12
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA to 19t and 1 and 4 atomic mass units (u) assuring detection of

the prlmary ionic constituents of the topside ionosphere. An
SPONSCRING COUNTRY/ASENCY experiment turn-on consisted of one complete mass scan in 208 s

UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA followed by recycling of the sweep voltage and a second
measurement of the htgh mass range. The stopping potential and

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS the guard ring potential controlled the sensitfvtty of the
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC [POCP DATE- 05/25/66 spectrometers and each voltage was €ommandabte from the ground.
ORBIT PERIOD- 116. MIN INCLINATION- 64.6T PEG The ton current reaching the spectrometer was measured by a
PZRIAPSIS- 276. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 2725. KM ALT series of five-decade amplifiers with a particle sensitivity

range of from about 10 to 1.E6 tons/cc. An automatic
PERSONNEL calibrator functioned once during each turn-on to supply two

PM - D.W. GRIMES(NLA) NASA-GSFC known signals to the amplifier system and to the sweep monitor.

PS - L.H. BRACE NASA-GSFC Amplifier characteristics were calculated from the response to
these pulses. The spectrometer tube was mounted on the equator

BRIEF DESCRIPTION of the almost spherically shaped spacecraft. The spacecraft
Explorer 32 was an aeronomy satellite which was designed spin period and attitude were magnetically controlled so that

tO directly measure temperaturesl comoosJtlon_ densittes_ and the spin axls remained essentially normal to the orbit plane
pressures tn the upper atmosphere on a global basis. The and_ €onsequentLy_ the spectrometer orifice was aligned with
satellite was a stainless steeLi vacuum-sealed sphere_ 0.889 m the satellite velocity vector once each rotation. The spin
in diameter. The experimental payload included one ion and two rate was 29 plus or minus I rpm. Since the mass range was

neutral mass spectrometerst three magnetron density gauges0 and scanned slowly compared with the spin pertod_ each peak in the
two electrostatic probes. Additional equipment tncLuded Ion spectru_ was modulated at the sptn freguencyl with the ton
optical and magnetic aspect sensorst magnetic attitude and spin current maxima occurring when the angle between the
rate control systemst and a tape recorder for data acquisition spectrometer axis and velocity vector was a minimum. NSSDC has
at Locations remote from ground receiving stattors. Power was all the useful data that exist from this Investigation 1
supplied by silver-zlnc batteries anc a solar cell array
mounted on the satellite exterior. Two identical ....... AE-B0 NEWTON ...........................................

putse-rodulated telemetry systems and a canted turnstile
antenna were employed. The two neutral-partlcle mass INVESTIGATION NAME- PRESSURE GAUGES

spectrometers failed about 6 Oays after Launch. The remaining
experiments operated satisfactorily and provided useful data NSSDC ID- 66-044A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
for most of the lO-month satellite Lifetime. The spacecraft CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE
ceased to function due to battery failures which resutte¢ from
depressurlzatIon of the sphere. INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}

AERONOMY

....... AE-B_ 8RACE ............................................
PERSONNEL

INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTRON TEMPERATURE AND DENSITY PI - G.P. NEWTON NASA HEADQUARTERS

NSSDC ID- 66-0_4A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM BRIEF DESCRIPTION
COCE EE-8_ SCIENCE Three cold-cathode magnetron type density gauges (Redhead

ionization gauges]e each with tts own high voltage supply and
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) output electrometers were flown to measure the density of the

PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES neutral atmosphere as a function of altitudes times tatttudee
IOkOSPHERES and solar and geomagnetic activity. One gauge was designated

as NRC-528 and the other two as GCA-R5 to reflect different

PERSONNEL origins. Mounted on the satellite equator was one gauge of
PI - L.M. BRACE NASA-GSFC each designations with the third gauge mounted 55 deg above the
Ol - J.A. FINDLAY NASA-GSFC equator. The metal-ceramlc GCA-R5 gauges had an internal

magnetic field of about 0.1 T and contained radioactive
BRIEF DESCRIPTION material deposited on the anode to permit operation at Low

The objective of this experiment was to measure the at_ospherlc censltles (less than I0.E-17 g/co} wlth the anode
distribution of electron temperature and censtttes from I0.E3 potential fixed at 3500 V. The GCA-R5 equatortaLty mounted
to IO.EG eLectrons/cc using a swept voltage e&ectron probe, gauge had a Ltnear range _wttchabLe electrometer output, and
Geophysical data were published. The data base no Longer high-resolution current measurements were obtained. The
exists, remaining two gauge outputs were through Logarithmic

electrometers. ALL electrometers were calibrated once each

....... AE-B_ 8RINTON .......................................... turn-on. The time resolution of the measurements was 2 st
which was equal to the satellite spin period and corresponded

INVESTIGATICN NAME- ION MASS SPECTROMETER to a spatial resolution of 16 km along the orbit path. Further
details regarding the experiment operation can be found in G.

NSSDC ID- 66-044A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM P. Newton et at.t "Direct in situ measurements of wave
CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE propagation In the neutral thermospheres" J. Geophys. Res._ v.

74_ n. 1_ p. 1839 19&9. Data from thts investigation no longer
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S} exist. The geophysical results were published.

IONOSPHERES

AERONOMY ....... AE-Bt REBER ............................................

PERSONNEL INVESTIGATION NAME- NEUTRAL PARTICLE MAGNETIC MASS
PI - H.C. BRINTON NASA HEADQUARTERS SPECTROMETER

Ol - H.A= TAYLOR. JR. NASA-GSFC
OI - R.A. PICKETT(NLA} NASA-GSFC _SSDC ID- 66-044A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

CODE EE-8_ SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

AERONOMY
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PERSONNEL be operated In either of two modes: spinning at a nominal 4
PI - C,A. REBER NASA-GSFC rpe or despun to i revolution per orbit. The spin axis was
OI - J.E. COOLEY NASA-GSFC perpendicular to the orbit plane. Power was supplied by a

solar cell array. The spacecraft used a PCM telemetry data
BRIEF DESCRIPTION system that operated In real time or tn a tape recorder mode.

Two double-focusing magnetic mass spectrometers were used The payload included instrumentation for the measurement of
to measure the composition of the neutral atmosphere between solar UV; the composition of positive tons and neutral
285 and 1000 km. One was €ounted on the equator of the particles; the density and temperature of neutral particles_
spherical satellite normal to the sptn axis, and the other was positive tons and electrons; the measurement of airglow
mountec on the too of the satellite parallel to the spin axis. emfsstons_ photoelectron energy spectral and proton and
The neutral particles were ionized by electron bombardment and electron fluxes up to 25 keV. More details can be found tn A.
separated according to mass-to-charge ratio (M/Q) in the Datgarno et al.t Radio S¢t.9v. 8t n. *t P* 2639 1973.
analyzer section of the instrument. There was one collector
cup for each of seven different ion species. Ar electrometer ....... A[-C9 BARTH ............................................
amplifier, which had two sensitivity ranges differing by a
factor of 1009 sampled the seven collectors sequentially. The INVESTIGATION NAME- ULTRAVIOLET NITRIC-OXIDE (UVNO}
dwell ttme on a specific mass and sensitivity rarge was 2** s.
The first four of the fifteen 2.4-s steps of a cycle were NSSDC ID- 73-101A-13 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
devoted to correcting any zero drift of the electrometer and to CODE [E-89 SCIENCE
recording the Low- and high-sensitivity zero Levels. The ton
currents were then measurec In htgh sensitivity for M/g equal INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
to 2 (molecular hydrogen), 4 (heLium)_ and 1, (atomic nitrogen) AERONOMY
and in.high and Low sensitivity for M/Q equal to 28 (molecular
nitrogen), 32 (molecular oxygen), 16 (atomic oxygen), and 18 PERSONNEL
(water vapor). The time for one complete cycle was 3G s. PI - C,A. BARTH U OF COLCRAOO
Real-time data were obtained fn programmed *-mtn turn-gas. The
experiment was also operated for *-etn periods In a tape BRIEF DESCRIPTION
recorder mode at about 10 remote locations. Electronic This ULtraviolet Nitric-Oxide Experiment (UVNO) consisted

malfunctions of the logic of the two spectrometers caused one of a two-channel fixed-grating Ebert-Fastte spectrometer which
instrument to fail after 4 days tn Orbit and the other after 7 measured the airglow in the (lt O) Gamma band in a 15-A region
days. NSSOC has ale the useful data that exist fro, this centered at 21,9 A. The observed intensity was produced by
investigation, resonance fluorescence of sunlight by the nltrfc-oxtde

molecules tn the tnstrumentls field of vlew. The intensity
....... AE-B, WULF-MATHIES ..................................... profiles obtained yielded altitude profiles of nitric-oxide

density as a Tune*ton of time and Location. Profiles were
INVESTIGATION NAME- SATELLITE DRAG ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY _easured afOrE the track of the satellite at times when it was

on the sunlit stde of the earth. The remote senstng character
NSSDC IO- 66-0,*A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM of the UVNO experiment permitted measurements of nltric*oxlde

CODE EE-BICO-OPt SCIENCE to be made at altitudes both above and below satellite perigee.
As the spacecraft spun9 the spectrometert which Looked outward

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) through the elm of the sateltltet repeatedly had Its field of
AERO_OMY vtew carried cown through the atmosphere onto the earthIs limb,

anO altitude profiles of the emitted airglow Intensity were
PERSONNEL obtained. Below some altitude the measured signal at 2149 A

PI - C.H. WULF-MATHIES U OF TUBINGEN was contaminated by rayletgh-scattered sunlight. To correct
01 - L.G. JACCHIA SAC for this contamination, a second channel measured only

scattered Light intensity in a 12-A regton centered at 2190 A.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION The two channels were optically and electrically independent.

Because of its symmetrical shape, Explorer _2 was Nitric-oxide airglow Intensity was determined by taking the
selected by the experimenters for use in determtnfn_ upper difference between these two measurements. The sensorls
atmospheric density as a functton of attitude, latitude, spherical fused-quartz telescope mirror had a 125-mm focal
season, and solar activity. This experiment was planned prior Length, and focused incident Light on the entrance slit of the
to Launch. Density values near bertgee were deduced from spectrometer. From thts slit the {tght struck one half of the
sequential observations of the spacecraft position, using Ebert mirror and was collimated onto the grating. The
optical (Baker-Nunn camera network) and radio and/or radar 3600-ttnes-per-mm grating returned it collimated to the other
tracking techniques. This experiment resulted in the half of the mirror, and the light was focused on two exit
successful determination of reasonable density values, slits. The spectrometer field of view was * deg X L/* degt

. with the long axis parallel to the spacecraftts spin axis, and
• *_eteetee ett*e_ t t*e*ttt AElC*t_t**ettt_tt_t**etttleettQe* therefore paraLleL to the viewed llmb. In normal operation

each channel was integrated for 20.8 ms and was read out
alternately at LO.4-ms intervals. The instrument was protected

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- AE-C against contamination from internal scat'tertng of off-axis
ALTERNATE NAMES- S 6C9 PL-721C undtspersed light. More experiment details can be found in C.

AT_OSPPERE EXPLORER-C* EXPLORER _1 A. Barth et at., Radio Sol.9 v. 8, n. *t p* 379t 1973. NSSDC
6977 has aLL the useful data that exist from thts investigation.

NSSOC IO- 73-I01A ....... AE-C9 BRACE ............................................

LAUNCH DATE- 12116/73 WEIGHT- 658. KG INVESTIGATION NAME- CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC PROBES (CEP)

LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL, LNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELIA NSSDC ID- 73-I01A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

IONOSPHERES
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS AERONOMY

DRBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 12/16/73
ORBIT PERIOD- 132.3 WIN INCLIhATICN- 68.1 BEG PERSONNEL
PERIAPSIS- 149.0 KM ALT APOAPSIS- 4294.0 KM ALT PI - L*H. BRACE NASA-GSFC

OI - R.F. THEIS NASA-GSFC

PERSONNEL
PM - J.P. COMRIGAN NASA-GSFC BRIEF DESCRIPTION

PM - D.W. GRIMES(NLA) NASA-GSFC The CEP consisted of two identical Instruments designed
PS ° N.W. SPENCER NASA-GSFC to measure electron temperatures, electron and ton

concentrations, fort masst and spacecraft potential. One probe
BRIEF DESCRIPTION was oriented along the spin axis of the spacecraft (normally

The purpose of the A[-C mission was to Imvesttgate the perpendicular to the orbit plane), and the other radially so
thermospheret with emphasis on the energy transfer and that it could observe tn the direction of the velocity vector
processes that govern its state. The study of photochemical once each l_-s spin period. Each Instrument was a retarding
processes accompanying the absorption of solar UV radiation tn potential Langmufr probe device that produced a current-voltage
the eaeth*s atmosphere was accomplished by making closely (I-V) curve for a known voltage pattern placed on the
coordinated measurements of reacting constituents and the solar collector. Electrometers were used to measure the current,
input. The AE*C spacecraft was a multi-sided polyhedron ktth a There were tug systems of operation (one wtth two modes and
diameter of approximately 1.4 m. It weighed about 660 kg another wtth three modes) using co*Lector voltage patterns
including 85 kg of instrumentation. The initial elliptical between plus and minus S volts. Most modes involved an
orbit was altered many times in the first year of Life by means automatic or fixed adjustment of collector voltage Limits
of an onboard propulsion system employing a 3.5-lb thruster= (and/or electrometer output) such that the region of interest
The purpose of these changes was to alter the perigee height to on the I-V profile provided htgh resolution. Each system was
129 km. After this period, the orbit was circularized and was cestgned for use with only one of the probes9 but they could be
raised periodically to about 390 km when tt route decay to 2_0 tnterswttched to brOvide backup redundancy. The best
km altitude. During the first yeart the Latitude of perigee measurements tn the most favorable modes provided 1-s tlme
moved from about 10 deg up to 68 deg north and then down to resolution; electron temperature between 300 and 1.OE* deg K
about 60 deg south. During this period about two cycles (EOX accuracy); ion density between 1.0E4 and 1.0E7 ions/co
through all local times were coepteted. The spacecraft could (10-20X accuracy); electron density between 50 and 1.0E6
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electrons/co; and ion _ass at ion censltles above 1.0E4 ....... AE-Ct DOERING ..........................................

tons/co, Each probe had a collector electrode extending from
the central axis of a cylindrical guard ring. The 2.5-cm-tong INVESTIGATION NAME- PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROMETER (PES)

guard ring was at the end of a 25-cm boom9 and the collector
extended another 7.5 cm beyond the guard rlrg. The boom9 NSSDC IO- 73-101A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

guardt and collector were 0,2 cm in diameter. More detailed CODE EE-at SCIENCE
information can be found in L, H, Brace et at._ Radio Sct,t v,

B5 n, 41 p, 341_ 1973, hSSDC has all the useful data that INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
exist from thl$ investigation, IONOSPHERES

AERONOMY

....... AE-Co BRINTON ..........................................
PERSONNEL

INVESTIGATION NAME- BENNETT ION-MASS SPECTROMETER (BIMS) PI - J,P. DOERING JOHNS HOPKINS U
OI - C,O, BOSTROM APPLIED PHYSICS LAB

NSSDC ID- 73-ZOIA-11 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

CODE EE-8_ SCIENCE BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to provide information on

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) the intensityt angular dlstributlon9 energy spectrumt and net

AERONOMY flow along field tines_ of electrons in the thermosphere with
IONOSPHERES energies between 1 and 500 eV. The instrument consisted of two

identical oppositely directed hemispherical electrostatic

PERSBNREL anatyzmrst and 30 operating modes. Each spectrometer had a
PI - H.C, BRINTON NASA HEACOUARTERS relative energy resolution of plus or minus 2=5% and a
OI - L, Ro SCOTT(NLA) NOAA-NESS geometric factor on the order of 0,001 sq cm art independent of
OI - M,W, PHAROt III NASA-GSFC electron energy, Three separate energy ranges could be sensed:
CI - H.A. TAYLOR5 dR, NASA-GSFC 0 to 251 0 to lOOt or 0 to 500 eV, Measurements from these

intervals could be sequenced in five different ways, Data
BRIEF DESCRIPTION could be taken from either sensor separately5 or alternately

This experiment was flown to measurer throughout the AE-C with time resolution varying from 0,25 to 8 s, There were two
orhtt5 the individual concentrations of all thermal ton species deflection voltage scan rates determined by spacecraft clock,
in the mass range of 1 to 72 atomic mass units (u)0 and in the This voltage was changed in 64 stepst and was done. at 4 or 16
ambient density range from B.E1 to 5,E6 tons/co, Any steps per telemetry frame, With 16 frsmesls+ this allowed a
combination of the following three mass ranges5 expressed in u_ choice of either one 64-point spectrumt or four 1G-point
were selected by ground ¢ommanc: range At -i to 41 range B+ -2 spectra in 1 s, The Longest (8 s) cycle of data involved
to 185 range Ct -8 to 72. Each range was normally scanned in observations using increasing voltage steps for the towestt
1,7 s (approxlmatety 12 km along orbit). Normal operation middle+ lowestt then highest energy ranges (in that order) for

consisted in sequence ABCABC (1 to 72 u in 5.1 s), Laboratory 1 _ each, A repeat for decreasing voltage step completed theand infltght determination of spectrometer efficiency and mass cyc e. A more detailed description of this experiment may be
discrimination permitted direct conversion of measured ion found in J, P, Doertnget at,t Radio Sct,t v, Bl n, 41 p, 3871
currents to ambient concentrations, The expertmentSs four 1973, NSSDC has all the useful data that exist from this
prlrary mechanical components were guarc ring and ion-analyzer investigation.

tuber collector and preamplifier assembly9 ventt anq main

electronics housing. The guard ring was normally at ground ....... AE-C_ HANSON ...........................................
potentlatt but it could be placed at -6 V by command if
deslrabtet e.g.+ if the spacecraft acquired a positive charge. INVESTIGATION NAME- RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZERIDRIFT METER

A three-stage _ennett tube with 7 to 5 cycle drift spaces was (RPA)
flown and was modified to permit ion concentration measurements
to be obtained at Low altitudes. The frequency of the 30 V NSSDC ID- 73-101A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

peak-tc-oeak RF voltage varied with the mass range measured: CODE EE-8t SCIENCE
range A5 -I0 MHz5 range B5 -5 MHzt and range C5 -2.5 MHz,

Primary analog instrument output was a compressed ion current INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
spectrum which displayed the full cynamlc range of the IONOSPHERES

amplifier system on a single telemetry channel, Onboarc data AERONOMY
processing provided a readout of primary experiment data in the
form of two digital words for each peak in the ion spectrum, PERSONNEL
One 8-blt word indicated peak amplitude (current) anq the other PI - W,B, HANSON U OF TEXAS_ DALLAS
B-bit word identified sweep posltton5 i.e.5 species OI - D,R, ZUCCARO U OF TEXASt DALLAS
identification, More complete details can be found in H. C, OI - S, SANATANI U OF TEXASt DALLAS
Brlnton et at.5 Radio Sci,w v. R5 n. 41 p. 3235 1973. NSSDC

has all the useful data that exist from this investigation, BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to determine vector ion

....... AE-C_ CHAMPION ......................................... drift vetoctttest ion concentration and temperaturet and
spacecraft potential° An ionospheric irregularity index was

INVESTIGATION NAME- ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY ACCELEROMETER (MESA) also obtained from the ion concentration sensor, The
experiment consisted of a retarding potential analyzer with

NSSDC ID- 73-101A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM four planar sensor heads. The sensor head used for ion drift
CODE EE-R/CO-OP5 SCIENCE measurements was co-located wtth another headt and all were

spaced nearly equaltyt Looking outward from the satellite
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) equator, Since the satellite spin axis was perpendicular to

AERONOMY the orbit planet these heads could observe along the spacecraft
velocity vector in either the spin or despun mode of the

PERSONNEL spacecraft. The primary objective of this experiment was to
PI - K,S,W.CHAMPION USAF GEOPHYS LAB provide accurate ion temperatures with other measurements being
OI - F,A, MARCOS USAF GEOPHYS LAB of secondary importance, Three of the sensor heads were

similar. They had two grounded entrance grids+ two retarding

BRIEF CESCRIPTION grldst a suppressor gridw a shield grld_ and a collector. A
The miniature electrostatic analyzer (MESA) obtained data linear sweep voltage (32 or 22 to 0 V5 up or down) was normally

on the neutral density of the atmosphere in the altitude range applied to the retarding grids tn 0,75 S, Interpretation of
of 120 to qoo km from the measurements of satellite the resulting current-voltage profiles provided the ion
deceleration due to aerodynamic drag= The instrument consisted temperature+ the ion and electron concentrat|on_ some ion
of three slngle-axts acceterometers_ mounted mutually at right composition tnformatton_ vehicle potential and plasma drift
angles_ two in the spacecraft X-Y plane and the other along the velocity parallel to the velocity vector, Two of the three
Z-axis, The instrument determined the applied acceleration similar sensors had an additional grid between the entrance and
from the electrostatic force reguired to recenter a proof mass, retarding grids in order to protect inner grids from ion
The output of the device was a digital pulse rate proportional bombardment during electron measurements, The other
to the applied acceleration, The measurewents allowed significant feature of these two sensors was that a smart
determination of the density of the neutral atmospheret positive €ollector bias could be applied to assure adequate
monitored the thrust of the orbit-adjust propulsion system access of thermal electrons to the collector, With the
(OAPS}t determined the satellite minimum altttude_ _easured retarding grid at constant zero volts+ current ohanges could be
spacecraft roltt and provided some attitude-sensing observed for 3-s periods to obtain gradients of ion
information. Spacecraft nutattons of less than 0,01 dee were concentration, ELectron parameters were measured in a manner
monitored, The instrument had three sensitivity ranges: 8.E-3 similar to ions, Ions in mass ranges 1 to 41 14 to 161 24 to
earth's gravity (G) in OArS monitor mocet 4.E-4 G between 120 32 and greater than 40 atomic mass units could be identified,
(plus or minus 2_) and 280 kr (plus or minus 10%); and 2,E-5 G The fourth sensor head was for the ton-drift velocity
between zao km (plus or minus 2%} and 400 km (plus or minus measurementst and consisted of four grounded grtds_ a
10_), Numbers in parentheses represent errors; in addttton_ negatively biased suppressor gridt and a four-segment
there may be a systematic error of up to plus or minus 5% due collector, Ctfferences in various collector segment currents
to drag coefficient uncertainty, The highest measurement provided ton-drift directional component information, More
altitude was determined assuming the instrument could sense to details of this exuertment are available in W, B, Hanson et
0,2% cf full scale. More details can be fourd in K, S° W, at,t Radio Sct,t v, 81 n, 41 p, 333_ 1973, NSSDC has all the
Champion et al,_ Radio Sct,_ v, 8_ n, 4_ p, 297_ 1973, NSSDC useful data that exist from this investigation,
has all the useful data that exist from this investigation.
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....... AE-Ct HAYS ............................................. NSSDC IO" 73-I01A-06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

CODE EE'8/OO'OP_ SCIENCE
INVESTIGATION NAME- VISIBLE AIRGLOW PHOTOMETER (VAE)

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

NSSDC ID- 73-101A-14 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM IONOSPHERES
CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE AERONOMY

SOLAR PHYSICS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

IONOSPHERES PERSONNEL
AERONOMY Pl - H,E. HINTEREGGER USAF GEOPHYS LAB

OI - D,E, BEDO USAF GEOPHYS LAB
PERSONNEL OI - L.A. HALL USAF GEOPHYS LAB

PI " P,B, HAYS U OF MICHIGAN OI - C.W. CHAGNON USAF GEOPHYS LAB
OI - G*G. SHEPHERD YORK U Ol - J,E, HANSON(RETIRED) USAF GEOPHYS LAB

BRIEF DESCRIPTION BRIEF DESCRIPTION

This experiment contained a fitter photometer designed to The Extreme Ultraviolet Spectrometer (EUVS) was used to
measure various airglow anc auroral features tr the spectral observe the variations in the solar EUV flux in the wavelength
range between 3000 and 7500 A. The primary information range from 140 to 1850 A and the atmospheric attenuation at
obtained from this experiment was the rates of excitation of various fixed wavelengths. Thts provided Quantitative
the atomic and molecular constituents of the thermosphere. For atmospheric structure and composition data. The instrument
the AE-C missions the following six specific lines and bands consisted of 24 grazing-incidence grating monochromatorst using
were chosen for study since they play an tmportart rote in the parallel-slit systems for entrance collimation and
photochemical energy balance of the atmosphere (expressed tn photoelectric detectors at the exit slits. Twelve of these
Angstroms): 3371t 4278t 5200t 5577t 6300t ard 7319. The monochromators had wavelength scan capabtlttyt each with 128
emissions were measured in pairs: 5577 and 6300t 7319 and setectable wavelength posittonst which could also automatically
calibration9 3371 and 5577t 5200 and 7319t 4278 and 3371t step scan through these positions. The other 12 monochromators
calibration and 5200t and 6300 and 4278. Two optical systems cperated at fixed wavelengths with fields of view smatter than
viewed at right angles to each other. Each one employed a the full solar disk to aid in the atmospheric absorption
combination of a simple objective tens and field stop to define analysis. The spectral resolution varied from 2 to 5Q A
the field of views and each contained a multistage tight depending upon the particular instrument. The field of view
baffle. The wide-angle high-sensitivity system (designated varied from 60 x 60 arc mtn down to 3 x 6 arc mtn. All 24
channel 2) had a field of view of 3 peg half-angles and was monochromator-entrance axes were co-aligned parallel. A solar
used to measure the ntghtglowt dayglow above the satellites and pointing system could point to 256 different postttons_ execute
other weak emission features. The Less sensitive system a 16-step one-dimensional scan or a full 256-step raster. The
(desfgrated channel 1) had a field of view of approximately 3/4 time resolution varied from 0.5 s for observing 12 fixed
deg half-angle and was used for daygtow and ntghtgtow horizon wavelengths up to 256 s for programming the EUVS through all
measurementst as well as discrete auroral features which showed possible modes. More details can be found in H. E. Htnteregger
strong spatial gradients. Both optical channels had a diameter et al._ Radio Sct.t v. 8_ n. 4t p. 349t 1973. NSSDC has all
of 2.2 cm. They shared a filter wheel that contained six the useful data that exist from this investigation.
interference filters at the wavelengths identified above_ and
two other positions. One was a dark position for noise ....... AE-Ct HOFFMAN.
measurementst and the other was a calibrate position. The
dynamic range of the instrument was 1.E16 photons per s sq m INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETIC ION-MASS SPECTROMETER (MIMS)

(1.E6 rayletghs). In order that the sensors would respond in a
fraction of a second to large changes in surface brightness NSSOC ID- 73-101A-10 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
without any noticeable enhancement in the background count CODE EE-8t SCIENCE
rates each one contained a 1/100 attenuator and an electronic
circuit to back-bias the cathode. With these protective INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
features it was possible to measure a dark feature with no IONOSPHERES
apparent enhancement in background within 120 ms after a direct AERONOMY
view of the sun. Photons reaching the cathode were recorded
using a pulse-counting system. For more experiment detattst PERSONNEL
see P, B. Hays et al._ Radio Sol.t v. 8t n, 4_ p. 369_ 1973. PI - J,H. HOFFMAN U OF TEXAS_ DALLAS
NSSDC has all the useful data that exist from this

investigation. BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A magnetic ion-mass spectrometer was flown to measure in

....... AE-C_ HEATH sttu the concentrations of the ambient ion species in the mass
range from I to 90 atomic mass units (u). It was mounted on

INVESTIGATION NAME- EXTREME SOLAR UV MONITOR (ESUK) the satellite equator normal to the spin axls_ and the entrance
aperture faced forward when the spacecraft was in the despun

NSSDC IO- 73-101A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAF mode. The electric and magnetic fields were arranged to
CODE EE'8t SCIENCE produce a mass spectrum along the focal plane following the

magnetic analyzer. Three slits were placed along the focal
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) plane in appropriate places to simultaneously collect ions in

IONOSPHERES the mass ratios 1 to A to 16. Ionospheric ions were
AERONOMY accelerated into the analyzer system by a negative voltage that
SOLAR PHYSICS varied from -1060 to -225 V. The three mass ranges measured

simultaneously were 1 to 4t A to 16t and 16 to 90 U, Following
PERSONNEL each sltt was an electron multiplier and a logarithmic

PI - O,F. HEATH NASA-GSFC etectrometer-ampllfler detector. The detector output could be

01 - J=F. OSANTOWSKI NASA-GSFC measured directly for an analog outputt or it could be fed to a

"peak = circuit that determined the amplitude of each peak in
BRIEF DESCRIPTION the spectrum. Only the amplitude of each peak was telemetered

The Extreme Solar Ultraviolet Monitor (ESUM) made in the primary peaks model and in thts mode the time required
absolute broadband spectro-radiometrtc measureuents of the to simultaneously sweep at& three mass ranges was 1 s. Other
solar EUV flux from 200 A to Lyman-alpha at 1216 A and made modes of operation were possible. In the analog short mode0
precise measurements of the temporal variability -approximately the three mass ranges were swept in 4 st alternating wtth 1-s
one percent per solar rotation. The instrument consisted of Mpeaks" mode scans. An B-S sweep was required in the analog
two identical windowless EUV photodtodes wtth aluminum oxide tong mode_ again alternating with 1-s peaks mode scan. An
cathodes and a filter wheel containing two sets of unbacked option existed in the locked mode to continuously measure any
metallic filters (aluminums tint indium) and an cpen position, set of mass numbers in the ratio 1 to 4 to 16 to give high
A visible tight diode measured the pinhole transmittance cf the spatial resolution. More experiment details can be found tn J.
filters to determine the white Light background. The tilt H. Hoffman et al.t Radio Sct.t v. 8t n. AI p. 3151 1975. NSSDC
angle of the instrument relative to the eZ spacecraft axis was has all the useful data that exist from this experiment.
optimized for the maximum viewing time of the sun in both
spinning and despun spacecraft modes, The instrument field of ....... AE-Ct HOFFMAN ..........................................
view was 60 dog. The nominal bandwtdth$ (for _OS of signal)
were 270 to 550 At 570 to 584 A_ BOO to 935 A_ and 1216 A. INVESTIGATION NAME- LOW-ENERGY ELECTRONS (LEE)
More experiment details can be found in D. F. Heath and J. F.
Osantousk!, Radio Sct.t v. 8t n. 4t p. 3611 1973. NSSDC has KSSOC ID- 73-101A-12 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
all the useful data that exist from this investigation. CODE EE-8t SCIENCE

....... AE-Co HINTEREGGER INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}

PARTICLES AND FIELDS
INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR EUV SPECTROPHOTOMETER (EUVS)

PERSONNEL

PI - R,A, HOFFMAN NASA-GSFC

Ol - D.S* EVANS NOAA-ERL

OI - J,L. BURCH SOUTHWEST RES INST
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION BRIEF DESCRIPTION

Thls experiment provided direct measurements of the Thls experiment measured In sltu the spatial distribution

energy input Into the upper atmosphere due to electrons and and temporal changes of the concentrations of the neutral

protons in the energy range of 0.2 to 25 keV. The experiment atmospheric species. In addition, new insight into in situ
acquired differential measurements of the energy influx and measurement techniques was obtatneo from comparisons of these
angular distribution. There were two detectors measuring measurements with those obtained from other on-board
electrons and protons from 0.2 to 25 keY tn 16 LogarithmicaLLy experiments; namely, open source spectrometer (T3-1OiA-OT)t
spaced steps, and one detector measuring 5 keY electrons solar EUV spectrophotometer (7]-101A-O6)t and density
continuously. Each detector consisted of a cyLindricaL acceterometer (73-101A-02), The mass-spectrometer sensor had a
electrostatic analyzer for species and energy selection, and a goLd-pLated stainless steel thermattztng chamber and ion
Sptrattron electron muLtipLier for particle detection. Energy source, a hyperboLic-rod quadrupoLe analyzers and an off-axis
distributions were obtained by appLying different fixed or electron muLtipLier. Ftve different sequences of mass
stepped voltages to the deflection plates. Distributions in selections were avaiLabLe and, expressed tn atomic mass units
angle were measured using the spacecraft spin and the (u)t were Ks) geophysical -lt 2, 4, totals 16t 28, 32,
analyzers* positions on the spacecraft. In the despun modest selected, 40, (b) analytical -12t 14t 18t 20t 22t 30t Air
measurements were obtained at 45 deg to the spacecraft equator, calibrate, zero, (c) individual -selected, selected, selected,
and radiaLLy away from the earth. Detector took angles were ... (any mass 1 to 44)t (d) sweep digital -It 2t 3t 4t 5_ ...
chosen to give optimum magnetic pitch-angLe coverage when the 45 (in 3/16 u steps)t (e) sweep analog *2t 3t 4t 51 **. 45
spacecraft was moving either poLeward or equatorward. ALL (continuous). Five operational formats were avaiLabLe and
detectors were identical in construction and used 1- x 6-mm selected by ground commands and each one contained a different
entrance apertures. Counts were accumulated over 55.7 ms and cowbinatton of the five mass selection sequences Listed above.
read cut each main telemetry frame (62.5 ms). The two stepped When operating in the "normal format, w the anaLyzer measured
detectors moved one energy step once each matn frame with the aLL masses in the range 1 to 44 with emphasis on hydrogenl
same accumulation time, r_utrtng about 1 s for a complete helium, oxygens nltrogeng and argon. Another format was
cycle of steps. More complete details of this experiment may optimized for minor constituent studies of any individual gas
be found in R. A. Hoffman et at,! Radio Sot** v. 8t n. 4, p. species in the measured range. Spatial resolution was
393, 1973. NSSDC has aLL the useful data that exist from this determined primarily by the mode of spacecraft operation. In
investigation, crbft, the preseated spectrometer was openedt and the

atmospheric constituents passed through a knife*edged orifice
....... AE-Ct NIER ............................................. into the thermattzatton chamber and ton source, SeLected ions

Left the quadrupoLe analyzer through a weak focusing Lens and
INVESTIGATION NAME- OPEN-SOURCE NEUTRAL PASS SPECTROMETER were accelerated into a 14-stage electron mgLtlpLiert where

tOSS) they were turned 90 deg to strike the first dynode. For each
impacting tons the multiplier output was a pulse of 2. E6

NSSOC IO- 73-101A-07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM electrons. These output pulses constituted the measurements
COCE EE-8_ SCIENCE and the count rate was proportional to the chamber density of

the selected species. These density values were then converted
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) to ambient concentrations. The analyzer normaLLy operated at a

AERONOMY resolution of 1 u over the mass range. PuLses occurring during
0,015-s integration intervals were accumulated tn a 16*btt

PERSONNEL counter. MuLtipLe integration periods (up to 16) were assigned
PI - A.O.C*NIER U OF MINNESOTA to each measurement for tess dense atmospheric species.
OI - F.J. HETDEN MANILA ORS AutomaticaLLy selected ranges of ionizing electron currents
OI * K, MAUERSBERGER U OF MINNESOTA were used. The overaLL dynamic range of the measurements was
OI - W,[. POTTER U OF MINNESOTA greater than 1.E7. More experiment details pan be found in D.

T. Petz et at** Radio S¢t.t v. Bt n. 4t p. 277t 1973. NSSDC
BRIEF DESCRIPTION has aLL the useful data that exist from thts investigation.

The objective of thts experiment was to contribute to a
study of the chemtcat_ dynamics and energetic processes that ....... AE-C! SPENCER
control the structure of the thermosphere by providing directs
In situ measurements of both major and etnor neutral INVESTIGATIO[ NAME- NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE TEMPERATURE (NATE)
atmospheric constituents having masses tn the range from 1 to
48 atomic mass units (u). A doubLe-focusing Mattauch-Herzog NSSDC ID- 73-101A-09 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
magnetic deflection mass spectrometer wtth an tepact ion source CODE [E-at SCIENCE
was flown. Two ton coLLectors were included to measure tons

differing in mass by a factor of 8t t. e,, the two mass ranges INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
covered were 1 to 6 u and 6 to 48 u. In the ton source the AERONOMY
neutral species were ionized by means of electron impact. At
altitudes greater than 380 km, ton currents were measureC wtth PERSONNEL
an electron muLtipLier counting Indlvi dual ions. Counts were PI * N.W. SPENCER NASA*GSFC

accumulated for 1/20 s before automaticaLLy switching to a O! - GeM. CARIGNAN U OF MICHIGAN
different mass number. WhiLe complete mass spectra could be
sweptw in the common mode of operation peak stepptng was BRIEF DESCRIPTION
employed, with readings on the principal peaks in the mass This experiment measured the kinetic temperature of the
spectrum being repeated approximately every 0.5 s and on other reutraL atmosphere by determining the instantaneous density of
species Less frequently. Data below 380 km were _easured using wotecutar nitrogen tn a spherical chamber coupled to the
an electrometer. In addition to the peak stepping mode, there atmosphere through a knife-edged oriflce. AnaLysis of the
were several other operating modes which were selected by measured moLecuLar nitrogen density variation over a sptn cycle
ground command. In the fLy-through model the ton source wtth a knowledge of the satettltees motion and orientation Led
voltages were adjusted so that there was no electric field to to a determination of the ambient temperatures independent of
draw ions out of the electron beam when they were formed, scale height. A measurement of the ambient nitrogen density
Ambient particles striking the ion source retained energies was also obtained. An alternate measurement Of neutral
Less than 0.1 eve which was not high enough tc overcome the temperature was also undertakent using a baffle inserted in
negative space charge potential holding the ions in the beam. front of the orifice to intercept a portion of the gas particle
Those ambient particles that dtd not strike the ton source stream entering the chamber. When the sateLLite was tn the
retained their incoming energy of several eV after ionization despun model the baffle was made to oscillate tn the stepwise
and escaped tnto the accelerating region of the analyzer. The fashion to interrupt the particle stream seen by the ortftced
electron accelerating potential was 75 eV in normal mode chamber. These chamber density variations were interpreted to
operation and was 25 eV tn the fLy-through mode. In another yieLd the neutral gas kinetic temperature= A duaL-fiLament ton
operating mode, the instrument switched automatically to a source sampled the thermatfzed moLecuLar nitrogen tn the
sequence of masses of particular interest such as, e.g*t chamber and produced an ton beam density proportional to the
between masses 16 and 32 or between masses 28 and 32. More nitrogen chamber density. From the sources this ionized
details can be found in A. O. Nter et aL.t Radio Sct.t v. 8t n. nitrogen brae was directed from a quadrupoLe analyzers tuned to
4, p. 271t 1_73. NSSDC has aLL the useful data that exist from pass those particles whose mass-to*charge ratio (M/g) is 28t on
this investigation, to an electron muLtipLier. The output pulses were amplified

and counted in a 16-bit accumulator. The experiment aLso
....... AE*C, PELZ ............................................. provided measurements of neutral atmospheric compositions when

commanded tnto the appropriate mode ands for the first time
INVESTIGATION NAME- CLOSED-SOURCE NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROMETER measured the Local wtnd (vertical motions). The wtnd values

were determined by measurement of the Ustream" position
NSSDC ID- 73-101A-08 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAff relative to the sateLLite velocity. When the spacecraft was in

CODE EE-Rt SCIENCE the despun mode, the nitrogen density was measured except when
the particle stream was interrupted by the baffle. The sensor

INVESTIGATICN CISCIPLIkE(S) was vacuum-seaLed prior to Launch and opened to the atmosphere
AERONOMY after the spacecraft was tn orbit. More experiment details can

be found tn N. W. Spencer et at.t Radio Sct., v. 8t n. 4t p.
PERSONNEL 28Tt 1973. NSSDC has aLL the useful data that exist from this

PI - O,T. PELZ(NLA) NASA-GSFC investigation.
OI - C,A. REFER NASA-GSFC
OI - G.R. CARIGNAN U OF MICHIGAN
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**************************** ********************************** ....... AE'Dt BRACE ............................................

INVESTIGATION NAME- CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC PROBE (CEP)

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- AE-D

ALTERNATE NAMES- S GD_ PL-T23B kSSDC ID- 75-09GA-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
ATMOSPHERE EXPLORER-Dr EXPLORER BA CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE

NSSDC IO- 75-OgGA INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
IONOSPHERES

LAUNCH DATE- 10/0G/75 WEIGHT- G81. KG AERONOMY
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBt UNITED STATES

LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA PERSONNEL
PI - L.h. BRACE NASA-GSFC

SPONSORING COUNTRYIAGENCY OI - R.F, THEIS NASA-GSFC
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA OI - A. DALGARNO SAO

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS BRIEF DESCRIPTION
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 10/07/75 The CEP consisted of two identical instruments designed
ORBIT PERIOD- 126=9 MIN INCLINATION- 90,1DEG to measure electron temperaturest electron and Ion
PERIAPSIS" 154. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 3816, KM ALT concentratlonst ion masst and spacecraft potential. One probe

was oriented along the sptn axis of the spacecraft (normally

PERSONNEL perpendicular to the orbit ptane)t and the other radially so
PM - D.W, GRIMES(NLA) NASA-GSFC that tt could observe in the direction of the velocity vector
PS - N,W= SPENCER NASA-GSFC once each 15-s spin period, Each instrument was a retarding

potential Langmufr probe device that produced a current-voltage

BRIEF DESCRIPTION (I-V) curve for a known voltage pattern placed on the
The purpose of the AE-D mission was to continue the collector. ELectrometers were used to measure the current.

investigation begun by AE-C of the chemical processes and There were two systems of operation (one with two modes and
energy transfer mechanisms that control the structure and another wtth three modes) using collector voltage patterns
behavior of the earthls atmosphere and ionosphere in the region between plus and minus B volts. Host modes involved an
of high absorption of solar energy. Thts mission was planned auto*eric or fixed adjustment of collector voltage Limits
to sasgte the high Latitude regions at the same time that the (and/or electrometer output) such that the region of interest
AE-E mission was sampling the equatorial and low Latitude on the I-V profile provided htgh resolution. Each system was
regions, The same type of spacecraft as AE-C was us*dr and the designed for use with only one of the probest but they could be
paytoac consisted of the same types of instruments except for tnterswftched to provide backup redundancy. The best
deletion of the extreme solar UV monitor and the Bennett ton measurements in the most favorable modes provided one-second
mass spectrometers which were part of the AE-E payload, The time resolution; electron temperature between 300 and 1.E_ deg
polar orbit provided the sampling of all Latitudes ard the K (IOX accuracy); ton density between 1.E4 and 1.E7 tons/co
perigee moved through all latitudes in 3 months and all Local (lO-20X accuracy); electron density between BO and 1,E6
times tn 4 months, UnfortunateLyt a failure in the solar power electrons/co; and ion mass at ton densities above 1,E4 tons/co.
panels resulted tn the termination of operations on January 29t Each probe had a collector electrode extending from the central
1976t after slightly Less than R months of useful Life. axis of a cylindrical guard ring. The 2,5-cm-Long guard ring
Howevert all the regions at the perigee altitudes were sampled was at the end of a 2B-cm booms and the collector extended
during this time. The spacecraft re-entered the atmosphere another 7.5 cm beyond the guard ring. The booms guards and
about 1 month after cessation of telemetry. TO continue the collector were 0.2 cm in diameter. More detailed information
correlated observations wtth the AE-E misstcnt AE-C was can be fcund in L. He Brace et at,t Radio Sct.l Vo 8_ n. 4_ p,
reactivated on February 28t 197&t to replace AE-D, More 341_ 1973, NSSDC has all the useful data that exist from thts
details can be found tn A. Datgarno et at,t Radio Sci,t v, 8t investigation,
n. 4t p, 263t 1973,

....... AE-Dt CHAMPION .........................................

....... AE-Ot BARTH ............................................
INVESTIGATION NAME- ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY ACCELEROMETER (MESA)

INVESTIGATION NAME- ULTRAVIOLET NITRIC-OXIDE EXPERIMENT
NSSDC ID- TB-Og&A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

NSSDC IO- 75-OgGA-II INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM CODE EE-8/CO-OP_ SCIENCE

COEE EE-Gt SCIENCE
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) AERONOMY
AERONOMY

PERSONNEL

PERSONNEL PI - K,S$W.CHAMPION USAF GEOPHYS LAB
PI - C$A, BARTH U OF COLORADO OI - F,A, MARCOS USAF GEOPHYS LAB

OI - D,W. RUSCH U OF COLORADO
OI - A.I. STEWART U OF COLORADO BRIEF DESCRIPTION

The Miniature Electrostatic Analyzer (MESA) obtained data

BRIEF DESCRIPTION on the neutral density of the atmosphere tn the altitude range
Thts ULtraviolet Nitric-Oxide Experiment (UVNO) consisted of 120 to 400 km by the measurements of satellite deceleratton

of a two-chsnnffl fixed-grating Ebert-Fastte spectrometers which Cue to aerodynamic drag, The instrument consisted of three
measured the airglow tn the (lt O) Gamma band tn a 15-A region single-axis accelerometerst mounted mutually at right angtest
centered at 2149 A. The observed intensity was produced by two tn the spacecraft X-Y plane and the other in the Z-axts.
resonance fluorescence of sunlight by the nitric-oxide The instrument determined the applied acceleration from the
molecules in the tnstrument°s field of view. The intensity electrostatic force regutred to recenter a proof mass. The
data obtained yielded altitude profiles of nitric-oxide density output of the device was a digital pulse rate proportional to
as a function of ttme and Location. The remote sensing the applied acceleration. The sample time of each measurement

character of the UVNO experiment permitted measuresents of was 0"25DiS'hat The measurements allowed determination of thenitric-oxide to be made at altitudes both above and below density neutral atmospheres monitored the thrust of the

satellite perigee, As the spacecraft spunt the spectrometer_ orbit-adjust propulsion system (OAPS)t determined the satellite
which looked outward through the rim of the sateLtitel minimum altitudes measured spacecraft rolls and provided some
repeatedly had its field of view carried down through the attitude-sensing information. Spacecraft nutations of tess
atmosphere onto the earthts limbs and altitude profiles of the than O.OI deg were monitored, The instrument had three
emitted alrglow intensity were obtained. Below some altitude sensitivity ranges: 8.E-3 earth0s gravity (G) in OArS monitor
the measured signal at 2149 A was cortaminated by mode; 4.E-4 G between 120 km (plus or minus 2%) and 280 km
rayLeigh-scattered sunlight, To correct for thts (plus or minus 10%); and 2.E-5 O between 180 km (plus or minus
€ontaminations a second channel measured only scattered Light 2%) and 400 km (plus or minus 10%). Numbers tn parentheses
intensity In a 12-A region centered at 2190 A. The two represent errors. A systematic error of up to plus or minus 5_
channels were optically and electrically independent, due to drag coefficient uncertainty was also possible, The
Nitric-oxide airglow intensity was determined by taking the highest measurement altitude was determined assuming the
difference between these two measurements. The iensor*$ 4nltrument could lense to 0.2S of full scale. More detatls can
spherical fused-quartz telescope mirror had a 12_-mm focal be found in K. S. W. Champion et ak,_ Radio Sct,t v, 8t n. 4t
lengths and focused incident Light on the entrance sktt of the O. 2gTt lgT]. NSSDC has all the data that exist from thts
spectrometer. From this slit the Light struck one-half of the investigation.
mirror and was collimated onto the grating. The
3600-Ltnes-per-mm grating returned the Light collimated to the ....... AE-Ot OOERZNG ..........................................
other half of the mirrors and the Light was focused on two exit
slits. The spectrometer field of view was 4 deg X 1/4 degt INVESTIGATION NAME- PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROMETER (PEG)
with the Long axis parallel to the saacecraftls spin exist and
therefore parallel to the viewed limb, In normal operation hSSDC I0- TB-OgGA-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
each channel was integrated for 20e8 ms and read out CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE
alternately at lO.4-ms intervals, The instrument was protected
against contamination from internal scattering of off-axis INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
undtspersed light. More experiment details can be found tn C. IONOSPHERES
A. Berth et at°t Radio Scl.t v. 8_ n. At p. 379t 1973, NSSDC AERONOMY

has all the useful data that exist from this investigation,
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PERSONNEL NSSOB ID- 75-OgGA-13 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
PI - d.P. DOERING JOHNS HOPKINS U CODE EE-8t SCIENCE
OI - C.O. BOSTROM APPLIED PHYSICS LAB

OI - J.C. ARMSTRONG(DECEASED) APPLIED FHYSICS LAB INVESTIGATIDN DISCIPLINE(S)
AERONOMY

BRIEF CESCRIPTION IONOSPHERES

Thls experiment was deslgned to provide Information on

the intensltyt angular distribution, energy spectrum, and net PERSONNEL

flows along field lines9 of electrons in the thermosphere with PI - PoD. HAYS U OF MICHIGAN
energies between 1 and BOO eVo The instrument conslsted cf two OI - G.G. SHEPHERD YORK U

Identical oppositely directed hemlspherlcat etectrostatlc 01 - G.R. CARIGNAN U OF MICHIGAN
analyzerst and it had 30 operating modes. Each spectrometer OI - J.C.G.WALKER U OF MICHIGAN

had a relative energy resolution plus or minus 2.B% and a

geometric factor on the order of 0.001 sg cm srt independent of BRIEF DESCRIPTION

electrcn energy. Three separate energy ranges could be sensed: The visible airglow experiment provided volume emlsslon
0 to 25t 0 to 100, or 0 to 500 eV. Measurements from these rates for several daygkowt nlghtgLowt and auroral optical

Intervals could be sequenced tn B different ways. Data could emission features. A photometer containing two separate
be taken from either sensor separatetyt or alternately with optical channels was used. Spectral selection was accomplished
time resolution varying from 0.25 to 8 s. There were two wlth a common filter wheel that contained six interference

deflection voltage scan rates determined by spacecraft clock, filters and a dark and calibrate position. The wavelengths
This voltage was changed in 64 stepst and was dane at 4 or 16 measured in pairs (in Angstroms) were 7319 and 4861t 5200 and
steps per telemetry frame. With 16 frames/s, this allowed a dark, 5577 and 7319_ 4278 and 5200t 6300 and 5577, calibration
choice of etther one 6_-potnt spectrum, or four 16-point and 4278, and AB61 and 6300. The two channels were separated
spectra tn 1 So The longest (8 s) cycle of data Involved in angle by 90 deg. One channel had a large field of view (3
observations using tncreaslng voltage steps for the Lcwest, deg half-angle) for high senstttvityt normally pointing toward
middle, lowestt then highest energy ranges (tn that order) for the 'local zentth_ and the second channel had a small field of
1 s each. A reD.at for decreasing voltage steps completed the view (0.75 deg half-angle) for high spatial resolutions
cycle. A more detailed description of this experiment may be pointing tangent to the surface of the earth when the satellite
found in d. P. Do,ring et at.t Radio Scl., v. 8, n. 4, p. 387, was in the despun mode. Both channels were protected from

1973. NSSDC has all the useful data that exist from this stray Light contamination during daytime by multi=tag, baffle
Investigation. systems. Photons that had been spectraLty and spatially

selected were sensed by a pulse-counting photomuttiptier system
....... AE-Dt HANSON ........................................... capable of counting at a rate of 5.E6 counts/s= The filters

could be operated in several modest e.g.t fixed filters and
INVESTIGATION NAME- RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZER/DRIFT METER automatic filter changes could be synchronized etther to

(RPA) satellite orientation or to a fixed-time base. More experiment
details can be found in P. B. Hays et al.t Radio Sct., v. Bt n.

NSSDC ID- 75-ogGA-O_ INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM 4, p. 369. 1973. NSSDC has all the useful data that exist from
CODE EE-B, SCIENCE thts Investigation.

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLIhE(S) ....... AE-B, HEDIk ............................................
IONOSPHERES

AERONOMY INVESTIGATION NAME- NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE COMPOSITION (NACE)

PERSONhEL ESSOC ID- 75-096A-08 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

PI - W.B. HANSON U OF TEXAS, DALLAS CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE

OI - D.R. ZUCCARO U OF TEXAS, DALLAS
OI - S. SANATANI U OF TEXAS_ DALLAS INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

OI - C.R. LIPPENCOTT U OF TEXASt DALLAS AERONOMY

BRIEF DESCRIPTION PERSONNEL

This experiment was designed to determine vector Ion PI - A.E. HEDIN NASA-GSFC
drtft velocities, ion concentration and temperature, and OI - C.A. REBER NASA-GSFC
spacecraft potential. An ionospheric irregularity Index was OI - G.R. CARIGNAN U OF MICHIGAN
also obtained from the ton concentration sensor. The
experiment consisted of a retarding potential analyzer with BRIEF DESCRIPTION

four planar sensor heads. The sensor heac used for ion drift This experlment measured in sltu the spatial dfstrlbutlon

measurements was co-located with another head, and all heads and temporal changes of the concentrations of the neutral
were spaced almost equally, looking outward from the satellite atmospheric species. In addition, new tnstght into tn sttu
equator. Since the satellite spln axis was perpendlcutar to measurement techniques was obtained from comparisons of these

the orbit plane, these heads could observe along the spacecraft measurements with other onboard experiments: namely,
velocity vector in either the spin or despum mode of the open-source spectrometer (75-096A-OT)t solar EUV
spacecraft. The primary purpose of this experiment was to spectrophotometer (75-096A-O6)t and density acceterometer
provide accurate ion temperatures wlth other measurements being (7_-096A-02). The mass-spectrometer sensor included a
of secondary importance. Three of the senscr heads were gold-plated stainless steel thermaltzfng chamber and ion
similar: they had two grounded entrance grids, two retarding sources a hyperbolic-rod guadrupole analyzer, and an off-axis
grids, a suppressor grtdl a shield grid, and a cottectcr. A electron multiplier. Ftve different sequences of mass
Linear sweep voltage (32 or 22 to O V, up or down) was normally selection were available and, expressed in atomic mass units
applied to the retarding grids in 0.75 s. Interpretation of (u) t were as follows: (1) geophysical -I, 2t 40 total, 16, 28,
the resulting current-voltage profiles provtded the ion 32, setectedt 40, (2) analytical -12t 14t 18t 20t 22, 30t 44t

temperature, the ion and electron concentration, some ion calibrate, zeros (3) Individual -selected, setected_ selected,
composition Information, vehicle potential and plasma drift ... (any mass 1 to 44), (_) sweep digital -Zt 2t 3_ At 5t ...
velocity parallel to the velocity vector. Two of the three 45 (in 3/16-u steps), (5) sweep analog 2t 3_ 4t 5t ... 45
similar sensors had an additional grid between the entrance and (€ontinuous). Five operational formats were available and
retarding grids in order to protect Inner grids from ion selected by ground command. When operating in the "normal"
bombardment during electron measurements. The other formats the analyzer measured all masses in the range I to _4

significant feature of these two sensors was that a small wlth emphasis on hydrogen, hellumt oxygenl nltrogent and argon.
positive collector btas could be applted to assure adequate Another format was optimized for minor constituent studies of
access of thermal electrons to the collector. With the any individual gas species in the measured range= Spatial
retarding grid at constant zero votts_ current changes could be resolution was determined primarily by the mode of spacecraft
observed for 3-s pertocs to obtain gradients of ion operation. In orbit1 the or.sealed spectrometer was openedt
concentration. Electron parameters were measured in a manner and the atmospheric constituents passed through a knife-edged
similar to ions. Ions tn mass ranges 1 to 4t 14 to 16, 24 to orifice into the thermatizatfon chamber and ion source.
32 and greater than 40 atomic mass units could be identified. Selected ions left the quadrupote analyzer through a weak

The fourth sensor head was for the ton-drift velocity focusing Lens and were accelerated tnto a 14-stage electron
measurementst and consisted of four grounded grfdst a multipliers where they were turned 90 deg to strike the first
negatively biased suppressor grid, and a 4-segment collector, dynode. For each Impacting ion, the multiplier output was a
Differences in various collector segment currents prcvtded pulse of 2.E6 electrons. These output pulses constituted the
ton-drift directional component information. Mcre details of measurement and the count rate was proportional to the chamber
thls experiment are available in W. B. Hanson et al._ Radio density of the selected species. These density values were
Sct._ v. 8_ n. 4o p. 333, 1973. NSSDC has all the useful data converted to ambient concentrations. The analyzer normally
that exist from this investigation, ooerated at a resolution of 1 u over the mass range0 so that a

mass peak one-thousandth the amplitude of an adjacent peak
....... AE-O. HAYS could be measured. For the dynamic range requlredt pulses

occurring durtng OoO15-s integration intervals were accumulated
INVESTIGATION NAME- VISIBLE AIRGLOW PHOTOMETER (VAE) in a 16-b|t counter. Multiple integration periods (up to 16)

were assigned to each measurement for tess dense atmospheric
species. Automatically selected ranges of Ionizing electron
currents were used. The overall range of the measurements was
planned to be greater than 1.E7. There was a provision for the
instrument orifice to be covered during spacecraft thruster
operations. More experiment details can be found in D. T. Pelz
et at., Radio ScI., v. 8, n. 4t p. 277, 1973. NSSDC has all
the useful data that exist from this investigation.
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KSSOC ID- 75-D96A-12 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE

....... AE-Dt HINTEREGGER ......................................

INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR EUV SPECTROPHOTOMETER (EUVS) INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS

NSSDC IO- 75-096A-D6 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-B/CO-OPt SCIENCE PERSONNEL

PI - R.A. HOFFMAN NASA-GSFC

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) Of - D.S. EVANS NOAA-ERL
IONOSPHERES OI - J.L. BURCH SOUTHWEST RES INST
AERONOMY

SOLAR PHYSICS BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment furnished direct measurements of the

PERSONNEL energy input into the upper atmosphere due to electrons and

Pl - H,E, HINTEREGGER USAF GEOPHYS LAB protons (ions) in the energy range 0,2 to 25 keY. The fluxes

01 - D,E, BEDO USAF GEOPHYS LAB of electrons and ions were measured with cylindrical
CI - L,A, HALL USAF GEOFHYS LAB electrostatic analyzers and Spfraltron electron multipliers,

Of - C,W. CHAGNON USAF GEOPHYS LAB There were Ig detectors_ one Ion stepped-energy anatyzert and

01 - J,E. HANSON(RETIRED) USAF GEOPHYS LAB two electron stepped analyzers mounted at different angles, In
addltlonw there were 16 fixed energy detectors which obtained

BRIEF DESCRIPTION high-time-resolution angular distrtbutionst in the spacecraft
The Extreme ULtraviolet Spectrometer (EUVG) was used to one revotutton-per-orblt model at five energies between 0.72

observe the variatt_l$ in the solar EUV flux in the wavelength and 18 keV, More details can be found in R. A, Hoffman et at.t

range from 140 to _B_O A and the atmospheric attenuation at Radio Sci,_ v. 8_ n, 4_ p, 393_ 1973, NSSDC has all the useful
various fixed wavelengths, This provided quantitative data that exist from this investigation.
atmospheric structure and composition data, The instrument

consisted of 24 9razlng-lncldence grating monochromatorst using ....... AE-D9 NIER .............................................
parattet-stlt systems for entrance collimation and

photoelectric detectors at the exit slits. Twelve of these INVESTIGATION NAME- OPEN-SOURCE NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROMETER
moqochromators had wavelength scan capabttityl each with 128 tOSS)
setecta_te wavelength postttons_ which could also automatically
step scan through these positions. The other 12 {onochromators RSSCC I0- 75-096A-07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
operated at fixed wavelengths with fields of vlew smatter than CODE EE-8t SCIENCE
the full solar disk to aid in the atmospheric absorption

analysis. The spectral resolution varied from 2 to 5q A INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

depending upon the partlcutar instrument, The field of view AERONOMY
varied from 60 x 60 arc min down to 3 x 6 arc mln. ALL 24
monochromator-entrance axes were co-aligned parallel. A solar PERSONNEL

point system could point to 256 different posttfcnst execute a Pl - A,O,C,NIER U OF MINNESOTA
16-step one-dlmensfonaL scan or a full 256-steD raster, The 01 - W.E. POTTER U OF MINNESOTA

time resolution varied from 0.5 s for observing 12 fixed 01 - K, MAUERSBERGER U OF MINNESOTA

waveteng'ths up to 256 s for programming the EUVS through all

possible modes. More details can be found in M, E. Mlnteregger BRIEF DESCRIPTION
et aL.t Radio Sct,t v. 8t n, 4t p, 349t 1973. The objective of this experiment was to contribute to a

study of the chemical1 dynamict and energetic processes that

-- ..... AE-Ct HOFFMAN .......................................... control the structure of the thermosphere by providing directo
in sttu measurements of both major and minor neutral

INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETIC ION-MASS SPECTROMETER (MIMS) atmospheric constituents having masses In the range from i to
48 atomic mass units (u). A double-focusing Mattauch-Herzog

NSSDC ID- 75-OgGA-lO INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM _agnetlc deflection mass spectrometer wlth an impact ion source
CODE EE-8_ SCIENCE was flown, Two ton collectors were included to measure ions

differing in mass by a factor of 8t f,e.t the two mass ranges

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) covered were 1 to 6 u and 6 to 48 u. In the ion source the
IOhOSPHERES neutral species were ionized by means of electron impact, At
AERONOMY altitudes greater than 380 kmt ion currents were measure_ with

an electron multiplier counting individual ions. Counts were

PERSONNEL accumulated for 1/20 s before automatically switching to a
PI - J.H. HCFFMAN U OF TEXASt DALLAS different _ass number, While co_pkete mass spectra could be

01 - E.E. FERGUSON NOAA-ERL sweptt in the common mode of operation peak stepping was

OI - W,B. HANSON U OF TEXAS_ DALLAS emptoyedt with readings on the principal peaks in the mass
OI - C,R. LIPPENCOTT U OF TEXAS_ CALLAS spectrum being repeated approximately every 0,5 s and on other

species tess frequently, Data below 380 km were measured using

BRIEF DESCRIPTION an electrometer, In addition to the peak-stepping mode_ there
A magnetic Ion-mass spectrometer was flown to measure in were several other operating modes which were selected by

situ the concentrations of the ambient positive ion species in ground command. In the fly-through model the ion source
the mass range from I to 90 atomic mass units (u). Mounted on voltages were adjusted so that there was no electric field to
the satellite equator normal to the spin axial the entrance draw ions out of the electron beam when they were formed,
aperture faced forward when the spacecraft was in the despun Ambient particles striking the ion source retained energies
mode. The electric and magnetic fields were arranged to tess than 0,1 eVt which is not high enough to overcome the

produce a mass spectrum along the focal plane following the negative space charge potential holding the ions in the beam.
magnetic analyzer. Three slits were placed along this plane tn Those ambient particles that did mot strike the ion source
appropriate places to simultaneously collect tops in the mass retained their incoming energy of several eV after ionization
ratio 1-A-16. Ionospheric ions were accelerated into the and escaped tnto the accelerating region of the analyzer. The
analyzer system by a negative voltage that varied from -lOEO to electron accelerating potential was 75 eV tn normal mode
-225 V, The three mass ranges measured simultaneously were 1 operation and 25 eV tn the fly-through mode. In another
to 4t 4 to 16t and 14 to 72 u, Following each silt was an operating mocel the instrument switched automatically to a
electron multiplier and logarithmic eLectrometer-ampllfler sequence of masses of particular interest such ast e.q.t
detector. The detector output was either measures directly for between masses 16 and 32 or between masses 28 and 32. More

an analog output_ or was supplied to a mpeakM circuit that experiment details can be found in A. O. Nier et at.t Radio
determined the amplitude of each peak in the spectrum. Only Sct._ v. 8_ n, 4t p, 271t 1973, NSSDC has all the useful data
the amplitude of each peak was telemetered tn the "peak" mode_ that exist from this investigation,
and in this mode the time required to simultaneously sweep all
three mass ranges was 1 s, Other sodas of operation were ..... "- AE-C_ SPENCER ..........................................
possible, In the analog short model the three mass ranges were
swept in 2 st alternating wtth 1-s "peak" mode scans. An 8-s INVESTIGATION NAME- NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE TEMPERATURE (NATE)
sweep time was required In the analog Long model again
alternating with 1-s "peak" mode scans, An option existed tn RSSCC IO- 75-096A-Og INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
the Locked mode to continuously measure any set of mass numbers CODE EE-Bo SCIENCE
in the ratio 1-4-16 to give hlgh spatial resolution. More

experiment detail can be found in J. He Hoffman et al,_ Radio INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

Sct,t v, Bt n. 4q p, 3151 1973. NSSOC has all the useful data AERONOMY
that exist from this investigation.

PERSONNEL
PI - N,W. SPENCER NASA-GSFC....... AE-O_ HOFFMAN ..........................................
Of - G,R, CARIGNAN U OF MICHIGAN

INVESTIGATION NAME- LOW-ENERGY ELECTRONS (LEE) OI - H,B, NIEMANN NASA-GSFC
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BRIEF CZSCRIPTION BRIEF DESCRIPTION

This experiment was Designed to measure the kinetic The CEP consisted of two identical instruments designed
temperature of the neutral atmosphere by determintn_ the to measure etectron temperatures_ electron and ton
instantaneous density of molecular nitrogen tn a spherical concentrattonst ion massy and spacecraft potential. One probe
chamber coupled to the atmosphere through a knife-edge orifice, was oriented along the sptn axis of the spacecraft (usually
Analysis of the measured molecular nitrogen density variation perpendicular to the orbit ptane)t and the other radfattyt so
over a spin cycle with a knowledge of the satettttets motion that it could observe in the direction of the vetoc|ty vector
and orientation led to a determination of the ambient cnce each 15-s spin period. Each instrument was a
temperaturel independent of scale height. The NATE also retarding-potential Langmufr-probe device that produced a
provided measurements of the neutral compositions when current-voltage (I-V) curve for a known voltage pattern placed
commanded into the appropriate mode. In additions values for on the collector. ELectrometers were used to measure the
the zonal wind were obtained, from measurement of the "stream" current. There were two systems of operation (one wtth two

position relative to the satellite velocity. An alternate modes and arother with three modes) using collector voltage
measurement of neutral temperature also was undertaken0 using a patterns between plus and minus B volts. Most modes involved
baffle inserted in front of the orifice to intercept a pcrtton an automatic or fixed adjustment of collector voltage Limits
of the gas particle stream entering the chamber. When the (anc/or electrometer output) such that the region of interest
satellite was in the despun mode, the baffle was made to on the I-V profile provided htgh resolution. Each system was
oscillate in the stepwfse fashion in order to interrupt the designed for use wtth only one of the probest but they could be
particle stream seen by the orificed chamber. These chamber ]nterswttched to provide backup redundancy. The best
density variations were interpreted to yield the neutral gas measurements in the most favorable modes provided 1-s ttme
kinetic temperature also. A dual-f|tament ion source sampled resolution; electron temperature between 500 and 1.E4 dee K
the thermattzed molecular nitrogen in the chamber and produced (IOX accuracy); ion density between l.E_ and 1.E7 tons/co
an for beam dens(ty proportional to the nitrogen chamber (10-20% accuracy); electron density between 50 and 1.E6
density. From the sources the tontzed beam was directed to a electrons/co; and ion mass at ion densities above 1.E4. Each
ouadrupote anatyzer_ tuned to pass those particles whose probe had a collector electrode extending from the central axis
mass-to-charge ratio (M/O) was 2e. This ionized nitrogen beam of a cyttndrtca'L guard ring. The 2.S-cm-tong guard rtng was at
then passed on to an electron euLtiptter. The output pulses the end of a.25-cm booms and the collector extended another 7.5
were amplified and counted in a 16-bit accumulator. The sensor cm beyond the guard ring. The booms guards and collector were
was vacuum-seated prior to Launch and opened to the atmosphere 0.2 cm in'diameter. More detailed information can be found tn
after the spacecraft was in orbit. More experimert details can L. H. Brace et aL.t Radio Sct.t v. Bt n. 41 pe 5411 1973.
be found tn N. W. Spencer et aL.t Radio Sct.t v. 81 n. 41 p.
2871 1973. NSSDC has all the useful data that exist from thts ....... AE-Et BRINTON ..........................................
investigation.

INVESTIGATION NAME- BEkNETT ION-MASS SPECTROMETER (BIMS)
**************************** **********************************

NSSDC ID- 75-107A-10 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8t SCIENCE

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- AE-E

ALTERNATE NAMES- S 6E, ATMOSPHERE EXPLORER-E INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
EXPLORER 551 AE 5 IONOSPHERES

AERONOMY
NSSDC ID- 75-107A

PERSONNEL

LAUNCH DATE- 11/20/75 WEIGHT- 735. KG Pl - H.C. BRINTON NASA HEADQUARTERS
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERALt UNITED STATES O: - M.W. PHAROs III NASA-GSFC

LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA O: - H.A. TAYLORt JR. NASA-GSFC

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY BRIEF DESCRIPTION

UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA . Th(s experiment was flown to measures throughout the
orbits the tnctvidunt concentrations of all thermal ton species

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS tn the mass range 1 to 72 atomic mass units (u) and in the

ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 11/25/75 ambient density range from 5 to 5.E6 tons/co. The mass range
ORBIT PERIOD- 117.29 MIN INCLINATION- 19.7 DIG was normally scanned tn 1.7 st but the scan time per range
PERIAPSIS- 156. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 2985. KM ALT could be increased by command. Laboratory and tnfttght

determination of spectrometer efficiency and mass
PERSONNEL discrimination permitted direct conversion of measured ion

PM - J,P, CORRIGAN NASA-GSFC currents to ambient concentrations. Correlation of these
PM - D.W. GRIMES(NLA) NASA-GSFC reasured data wtth the results from companion expertmentst CEP
PS - N.W. SPENCER NASA-GSFC (75-107A-01) and RPA (75-107A-04) permitted individual ion

concentrations to be determined with high accuracy. The
BRIEF DESCRIPTION expertmentts four primary mechanical components were guard rtng

The purpose of the *E-E mission was to Investigate the and ton-analyzer tubes collector and preamplifier assemblyt
chemical processes and energy transfer mechanfs_s that control vents and mair electronics housing. A three-stage Bennett tube
the structure and behavior of the earthts atmosphere and wtth 7- to 5-cycle drift spaces was flown; it Was modified to
ionosphere in the region of htgh absorption of solar energy at permit ton concentration measurements to be obtained at Low
Low aro ecuatortat Latftuces. The simultaneous sampling at altitudes. The balance between ion-current sensitivity and
higher Latitudes was carrieo out by the AE-D spacecraft until mass resolution in a Bennett spectrometer may be altered by
its failure on January 291 lgT&t and then by AE-Ct until it changing appropriate voltages. These voltage changes were
reentered on December 121 1978. The same type of spacecraft as controlled trOependentty by ground command for each one of the
*E-C was usedt and the payload consisted of the same types of three mass ranges: 1 to _t 2 to 1Bt and B to 72. More
instruments except that the tow-energy electron and UV nitric complete experiment details can be found in M. C. Brlnton et
oxide experiments were deleted and a backscatter UV ai.t Radio Sci*t v. 81 n. 4_ p. 3691 1973.
spectrometer was added to monitor the czone content of the

atmosphere. The two experiments that were deleted were more ....... AE-Et CHAMPION .........................................

appropriate for the hlgh-tatltude regions. The perigee swept
through more than slx full Latitude cycles and two Local tlme INVESTIGATION NAME- ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY ACC[LEROM[TER (MESA)
cycles during the first year after Launch when the orbit was
elliptical and the perigee height was varied between 130 and NSSDC ID- 75-107A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

400 km. The oircutarizatton of the orbit around 390 km was CODE EE-B/CO-OPt SCIENCE
made on November 201 1976 and the spacecraft was raised tc this
height whenever 11 would decay to about 250 km. AE-E reentered INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINERS)
on June 101 1981. More details can be found In A. DaLgarno et AERONOMY
at., Radio Scl.t v. 81 n. 4_ p. 2631 1973.

PERSONNEL
....... AE-Et BRACE ............................................ PI - K.S.W.CHAMPION USAF GEOPHYS LAB

OI - F.A, MARCOS USAF GEOPHYS LAB
INVESTIGATION NAME- CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC PROBE (CEP)

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
NSSDC IO- 7B-IO7A-Ol INVESTIGATIVE PROGRA_ The Miniature ELectrostatic Analyzer (MESA) obtained data

CODE EE-Rt SCIENCE on the neutral denstty of the atmosphere in the altitude range
of 120 to 400 kmt by the measurements of satellite deceleration

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) due to aeroCynamfc drags which tS directly proportional to
AERONOMY atmospheric density. The instrument consisted of three
IONOSPHERES single-axis acceterometerst mounted mutually at right angLest

two tn the spacecraft X-Y plane and the other along the Z-pits.
PERSONhEL The tnstrumert determined the applied acceleration from the

PI - L.H. BRACE NASA-GSFC electrostatic force required to rementer a proof mass. The

OI - R.F. THEIS NASA-GSFC output of the device was a digital pulse rate proportional to
OI - A. DALGARNO SAO the applied acceleration. The sample ttme of each instrument

was 0.25 s. The measurements allowed determination of the
denstty of the neutral atmospheres monitored the thrust of the
Orbit-Adjust Propulsion System (OAPS)t determined the satellite
mfntmum altitudes measured spacecraft rolls and provided some
attitude-sensing information. Spacecraft nutattons of Less
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than 0.01 deg were monitored. The tnstrumert had three ....... AE-Et HAYS
sensitivity ranges: 8.E-3 earthts gravity (G) in OAPS monitor
mode; 4.E-4 G between 120 km (plus or minus 2%9 and 280 km INVESTIGATIO_ NAME- VISIBLE AIRGLOW PHOTOMETER (VAE)

(plus or minus 10%9; and 2.E-5 G between 180 km (plus or minus
2X9 and 400 km (plus or minus 10%9o Numbers in parentheses NSSDC ID o 75-107A-11 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

represent errors. There may be a systematic error of up to CODE EE-8t SCIENCE

plus or minus 51 due to drag coefficient uncertainty, The

highest measurement altitude was determined assuming the INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
instrument could sense to 0.2% of full scale. More details can AERONOMY

be found in K. S. Champion et al.t Radio Sci._ v. 8t n, 4_ o. IONOSPHERES
297e 1973,

PERSONNEL

....... AE-Et DOERING PI - P.B. HAYS U OF MICHIGAN
OI - G.G, SHEPHERD YORK U

INVESTIGATION NAME- PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROMETER (PES) OI - G,R, CARIGNAN U OF MICHIGAN
OI - J,C,G,WALKER U Of MICHIGAN

NSSDC ID- 75-107A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8t SCIENCE BRIEF DESCRIPTION

This experiment provided detailed data on the rates of
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S9 excitation of the atomic and molecular constituents of the

IONOSPHERES thermosphere. The wavelength range1 expressed tn Angstromst
AERONOMY was measured in pairs: 7319 and 6563t 5300 and darkt 5577 and

7319t 2800 and 5200t 6300 and 5577t calibrate and 2800t and
PERSONNEL £563 and 6300. A photometer was used which contained two

PI - J.P. DOERING JOHNS HOPKINS U separate optical channetst a narrow field of vlew and a wide
OI - C*Ot BOSTROM APPLIED PHYSICS LAB field of view, Spectral selection was accomplished with a

filter wheel that contained six Interference filters and a dark

BRIEF EESCRIPTION and calibrate position, The two channels were separated by 90
This experiment was designed to provide information on deg, One cha_net had a 3-dog half-angle cone field of view for

the tntensttyt angular dtstrtbutlont energy soectruml and net high sensitivity and pointed normally toward the local zenith,
flow along field Linest of electrons in the thermosphere with The second had a field of view of 0.75-deg half cone for high
energies between 1 and 500 eV, The instrument corsisted of two spatial resctutton_ pointing tangentially to the surface of the
identical Oppositely directed hemispherical electrostatic earth when the satellite was in the oriented mode, Both
anaLyzerst and contained 30 operating modes. Each spectrometer channels were protected from stray Light contamination during
had a relative energy resolution of plus or mirus 2.51 and a the daytime wlth multistage baffle systems. Filters were

geometric factor on the order of 0.001 sp ce-srt IndepenDent of operated in several modes, The two separate optical channels

electron energy, Three separate energy ranges could be were monitored at time intervals consistent with their angular
measured: 0 to 25t 0 to lOOt and 0 to 500 eV, Measurements resolution in the spinning mode, More experiment details can
from these intervals could be sequenced in five different ways. be found in P, B, Hays et at,_ Radio Sct,t v, Bt n, 49 p, 36gt
Data could be taken from either sensor separatetyt or 1973.
alternately with time resolution varying from 0,25 to 8 s,
There were two deflection voltage scan rates determined by the ....... AE-E9 HEATH
spacecraft clock, This voltage was changed in 64 stepst and
was done at 4 or 16 steps per telemetry frame. With 16 INVESTIGATION NAME- EXTREME SOLAR UV MONITOR (ESUM9
frames/st this allowed a choice of either one 64-point
spectrumt or four 16-polnt spectra in one seconD. The Longest NSSCC ID- 75-I07A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

(8 s) cycle of data involved observations using increasing CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE
voltage steps for the lowestt mlddtel towestt then highest
energy ranges (in that order) for 1 S each, A repeat for INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

decreasing voltage steps completed the cycle. A more detailed SOLAR PHYSICS

description of this experiment is found in d. P. Doerlng et AERONOMY
al,t Radio Scl.t v, 8t n. 4t p. 387t 1973, IONOSPHERES

....... AE-Et HANSON ........................................... PERSONNEL
PI - D.F. HEATH NASA-GSFC

INVESTIGATION NAME- RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZER/DRIFT METER OI - J,F. OSANTOWSKI NASA-GSFC
(RPA)

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

NSSDC ID" 75-I07A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM The Extreme Solar Ultraviolet Monitor (ESUM) experiment
CODE EEmBt SCIENCE made absolute broadband spectro-radtometrfc measurements of the

solar EUV flux from 200 A to Lyman-alpha at 1216 A and made
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) precise measurements of the temporal variability. The

AERONOMY instrument consisted of two identical windowless EUV
IONOSPHERES photodlodes with aluminum Oxide cathodes and a filter wheel

containing two sets of unbacked metallic filters (atumtnumt
PERSONNEL tint indium) and an open position, A visible light diode

PI - W.B* HANSON U OF TEXASt DALLAS measured the pinhole transmittance of the filters to determine
OI - D,R. ZUCCARO U OF TEXASt DALLAS the white tight background. The tilt angle of the instrument

Ol - G. SANATANI U OF TEXASt DALLAS relative to the .Z spacecraft axis was optimized for the

OI - C.R. LIPPENOOTT U OF TEXASt DALLAS maximum viewing time of the sun in both spinning and despun
spacecraft modes. The instrument field of view was 60 deE.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION The nominal banOwldths in Angstroms for 50X of the signal were

This experiment was dest_ned to cetermtne vector ion 270 to 550t 570 to 584t 800 to 935_ and 1216 Ao More experiment
drift veloctttest ion concentration and temperature9 total ion details can be found in D, F, Heath and J, Fo Osantowsktt Radio
concentration roughnesst and spacecraft potential. The Sc(.t v. 8_ n, 4_ p. 361t 1973.

experiment consisted of aTh retardtnge potential analyzer withfour planar sensor heads, sensor heads were spaced nearly ....... AE-Et HEATH.
eoualtx around the satellite equator. Since the satellite spin
axis was perpendicular to the orbit planet these heads could INVESTIGATION NAME- BACKSCATTER UV SPECTROMETER (BUV9
observe along the spacecraft velocity vector in either the spin
or despun mode of the spacecraft, Three of the sensor heads kSSOC ID- 75-107A-16 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

were similar, They had two grounded entrance grldst two CODE EE-8t SCIENCE
retarding grtdst a suppressor grtd_ a shield grtdt and a
collector. A linear sweep voltage 132 or 22 to 0 Vt up or INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

down) was normally applied to the retarding grids in 0.75 s. AERONOMY
Interpretation of the resulting current-voltage profiles METEOROLOGY

provided the ion temperaturet the ion and electron
concentrattont some ion co,position informatto_ and vehicle PERSONNEL
potential and plasma drift velocity parallel to the velocity Pl - D,F. HEATH NASA-GSFC
vector. With the retarding grid at constant zero voltst
current changes could be observed for 3-s periods to obtain BRIEF DESCRIPTION
gradients of ion concentration, Electron parameters were The backscatter ultraviolet instrument (BUV) monitored
measured in a manner similar to ions, Ions in mass ranges 1 to the spatial ¢tstrtbutton of atmospheric ozone by measuring the
4t 14 to 16t 24 to 32 and greater than 40 atomic mass units intensity of the UV radiation backscattered from the earthts
could be identified, The fourth sensor head was for the atmosphere. To obtain this ozone dtstrtbutton_ the BUV
ton-drift velocity measurements9 and consisted of four grounded subsystem measured direct solar radiation and backscattered UV
grtdst a negatively biased suppressor grtdt and a four-segment radiation from the daytime sun-illuminated atmosphere, The
collector, Differences in the collector segments e currents instrument consisted of a spectrometer (monochromator) and a
provtdeO ton-drlft directional component information, More photometer, The monochromator measured the intensity of UV
details of this experiment are available in W, B, Hanson et radiation backscatter and reflected radiation from the earthts
at,t Radio Scl._ v, 8t n. 4t p. 333t 1973, atmosphere in 12 wavelengths (2555 to 3398 A) in which ozone

attenuation ccfurs, The photometer measured the reflected UV
radiation in a single wavelength span in which attenuation by
ozone does not Occur. The BUV had four operating modes.
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PERSONNEL

....... AE-EI HEDIN ............................................ Pl - A,O.C.NIER U OF MINNESOTA
O) - W,E. POTTER U OF MINNESOTA

INVESTIGATION NAME- NEUTRAL ATMCSFHERE COMPCSITIG_ (NACE) O) - K. MAUERSBERGER U OF MINNESOTA

NSSDC ID- 75-107A-08 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM BRIEF DESCRIPTION

CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE The objective of this experiment was to contribute to a
study of the chemicals dynamics and energetic Drooesses that

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) control the structure of the thermosphere by providing direct

AERONOMY in sltu measurements of both major and minor neutral

atmospheric constituents having masses in the range from 1 to
PERSONNEL 48 atomic moss units (u). A doubte-focusingt Mattouch-Herzog

P) - A.E, HEOIN NASA-GSFC magnetic deflection moss spectrometer wlth an impact Ion source

O) - C.A. REBER NASA-GSFC was flown. Two ion collectors were included to measure Ions
O) - G.R. CARIGNAN U OF MICHIGAN differing in moss by o factor of 8; f.e.w the two mass ranges

covered were 1 to 6 and 6 to 48 u. In the ion source the

BRIEF OESCRIPTION neutral species were ionized by means of electron impact. The
This experiment measured in sltu the spotloL distribution electron energies were selectabte; 75 eV for the hfgh-eV mode

and temporal changes of the concentrations cf the neutral and 25 eV for the towmeV mode. At altitudes greater than 380
atmospheric species. In aoditlont new insight into In sltu kmt ion currents were measured wlth an electron multiplier,

measurement techniques was obtained from comparisons of these Counts were accumulated for 1/20 s before automatically
measurements with those obtained from other onboord switching to o different mass number, While complete mass
experiments; namelyt open source spectrometer (TS-lOTA-OT)t spectra could be swept_ in the common mode of operation peak
solar EUV spectrometer (7_-lO7A-OG)w and atmospheric density stepping was employed; readings on principal peaks tn the mass
acceterometer (75-107A-02). The mass-spectrometer sensor _ d a spectrum were repeated approximately every 0.5 s and on other
gold-plated stainless steel thermottztng chamber and ion species Less frequently. Data below 380 km were measured using
sources a hyperbolic rod guacrupote analyzers ard an off-axis on electrometer. In addition to the peak stepping model there
electron multiplier. When operating in the "normal" formats were several other operotlng modes which were selected by

the analyzer measured all masses in the range I to 44 atomic ground command, In the fly-through model ambient particles
moss units wlth emphosls on hydrogen_ helluml oxygens nltrogent striking the ion source retolned energies tess than 0.1 eVt

and argon. Another format was optimizeD for minor constituent which was not high enough to overcome the negative space charge
studies of gas species tn the measured range, Spatial potential holding the ions in the beam. Those ambient
resolution was determined primarily by the mode of spacecraft particles that did not strike the ton source retained their
operation. In orblt9 the preseated spectrometer was opened_ incoming energy of several eV after ionization and escaped Into
and the atmospheric constituents passed through a knife-edged the acceleration region of the analyzer. More experiment
orifice into the thermatfzatfon chamber and Ion source, details can be found in A. O. Nler et aL,t Radio Sol.+ v. 8+ n.

Selected ions Left the Quadrupote analyzer through a weak 41 p, 271t 1973,
focusing Lens anO were acceteratec tnto an electron multipliers
where they were turned 90 deg to strike the first dynode. The ....... AE-Et SPENCER ..........................................
spectrometer hod o resolution of better than 1 u for all masses
betweer i and 4_t and the measurement system had a planned INVESTIGATION NAME- NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE TEMPERATURE (NATE)

dynamic range of approximately 1.E8. There was provision for
the instrument orifice to be covered during spacecraft thruster NSSDC ID- 75-I07A-09 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

operations. More experiment aetalts can be found in D, T. Petz CODE EE-80 SCIENCE
et at.t Radio Scl,w v. _t n. _0 P, 2770 1973,

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINERS}

....... AE-Et HINTEREGGER ...................................... AERONOMY

INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR EUV SPECTROPHOTOMETER (EUVS) PERSONNEL
PI - N.W, SPENCER NASA-GSFC

NSSDC ID- 75-107A-06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM O) - G.R, CARIGNAN U OF MICHIGAN
CODE EE-RICO-OP_ SCIENCE OI - H.Bo NIEMANN NASA-GSFC

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) BRIEF DESCRIPTION
AERONOMY This experiment was designed to measure the kinetic

SOLAR PHYSICS temperature of the neutral atmosphere by determining the

IONOSPHERES instantaneous density of molecular nitrogen in a spherical
chamber coupte_ to the atmosphere through a knife-edged

PERSONNEL crtftce, Analysis of the measured molecular nitrogen density
P) - H.E. HINTEREGGER USAF GEOPHYS LAB variation over a spin cycle with a knowledge of the sotetkltets

O) - D,E, BEDO USAF GEOPHYS LAB motion and orientation led to a determination of the ambient
O) - L,A. HALL USAF GECPHYS LAB te_peroturev independent of scale height, Measurements of the

O) - J.E. MANSON(RETIRED) USAF GEOPHYS LAB a_bient neutral composition were obtained when the Instrument
O) - C.W. CHAGNON USAF GZOPHYS LAB was commanded into the appropriate mode, Approximate values

for the merldlonak wlnd were obtained from the measurement of

BRIEF DESCRIPTION the "stream" position relative to the satellite velocity. An
The Extreme Jltravlolet Spectrometer (EUVS) was used to alternate measurement of neutral temperature was also

observe the variations in the solar EUV flux in the wavelength undertokenv using a baffle inserted in front of the orifice to

range from 140 to 1850 A anc the atmospheric attenuation at intercept a portion of the gas particle stream entering the
various fixed wavelengths. This provided Quantitative chamber= When the satellite was in the despun model the baffle
atmospheric structure and composition data, The instrument was made to oscillate tn a stepwtse fashion in order to
consisted of 24 grazing-incidence grattng monochrcmators_ using interrupt the particle stream seen by the ortflced chamber.
paraltel-stit systems for entrance collimation and These chamber density variations were interpreted to yield the
photoelectric detectors at the exit slits. Twelve of these neutral gas kinetic temperature too, A dual-filament ton
monochromators had wavelength scan copobtLtty_ each with 128 source sampled the thermoltzed molecular nitrogen in the
seLectabte wavelength pcstttcnst which could also automatically chamber and produced on ton beam censtty proportional to the
step scan through these positions. The other 12 _onochrc_otors nitrogen choeber density. From the sources this ionized
operated at fixed wavelengths with fields of view smaller than nitrogen beam was directed into a quadrupote analyzers tuned to
the full solar dtsk to aid In the atmospheric absorption pass those particles with a mass-to-charge ratio of 28,- The
analysts, The spectral resolution varied from 2 tc 54 A beam then struck an electron multiplier9 and the output pulses
depending upon the particular instrument, The field of vlew were amplified and counted, The sensor was vacuum-sealed prior
varied from 60 x GO down to 3 x 6 arc mtn. All 2q to Launch and opened to the atmosphere after the spacecraft was
monochromator-entronce axes were co-aklgned parallel. A solar in orbit. More experiment details can be found In N. W.

pointing system could point to 256 different posittonst execute Spencer et ol.t Radio Scto_ v. 8t n. 4_ p. 287t 1973,
a 16-step one-dlmenslonat scan or a full 256-step raster. The
time resolution varied from 0,5 s for observing 12 fixed ***•** * **** * * AEROS***** *** ** ***********
wavelengths up to 256 s for programming the EU_S through all

possible modes, More details can be found in H. E. Hinteregger
et at,_ Radio SC_._ v, 8_ n. 4_ p, 349_ 1973. SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- AEROS

ALTERNATE NAMES- GRS-A2_ G25-A2

....... AZ-Et NIER ............................................. PL-722A_ 0_31_

INVESTIGATION NAME- OPEN-SOURCE NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROMETER _SSOC ID- 72-100A
(DES)

LAUNCH DATE- 12116172 WEIGHT- 125. KG

NSSDC ID- 75-107A-DT INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFB_ UNITED STATES
COOE EE-8, SCIENCE LAUNCH VEHICLE- SCOUT

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

AERONOMY

2_



SPONSORING COUNTRYIAGENCY ....... AEROS9 SPENNER

FED REP OF GERMANY EMBW
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGY DISTRIBUTION OF IONS AND

ELECTRONS

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 12118172 NSSDC IO- 72-100A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

ORBIT PERIOD- 95.6 MIN INCLINATION- 96.9 DEG CODE EE-B/CO-OPt SCIENCE
PERIAPSIS- 223.0 KM ALT APOAPSIS- 867.0 KM ALT

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

PERSONNEL AERONOMY
PM - H. SCHREIBERt JR. DFVLR IONOSPHERES

PM - C,L. WAGNER_ JR, NASA-GSFC
PS - P. LAEMMERZAML MPI-NUCLEAR PHYS PERSONNEL
PS - S,J, BAUER(NLA) NASA-GSFC PI - K, SPENNER INST FUR PHYS WELTRAUM

Of - A. DUMBS INST FUR PHYS WELTRAUM

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

The AEROS satellite had a circular cyllrdrlcat shapes BRIEF DESCRIPTION

0,91_ m in diameter and 0°710 m in height, It was Launched A retarding potential analyzer measured the energy

into an eltlpticalt potart nearly sun-synchronous earth orbit, distribution of electrons and ions. The corresponding
The spacecraft was spin stabilized at 10 rpm and oriented with temperatures were derived from these distributions, The
the spin axis toward the sun, The purpose of the mfsstcn was experiment operated in an electron mode and in an ion mode.
to study the state and behavior of the upper atmosphere and The Instrumert was essentially a collector shielded by plane
ionospheric F region9 especially with regard to the influence parallel grids. Spectra of the Ionospheric-charged particles
of solar ultraviolet radiation. Five experiments provided data were obtatnec by sweeping the retarding voltage of the grid.

on the temperature and density of etectronst tons_ and neutral The particles would pass through the grid and reach the
partlctest the composition of tons and neutral parttctest ang collector only if their ktnetic energy exceeded the retarding
solar ultraviolet flux. potential. NSSDC has almost all the useful data that exist

from this investigation.
....... AEROS_ SCHMIDTKE ........

**************************** AEROS ****************************

INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR EUV RADIATION

NSSBC IO- 72-100A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM SPACECRAFT COFMON NAME- AEROS 2
CODE EE-81CO-OPt SCIENCE ALTERNATE NAMES- AZROS-B

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) NSSDC ID- 74-OBBA

IONOSPHERES
AERO_OMY LAUNCH DATE- 07/16/74 WEIGHT- 125. KG
SOLAR PHYSICS LAbNCH SITE- VANDEkBERG AFB_ UNITED STATES

LAUNCH VEHICLE- SCOUT

PERSONNEL
PI - G. SCHMIOTKE INST FUR PHYS WELTRAUM SPONSORING CObNTRYIAG[NCY

Of - W, SCHWEIZER INST FUR PHYS WELTRAUM FED REP OF GERMANY GFW
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment consisted of a grating spectrometero a INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS

solar cottlmatort and a photomuttlpller. It operated in 2 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 07117174

channelst 150 to 510 A_ and 300 to 1070 A_ and was used to ORBIT PERIOD- g5.7 MIN INCLINATION- 97._ PEG

measure the flux and spectral distribution of the solar EUV PERIAPSIS- 217. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 879. KM ALT
radiation and its temporal and spatial variations. An o_board
calibration device was included. A cescrlption of the PERSONNEL

instrument can be found in G, Schmldtke et at.t J. Geophys._ v. PM - C.L. WAGNER_ JR. NASA-GSFC

40_ n, 5_ p. 577t 1974, NSSDC has all the useful data that PM - N, KIEHNE GES FUR WELTRAUMFORSCH

exist from this investigation, PS - P. LAEMMERZAHL MPI-NUCLEAR PHYS
PS - S,do BAUER[NLA) NASA-GSFC

....... AEROS_ SPENCER .........................................
BRIEF DESCRIPTION

INVESTIGATION NAME- NEUTRAL GAS TEMPERATURE IN THE The AEROS 2 satellite had a cylindrical shapel a diameter
THERMOSPHERE of 0.91_ mt and a height of 0o710 e. It was Launched into an

elttpttcaLt polarl nearly sun-synchronous earth orbit. The

NSSOC ID- 72-I00A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM spacecraft was spln-stabltlzed at IO rpm and oriented with the
EO_E EE-8/CO-OP_ SCIENCE spin axis toward the sun, The purpose of the mission was to

stuay the state and behavior of the upper atmosphere and
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) ionospheric F reglon_ especially with regard to the influence

AERONOMY of the solar ultraviolet radiation. Five experiments provided
data which included the temperature and density of etectronst

PERSONNEL lorst and neutral particLest the composition of ions and
PI - N,W, SPENCER NASA-GSFC neutral partlclest and solar ultraviolet flux.
Of - D,T° PELZ(NLA) NASA-GSFC

Of - G.P. NEWTON NASA HEADQUARTERS ....... AEROS 2_ SCHMIDTKE .....................................

Of - G.R, CARIGNAN U OF MICHIGAN
01 - H.B. NIEMANN NASA-GSFC INVESTIGATIOk NAME- SOLAR EUV RADIATION

BRIEF DESCRIPTION _SSOC ID- 74-055A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

This experlmentt which was designed primarily to make in CODE EE-R/CO-OP_ SCIENCE

sttu measurements of temperaturew also functioned tn an
alternate mode as a neutral mass spectrometer to measure argon_ INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

atomic oxygen_ nltrogen_ and helium densltles. Mounted at the SOLAR PHYSICS
satellite periphery was a spherical antechamber with a AERONOMY

knlfe-edged orifice facing normal to the spin axis, This IONOSPHERES
chambers sealed under vacuum before Launcht was opened to the

atmosphere on command when the spacecraft was in orbit. The PERSONNEL
incoming atmospheric species underwent collisions wlth the PI - G. SCHMIDTKE INST FUR PHYS WELTRAUM

chamber wattst and some of thls thermatlzed gas entered a small OI - W. SCHWEIZER INST FUR PHYS WELTRAUM
dual-filament ion source that produced an ion beam proportional

to the chamber density, The beam was directed 4nto a BRIEF DESCRIPTION

auadrupole analyzer_ that transmitted selectee tons to an This experiment consisted of a grating spectrometerl a
electron multiplier where individual tons at the input were solar ¢oLtt_ator_ and e photomutttpLter= It operated tn two
converted to pulses of etectrons_ which were counted at the channeLst 150 to 510 A and 300 to 1070 A_ and measured the flux
multiplier output, These output pulses were amplified ard sent and spectral distribution of the solar EUV radiation and its

to a data processor that provloed digital output signals to the temporal and spatial variations. An onboard calibration device
telemetry system. Because of a difficulty in the timing system was included. A description of the Instrument can be found in
of the spacecrafto proper synchronization of the data frame G. Schmldtke et at,9 J, Geophys°_ v. qO_ n, 5_ p° 577_ ig7q,
with the spin position was not achteved--a requirement NSSBC has all the useful data that exist from this
essential for the analysis of the data in the temperature mode. tnvesttgattop.
The instrument performed well as a mass spectrometer throughout

the Lifetime of the spacecraft_ and good quality nitrogens ....... AEROS 2_ SPENCER .......................................
oxygen_ and helium data, were obtained from perigee to an
altitude of about B50 km. For argon_ the signat-to-nolse ratio INVESTIGATION NAME- NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE TEMPERATURE

decreased rapidly above 350 km_ and useful data were obtained

only up to that altitude. NSSDC has all the useful data that
exist from thts investigation,
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NSSDC ID- 74-055A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM BRIEF DESCRIPTION

CODE EE-8/CO-OPt SCIENCE Atouette 1 was a small ionospheric observatory
instrumented with an ionospheric sounders a VLF reoetver_ an

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLIKE(S) energetic partiote detector9 and a cosmic noise experiment,

AERONOMY Extended froe the satellite shell were two dipole antennas

(45,7- and 22,B-m tongs respectively) which were shared by
PERSONNEL three of the experiments on the spacecraft, The satellite was

PI - N.W, SPENCER _ASA-GSFC spln-stabitlzed at about 1.4 rpm after antenna extension.

OI - O,T. PELZ(NLA} NASA-GSFC After about 500 dayst the spin stowed more than had been
OI - G,P. NEWTON NASA HEADQUARTERS expected_ to about 0,6 rpm when sateltlte spln-stabItlzatlon

OI - G.R, CARIGNAN U OF MICHIGAN failed. It is betieved that the satellite gradually progressed
CI - H.B. NIEMANN NASA-GSFC toward a gravity gradient stabilization with the Longer antenna

pointing earthward. Attitude information was deduced only from
BRIEF DESCRIPTION a single magnetometer and temperature measurements on the upper

This experiment was flown to provide in sltu measurements and lower heat shields. (Attitude determination could have

of the kinetic temperature of molecular nitrogen In the been in error by as much as 10 deE.) There was no tape
thermosphere_ the total gas denstty_ and the molecular nitrogen recorders so data were available only from the vicinity of
density. The sensor_ mounted at the spacecraft pertpheryt was telemetry stations, Telemetry stations were located to provide
a guadrupote mass spectroreter whose ion source was coupled primary data coverage near the 80 dee W meridian and in areas
through a htgh conductance path to a spherical stainless steel near Hawatt9 Stngaporet Austrattat Europe_ and Central Africa,
antechamber_ which was open to the atmosphere through a Intttattyt data were recorded for about 6 h per day. In
circular knife-edge orifice. The measurement system was September 1912t spacecraft operations were terminated,
destgned to provide a digital output that was proportional to
the instantaneous density of neutral molecular nitrogen tn the ....... ALGUETTE it BELROSE ..............
spherical antechamber. Analysis of the measured molecular
nitrogen density variation over a spin cycler wlth a knowledge INVESTIGATION NAME- VLF RECEIVER
of the satellite motion and orlentatlont ted to a determination

of amblent temperature InDependent of scale height, The NSSDC ID- 62-049A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

voltages were periodically changed to permit the measurement of CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE
the conoentrattons of the other neutral gas spectes_ so that
the total gas density couLc be determined, The sensor was INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
vacuum seated prior to launcht and opened in orbit. The

eteotronlos system included a pulse eounter_ data processor9 IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS

power supptlest and togl¢° Because of the failure of the
onboard tape recorder only 3 weeks of useful Oata were PERSONNEL

obtained. The Limited data analyzed for AEROS 2 is published PI - J,S, BELROSE DOC-CRC

tn S, Chandra et al,_ Geophys, Res. Lett,t v. 3t _, 12t p. 718t OI - F,H, PALMER DEFENCE RESEARCH ESTAB
1976_ and in S, Chandra et at.0 J, Geophys, Res.9 v. 84t n, ASs OI - H.G. JAMES DOC-CRC

p. 1891t 1979.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION

....... AEROS 2t SPENNER The purpose of the VLF experiment was to investigate the

propagation characteristics of natural and manmade VLF signals,
INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGY DISTRIBUTION OF IONS AND Thls experiment was a wldeband hlgh-galn receiver with a

ELECTRONS passband from 0.@ to 10 kHz using only the Longest (4517 m}
sounder antenna, The receiver outputs which sensed the

NSSDC IO- 74-D55A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAK electric flelc component of the signal steength_ was maintained
CODE EE-G/CO-OP! SCIENCE constant by means of an AGO Loop. The standard VLF data form

was a sonogram (graph) showing signals as a function of time
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLInE(S) and frequency, Whistlers and radio noise of various origins

IONOSPHERES were observed in thls region of radio frequencies, Performance

AERONOMY had been nomtraL since launcht except for interference from the
sounder which had not prevented observation of useful data,

PERSONkEL The sounder operation was most frequent_ but a small percentage
PI - K, SPENNER INST FUR PHYS WELTRAUM of observatlo_s were VLF only or both VLF and sounder.
Ol - A. DUMBS INST FUR PHYS WELTRAUM

....... ALOUETTE it HARTZ ......................................

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

A retarding potential analyzer measured the energy INVESTIGATION NAME- COSMIC RADIO NOISE

distribution of electrons and ions. The corresponding
temperatures were derived from these distributions. The NSSDC ID- 62-049A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

experiment operated in an electron mode and Ir an ion mode. CODE EE-at SCIENCE

The instrument was essentially a collectors shteLceO by
parallel plane grids. By sweeptng the retarding voltage of the INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
grldt the energy spectra of the ionospheric charged particles IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS
were obtalned, The particles only passed through the grid and ASTRONOMY
reacheg the collector if their kinetic energy exceeded the

retarding potentlaI. PERSONNEL
PI - T,R. HARTZ(RETIRED) DOC-CRC

**************************** ALOUETTE 1"*********************** PI - H.G. JAMES BOO-ORE

BRIEF DESCRIPIION

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME m ALOUETTE 1 This experiment utilized the ionosonde receiver automatic

ALTERNATE NAMES- 1962 BETA ALPHA it S 27 Gain control (AGO) voltage to measure the galactic and solar
ALOUETTE-A! 00424 radio noise levels. The sweep-frequency receiver covered the
S 27A range from 0,5 to 12 MHz in 18 st but below 5 MHz the_system

response dropped off rapidly. The receiver had a noise figure
NSSDC IO- 62-OAgA Of 15 dB_ a bandwidth of 33 kHzt and a dynamic range of 50 dB.

The antennas were two orthogonat dtpolesl 45,7 and 22.8 m long1
LAUNCH DATE- 09129/62 WEIGHT- 14517 KG Located orthogonal to the spacecraft spin axls. The experiment
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBt _NITZD STATES functioned satlsfactorllyt providing relatively good frequency

LAURCH VEHICLE- THOR resolution with relatively poor flux resolution.

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY ....... ALOUEITE It MCDIARMID
CANADA DRB-DRTE

UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC PARTICLES DETECTORS

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS KSSDC ID- 62-0_9A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 10/17/62 CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE
ORBIT PERIOD- 105.5 MIN INCLINATION- BO,B DEG

PERIAPSIS- 996. KP ALT APOAPSIS- 1012. KM ALT INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS

PERSONNEL
PM - J.E. JACKSON NASA-GSFC PERSONNEL

PM - R.K, BRDWN(NLA) DRB-DRTE PI - I.B. MCDIARMID NATL RES COUNC OF CAN
PS - J.E. JACKSON NASA-GSFC

PS - E,S. WARREN(DECEASED} DRB-DRTE BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment consisted of six detectors whose

objectives were to determine the intensity structure of the
Lower portion of the outer Van Allen radiation belt at high
Latitudes and measure intensity changes associated with solar

and geophysical phenomenal particularly auroras, The firsts an
Anton 302 Gelger counters was In a shielded part of the package
and was used only for omnidirectional measurements of protons
and electrons with energies greater than 33 and 2,8 MeV0
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respectively, An Anton 223 Geiger counter9 which pointed 10 End plates on the 73 m antenna corrected the rapid despin that
deg off the spacecraft sptn axtst responded dtrecttonatty to had occurred on Atouette it and which was believed to resutt
electrons and protons with energies greater than 40 ard 500 from thermal distortion of the antenna and from radiation
keVt respectively, A second Anton 223 Getger €ounters pointed pressure. There was no tape recorders so that data were
parallel to the spacecraft spin axis and coupled to a mag_ttc available only when the spacecraft was in ttne of sight of
brooms responded dtrecttonatty to electrons anc protons with teteeetry stations. Telemetry stations were Located so that
energies greater than 250 and 500 keV. Cmntdtrecttonatty_ both primary data coverage was near the 80 deg W mertdan plus areas
Getger counters responded to electrons and protons with near Hawattt Stngapore_ Austratla_ Engtandt Indiat Norway_ and
energies greater than 2.8 and 33 MeV, respectively. The fourth Central Africa. InltiaLty data were recorded about 8 h per
detector_ a slttcon Junctions was collimated to took 10 deg off Gay. Degracatton of the power supply system hadt by dune 1975_
the spin axis. Otrectfonattyt it responded to protons and recuced the operating time to about 1/2 h per day. Routine
alpha particles tn the energy ranges 1.3 to 7 and 4.3 to 28 operations were terminated in July 1975. The spacecraft was
MeVt respectively. Omnldtrecttonattyt the sltlcon Jurctfon successfully reactivated on November 28 and 291 1975_ in order
responded to protons in the energy range 55 to 60 MeV. The to obtain data on tts lOth annnfversary.
Last two detectorst a Getger telescope consisting of two trays
of PhitIps 18509 Geiger counters and a plastic scintillator ....... ALOUETTE 21 BELROSE ....................................
Locates between the tuG Getger counter trays of the telescopes
were pointed perpendicular to the spacecraft splr axis. These INVESTIGATION NAME- VLF RECEIVER

detectors had only direct|Gnat responses to protons and aloha
partlctes with energies greater than I00 and 400 MeV9 NSSDC IO- 65-098A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
respectively. This experiment performed wets initially and was CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE
turned off on January 29, 1968, though stilt performing
normally. No alpha particle data were obtained from this INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

experiment= IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS

....... ALOUETTE It WARREN ..................................... PERSONNEL

PI - J.S. BELROSE DOC-CRC
INVESTIGATION NAME- SWEEP-FREQUENCY SOUNDER OI - F.H. PALMER OEFENCE RESEARCH ESTAB

OI - H.G, JAMES DOC-CRC

NSSDC IO- G2-O_gA-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-Bo SCIENCE BRIEF DESCRIPTION

The purpose of the VLF experiment was to investigate the
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) VLF radio spectrum for whistlers, chorus_ hlss_ and resonance

IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS effects. The VLF experiment was a wideband hlgh-galn receiver

with a passband from 0.05 to 30 kHz that used the tong sounder
PERSONNEL antenna. The instrument was a considerably Improved version of

PI - E.S. WARREN(DECEASED) OOC-CRC the Atouette I receiver. The standard VLF data form was a
PI - D.B. MULDREW DOC-CRC sonogram (graph} that showed slgnat as a function of ttme and
OI - J.H. WHITT[KER OOC-CRC frequency. WhlstLers_ ionospheric noiset VLP nolset etc. were

OI - d.C. JACKSON NASA-GSPC cbserved tn this very Low region of the radio freauency
OI - L. COLIN NASA-ARC spectrum.
OI - J.W. KING RUTHERFOROIAPPLTON LAB

OI - R.W. KNECHT NATL BUREAU OF STD ....... ALOLEITE 21 BRACE .............
OI-- G.L° NELMS DOE-CRC

INVESTIGATION NAME- CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC PROBES

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

The purpose of the sweep frequency sounder was to conduct NSSOC ID- 65-OgBA-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
synoptic measurements of the electron censtty distribution in CODE EE-R_ SCIENCE
the ionosphere at altitudes between 300 and 1000 km. The
Instrumentation consisted of a radio transmitter/receiver that INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
recorded the time delay between a transmitted and returned IONOSPHERES
radio pulse. A continuum of frequencies between 0.5 and 12 MHz AERONOMY
was sampled once every 18 So Several detay times were usually
observed for each frequency due to ground reftecttonst plasma PERSONNEL
resonances, bfrefrtngence of the Ionospheres nonverttcat PI - L._. BRACE NASA-GSFC
propagations etc. Delay time was primarily a function of
distance traversed by the signals the electron density atone BRIEF DESCRIPTION
the propagation patho and the mode of propagation. The Two cylindrical electrostatic probes were used to measure
standard data form was an tonogram (graph} showin_ time Local electron temperature and density at the satellite. The
(virtual distance of signal reflection from the satellite) vs main purpose of this experiment, however, was to determine the
radio frequency. Two other common forms of data were prepared feasibility of placing direct measurements on a spacecraft
from the monograms, They were 11) digital frequency data equipped wlth the tong antennas required for topside sounding.
and/or virtual height values of characteristic ionospheric The censors were operated as Langmutr probes and consisted each
features and (2) computations of electron density profiles, of a €ollector electrode extending from the central axis of a
Performance far exceeded expectations for the experiment, cylindrical Guard ring. The guard ring extended 23 cm from the
Inittattyt observations were recorded for about 6 h per day, spacecraft ant the collector electroce extended 46 cm, The two
The experiment provided data for 10 full years, sensors were mounted on Opposite sides of the Lower portion of

the satellite and both extended downward at an angle of 45 deg
**************************** ALOUETTE ************************* to the spacecraft spin axtst which was oriented tn a northward

direction tn the orbital plane. The sensors were operated

sequentiaLLy. NSSDC has all the useful data that exist from
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- ALOUETIE 2 this investigation.
ALTERNATE NAMES- ALOUETTE-Bt S 27B

ISIS-Xt 01804 ....... ALOUETTE 2, HARTZ ...........................

NSSDC IO- &5-O98A INVESTIGATION NAME- COSMIC RADIO NOISE

LAUNCH DATE- 11129/65 WEIGHT- 146. KG NSSDC IO- 65-098A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBt UNITED STATES CODE BE-R, SCIENCE
LAUNCH VEHICLE- THOR

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
SPONSORING COUNTRYIAGENCY ASTRONOMY

CANADA ORB-DRTE IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA

PERSONNEL
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS PI - T,R. HARTZ(RETIRED) DOE-ERE

ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC crock DATE- 11/30/_5 PI - H.G. JAMES DOE-ORE
ORBIT PERIOD- 121.4 MIN INCLINATION- 79.8 OEG

PERIAPSIS- 505. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 2987, KM ALT BRIEF DESCRIPTION

This experiment used the Ionosonde receiver automatic
PERSONNEL gain control (AGE) voltage to measure background radio noise

PM - E.D° NELSEN(NLA) NASA-GSFC from the ionosphere, gaLaxyt and sun. The antennas were

PM - C.D. FLORIDA(DECEASED) DRB-DRTE dipoles 23 and 73 m Long. The receiver swept the range 0.1 to
PS - I. PAGHISKRETIRED} ORB-DRTE 15 MHZ every 32 S. The receiver bandwidth was 40 kHzt and the

PS - J.E. JACKSON NASA-GSFC dynamic range was 80 dBo The receiver sensitivity permitted
galactic radio emission observations at frequencies greater

BRIEF DESCRIPTION than 0.6 MHz. The experiment functioned satisfactorily,
Atouette 2 was a smatt ionospheric observatory providing good frequency resolution wtth relatively poor flux

tnstrueented with a sweep-frequency ionospheric sounders a VLF resolution.
recefvert an energetic particle expertmentl a cosmic noise
experiment, and an electrostatic probe, The spacecraft used
two tong dipole antennas (73 m and 22.8 mt respectively) for
the sounders VLFt and cosmic noise experiments. The satellite
was spin-stabilized at about 2.25 rpm after antenna deployment.
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....... ALOUETTE 21MCDIARMID- INITIAL ORBIT PARAMEIERS
ORBIT TYPE" GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 04/28/62

INVESIIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC PARIICLE DETECTORS ORBIT PERIOD- 100.86 MIN INCLINATION- 53.85 PEG

PERIAPSIS- 389. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 1214. KM ALI
NSSDC ID- 65-09_A-0_ INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

CODE EE-al SCIENCE PERSONNEL

PM - M.D. ROBBINS SCIENCE RES COUNCIL
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) PM -RoC, BAUMANN NASA-GSFC

PARTICLES AND FIELDS PS - R.L,F.BOYD MULLARD SPACE SOl LAB

PS - R.E. BOURDEAU(RETIRED) NASA-GSFC
PERSONNEL PS - J,T. SHEA(NLA) NASA-GSFC

PI - I,B. MCDIARMIO NAIL RES COUNC OF CAN
BRIEF DESCRIPTION

BRIEF DESCRIPTION Ariel 1 was designed to contribute to the current

The purpose of the energetic particle experiment was to knowledge of the ionosphere and of sun-lonosphere

investigate the Van Allen radiation belt at high Latitudes. relationships. The satellite was a 62-kg cylinder with a 58-cm
The Alouette 2 energetic particle experiment was composed of diameter and a height of 22 cm. A tape recorder and
seven detectors. Four of these were Getger-Muetter (GM) tubes, instrumentation for one €osmtc-rayt two solar emiss!onst and
The first responded to electrons greater than 3.9 MeV and three ionospheric experiments were on board the satettlte.

protons greater than 40 HeY. The second had a magnetic broom Except for falture at launch of the solar Lyman-atpha

and responded to electrons greater than 250 keV and protons experlmentt the spacecraft operated nominally untlt July 91
greater than 50D keV. The thtrc responded to electrons _reater 1962, Between that date and September Bt 19621 spacecraft
than 40 keV and protons greater than 500 keV. These three GM operation was Limited. The spacecraft was operated again from

tubes were perpendicular to the spin axis. The fourth GM tube August 259 19645 to November 99 196At to obtain data concurrent

was 10 deg from the spln axis and responded to electrons in time wlth Explorer 20 (64-051A),
greater than 40 key ard protons greater than 500 keY. The
fifth detector was a silicon Junction that detected protons and ....... ARIEL It BDWLES ........................................
alpha particles wlth minimum energies of I and 5 HeVt

respectlvely_ dnd maximum energies of 8 and 24 MeVt INVESTIGATION NAME- LYMAN ALPHA GAUGE

respectively, The sixth detector was a Getger telescope that
detected protons greater than 100 MeV. The seventh detector NSSOC ID- 62-015A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

was a plastic scintillator that determtneQ the proton spectra CODE gE-8t SCIENCE
in the energy range from 100 to 600 MeV. Particles associated
wlth auroral and solar events were studied, NO alpha particle INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
data were obtained from this experiment. SOLAR PHYSICS

....... ALOUEITE 2, WARREN ..................................... PERSONNEL
PI - d.A. BOWLES U COLLEGE LONDON

INVESTIGATION NAME- SWEEP-FREQUENCY SOUNDER

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

NSSDC ID- 65-09FA-DI INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM There were three flush-mounted detectors on Arlet 1 to

CODE EE-at SCIENCE measure solar Lyman-alpha radiation. Two of them were atlgned
60 deg from the satellite equator_ one above and one belowt and

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) one sensor was mounted on the equator. All three were in the

IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS same vertical plane and In the same 180-dog sector. Thls
experiment failed at launch.

PERSONNEL
PI - E.S. WARREN(DECEASED) DOE-ORE ....... ARIEL It ELLIOT ........................................

Pl - O.B. MULDREW COC-CRC
OI - JeH, WHIITEKER OOC-CRC INVESIIGAIION NAME- COSMIC-RAY DEIECTOR

OI - J.E. JACKSON NASA-GSFC
OI - J.W. KING RUIHZRFORD/APPLTON LAB NSSDC ID- 62-015A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

Ol - L. COLIN NASA-ARC CODE EE-B9 SCIENCE

OI - J. TURNER IONOSPHERIC PRZC SERV

OI - C. IAIEB CNET INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
Ol - O. HOLT AURORAL OBS PARTICLES AND FIELDS

OI - G,L. kELMS CDC-CRC COSMIC RAYS
Ol - Y. OGATA RADIO RESEARCH LAB
Ol - R. RAGHAVARAO PHYSICAL RESEARCH LAB PERSONNEL

OI - G,E.K.LOCKWCOD EOC-CRC PI - H. ELLIOT IMPERIAL COLLEGE
OI - J.J. QUENBY IMPERIAL COLLEGE

ERIEF DESCRIPTION OI - R.J. HYNDS IMPERIAL COLLEGE

The purpose of the sweep-frequency sounder experiment was OI - A.C. DURNEY ESA-ESTEC
to extend the Alouette i measurements to higher altitudes (3000

km) and to a different period of the solar cycle. The ALcuette BRIEF DESCRIPTION
2 sounder was also designed to provide greatly improved The experiment was designed to study the primary

observations of p_asma resonances. The sweep-frequency cosmlc-ray rlglclty spectrum with Z>4 and rigidities between
ionosoroe was a radio transmltter/recelver that recorce_ the 2.5 and 16.0 GV using an omnidirectional Cerenkov counter and

time delay betaeen a transmitted and returned radio frequency an Anton type 302 Gelger tube detector (used for background
pulse. A continuu_ of frequencies between 0.12 and 14.5 MHz monitoring). The detector accumulators were read out every 31

were samptec once every 32 s. A multiplicity cf delay times s. The initial spacecraft spln period was 1,7 s. The

was usually observed due to blrefrlngence of the ionosphere9 experiment performed normally fro_ launch to July 12t 1962.
nonvertlcal propagatlon_ ground echoes9 plasma resonancest etc. After that date9 transmission was intermittent until mld-August

Delay time was primarily a function of distance traversed by 19621 after which no further information was received. For
the slgnal_ electron density along the propagation parD, anq further detalts9 see A, C. Durney et al._ "Energy spectrum of

mode of propagation. The standard data form is an lonogram the heavy primary cosmic raysg" Proc. Roy, SOC, A,_ v. 281_ pp.

(graph) showln2 delay time (virtual distance of signal 553-564, 1964,
reflection from the satellite) versus frequency. Iwc ether
common forms of dsta were prepared frc_ the Icrograms, They ....... ARIEL it SAYERS ........................................

are digital frequency and/or virtual height values of
characteristic ionospheric features ane conputatlors of INVESTIGATION NAME- RADIO FREQUENCY CAPACITANCE PROBE

electron Censlty profiles.
NSSDC ID- 62-015A-01 INVESTIGAIIVE PROGRAM

**************************** ARIEL **************************** CODE EE-B9 SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME= ARIEL i IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS

ALTERNATE NAMES- S 519 UK I
1962 OMICRON I_ 00285 PERSONNEL

PI - J. SAYERS U OF BIRMINGHAM

NSSOC 13- 62-015A OI - P.F.M.ROIHWELL U OF SOUTHAMPTON
OI - JeH. WAGER U OF BIRMINGHAM

LAUNCH DATE- 04/26/62 WEIGHT- 62. KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL, LNITED STATES BRIEF DESCRIPIION

LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA This experiment consisted of a capacitance probe used to
observe the density of thermal electrons in the topside

SPONSORING COUNTF:Y/AGENCY ionosphere. The probe consisted of two ftatt circular wire
LNITZO STATES NASA-OSSA mesh grids placed parallel to each other, It could observe

UNITED KINGDO _ SRC electron number densities from 2.5E3 to 8.E4 electrons/cc. The
performance was nominal until July 81 19629 after which time
the Starfish explosion caused observations to be intermittent

and of degraced Quality. The last useful data were received on
July 31, 19629 Just prior to failure of the tape recorder.
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**************************** ARIEL **************************** ....... ARIEL 39 MURPHY ........................................

INVESTIGATION NAME- TERRESTRIAL RADIO (THUNDERSTORM) NOISE
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- ARIEL 3
ALTERNATE NAMES- UK 3, UK-E NSSDC IDm 67-042A-Oq INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

02773t S 53 CODE EE-8t SCIENCE

NSSDC 10- 67-042A INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

METEOROLOGY
LAUNCH DATE- OS/O5/G7 WEIGHT- 89.8 KO IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFB9 UNITED STATES

LAUNCH VEHICLE- SCOUT PERSONNEL
Pl - J.A. MURPHY UNKNOWN

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA BRIEF DESCRIPTION

UNITED KINGDOM SRC The terrestrial radio noise experiment was designed to
_easure the flux of radio frequency energy, at satettlte

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS attltudet from thunderstorms and other natural terrestrial

ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 05/05167 sources at six selected frequencies. The experiment
ORBIT PERIOD- 95.69 MIN INCLINATION- 80.17 OEG incorporated three pairs of crystal controlled hlgh-frequency
PERIAPSIS- 497, KF ALT AROAFSIS- 608. KM ALT receivers that operated at 4.998 and 5,002 MHz, 8.ggB and

10.002 MHzt and 14.996 and 15,004 MHZo Each receiver had a

PERSONNEL bandwidth of 1580 HZ and measured the average voltage of the
PM - A.C. LABD SCIENCE RES COUNCIL terrestrial radio noise generated. The receivers also measureOt

PM - R.C. BAUMANN KASA-GSFC up to a specified maximum rater the number of lightning
PS - H. MASSEY U COLLEGE LONDON discharges received. An onboard tape recorder stored the

PS - m.d. BAUER(NLA) NASA-GSFC outputs from the experiment every 28 s throughout an orbit.
The most useful information was obtained at the frequency that

BRIEF DESCRIPTION was Just greater than the ionospheric critical frequency at
Ariel 3 was designed to continue and extend the previous that time. At lower frequencies, the radio noise did not

UK satellite investigations in space. It was a small penetrate the ionosphere, and at much higher frequencies, the

observatory with five experiments. The spacecraft consisted of raolo noise was resolved from too large an area. The

a B7-cm-hlght 12-slded prism with G9.6 cm between any pair of experiment was supported by ground observations from which

parallel sides. A 2q.2-cm-hlgh conical structure bearing thunderstorms were plotted by a dlrectlon-flndlng network in
various antennas was mated to the top of the prism. From the Europe. The experiment functioned satisfactorily from launch

lower end of the prisml four paddles extended dla_cnalty until it was programmed off in August 1969. For a more
downward at an angle of 2S deg from the spin axis normal. Two complete description of the experiment, see F. Horner and R. B.
sets of antennas were strung around the outer ends of these Bent, "Reception in space of H.F. noise from thunderstorms_"

paddles. The paddles also served as mounts for some cf the Pros. Ariel III symposium (held May 22 and 23, 1968, GSFC,

instrument sensors. Solar cells for power were mounted on both Greenbelt, _aryland), pp. 181-200, 19OR.
the sides of the orlsm and the paddles. The spacecraft was
initially spin stabilized at about 31 rpm but slowed to about ....... ARIEL 3, SAYERS ........................................

12 rpm by the end of the first year in orbit. Attitude and spin

were monitored by a combination of onboard sun sensors a rwJ by INVESTIGATION NAME- LANGMUIR PROBE
optical observations of solar reflection from a series of six

mirrors mounted near the satellite equator. A tape recorder NSSEC ID- 67-042A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

was included to obtain data for global surveys of observed CODE EE-8t SCIENCE
variables. Experiment output for over one orbit could be

recorded In a low-speed model with one complete set of sensor INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

data each 0.9 s° A hlgh-speed mode of observatlor provloeQ for IONOSPHERES
real-tlme telemetry with a complete set of sensor sampling 55 AERONOMY

times per second. The data were dumped in 140 s in the

hlgh-speed mode. On October 24t 19GTt the tape recorder began PERSONNEL
to malfunction. It operates sporadically until its complete PI - d. SAYERS U OF BIRMINGHAM

failure on February 6t 1968, Realmtlme operation provided
considerable data until a satellite power failure in December BRIEF DESCRIPTION

1968 restricted operatlcn to daylight hours only. By April Electron temperatures were determined by emptoylng an
1969t operations had decreased to about 15 passes per week, and extension cf the Langmulr probe" technique. Two identical

observations were made only from Winkfietd_ England. At this rhodlum-ptatec spherical probes, 3.2 cm in diameter and with a

timet the satellite spln had decayed to i rpm. The satellite 6._-cm center-to-center dlstancet were linearly swept from -G.O

was turned off In September 1969 and ¢ecayed on December 14, to *6.O V In 5.2. s. This sweep voltage was modulated by a
1970. Low-level sire wave signal of 6.0 kHz. The two probes,

however, were kept at slightly different potentials with
....... ARIEL 3t KAISER ........................................ respect to the spacecraft. The differential currents to each

probe were co_pared, and automatically kept in a fixed ratio by
INVESTIGATION NAME- VLF RECEIVER_ FIXED-FREQUENCY SIGNAL adjustment of this voltage difference between the two probes.

STRENGTH Under these conditions, the electron temperature was a function

of this known ratio and the value of the voltage dlfference as
NSSDC IO- 67-0_2A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM the probes were swept through the retarding region. The

CODE EE-8t SCIENCE experiment was operateo for 5.2 s and then turned off for the

same amount of time while the electron density experiment was

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) turned on. The experiment operated normally, and useful data
IONOSPHERES AND RAEIO PHYSICS were obtalrec. A more detailed explanation of the experiment

can be fount in d. H. Wagner, "University of Birmingham
PERSONNEL electron Qerslty and temperature experiments on the satelllte

Pl - T.R. KAISER U OF SHEFFIELD Ariel 3t" Radio and Electronic Engineer, v. 35, n. it pp.
Ol - A.R.W,HUGHES U OF NATAL 55-6_1 January 196P.
OI - K, BULLOUGH U OF SHEFFIELD

....... ARIEL 3t SAYERS ........................................
BRIEF DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this experiment was to make a worldwide INVESTIGATION NAME- RADIO FREQUENCY CAPACITANCE PROBE

survey of certain VLF signals and to study the effects cf the

propagation path on a 16-kHz, ground-based VLF transmitter. NSSDC ID- 67-042A-06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
The experiment consisted of a flxed-frequency VLF receiver CODE EE-BI SCIENCE

operating on frequencies of 3.2t g.6t and 16 kHz. BanPwldths
were 1 kHz on all frequencies with an additional narrow band INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

(NB} of 0.1 kHz at 16 kHz° The observed parameters were IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS
mlntmumt mean, and maximum signal strengths at each frequency,
except for the NB 1G-kHz channel which observed _inlmum signal PERSONNEL
strength only. Time constants were 3D s for the mean values, 1 Pl - J. SAYERS U OF BIRMINGHAM
s for the NB mlnlmumt 0.1 s for the other three minimum

readin_s_ and 0.01 s for the three maxima readings. Impulsive BRIEF DESCRIPTION

noise produced large variations in mlnlmumt maxlmumt and mean Electror density determinations were made by measuring
readings in contrast to small variations for continuous the permlttlvlty across a parallel-plate capacitor. The

signals. These signal strength observations were recordec each capacltort composed of two circular qrIQs 7.6 cm in qlameter
28 s (about 2 Dog) along the orbital path ard read cut on ant B.T cm apart9 was operated at 2_ MHz. The electron density

command each orbit. The experiment operated normally after could be obtained from the observed pernlttlvlty when these
launch and was operable until satellite reentry on December 141 grids were at space potential. To ensure that at some tlme the

1970. For a more extensive description of this experlmert see potential on the grids would be equivalent to the space

K. Bullough et at., "Sheffield University VLF experiment cn the potentlalt a Linear sweep voltage from -6 V to *G V was applied
satellite Ariel 3," J. of Scientific Instruments, v. It PP. to the sensor in 5.2 s. The permlttlvlty at space potentlat9

77-85, 1968. when the area between the grids was filled with ambient

electrons, was measured in terms of the current ftowlng between
the two electrodes. The experiment was operated for 5.2 s and
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then turned off for the same amount of time while the electron
temperature exberlment was turned on. There were two outputsl ....... ARIEL 4t FRANK .........................................

one Low speed to a tape recorder and the other high speed real
tlmel available only within range of a telemetry station. Only INVESTIGATION NAME- LOW ENERGY PROTON AND ELECTRON

the maximum values of each sweep were tape recorded while the DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY ANALYZER (LEPEDEA)
entire saeep could be read out in real time. The experlment

operated normatly_ and useful data were obtained. A more NSSDO ID- Tl-IO9A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

detailed explanation of the experiment can be found in J, H. CODE EE-B/CO-OP_ SCI{NCE

Wagner_ "University of Birmingham electron density and

temperature experiments on the satellite Ariel 31" Radio and INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
Eleotronlc Engineer, v, 35_ n. 1_ pp. 55-631 Jaruary 1958, PARTICLES AND FIELDS

....... ARIEL 3_ STEWART ....................................... PERSONNEL
PI - L,A° PRANK U OF IOWA

INVESTIGATION NAHE- MOLECULAR OXYGEN DISTRIBUTION OI - J,D, CRAVEN U OF IOWA
OI - D,M, YEAGER(NLA) U OF IOWA

NSSDC ID- 67-OA2A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM OI - M.A. SCHIELD U OF IOWA
CODE EE-Rt SCIENCE

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) A Low-Energy Proton and Electron Differential Energy

AERONOMY Analyzer (LEPEDEA} measured the dlfterenttat energy spectra of
proton and electron tntenstttest tr the energy range 5 keV to

PERSONNEL 50 keVt at tow attitudes within the outer radiation zone and

PI - K,H, STEWART METEOROLCGICAL OFFICE over the auroral zones and polar caps, The angular
distribution and temporal variations of these particles were

BRIEF DESCRIPTION also considered, The data obtalned were correlated wlth data

The experiment was designed to measure the ooncentratlon from the orboard VLF and plasma experiments, The LEPEDEA was

of molecular oxygen tn the earthts atmosphere at heights from composed of curved plate electrostatic analyzers and continuous

150 km to about 300 km_ wlth wlde geographloat coverage. At channel multipllers and had 45 energy channels, The detector
these helghtst solar ultraviolet Light (1425 to 1490 A} is also had an Eon Type 213 Gelger-Muetter tube (with =oL&Imated

strongly absorbed by molecular oxygen anc relatively unaffected field of vlew directed parallel to those of the LEPEDEA) to

by any other at_ospherlc gas. Hence_ by measuring the provide background measurements for the LEPEDEA channels and to
attenuation of solar ultraviolet tight as the satellite entered survey directional Intensltles of protons (E>500 keV) and
and Left the earth,s shaoowt the dlstrlbutlor of molecular electrons (E)A5 keY). The experiment operated normally from
oxygen in the atmosphere could be Deduced. The sensors Launch until April 29_ 1972_ when a transistor failure caused

consisted of four gas-filled ionization chambers. The certain energy level and experiment mode Identlflcatlon to be

instrument was mounted on the top of the satellite wlth the Lost in the hlgh speed telemetry, However_ all but one of the

chambers displaced at right angles to each other. The cutput functions lost because of the failure (experiment temperature}
from each chamber connected into a single electrometer were recovered in the spacecraft Low speed encoder mode. Some

amplifier that then fed straight to the tetemetry_ the data details of hlgh-energy electron intensities were lost due to
being telemetered only on a real-tlme basis. Approximately 30 the lower temporal resolution.

observations a day were taken_ but only about one-thlrd cf the
measurements could be recorded beoause many of the observations ....... ARIEL 4t KAISER ........................................

were taken beyond range of a telemetry station, The experiment

was a suocess in spite of the rapid oeterlcratlon cf the INVESTIGATICN NAME- VLF-ELF RECEIVER
sensors under the action of solar radiation. The observed

half-llfe of 20 days was close to that predicted as a result of NSSDO IO- 71-I09A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
laboratory tests on the ionization chambers. For a further CODE EE-BICO-OPt SCIENCE

description of the ewperlment_ see K. M. Stewart and P. J° L.

WItdmam_ _'PreLlmlnary results of molecular oxygen observations INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(ST
from the Ariel Ill satelLitet N Prop. Roy. Soc, At v. 3El0 pp. IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS
591-600_ 1969*

PERSONNEL

**************************** ARIEL **************************** PI - T.R, KAISER U OF SHEFFIELD

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

SPACECRAFT COMHO_ NAME- ARIEL 4 Seven tow-nolse band-pass amplifiers (channel,1 were used

ALTERNATE NAMES- UK 4_ 05675 to measure very Low frequency (VLF) propagation. Three

channetst each of 1 kHz bandwldtht were centered on 3.2_ 9.6t
NSSDC ID- 71-109_ and 16 kHz. Another channel centered on 16 kHz with a 100 Hz

bancwldth was used to study the continuous wave signal strength

LAUNCH DATE- 12/11/71 WEIGHT- 99,5 KG from the Rugby transmitter in Great _ritaln. Two channels were
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFB_ UNITED STATES centered on 0.75 and 1.25 kHzt each with a bandwidth of 0.50

LAUNCH VEHICLE- SCOUT kHz. A seventh channel at 17.B kHz (mlnlmum reading) WaS
included for transmission= from the NAA station (Maine}. On

SPONSORING COUNTRYIAGENCY some channetsl peakt meant and minimum signals were measured in

UNITED KINDDO_ SRC successive 2B-s sampling intervals. A multl-turn receiving
UNITED STATES NASA-OiSA antenna was Iroluded.

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS ....... ARIEL 4t SMITH .........................................
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 12112/7L

ORBIT PERIOD- 95,1 MIN INCLINATION- 85.0 DEG INVESTIGATION NAME- MHZ BAND NOISE (E FIELD}
RERIAPSIS- 480. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 590. KM ALT

NSSDO ID- 71-109A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

PERSONNEL CODE EE-8/CO-OPt SCIENCE
PM - J.F. SMITH SCIENCE RES COUNCIL
PM - H.L. EAKER(RETIRED) NASA-GSFC INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

PS - R, DALZIEL RUTHERFORDIAPPLTCN LAB IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS
PS - G,F. PIEPER NASA-GSFE

PS - D,S, EVANS NOAA-ERL PERSONNEL

PI - F.G. SMITH U OP CAMBRIDGE
BRIEF DESCRIPTION Ol - R. OALZIEL RUTHERFORDIAPPLTON LAB

The United KingDom Research Satellite 4 (UK 41 was a OI - V,A,W.HARRISON U OF MANCHESTER

small cbservatory deslgrec to investigate the interactions Cl - D. WALSH U OF MANCHESTER
betweer electromagnetic wavest ptasmasv and energetic particles

present in the upper ionosphere, Experiments included BRIEF DESCRIPTION
observations of radio notset electron density ant tempersture_ A radio receiver operated either at a fixed frequency_
very tow frequency (VLF) and extremely Low frequency (ELF) 2.0 MHz_ or in a sweep frequency mooe_ 0.25-4.0 MHz$ 1G-s sweep

propagatlon_ VLF Imputses_ and characterlstlcs of Low-energy rate_ and measured the galactic radio noise received by a

charged partlclea, The satellite structure was similar to that 15-meter dipole.
of previous UK satellltest with four pacdles extending out and
downward from the base of the main satellite body. These ....... ARIEL *_ WILLMORE ......................................

paddles served as solar power cell mountings ard as mounting

for experiments. The sateItlte was a right cylinder attached INVESTIGATION NAME- LANGMUIR PROBE
to a right conical structure wlth solar cells ptaoe_ on the

cylindrical surface. The satellite was spin stabilized wtth an ESSDC ID- 71-109A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
attitude control system that maintained the sbacecraft_s sdtn CODE EE-8/CO-OP_ SCIENCE
axls within 5 degrees of parallel alignment with the
geomagretlo axis. With the particle experiment _ounted at the INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}

apex of the cone_ it looked at the northern geo_agnetlc pole, AERONOMY
Tape-recorded data of global coverage were of Low resolutlon_ IONOSPHERES

white the real-tlme observations taken within telemetry range
of read-out stations were of high resolution. The satettlte

had a oeslgn Lifetime of 1 yr,
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PERSONNEL INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS

PI - A.P. WILLMORE U OF BIRMINGHAM ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 01/21/70
ORBIT PERIOD- 92. MIN INCLINATION- 71. PEG

BRIEF DESCRIPTION PERIAPSIS- 280. KM ALT APOAPSIS- B07. KM ALT

The electron density measurements were obtained using a

double Langmulr probe (capacitance probe) consisting of two PERSONNEL

plane rectangular grids operated at a probing frequency of 39 PM - UNKNOWN P
MHz. The dc potential of the grids was swept relative to the PS - UNKNOWN

satellite potential, Two ko;artthmtc amplifiers were usect and
electron densities were measured from 10.Z8 to I0.E12 BRIEF DESCRIPTION
electrons/cubic meter, Further details can be found In C. V, Cosmos 321 was one of a series of Soviet Earth Satellites
Goodatt et at,0 "TopsiDe ionosphere electron Censtty whose objective was to study outer space0 the upper Layers of
measurements on Ariel 4.t" Pro€. Royal Soc._ v, A342t p. 189t the atmospheret and the earth. Scientific data and other
1975. The electron temperature measurements were based on a measurements were relayed to earth by multlchannet telemetry

modified Langmulr probe technique. Two probes were used. A systems equipped wlth memory units. The spacecraft carried
€onstart ratio of current olfference between the probes was scientific apparatus_ tetemetryt and a radio system for precise

maintained by automatic adjustment of the voltage difference measurements of orbltat elements.

between the probes.
....... COSMOS 321, DOLGINOV ..................................

**************************** COSMOS *************************
INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETOMETER

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- COSMOS 49 NSSDC ID- 70-006A-0! INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
ALTERNATE NAMES- 00913 SCIENCE

NSSDC IO- 64-069A INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS

LAUNCH DATE- 10/24/64 WEIGHT- 400. KG
LAUNCH SITE- KAPUSTIN YAR_ U.S.S.R. PERSONNEL

LAUNCH VEHICLE- B-I Pl - SH. SH.DOLGINOV IZMIRAN

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY BRIEF DESCRIPTION

U.S.S.R. UNKNOWN A Ceslue Vapor Magnetometer was flown to provide magnetic
field data. It had a precision at the frequency meter of 1.7

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS nT (gammas). The instrument was catlbrated against a proton
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- i0/2_/G4 magnetometer with an error margin of Less th,an 2 nT. The

ORBIT PERIOD- 91.8 MIN INCLINATION- 4B._g DEG magnetometer sensors were mounted at the end of a 3.6-m boom.
PERIAPSIS- 264. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 466. KM ALT The data were affected by noise. At some angles of the

spacecraft body with the geomagnetic fieldv non-compensated

PERSONNEL magnetic deviations could reach B to I0 nT for the scalar

PM - UNKNOWN fletd. In general0 the instrument functioned property.
PS - UNKNOWN

**************************** COSMOS **************************

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Cosmos 49 was tnstrumentec with proton macnetometers to

map the earthVs magnetic field. This spacecraftt along with SPACECRAFT COVMON NAME- COSMOS 900
Cosmos 2Gt represented the U.S.S.R. contribution to the IQSY ALTERNATE NAMES- 098980 OVAL

World Magnetic Survey. The corresponding U.S. measurements

were performed on OGO 2 and OGO 4. The shape of the spacecraft kSSDC ID- TT-O23A
was almost an ellipsoid and measured 1.8 m tong and 1.2 m in

diameter. A boom 3.3 m tong was attached from one end of the LAUNCH DATE- 03130/77 WEIGHT- gO0. KG

spacecraft to the magnetometers, The perfor{ance of the LAUNCH SITE- PLESETSK_ U,S.SoR.
spacecraft was satisfactory, LAUNCH VEHICLE- C-1

....... COSMOS 49t DOLGINOV .................................. SPONSORING COUNTRYIAGENCY
U.S.S.R. SAS

INVESTIGATION NAME- PROTON PRECESSIONAL MAGNETOMETERS
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS

NSSOC IO- 64-069A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 03/31/77
SCIENCE ORBIT PERIOD- 94.4 MIN INCLINATION" B3. PEG

PERIAPSIS" 460. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 523. KM ALT
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}

PARTICLES AND FIELDS PERSONNEL
PM - K.I. GRINGAUZ IKI

PERSONNEL PS - B.A. TVERSKOY INST NUCLEAR PHYSICS
PI - SH.SH.DOLGINOV IZMIRAN

Ol - V.I. NALIVAYKO IZMIRAN BRIEF DESCRIPTION
COSMOS 900 carried scientific apparatus_ a radio system

BRIEF DESCRIPTION for precise measurements of orbit elemental and a radio
The Cosmos 49 spaDe€raft carried two proton magnetometers telemetry system,

with the axes of their potarlzed-senslng coils oriented

perpendlcutar to each other. An onboard timer turned en the ....... COSMOS 9001 SOSNOVETS .................................
two magnetometers alternatetyt and a measurement was obtained

once every 32.76 S. The magnetometer signals were digitized by INVESTIGATION NAME- DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY SPECTROMETER

measuring the number of cycles from a lO0-kHz reference quartz
osclllator9 which occurred during 512 cycles of the proton NSSDC 10- 77-023A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

precession signal. The measured sca tar total field values SCIENCE
along wtth ttme signals were stored in a memory devtcet which
stored up to 800 mln of data. The data were then reaq out as INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

the spacecraft flew over the receiving stations. The PARTICLES AND FIELDS
experiment performed sattafactorttyt and the reported accuracy
of the data was within 2 nT (gammas). PERSONNEL

PI - [.N. SOSNOVETS INST NUCLEAR PHYSICS

**************************** COSMOS ************************** OI - M.I. PANASYUK INST NUCLEAR PHYSICS

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- COSMOS 321 This experiment measured trapped electrons and protons
ALTERNATE NAMES- 04308 using Junction spectrometers. One proton detector with an

angular aperture of 60 deg (geometric factor of 0,3 sq cm sr)
NSSDC IO- 70-006A covered the energy range l to 3 MeV0 and the other proton

device with an 18-dee angular aperture (geometric factor of

LAUNCH DATE- 01/20/70 WEIGHT- 400. KG 0.0084 sq cm sr) covered the range 80 to 130 keV. The electron
LAUNCH SITE- PLESETSKt U.S.S.R. detector with an angular aperture of 15 deg (geometric factor
LAUNCH VEHICLE- B-1 of 0.0034 sq cm st) covered the range 80 to 130 keY. The angle

between the MeV proton detector axts and the geomagnetic field
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY was 80_ plus or minus I0 deg.

U.S.S.R. UNKNOWN
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**************************** DISCOVERER *********************** operated either simuLtaneousLy or sequenttatly_ as desired.
The satellite was spin-stabilized wtth the sptn axis
perpendicular to the orbit plane. The spin rate and spin axis

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- DISCOVERER 25 were controlled by an onboard magnetic torquing system. The
ALTERNATE NAMES- 1961 XI 11 00108 attitude and spin rate Information were observed by a sun

sensor and a three-axis magnetometer. Satellite performance
NSSDC ID- 61-014, _ was satisfactory except for a partial power fatture tn May

196G0 which reduced data aCQUiSition time to about half the
LAUNCH DATE- 06/16161 WEIGHT- 1150. KG nominal amount. Some difficulties were encountered in
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBt bkITEO STATES obtaining attitude information that was necessary for the
LAUNCH VEHICLE- THOR reduction of the experiment observations. On duty it 1969_ the

satellite data observations were terminated with ftve of the
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY seven experiments operating. Responsibility for standby

UNITED STATES COD-USAF monitoring of the satellite was Given to the ESSA telemetry
station at Bouldert Cotorado_ on duty 8t 1969. Durlng this

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS standby operattont experiment data were collected only once on
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 06/17/61 October 1_ 1969t for g m|n from the electrostatic probe for use
ORBIT PERIOD- 90.87 MIN INCLINATION- 82.11DEG in studying a red arc event. On January 15_ 1971t no response
PERIAPSIS- 222. KM ALT APDAPSIS- 409. KM ALT was received from a variety of satellite commands_ and the

satellite was abandoned.
PERSONNEL

PM - UNKNOWN ....... DME-At BRACE ...........................................
PS - UNKNOWN

BRIEF CESCRIPTION INVESTIGATION NAME- CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC PROBES

Discoverer 25 was launched by the U.S. Air Force NSSDC ID- 65-098B-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
Ballistic Missile Division (AFBMD) as part of a program to CODE EE-Rt SCIENCE
evaluate spacecraft design changes and to provide a stable

platform for develcolng and testln_ various space experiments. INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
The spacecraft carried instrumentation on board to measure AERONOMY
cosmic radiation, atmospheric pressuret and mlcrometeorold IONOSPHERES
impacts. The spacecraft also contatnec samples of both rare
earth and common metals in orcer to study the effects of cosmic PERSONNEL

radiation on various materials. The spacecraft consisted of a PI - L.H. BRACE NASA-GSFC
cylindrical rocket body (approximately 6 m Long and 1.5 m in
diameter) equlpoed with a liquid propellant rocket engtnet BRIEF DESCRIPTION

propellant tanks, and nose cone which housed the teleretryt the The cylindrical electrostatic probes were used to measure
guidance and control systemst and the experiment package. Once electron temperature and density in the ionosphere. Each

tn orbtt_ the satellite could be reoriented in a nose-down sensor was basically a Langmutr probe consisting of a collector
position facing earthward. The nose cone could be separated electrode extending from the central axis of a cylindrical
from the spacecraft while in orbit. The cone was equipped with guard ring. The guard rings extended 23 cm from the spacecraft
retrorockets to slow it down and allow for reentry. The and the collector electrode extended 46 cm, The two sensors
spacecraft performed normally after Launch. The nose cone were mounted on opposite sides of the spacecraftt and were
separated on orbit number 33 (June 18_ 1961) and was perpendicular to the spin axis and in the orbit plane. Data
successfully recovered from the ocean that same day. The sets are no longer available from this experiment.
satellite itself was burned up during reentry on July 12, 1961.

....... DME-A, DONLEY ..........................................
....... DISCOVERER 25t FCISAAC .................................

INVESTIGATION NAME- THERMAL ION PROBE
INVESTIGATION NAME- AEROSPACE DENSITY (DENSITY GAUGE-2)

NSSDC IO- 65-098B-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

NSSDC ID- 61-014A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM CODE EE-St SCIENCE
SPACE TEST PROGRAM

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) IONOSPHERES

AERONOMY AERONOMY

PERSONNEL PERSONNEL

Pl - J.P. MCISAAC USAF GEOPHYS LAB PI " J.L. DONLEY NASA-GSFC
Pl - E.J. MAIER NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

The Discoverer 25 Aerospace density experiment was BRIEF DESCRIPTION

designed to yield atmospheric pressure and densities between The purpose of the thermal ion probe experiment was to
approximately 130 to 250 km above the earthts surface. The measure ion density, temperaturet and composition at the
experiment consisted of a strgle manometer _auge and associated satellite, The sensor consisted of a planar ion trap with
telemetry. The experiment performed satisfactorily and three circular mesh grids and a collector. With the innermost
produced good data during the spacecraft's 2-day lifetime, suppressor grid maintained at -15 V to exclude electrons and

the middle retarding grld swept from zero to 6.3 Vt the
**************************** ********************************** resulting current-voltage curve due to ion current was

interpreted to obtain ion temperaturet ton composition, and

density. Determination of these parameters was made by curve
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- DMZ-A ftttingt assuming various models of ion parameters and assuming
ALTERNATE NAMES- EXPLORER 31, ISIS-X that the model with the Least rms residual was correct. The

01806t S 30A associated electronics were shared with experiment 65-098B-OG.
Further details are given in d. L. Donley, "The thermal ion and

NSSDC ID- 65-098B electron trap experiments on the Explorer xxxl satellite,"
Proc° IEEE* v. 5Tt n. 6t pp. 1061-1067, June 1969. NSSDC has

LAUNCH DATE- 11129/65 WEIGHT- 99.0 KG all the useful data that exist from this investigation.
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBt UNITED STATES

LAUNCH VEHICLE- THOR ....... DME-At DONLEY ..........................................

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY INVESTIGATION NAME- THERMAL ELECTRON PROBE
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA

NSSDC ID- 65-098B-06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 11/30/65

ORBIT PERIOD- 121.4 MIN INCLINATION- 79.8 DEG INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PERIAPSIS- 505. KF ALT APOAPSIS- 2978. KM ALT IONOSPHERES

PERSONNEL AERONOMY

PM - E.D. NELSEN(NLA) NASA-GSFC PERSONNEL

PS - J.E. JACKSON NASA-GSFC PI - J.L. DONLEY NASA-GSFC
PI - E°J. MAIER NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

Explorer 31 was a small ionospheric observatory BRIEF DESCRIPTION

instrumented to make direct measurements of selected The purpose of the thermal electron probe experiment waa
ionospheric parameters at the spacecraft. It carried seven to measure the electron density and. temperature at the
experiments: a thermal ion expertmentt a thermal electron satellite. The instrumentation was a modified Langmutr probe
experiment, an electrostatic prober an electron temperature in which unwanted ion and photo-current components were
prober a spherical mass spectrometert an energetic electron eliminated through the use of a grid with appropriate btas.
current monitor, and a magnetic ton-mass spectrometer. Since The grid was mounted flush with the satellite surface and it
the spacecraft had no tape recorder_ data could be observed at received a sweep voltage of from -5 to *4 V. The collector was
the spacecraft only when the spacecraft was tr sight cf the biased at *25 V. From the measured current-voltage data the
telemetry station ana whe_ commanded on. Experiments were electron derslty could be obtatnep with an accuracy of about
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20%. The electron temperature could normally be obtalne¢ with PERSONNEL

an accuracy of about 150 cog Kt but a computer curve-flttlng PM - JoP. CORRIGAN NASA-GSFC

analysis improved the accuracy to about 10 dee K, The PM - G.O, HOGAN NASA-GSFC
associated electronics were shared with experiment 65-0988-01. PS - R.A. HOFFMAN NASA-GSFD
Further details can be founc in J. L. Donley_ "The thermal ion

and electron trap experiments on the Explorer XXXI satelLltet W BRIEF DESCRIPTION

Proc. IEEEt v, 571 n, 61 pp, 1061-10671 June 1969, NSSDC has The gererat objective of the Dynamics Explorer (DE)
all the useful data that exist from thls investigation, mission was to investigate the strong interactive processes

coupling the hot_ tenuoust convecting plasmas of the

....... DME-At HOFFMAN _agnetosphere and the coolert denser plasmas and gases
corotattng tn the earthWs lonosphere_ upper atmosphere_ and

INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETIC ION-MASS SPECTRCMETER plasrasphere. Two satellltes_ DE I and DE 21 were launched

together and were placed fn polar coplanar orbftst permftttng
NSSDC ID- 65-ogBB-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM simultaneous reasurements at high and low altitudes in the same

CODE EE-at SCIENCE field-line region. The DE 1 spacecraft (high-attitude mission)
used an elliptical orbit selected to allow (1) measurements

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) extending from the hot magnetospherlc plasma through the
IONOSPHERES ptasmasphere to the cool ionosphere; (2) global auroral

AERONOMY Imaglng9 wave measurements in the heart of the magnetospheret

and {rossln_ of auroral field Lines at several earth radllv and
PERSONNEL (3) measurements for slgnffloant periods along a magnetic fleId

Pl - J.H, HOFFMAN U OF TEXAS_ DALLAS flux tube. The spacecraft approximated a short polygon 137 cm

in diameter and 115 cm high, The antennas in the X-Y plane
BRIEF DESCRIPTION were 200-m tip-to-tip9 and on the Z-axis were g-m tip-to-tip,

A magnetic sector field mass spectrometer was used to Two 6-m boors were provided for remote measurements, The
measure the abundances of the ionospheric positive ion species weight of the spacecraft was 409 kg. Power was supplied by a

in the mass range 1 to 20 atomic mass units. The mass range solar cell arrayt mounted on the side and end panels, The
was swept every 3 s by an exponentially cecreastn_ accelerating spacecraft was spin stabilized. The shin axis was go dee from
voltaget which varied from -4000 to -150 volts. The ions were the orbit normal and the spin rate was 10 plus or minus 0.1
separated according to mass-to-charge ratio in the magnetic rbm. A pulse code modulation (PCM) telemetry data system was
analyzer section of the spectrometer. A particular ion used that operated in real time or • tape recorder mode. Oata
spectest depending on the accelerating voltaget was then passed were acquired on a sctence-probtem-orlented bastst with closely
through the analyzer into an electron multiplier. The output coordinated operations of the various tnstruments_ both
ion current from the multiplier was measured by a Logarithmic sateLlttes_ and supportive experiments, Data acquired from the
electrometer amplifier arc converted to a voltage, The instruments were temporarily stored on tape recorders before
experiment operated normally and yielded useful data from transmission at an 8:1 playback-to-record ratio. Additional
Launch on November 2gt 19651 until about April 1967, Then Low operational flexibility allowed a playback-to-record ratio of

battery voltage resulted In a voltage regulator problem, The 4:1, The primary data rate was 161384 bits per second, Since

experiment provided useful data only intermittently after thatt commands were stored In a command memory unltt spacecraft
and It failed in March 1968. NSSDC has all the useful data operations were not real tlmel except for the transmission of

that exist from this investigation, the wtdeband analog data from the Plasma Wave Instrument
(81-070A-02). Additional details are found in R. A. Hoffman et

....... DME-At MAIER ........................................... at,t Space Sol, Instrum. t v, 5_ n. _t Po 3;91 1981.

INVESTIGATION NAHE- ENERGETIC ELECTRON CURRENT MONITOR ....... DYNAMICS EXPLORER It BURCH .............................

NSSDC ID- 65-0988-07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM INVESTIGATION NAME- HIGH ALTITUDE PLASMA INSTRUMENT

COD[ EE'Bt SCIENCE
NSSDC ID- 81-070A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) CODE gE-Bt SCIENCE
IONOSPHERES

AERONOMY INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL PARTICLES AND FIELDS
PI - E,J. MAIER NASA-GSFC

PERSONNEL

BRIEF DESCRIPTION PI - J.L, BURCH SOUTHWEST RES INST
The purpose of thfs experiment was to measure the O_ - R,A. HOFFMAN NASA-GSFC

electron energy spectru_ in the supratherral energy range of OI - JoE. WINNINGHAM SOUTHWEST RES INST
0*2 to 2000 eV. Two three-grld retarding potential analyzers OI - DoM. KLUMPAR U OF TEXASt DALLAS

were usedt one providing analog data in the 0°2 to 200 eV range Ol - PoH. REIFF RICE U
and the other providing digital data tn the 0,2 to 2000 eV
range. The two analyzers had separate power supplies and BRIEF DESCRIPTION
associated electronics. The instrumentation for the digital The High-Altitude PLasma Instrument (HAPI) consisted of
measurement included an electron multiplier and a digital pulse an array of five electrostatic analyzers capable of making
counttrg system, Because of moisture contamination ¢f the measurements of the phase-space distributions of electrons and
detector in the launch tower prior to launcht the gain of the positive tons in the energy/charge range from 5 eV to 32 keV as
electron multiplier was so degraded that no geophysical a function of pitch angle° This investigation provided data
measurerents could be obtained. The instrumentation fcr the contributing to the studies of (1) the composition and energy
analog measurement included a range-changing electrometer° The cf Btrketanc current charge carrtersp (2) the dynamic
analog data were plots of the measured current-voltage configuration of high-latitude magnetic flux tubes_ (3) auroral
function. The analog experiment yielded excellent data for q particle source regions and acceleration mechanisms9 (4) the
monthst after which the exoertment deteriorated because of role of E parallel to B and E perpendicular to B in the
radiation damage to tts circuitry° Further details of the magnetosphere-Ionosphere systemt (5) the sources and the effect
analog and digital instruments are presented in E, J. R° Mater_ of polar cap particle fkuxest 16) the transport of plasma
"Explorer xxxI total current monitor experlmentst _ Proc. IEEE_ within and through the magnetospherlc cleftst (7) wave-partlcle
v. Bit n, Gt PP. i068-1071_ June 1969. NSSOC has all the Interactlcns_ and (8) hot-cold plasma interactions, This

useful data that exist from this investigation° instrument consisted of five identical detector headst each
having an electrostatic analyzer (of the ISIS 2 type) and two

• *************************** DYNAMICS EXPLORER 1.****=********* sensors (one electron channel and one tom channel)° The
detector heacs were mounted on the main body. One of the
detector heads was mounted in the spin planet two were offset

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- DYNAMICS EXPLORER I by plus and minus 12 degt and two were offset by plus and minus

ALTERNATE NAMES- DE-At DE 1 45 deg. One detector swept within a few deg of the field tlne

DYNAMICS EXPLORER-A during each rotation of the spacecraft_ except when the
magnetic field was greatly deformed from its meridian plane.

NSSDC IO- 81-070A The basic mode of operation provided a 32-point energy spectrum
from each sensor9 but the voltages on the electrostatic

LAUNCH DATE- 08103/81 WEIGHT- 409. KG analyzers were programmable to allow for operation over limited
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBt UNITED STATES portions of the energy speetruml or at higher time resolution
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA with reduced energy resolution. The energy resolution was 321,

The angular resolution was 2,5 dee FWHM (in the Diane of

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY detection) by 10 dee (polar angle), The sampling rate was 6q

UNITED STATES NASA-CSSA per secondt and the total acceptance angle was B by 20 deE.
More details can be found in J, L. Burgh et al,t Space Sol.

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS Instrum,_ Vo 5t n. 41 p. 455_ 1981.
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 08103181
ORBIT PERIOD- 410,8 MIN INCLIkATIO_- 09.9 PEG
PERIAPSIS- 567.8 KM ALT APOAPSIS- 23289. KM ALT
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....... DYNAMICS EXPLORER it CHAPPELL .......................... The spatial resolution of a pixet (picture element) at auroral

attitudes in the nadir direction was 28 km at a spacecraft
INVESTIGATION NA_E- RETARDIkG IDN MASS SPECTROMETER attitude of I earth radius (Re}. At 3.9 Re altitude this

resolution was 109 km. For each photometert the ttme
NSSOC ID- 81-07DA-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM resolution was minutes per image. For visible wavetengthst the

CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE photometers had a wide-angle cottimatorI a super-reftectlng
scanning _Irror; a mfrror-drlve motor; a quartz field Lensl an

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) lmage-vlewing assembly of field-stool pinhole and collimating
PARTICLES AND FIELDS lens; a filter wheel with narrow-band interference filters; and

MAGNETOSPhERIC PHYSICS a stall photoxuLttptter tube with an extended red photocathode.
IONOSPHERES The vacuum ultraviolet imaging bhotometer was a spln-scan

hewtontan telescope. The first optical element was an aluminum
PERSONNEL scanning mirror with a MgF2 overcoat. The collimation and

P( - C.R. CHAPPELL NASA-MSFC mirror drive were similar to that mentioned previously for the

OI - P.M. BANKS STA_FORD U visible imaging photometer. A filter wheel with MgF2t OAF20
O( - W.B. HAt,SON U OF TEXASt DALLAS and BaF2 filters allowed global imaging from 1570 to 17001 at

O( - J.H. HCFFMAN b CF TEXAS0 DALLAS 13041 13561 and 1216 A. The detector was a photomuttiptier
O( - A.F. NAGY U OF MICHIGAN tube wlth a Psi photocathode and a MgF2 window. Additional

O( - G.R. CARIGNAN U OF MICHIGAN details are found in L. A. Frank et aLot Space Scf. Instrum. t
v. 5_ n. 4o D° 3691 1981.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

The Retarding Ion Mass Spectrometer (RIMS) consisted of a ....... DYNAMICS EXPLORER 19 HELLIWELL .........................
retardlng potential analyzer for energy analysis in series wlth

a magretlc Ion-mass spectrometer for mass anatysls. Multiple INVESTIGATION NAME- CONTROLLED AND NATURALLY OCCURING WAVE
sensor heads permitted the determination of the thermal plasma PARTICLE INTERACTIONS
flow characteristics. Thts instrument was designed to operate

in two basic commandabte modes: a high-attitude mode In which NSSDC ID- BL-OTOA-O8 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

the densttyt temoeraturet anc bulk-flow characteristics of CODE EE-8t SCIENCE
prfnclpally _.t He*t and O_ Ions were measuredt and a

low-altitude moae that concentrated on the composition in the INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
1-to 32-u (atomic mass units} range. This investigation PARTICLES AND FIELDS.

provided information cn (I} the densities of H*t He.t and O* IONOSPHERE% AND RADIO PHYSICS
ions tn the lonospherel ptasmaspheret plasma trough0 and polar MAGNETOSPMERIC PHYSICS
cap (including the density distribution along the magnetic
vector In the vicinity of the satellite apogee); (2) the PERSONNEL

temperature of Her He*t ant C+ tons tr the tonospheret PI - R.A. HELLIWELL STANFORD U
ptasmasphere_ plasma trough_ and polar cap (energy range 0-45 O( - T.F. BELL STANFORD U

eV); (3) the outk flow velocities of H*i He-t and O. in the O( - D.L. CARPENTER STANFORD U

ptasmapausel plasma trough and polar cap| (4} the changing O( - C.G. PARK STANFORD U

character of the cold plasma densityt temperaturet and bulk OI - J.B. REAGAN LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
flow tn regions of interaction with hot plasma such as at the

boundary between the ptasmasphere and the ring current; and (5) BRIEF DESCRIPTION

the detailed composition of ionospheric plasma tn the 1- to This investigation used a ground-based
32-u range. He** and O*. were also measured. The instrument very-tow-frequencylLow-freQuency (VLFILF) (0.5-200 kHz)

consisted of three detector heads. One [poked out in the transmitter Located at StpLe_ Antarcticat at an L value of
radial dfrectfont and the other two were along the plus and about 41 and the broad-band magnetic field detector from
minus spin axis direction, Each detector had a 55 dee experiment 81-070A-02° The primary objective of the
half-cone acceptance angle. The detector heads had a grtdded investigation was to determine the relationship between VLF/LF
weakly collimating aperture where the retardtnc analysis was waves and energetic electrons in the magnetosphere with
perforReot followed by a parallel plate ceramic _agnetlc mass emphasis on wave growtht stimulated erissfonst and wave-induced

analyzer with two separate exit slits corresponding to ion perturbations of the energetic electrons, Other objectives
masses in the ratio 114. Ions exiting from these slits were were (1) to determine how wave propagation from both ground and
detected with electron multipliers° In the apogee moaet the _agnetosphertc sources was affected by field-aligned plasma
thermal particle fluxes were _easured white the potential on a structures such as the ptasmapause and ducts of enhanced

set of retarding grids was stepped through a sequence of ionization9 (2) to use the wave data to describe the structure
settings. In the perigee model the retarding grids were of the ptasmapause and the distribution of Ionization along
qrounded and the detector utilized a continuous acceleration field-aligned ductst and (3) to study the effects of earth
potential sweep that focused the mass ranges from 1 to 81 and 4 power-Line radiation and other VLF wave activity° The
to 32 u. Additional details can be found in C. R. Chappett et spacecraft instrumentation for this experiment consisted of the

at._ Space SOl. Instrum.t v. 51 n° 41 p. 477_ 1981. Linear Wave Receiver (LWR) provided by the Plasma Wave

Instrument (81-070A-02). The LWR provided a waveform output
....... DYNAMICS EXPLORER it FRANK ............................. with a 30 qB Linear amplitude response for bands of 1.5-3.01

3.11 PLus or minus 7 142_t 3-61 or 10-16 kHz for a selected
INVESTIGATION NAME- GLOBAL AURCRAL IMASIkG AT VISIBLE AND magnetic or electric sensor. This receiver was used to measure

ULTRAVIOLET WAVELENGTHS growth rates for waves stimulated by the Slpie VLF transmitter
or by natural wave phenomena° More details can be found tn S.

NSSDC IO- B1-O70A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM D. Shawhan et at.t Space Sci. Instrum.t v. 51 n. 41 p. 5351
COOE EE-Bt SCIENCE 1981.

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) ....... DYNAMICS EXPLORER It MAGGS .............................
AERONOMY

IONOSPHERES INVESTIGATION NAME- AURORAL PHYSICS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PARTICLES AND FIELDS NSSOC ID- 81-070A-07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

CODE EE-8t SCIENCE
PERSONNEL

PI - L.A. FRANK U OF IOWA INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
O( - K.L. ACKERSON U OF IOWA IONOSPHERES

O( - R.L. CAROVILLANO BOSTON COLLEGE AERONOMY

O( - R.H. BATHER BOSTON COLLEGE PARTICLES AND FIELDS

BRIEF DESCRIPTION PERSONNEL

The Spln-Scan Auroral l_ager (SAT) prcvlded global P( - J.[o MAGGS U OF CALIF_ LA

auroral imaging at visible and ultraviolet wavelengths. It O( - C.F. KENNEL U OF CALIFt LA
acquired (1) images at several visible wavelengths; (2) images

within a vacuum ultraviolet "window"t which allowed usable BRIEF DESCRIPTION

imaging of the aurora in the sunlit ionosphere; and (3) The primary goat of thts investigation was to use the
photometric measurements of the hydrogen corona. This results from other experlmentst particularly 81-070A-03 to test
investigation prov(ded data that advanced the kncwtedge cf (1) previous theoretical models and to develop new onest wlth
the spatial and temporal character of the entire auroral oval emphasis on research areas related to auroral arcs0
at both visible and vacuum ultraviolet wavelengths (with good field-aligned currentst plasma wave turbulence associated wtth
ttme resolution); (2) the association of auroral and anomalous reststancet generation of auroral electron beamsw
magnetospheric plasmas with the diverse auroral emission proDuction of kttometrtc and VLF htss radiationt and spread-F.
features; (3) the relationship of the auroral emissions with In addtttont correlation studies were organized by selecting
field-aligned currents; (4) the energy deposited in the auroral events that were interesting to the various investigators and
ionosphere by charged particles; (5) the acceleration mechanism data reduction procedures were suggested to facilitate
responsible for "tnverted-V W precipitation events; (G) the rote comparison anc interpretation of the data.
of the polar cap and magnetotait tn auroral and magnetospherfc
dynamtcst and (7) the time-dependent distribution of neutral
hydrogen In the ring current and polar regions. Of the three
photometerst two measured radiation in the visible wavelength
range and one measured it In the UV° A full image was 3G dee
by 120 deE° In Angstroms (A) some of the wavelengths were
39141 5577_ 6300_ 31751 13041 12lOt 1400-16001 anc 1400-1700.
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....... DYNAMICS EXPLORER 10 SHAWFAN ........................... Sol. Instrum.t v. B_ n. At p. 443, 1981.

INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASMA WAVES ....... DYNAMICS EXPLORER i$ SUGIURA ...........................

NSSOC ID- 81-070A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETIC FIELD OBSERVATIONS

CODE EE-8_ SCIENCE

NSSCC ID- _1-070A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) CODE EE-gt SCIENCE
IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS

PARTICLES AND FIELDS INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS PARTICLES AND FIELDS

MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
PERSONNEL

PI - S.D. SHAWHAN U OF IOWA PERSONNEL

OI - D.A. GURNETT U OF IOWA Pl - M. SUGIURA NASA-GSFC
Ol - B.G. LEDLEY NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION Ol - W.H. FARTHING NASA-GSPC
The Plasma Wave Instrument (PWI) measured ac electric OI - L.J. CAHILLt JR. U OF MINNESOTA

fields over the frequency range from I Mz to 2 MHzt and an
amplitude range of 0.03 mlcrovolt per meter to i00 mllllvolts BRIEF DESCRIPTION

per meter. Magnetic fields were measured too from i HZ to 400 This investigation used a trlaxlat ftuxgate magnetometer

kHZ over an approximately 100 cB range. The objectives cf this (PAG-A)t similar to one on boarP DE 2t to obtain vector
investigation were to _easure the soatla&t temooralt spectratt magnetic field data needed to study the

and wave characteristics (particularly the Poyntlng vector magnetosphere-lonosphere-atmosphere coupling. The primary

component along the magnetic field llne) and the wave objective of this investigation was to obtain measurements of
polarization for extremely-low-frequency (ELF)_ fleld-allgneo currents in the auroral Oval and over the polar

very-low-frequency (VLF)t and hlgh-frequency (HF) noise cap at two different altitudes° This was accomplished using

phenomena. Of special interest were the auroral kllcmetrlc the two spacecraft and correlations of these measurements wlth
radiation and VLF htssl and a variety of electrostatic waves observations of electric ftetdst plasma wavest suprathermaL
that may cause ftetd-altgnec acceleration of particles, The parttcLest thermal parttclest and with auroral images obtained
investigation made use of the long dipole antennas In the spin from investigation 81-070A-03, Ultra low freouency (ULF) waves
plane and Z axis and a magnetic loop antenna. A slngle-axls were also studied. The magnetometer incorporated its own

search colt magnetometer and a short electric antenna were 12-blt anatog-to-dlgltat converter! a 4-blt digital

included for tow-frequency measurements and electrostatic noise compensation register for each axtst and a system control to
at short wavelengths. The electronics consisted of 11) a generate a 48-blt data word consisting of a 16-blt

wtdeband/tong baseline receiver with a bandwidth of 10 or _0 representation of the fte&d measured a&ong each of the three
kHz in the range 0-2 MHz; (29 a sweep-frequency correlatort magnetometer axes, Track and hold modules were used to obtain
containing two sweep-frequency receivers and phase detectorst simultaneous samples on all three axes, Instrument bandwidth

sweeplrg 100 hl to 400 kPz in 32 st and giving the phase was 25 Hz. The instrument dynamic range was plus or minus

between magnetic and electric components of the field; (3) a 6,2E4 nT (ga_mas)t and the resolution was plus or minus 1.5 nT

tow-frequency corretator containing two filter receivers and in the 6.2E4 nT range9 plus or minus 0.25 nT In the I.E3 nT
phase detectors_ (eight filters in the range 1.78-i00 HZ were ranger anc plus or minus 0.02 nT in the 80 nT range. The

swept in B s); (q) dc monitors that measured the voltage ragnetometer's digital compensation of the ambient field was
difference between the two sets of long dipole antennas; and nominally in 8.E3 nT increments. Further details are in W. H.
(59 a linear wldeband recelvert setectable from i°5 to 3.Or 3 Farthing et al._ Space SOl. Instrum.t v, 5t n. 4_ p, 551_ 19_1.

to 6t or 10 to 16 kHz bands. The wldeband receiver was flown

to transmit wtdeband waveform signals to the ground via an **************************** DYNAMICS EXPLORER 2****-*****=****
analog transmltter_ so that detailed hlgh-resolutlon
frequency-tlme analysis could be performed. More detalts are
found in S. _. Shawhan et at.t Space Sol. Instrum.t v. 5_ n. 4t SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- DYNAMICS EXPLORER 2

p. 535_ 1981. ALTERNATE NAMES- DE-B_ DE 2
DYNAMICS EXRLORER-8

....... DYNAMICS EXPLORER I_ SHELLEY ...........................
_SSCC ID- 81-070B

INVESTIGATION NAME- HOT PLASMA COMPOSITION

LAUNCH DATE- 08/03/81 WEIGHT- 403. KG

NSSDC ID- 81-070A-06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBt UNITED STATES
CODE El-B/CO-OPt SCIENCE LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
PARTICLES ANO FIELDS UNITZO STATES NASA-OSSA

IONOSPHERES
MAGNETOSPPERIC PHYSICS INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS

ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- OB/03/BZ
PERSONNEL ORBIT PERIOD- 98. MIN INCLINATION- 89.9 DEG

PIo E.G. SHELLEY LOCKHEED PALO ALTO PERIAPSIS- 309. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 1012.5 KM ALT

OI - R.G. JOHNSON LOCKHEED hALO ALTO

OI - R.O. SHARP LOCKHEED PALO ALTO PERSONNEL
OI - J. GEISS U OF BERNE PM - J=P. CORRIGAN NASA-GSFC

OI - P.X. EBERHARDT U OF BERNE PM - G.D. HOGAN NASA-GSFD

OI - H. BALSIGER U OF BERKE PS - R.A. HOFFMAN NASA-GSFC
OI - D.T. YOUNG LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB

OI - A. GMIELMETTI U OF BERNE BRIEF DESCRIPTION
OI - B.A. WHALEN NAIL RES COUNC OF CAN The DE 2 spacecraft (tow-altltude mission) complemented

the hlgh-altltude mission DE 1 and was placed into an orbit

BRIEF OESCRIPTIO_ wlth a perigee sufficiently low to permit measurements of

The Energetic Ion Composition Spectrometer (lIDS) had neutral €omposltlon_ temperature_ and wind. The apogee was
high sensitivity and high resolutlont and covered the energy high enough to permit measurements above the interaction
range from 0 to 17 keV per unit charge and the mass range from regions of supeathermal tonal and also plasma flow measurements
Less than 1 to greater than 150 atomic mass units/charge. This at the feet of the magnetosphertc field tines, The general
investigation provided data used tn investigating the strong form of the spacecraft was a short polygon 137 cm in diameter
coupling mechanism between the magnetosphere and the ionosphere and 115 cm high. The trlaxlat antennas were 23 m tlp-to-tlp.

that results in Large fluxes of energetic O* ions being One 6-m boom was provided for remote measurements. The
accelerated from the ionosphere and injected into the spacecraft weight was 403 kg, Power was supplied by a solar

magnetosphere during magnetic storms. The properties cf the celt array_ which charged two six ampere-hour nlckel-cadmlum

minor ionic species such as He* and He+* relative to the major batteries, Ihe spacecraft was three-axis stabilized wtth the
constituents of the energetic magnetosphere plasma were alto yaw axis aligned toward the center of the earth to within 1
studied in order to evaluate the relative Importance cf the Peg. The spin axis was normal to the orbit plane within 1 dew
different sources of the plasma and of various energtzattonp with a spin rate of one revolution per orbit. A stngte-axts
transport_ and loss processes that may be mass- or scan platform was included in order to mount the Low-Altitude
charge-dependent, One of the primary objectives was to measure Plasma Instrument (81-0705-C8), The platform rotated about the
the energy and pitch angle Distributions of the principal mass spin axis. A pulse code modulation telemetry data system was
constituents (O+ and H*) of the upward flowing ions from the used that operated in real time or in a tape-recorder mode=
auroral acceleration region, An important area for study was Data were acquired on a science-problem-oriented bastst wtth
the cusp region, The instrument was similar to one flown on the closely coordinated operations of the various tnstrumentst both
ISlE I satellite. It conslstec of a curved-plate electrostatic satellites and supportive experiments. Measurements were

energy a r_tyzert foLLowed by a combined cylindrical temporarily stored on tape recorders before transmission at an
electrostatic-magnetic mass analyzer, Open electron 8:1 playback-to-record ratio, Since commands were also stored
multipliers were used wlth pulse-amplttuce discrimination as in a comma_c memory untt_ spacecraft operations were not real

the mast analyzer detectors in order to improve the mass time, Additional details can be found tn R. A. Hoffman et al,t
separation characteristics of the spectrometer. The energy Space Sot. Instrum.t v. Bt n. 4_ p. 349t 1981,
resolution (delta E)/E (internal) was 5%. The mass resolution
M/idetta M) was tess than or equal to 10 on the focus line,
Additional details can be found tn E. G. Shelly et al.t Space
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....... DYNAMICS EXPLORER 2, BRACE .................................... DYNAMICS EXPLORER 2, HANSON ............................

INVESTIGATION NAME- LANGMUIR PROBE INVESTIGATION NAME- RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZER

NSSDC ID- 81-070B-09 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAV _SSCC ID- 81-0708-07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

CODE EE-8/CO-OPt SCIENCE CODE gE-8t SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINEiS) INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

AZROKOMY AGRONOMY
IONOSPHERES IONOSPHERES

PERSONNEL PERSONNEL

PI - L.H, BRACE NASA-GSFC PI - W.B. HANSON U OF TEXAS_ DALLAS

Ol - W.R. HOEGY NASA-GSFC 01 - R.A. HEELIS U OF TEXASt DALLAS
OI - R,F, TBZIS NASA-GSFC Ol - D,R, ZUCDARO U OF TEXASt DALLAS

OI - K.D. COLE LA TROBE U OI - C.R. LIPPENDOTT U OF TEXASt DALLAS
OI - G.R. CARIGNAN U OF MICHIGAN

BRIEF DESCRIR]ION

BRIEF DESCRIPTION The Retarding Potential Analyzer (RPA) measured the bulk
The Langmuir Probe Instrument CLANG) was a cylindrical ion velocity in the direction of the spacecraft mottont the

electrostatic probe that obtained measurements of electron constituent ton €oncentrattonst and the ion temperature along
temperature_ _e_ and electron or ton concentratton_ Ne or Nit the satellite path. These parameter_ were derived from a Least
respecttvetyt and spacecraft potential. Data from this squares fit to the ion number flux vs. energy curve obtained by
investigation were used to provide temperature and density sweeping or stepping the voltage applied to the internal
measurements along magnetic field tines related to thermal retarding grids of the RPA= In addtttont a separate wide
energy and particle flows within the magnetosphere-lomosphere aperture sensor, a duct sensor, was flown .to measure the

system, to provide thermal plasma conditions for wave-particle spectral characteristics of iregulartttes in the total ion
tnteracttonst and to measure large-scale and fine-structure concentration. The measured parameters obtained from this
ionospheric effects of energy deposition in the ionosphere= investigation were important to the understanding of mechanisms

The Lang_uir Probe instrument was identical to that used on the that influence the plasma; t.e._ to understand the coupling
AE satellites and the Pioneer Venus Orbiter. Two independent between the solar wind and the earth's atmosphere. The
sensors were €onnected to individual adaptive sweep vcltage eeasurements were made wlth a multlgrldded planar Retarding

circuits which continuously tracked the changing electron Potential Analyzer very similar in concept and geometry to the
temperature and spacecraft potentlalt while autoranglng instruments carried on the AE satellites. The retarding

electrometers adjusted their gain tn response t¢ the changing potential was variable in the range from approximately _32 to 0
plasma density. The control signals used tc achieve this volts. The details of this voltage trace and whether it was
automatic tracking provided a continuous monitor of the continuous or stepped, depended on the operating mode of the
1onospherlc parameters without telemetering each Volt-Ampere instrument. Specific parameters deduced from these

(V-I) curve. Furthermore, internal cata storage circuits measurements were ion temperature; vehicle potential; ram

permitted high resoluttont high data rate_ sampling of selected component of the ion drift velocity; the ion and electron
V-I curves for transmission to ground to verify or correct the concentration irregularity spectrum; and the concentration of
tnflight processed Data. More Details are in J. P. Krehbiet et B+_ He.t O_t and Fm+t and of molecular ions near perigee.
al.t Space Sol. Instrum.t v. 5t n. _, p. 493t 19at. Adoltlonal Details are in W. B. Hanson et al,t Space Sol.

Instrum. t v. 51 n. 4, p. 503, 1981,
....... DYNAMICS EXPLORER 2_ CARIGNAN

....... DYNAMICS EXPLORER 2, HAYS ..............................
INVESTIGATION NAME- NEUTRAL ATMOSFHERE COMPOSITION

SPECTROMETER INVESTIGATION NAME- FABRY-PEROT INTERFEROMETER

NSSOC ID- 81-D70B-03 IEVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM NSSDC ID o 81-070B-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE Eg-Bt SCIENCE CODE EE-81CO-ORI SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

AERONOMY AGRONOMY

PERSONkEL PERSONNEL

PI - G,R. CARIGNAN U OF MICHIGAN PI - P,B, HAYS U OF MICHIGAN

OI - N.W. SPENCER NASA-GSFC OI - R.G. ROBLg NATL CTR FOR ATMOS RES
CI - O.A. REBER NASA-GSFC OI - G.R. CARIGNAN U OF MICHIGAN

Ol - A.E. BEDIN NASA-GSFC OI - A.F. NAGY U OF MICHIGAN

OI - B.P. BLOCK U OF MICHIGAN OI - D. REES U COLLEGE LONDON
OI - J.C. MAURER U OF MICHIGAN Ol - T.M. DONAHUE U OF MICHIGAN

BRIEF DESCRIPTION BRIEF DESCRIPTION

The Neutral Atmosphere Composition Spectrometer (NACS) The Fabry-Ferot Interferometer (FPI) was a

was designed to obtain in sltu measurements of the neutral high-resotutlon remote sensing instrument designed to measure
atmospheric composition and to study the variations of the the thermospheric temperature, merldlonal wind, and density of

neutral atmosphere in respoDse to energy coupled into it from the following metastabte atoms-atomlc oxygen (slngtet S and D)
the magnetosphere. Because temperature enhancements_ and the 2P state of ionic atomic oxygen. The FPI performed a

large-scale circulation cells9 and wave propagation are wavelength analysis on the light detected from the

produced by energy input (each of which posseses a s_ectfic thermospheric emission features by spatially scanning the
signature in composition varlatlon)t the measurements permitted interference fringe plane with a muttlchannet array detector,

the study of the partition, flow, and deposition of energy from The wavelength analysis characterized the Doppler llne profile
the _agnetosphere. Speclflcatly_ the investigation objective cf the emitting species. A Seduentlat altitude scan performed

was to characterize the composition of the neutral atmosphere by a commandable horizon scan mirror provided a cross-sectlonaL
with oartlcutar emphasis on variability in eonstltuent view of the thermodynamic and dynamic state of the thermosphere
densities driven by interaction in the atmospheret ionospheret below the DE 2 orbit. The information obtained from this

and magnetosphere system. The Quadrupole mass spectrometer Investlgatlor was used to study the dynamic response of the
used was a nearly identical follow-on to those flown on the thermosphere to the energy sources caused by magnetospherlc

AE-Ct -0_ and -_ mtsstons. The etectronmtmoact ion source was eLectrto fields and the absorption of solar ultraviolet light
used in a closed mode, Atmospherlc particles entered an in the thermosphere. The instrument was based on the Visible

antechamber through a knlfe-edged orifice, where they were Airglow Experiment (VAE) used in the AE program. The addition

thermallzed to the instrument temperature. The ions with the of a scanning mirror, the Fabry-Perot etaton_ an image plane
selected charge-to-mass ratios had stable trajectories through detector_ and a calibration lamp were the principal

the hyperbolic electric ftetdt exited the analyzert and entered differences. Interference filters isolated tines at (in
into the detection system. Am off-axis beryllium-copper dynode Angstroms) 5577t 6300t T320t 5896t and 5200. The FPI had a
multiplier operating at a gain of 2.gG orovlded an output pulse field of view of 0.53 deg (half-cone angle). More details are

of electrons for each ion arrival. The detector output had a found in P. B. Hays et at., Space Sci. Instrum. 0 v. 5t n. 4, b.
pulse rate proportional to the neutral density in the ion 395_ 1981.
source of the selected mass. The instrument also included two
baffles that scanned across the Input orifice for optional ....... DYNAMICS EXPLORER 2, HEELIS
measurement of the zonal and vertical components cf the neutral
wind. The mass select system oeovlded for 256 mass values INVESTIGATION NAME- ION DRIFT METER
between 0 and 51 atomic mass units (u) or each 0.2 u. It was

possible to call any one of these mass numbers into each of NSSDC IO- 81-070B-06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
eight 0.016 second intervals. This sequence was repeated each CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

0,128 S. More details are found in G* R. Carlgnan et at.,
Space Sci. Instrum.t v, 5t n° R, p. _29t 1981. INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

IONOSPHERES

AERONOMY
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PERSONNEL variations within the overall patterns; (2) to study the degree
PI - R.A. HEELIG U OF TEXASt DALLAS to which and in what region the electric field projects to the
OI - WmB* HANSON U OF TEXASt DALLAS equatorial plane; (3) to obtain measurements of extreme low

OI - O.R. ZUCCARO U CF TEXAS_ DALLAS frequency (ELF) and Lower frequency irregularity structures;
OI - C,R, LIPPENCOTT U OF TEXASt DALLAS and (Q) to perform numerous correlative studies, The

instrument consisted of six cylindrical elements 11 m tong and
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 28 mm in diameter, Each antenna was insulated from the plasma

The Ion Drift Meter (IBM) measured the bulk motions of except for the outer 2 m. The basetlnel or distance between

the ionospheric plasma perpendicular to the satellite velocity the midpoints of these 2-m active eLementst was 20 m. The

vector. The measured parameterst horizontal and vertical antennas were interlocked along the edges to prevent
Ion-drlft velocltlest had an expected range of plus or _Inus q oscillation and to increase their rigidity against drag forces,
km/s. The accuracy of the measurement was expected to be plus The basic electronic system was very similar in concept to that
or minus 50 m/s for the anticipated O.B dee accuracy in vehicle used on IMP-J and ISLE 1_ but modlfted for a three-axis
attitude determination. The nominal time resclutlon cf the measurement on a nonsotnntng spacecraft. At the core of the
measurement was 1/52 s. This investigation yielded information system were the hlgh-lmpedance (i.E12 ohm) preampllfferst whose

on [i) the ion convection (electric field) pattern in the outputs were accurately subtracted and digitized (1;-blt a-d

auroral and polar ionosphere; (2) the flow of plasma along conversion for sensitivity to about 0.1 mlcrovolt/m) to

magnetic field Lines within the plasmasphere_ which determines maintain high resolution_ for subsequent removal of the
whether this motion was simply a breathing of the cross-product of the vectors V and B in data processing, This
protonospherel a refilling of this region after a storms or an provided the basic dc measurement. Other circuitry was used to

tnterhemIspherio transport of plasma; (3) the thermal ion aid in interpreting the dc data and to measure rapid variations
contribution to ftetd-aLtgnec electric currents; (_) velocity tn the signals detected by the antennas, The planned dc
fields associated wlth small-scale phenomena that are important electric field range was plus or minus I V/ms the planned
at both low and high latitudes; and 15) the magnitude and resolution was 0.1 mV/m_ and the variational electric field was
variation of the total concentration along the flight path, _easured froff 4 Hz to tO24 HZ. The dc electric field was
The Ion Drift Meter measured the plasma motion parallel to the _easured at 16 samples/s. The variational electric field was
sensor face by using a grfdded collimator and multiple measured from I mtcrovoLt/m to ]O mV/m rms. Additional details
collectors to determine the direction of arrival cf the Plasma. are found in N. C= Maynard et al,t Space Sot. Instrum., v. B,
The trstrument geometry was very similar to that used on the n. 41 p. 523_ 1981o
Atmosphere Explorer satellites° Each sensor consisted of a
square entrance aperture that served as collimator, some ....... DYNAMICS EXPLORER 29 MAYR ..............................
electrically isolating grids and a segmented planar collector,
The angle of arrival of the ions with respect to the sensor was INVESTIGATION NAME- ATMOSPHERIC DYNAMICS AND ENERGETICS

determined by measuring the ratio of the currents to the INVESTIGATION

different collector segments_ and this was done by taking the
difference in the Logarithms of the current= Two techniques NSSDC ID- B1-OTOB-12 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
were used to determine this ratio, In the Standard Drift CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE
Sensor (SDS)_ the collector segments were connected in pairs to

two togarlthmle amplifiers. The second technlquet called the INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
Universal Drift Sensor (UDS)t allowed simultaneous measurement AERONOMY

of both components. Here_ each collector segment was IONOSPHERES

per man ently connected to a logarithmlo amplifier and two PARTICLES AND FIELDS
difference amplifiers were used to determine the horizontal and

vertical arrival angles simultaneously. The IDM consisted of PERSONNEL
two sensorsl one providing the SDS output and the other PI - H.G. MAYR NASA-GSFC
providing the UDS output, Further details are in R, A, Heetls OI - G°P, NEWTON NASA HEADQUARTERS
et ak.t Space Sot. Instrum._ v. 51 n. 4o p, 5111 1981.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

....... DYNAMICS EXPLORER 21HOFFMAN ........................... The purpose of thts investigation was to study the
dynamic responses of the thermosphere and ionosphere to energy

INVESTIGATION NAME- LOW ALTITUDE PLASMA INVESTIGATION HIGh deposition in the form of Joule heatlngt particle

ANGULAR RESOLUTION precfpitatton_ and momentum transfer by electric
field-generated drifts. The objective was to determine the

NSSDC ID- 81-070B-13 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM relative leportance of the various phenomena and the conditions

CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE uncer which ordering o¢curso Because the relative importance
of the different processes varied with geomagnetic actlvlty_

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)- both geomagnetlcally quiet and disturbed conditions were

PARTICLES A_D FIELES examined, bsing theoretical models as toolst the principal
AGRONOMY goal was to quantitatively analyze the bhyslcaL processes
IONOSPHERES involved in the energy coupling between the magnetosphere and

the thermosphere. In addition to data obtained from various DE
PERSONNEL satellite Irstrumentst the Investlgatlon planned to use

PI - R.A. HOFFMAN NASA-GSFC ground-baser correlatiue measurements.
Ol - d,D, WINNINGHAM SOUTHWEST RES INST
OI - P,M. KLUMPAR U OF TEXASt DALLAS ....... DYNAMICS EXPLORER 2_ NAGY ..............................

OI - d,L, BURCH SOUTHWEST RES INST
INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETOSPHERIC ENERGY COUPLING TO THE

BRIEF DESCRIPTION ATMOSPHERE INVESTIGATION

This investigation used the suprathermal particle
distribution functions measured by both the Htgh-(BE-OTOA-05) kSSDC IO" 81-070B-10 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
and Low-(81-OTDB-O8) Altitude PLasma Instruments. The CODE EE-8_ SCIENCE
obJecttves were (1) to study the properties and Locations of
auroral acceleration mechanlsms_ (2) to determine the nature INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

and distribution of electric fields parallel tc the ma_netlc PARTICLES AND FIELDS
fletdl (3) to identify the charge carriers of the major AERONOMY

electric current systems coupling the magnetosphere and IONOSPHERES
tonosphere_ and (4) to determine relations between these
quantities0 and the convection electric field and auroral Light PERSONNEL
emission patterns. PI - A,F. NAGY U OF MICHIGAN

....... DYNAMICS EXPLORER 2t MAYNARD BRIEF DESCRIPTION

This investigation used data from various spacecraft

INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTRIC FIELD INVESTIGATIONS instruments to study the following: (1) global thermospheric
dynamics (the effects of energy input to the thermosphere from

NSSDC IO- 81-070B-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM the magnetosphere by €onvectlont Joule heatlng_ particle
COEE EE-Bt SCIENCE precipitation and tidal energy)_ (2) the convective coupling of .

the thermal plasma between the ionosphere and magnetosphere;
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) and (3) the energy-loss mechanisms of ionospheric

AGRONOMY photoelectrons in the ptasmasphere.
PARTICLES AND FIELDS

....... DYNAMICS EXPLORER 2t ROBLE .............................
PERSONNEL

PI - N,D° MAYNARD NASA-GSFC INVESTIGATION NAME- NEUTRAL-PLASMA INTERACTIONS

OI - d*P. HEPPNER NASA-GSFC INVESTIGATION

BRIEF DESCRIPTION NSSDC IO- 81-070B-11 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

The Vector Electric Field Instrument (VEFI) used CODE EE-B/CO-OPI SCIENCE
flight-proven double-probe teshntques with 20-m baselines to
obtain _easurements of dc electric fields, This electric field INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

investigation had the following objectives: (1) to obtain AERONOMY
accurate and comprehensive trlaxlat dc electric field IONOSPHERES
measurements at ionospheric altitudes in order to refine the
basic spatial patterns_ define the Large-scale time hlstcry of

these patterns_ and study the small-scale temporal and spatial
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PERSONNEL BRIEF DESCRIPTION

PI - R.G. RO_LE NATL CTR FOR ATMCS RES A trlaxlaL fluxgate magnetometer (MAG-BI similar to one

on board DE i (8l-OTOA-Ol)t was used to obtain magnetic field
BRIEF OESCRIPTION data needed to study the magnetosphere-ionosphere-atmosphere

Thts investigation used data from several spacecraft coupling, The primary objectives of this investigation were to
instruments to study the Large-scale _eutral-plasma measure field-aligned currents In the auroral oval and over the
interactions tn the thermosphere caused by polar cap at two different altitudes using the two spacecraftt
magnetosphertc-tonospheric ano thermospheric coupling and to correlate these measurements with observations of
processes. Planned use of the models was to provide a electric fieldst plasma wavest suprathermat particles, thermal
theoretical framework in which certain important ionospheric parttctest and auroral images obtained from investigation
and atmospheric _ro_erttes needed for coupling processes (such 81-OTOA-03o lhe magnetometer had digital compensation of the
as the Pedersen and Hall concuctfvtties) were corststently ambient field in 8.E3 nT 18,E3 gamma) increments. The
calculated ustn_ satellite data measured at a given height. Instrument incorporated its own 12-btt analog-to-digital
PLanned examples Include 11) to calculate vertical profiles of monverter_ a _-btt digital oomDensatton register for each axtsv
ionospheric properties that were useful for comparison with and a systew control that generated a 48-bit data word
incoherent scatter radar measurements and other ground-based consisting of a 16-bit representatlon of the field measured

supporting data_ (2) to identify and evaluate the neutral along each of three magnetometer axes. Track and hold modules
thermosoherlc heat and momentum sources_ and (3) to determine were used to obtain slmuttaneous samples on all three axes.

the effectiveness of high-Latitude dynamic processes in The instrument bandwidth was 25 HZ. The analog range was plus
controlling the global thermospheric clrculatlcn and thermal or minus 6,2E_ nTt the accuracy was plus or minus _ nTt and the
structure, resolution was 1.5 nT, More details can be found in W. H.

Farthing et al,_ Space Sci, Instrum,_ v, 5_ n. 4w p, 551t 1981,
....... DYNAMICS EXPLORER 2t SPENCER ...........................

....... DYNAMICS EXPLORER 2t WINNINGHAM ........................
INVESTIGATION NAME- WIND AND TEMPERATURE SPECTROMETER

INVESTIGATION NAME- LOW ALTITUDE PLASMA INSTRUMENT

NSSDC ID- 81-07_B-Oq INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

CODE EE-B, SCIENCE NSSDC ID- 81-070B-08 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE'Bt SCIENCE

INVESTIGATIC_ DISCIPLINE(S)

AERONOMY INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINEIS)
AERONOMY

PERSONNEL PARTICLES AND FIELDS

Pl - N,W, SPENCER NASA-GSFO IONOSPHERES
Ol - A.E, HEDIN NASA-GSFC

OI - H.B, NIEMA_N NASA-GSFC PERSONNEL
Ol - G.R, CARIG_N U OF MICHIGAN Pl - J,D. WINNINGHAM SOUTHWEST RES INST

OI - L,E, WHARTON NASA-GSFC OI - D,M. KLUMPAR U OF TEXASt DALLAS

OI - J,C. MAURER U OF MICHIGAN OI - R.A. HOFFMAN NASA-GSFC
OI - J.L, BURCH SOUTHWEST RES INST

BRIEF OESORIPTION

The Wind and Temperature Spectrometer (WATS) measured the BRIEF DESCRIPTION
In site neutral wlnds_ the neutral particle temperaturest and The Low-ALtltude Plasma Instrument (LAPI) provlded

the concentrations of selected qases. The objective of thls hlgh-resolutlon velocity space measurements of positive ions

investigation was to stuoy the interrelationships among the anO electrons from B eV to 32 keVt and a monitor of electrons
winds! temperaturest plasma drlftw electric flelds_ and other wlth energies above 35 keV, Pitch angle measurements covered

properties of the thermosphere that were measured by other the full 180 dog range, Data from this investigation and

instruments on the spacecraft. Knowledge of how those supporting measurements were used to study (1) the
properties are interrelatec helped contribute to an Identlflcatlor and intensities of BIrketand currents_ (2)

understanding of the consequences of the acceleration of auroral particle source regions and acceleration mechanlsmst
neutral particles by the ions in the Ionosphere_ the (31 the existence and role of E parallel to B_ (_) sources and
acceleration of ions by neutrals creating electric ffetost and effects of polar cap particle fluxest (5) the transport of
the related energy transfer between the Ionosphere and the plasma within and through the magnetospherlc cuspt (6) dynamic

magnetosphere, Three components of the wtndt one normal to the configurations of high-latitude flux tubest (T) toss-cone
satellite velocity vector in the horizontal planet one effects of wave-particle tnteracttons_ (B) hot-cold plasma
verticatt and one tn the satellite direction were measured, A tnteracttons_ (g) tonospherts effects of particle
retarding potential Quadruoole mass spectrometer_ coupled to preclpltatlont and 110) plasma convection at high altitudes.
the atmosphere through a precisely ortftced antechambert was The instrument contained an array of 15 parabolic electrostatic
used, It was operated in either of two modes_ one employed the analyzers of the ISIS 2 typet each with an electron channel and

retarding capability and the other used the ion source as a an Ion ohannett in order to obtain detailed pltch-angle
conventional nonretardlng source. Two scanning baffles were distributions as a function of energy, Two Gelger-Muetler
used in front of the mass spectrometer9 one moved vertically counters were mounted on the scan platform. The baslc mode of

and the other moved horizontally. The magnltuOes cf the operation provided a 32-point energy spectrum in the range 5 eV
horizontal and vertical components of the wind normal to the tO 32 key every second. The voltages on the ele¢trostattc
spacecraft velocity vector were computed from measurements of analyzers were programmable to allow for greater space/tlme

the angular reLatlonshfp between the neutral particle stream resolution over limited portions of the energy and angular
and the sensor, The component of the total stream velocity in distributions, The instrument was mounted on a one-axis scan
the satellite direction was measured directly by the platform controlled by a magnetometert whose purpose was to
spectrometer system through determination of the required maintain the detector arrayt which spanned 180 degt at nearly
retarding potential. At attttuces too high for neutral species constant angle to the magnetic field, Additional details are
measurementst the planned operation required the instrument to found tn J. D, Wtnntngham et al.t Space Sot. Instrum.q v. 5t n.
measure the thermal ion species only. A series of four Qlp. _65t lg81,
seauentlslly occurrtnq "slots" 1-each a 2-S lorg measurement
interval-- was adapted for the basic measurement format of the **************************** ESRO Reeem_eeee_eeeeeeeeee*ee_e**e
Instrument, Different functions were commanded into these
"slots" in any combtnatton_ one per measurement Interval,
Further details are found _n N, W, Spencer et al,_ Space Sol. SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- ESRO

Instrum. t v. 5_ n, _ p. _17_ 1981. ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-72_C_ 06285

....... DYNAMICS EXPLORER 2_ SUGIURA ........................... NGSDO IO- T2-Og2A

INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETIC FIELC OBSERVATIONS LAUNCH DATE- 11/22/72 WEIGHT- 130. KG
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFB_ UNITED STA_ES

NSSDC ID- 81-070_-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM LAUNCH VEHICLE- SCOUT
CODE EE-8_ SCIENCE

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) INTERNATIONAL ESA

PARTICLES AND FIELDS

AERONOMY INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS

MAGNETOSPhERIC PHYSICS ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 11/22/72
ORBIT PERIOD- 98.9 MIN INCLINATION- 91.I DEG

PERSONNEL PERIAPSIS- 252, KM ALT APOAPSIS- 1186, KM ALT
PI - M. SUGIURA NASA-GSFC

OI - 8°G. LEDLEY NASA-GSFC PERSONNEL
OI - W,H. FARTHING NASA-GSFC PM - UNKNOWN
Ol - L.d, OAHILL_ JR, U OF MINNESOTA PS - UNKNOWN
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION BRIEF DESCRIPTION

The ESRO 4 spacecraft was designed to investigate reutral Explorer I_ the first U.S. artificial earth satellites

particle and ion concentrations in the ionosphere and near was instrumented for the study of cosmic rayst mlcrometeorltes_

magnetosphere_ to detect auroral partlctest and to monitor and satellite temperatures. Data were contlnuous&y transmitted

solar particles in order to discover the mechanism by which using a GO-mW ampkltude-modutateo transmitter and a lO-mW

they penetrate and diffuse in the magnetosphere, The phase-modulated transmitter. Data were recorded only when the
spacecraft was launched into a polar orbit with a nodal cylindrical spln-stabltlzed spacecraft was over one of 17

regression rate near zerol thus providing a complete scan of receiving stations. Both the hlgh-power and tow-power
local time In I year. To provide an altitude scan over the transmitters were battery powered and operated properly until

whole gtobe_ the perigee precessed at a rate of -3.5 deE/day. February 12t 1958t and March lG_ 1958t respectively.
The spacecraft was cylindrical in shape (similar In
construction to ESRO 2)t was spin stabilized0 and used a PCM/PM ....... EXPLORER 11 JACCHIA
telemetry mode transmitted in three forms: real-time telemetry
at 64 bpst tape-recorder playbacks and hlgh-speed telemetry at INVESTIGATION NAME- SATELLITE DRAG ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY
10_240 bps, The spacecraft spin rate was about 1 rps. The
spin axis direction was changed periodically durlnc the kSSBC ID- 58-001A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
mission. The spacecraft reentered the earth's atmosphere after SPACE TEST PROGRAM

a successful mission on April 1Bi 1974.
INVESTIGATION BISCIPLINEi$)

....... ESRO 4_ RAITI .......................................... AERONOMY

INVESTIGATION NAME- POSITIVE ION SPECTROMETER PERSONNEL
PI - L,G, JACEHIA SAO

NSSDC ID- T2-Og2A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM OI - J.R. SLOWEY SAO
COOE EE-B/CO-OP_ SCIENCE

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

INVESTIGATION OISCIPLIkE(S) Because of its symmetrical shape_ Explorer 1 was selected

IONOSPHERES for use in determining upper atmospheric densities as a

AERONOMY function of attttude_ latitudes seasons and solar activity.
Density values near perigee were deduced from sequential

PERSONNEL observations of the spacecraft posttton_ using optical
PI - W.U. RAITT UTAH STATE U (Baker-Nunn camera network) and radio andlor radar tracking

OI - R.L,F,BOYD U COLLEGE LONDON techniques. A good discussion of the general techniques used
to deduce derstty values from satellite drag data can be found

BRIEF DESCRIPTION in L, G. daschla and J, Stoweyt "Accurate drag determination

The primary objective of this expertment_ designated as for eight artificial satellites of atmospheric densities and
experiment $45 tn ESRO project dooumentst was to measure the temperatures," Smtthsontan Astrophysical Observatory special
density and temperature of electrons and Ions Ir the vicinity report n. I00_ Cambrldge_ Mass.t July 19G2, Thls experiment

of the spacecraft_ and to identify the prominent Ion species resulted in the successful determination of reasonable density
present, Three spherical probes of different sizes were flown values until the spacecraft reentered the earth's atmosphere on
to obtain the desired measurements. The largest one_ 19 cm In March 31_ 1970.
diameters functioned as an ion mass spectrofetert and was
surrounded by a spherical grid 20 c m in diameter which was ....... EXPLORER It MANRING ...................................

maintained at a negative potential to repel electrons.

Application of a suitable voltage sweep to the probe allowed INVESTIGATION NAME- MICROMETEORITE DETECTOR
species identifications to be made and their densities to be

measured. One cycle of mass scan was made every 4,8 s, This NSSDC ID- 58-001A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
sensor was mounted on a radial booml approximately 130 cm from SPACE TEST PROGRAM
the spacecraftts sktnt in other that it have a 360-deg "look
angle0" and that it sample the ionosphere outside the INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

sateltltels charge sheath. To keep this ion mass sensor from INTERPLANETARY OUST
crossing the sat*lifters wakes the satellttegs attitude had to
be such that the velocity vector was kept inside a cone of PERSONNEL

approximately 55 dee half-angle around the spln axis. The PI - E, MANRING U OF NORTH CAROLINA
small electron collecting probes I cm in diameters was voltage OI - M, DUBIN NASA-GSFC

swept to provide electron temperature and density data, In
addtttcn_ this Langmutr probe was mounted relatively close to BRIEF DESCRIPTION
the maln prober i.e._ approximately 30 cm away from Itt so that Direct measurements of mlcrometeorltes were made on

the spacecraft potential tt measured could be directly applied Explorer i using two separate detectors: a wtre grtd detector
to the ion spectrometers without being affected by t_duced and a crystal transducer. The parameters determined were the
fields, It was not mounted close enough to cause mutual influx rates of each size intervals the impinging velocttyt the
interference. The third probe_ 9 cm in dlameterl was mounted composltlon_ and the density of the mlcrometeorlte. The wire

on an axial boom protruding from the separatlor plane cf the grlc detector consisted of 12 pards (connected in parallel)
satellite (t.e.t the rear) for approximately 35 cm0 ard was mounted in s fiberglass supporting ring which in turn was
flown to monitor total ion density, The measurements from this mounted on the satelttte*s spherical surface. Each card was
sensor were also used to better interpret and eventually wound with enameled 17-micron-diameter nickel alloy wire, Two
correct the measurements made with the main probe, This Layers of wire were wound on each card to ensure that a total

experiment required a minimum of 5.E3 sg cm of ccnductlnc area area of 1 cm by i cm was completely covered. A mlcrometeorlte
on the satellite sklnt to be provided primarily by two of about 10 microns would fracture the wlre upon Impactl

additional spheres on the end of booms. Tc maintain the destroy the electrical connections and thus record the event,
satellite at a reasonable potential for this expertment_ the The acoustic detector (transducer and solid-state amplifier)
positive stde of the solar cells was grounded, The experiment was placed in acoustical contact with the middle section skin
functioned normally until spacecraft reentry (April 1St 1974). where it could respond to meteorite impacts on the spacecraft

skin such that each recorded event would be a function of mass

**************************** EXPLORER ************************ anc velocity. The effective area of this section was 0,075 SQ
mt and the average threshold sensitivity was 2.5E-3 gm-cm/s,
During launch on _ebruary 1_ 1958_ one or two of the 12 grid

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- EXPLORER 1 detectors were apparently broken. The recorded grid data_

ALTERNATE NAMES- 1958 ALPHA 1_ 00004 valid for approximately 60 days after launch (February I_ 195B_
to April 1_ 195B)_ showed no more than one and possibly no

NSSDC IO- 5B-OO1A detectors broken from meteorite impacts, Data from the
acoustical sensor were obtained when an impact occurred while

LAUNCH DATE- 02101/58 WEIGHT- 18.8 KG the sateltlte was over a ground recording station, Over an

LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL_ UNITED STATES 11-day period (February It 1958t to February 12_ 195B)_ 145

LAUNCH VEHICLE- JUNO impacts were recorded (minus eight impacts that registered
during the launch and injection into orbit). Due to poor

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY slgnal-to-noise ratlos_ very elaborate data reduction
UNITED STATES OOD-ARMY procedures had to be developed. The high impact rates on one

portion of the orbit and the subsequent failures in the
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS satelllte_s electronic system have been attributed to a meteor

ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 02101/58 shower.
ORBIT PERIOD- iI_.8 MIN INCLINATION- 33.24 DEG

PERIAPSIS- 35B, KM ALT APOAPSIS- 2550. KM ALT ....... EXPLORER it VAN ALLEN

PERSONNEL INVESTIGATION NAME- COSMIC-RAY DETECTOR
PM - J. FROELICH NASA-JPL

PS - A, HIBBS NASA-JPL NSSDC IB- BB-OOIA-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

SPACE TEST PROGRAM

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS

COSMIC RAYS
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PERSONNEL NSSDC ID- 59-009A
PI - J.A, VAN ALLEN U OF IOWA
OI - G.H, LUDWIG NOAA-ERL LAUNCH DATE- 10113/59 WEIGHT- 41,B0 KG

LAUNCH SITE- CAPE DANAVERALt UNITED STATES
BRIEF DESCRIPTION LAUNCH VEHICLE" JUNO

An Anton 314 ownidlrectlonal Geiger tube detector was

used to measure the flux of energetic charged particles SPONSORING COLNTRy/AGENCY
(protons E>30 MeV and electrons E>3 MeV). The detector was UNITED STATES ODD-ARMY

saturated much of the time, The experiment performed normally

until March IGt 19581 at which time the batteries powering the INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS

Gelger tube circuits became exhausted, No usable data were ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 10/21/59
received after that time. ORBIT PERIOD- IO%,3B MIN INCLINATION- 50,27 PEG

PERIAPSIS- 573, KM ALT APOAPSIS- i073, KM ALT
-*****-******************-** EXPLORER 4***********************

PERSONNEL

PM - H.E, LAGOW{RETIRED) NASA-GSFC

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- EXPLORER q PS - H,E, LAGOW(RETIRED) NASA-GSFD

ALTERNATE NAMES- 195B EPSILON it 00009
BRIEF DESCRIPTION

NSSDC ID- 5B-OO5a Explorer 7 was designed to measure solar X-ray and

Lyman-alpha fluxt trapped energetic parttcles_ and heavy
LAUNCH _ATE- 07/26/58 WEIGHT- 2B,5 KG primary cosmic rays (Z)5). Secondary objectives included
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL_ UNITED STATES Ootlectlng data on mlcrometeorold penetration and molecular

LAUNCH VEHICLE- JUNO sputtering and studying the earth-atmosphere heat balance, The
spln-stabItlzed satetlltets external structure consisted of two

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY truncated conical fiberglass shells Joined by a cylindrical

UNITED STATES BOO-ARMY aluminum center section. The spacecraft was 75 cm wide at its

UNITED STATES NASA-JPL equator and about 75 cm high, The spacecraft was powered by
approximately 3000 solar cells mounted on both the upper and

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS lower shells. Additional power was provided by 15
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 07/26/58 nlckel-cadmlum batteries that were positioned on its equator

ORBIT PERIOD- 110,2 MIN INCLINATION- 50,3 DEG near the outer skin as an ald in maintaining a proper spln

PERIAPSI$- 263. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 2213, KM ALT rate, Two crossed dipole 11 Wt 20 MHz) telemetry antennas
pro_ected outward from the center sectionl and a $OB-MHI

PERSONNEL antenna used for tracking was mounted on the Dot-tom of the
PM - J. FROELICH NASA-JPL Lower shell, Located around the periphery of the center
PS - A, HI_BS NASA-JPL section were five bolometers for thermal radiation measurements

and three cadmium sulfide mtcrometeorotd detector cells. A
BRIEF DESCRIPTION cylindrical ion chamber (lithium fluoride window) and a

Explorer _ was a cylindrically sha_ed satellite beryllium window X-ray chamber were Located on opposite sides

Instrumented to make the first detailed measuremerts of charged of the upper toner and a cosmic-ray Getger counter was Located
particles (protons and electrons) trapped In the terrestrial on the very top, A primary cosmlc-ray ionization chamber was

radiation belts. An unexpected tumble motion of the satellite Located within the center portion of the upper cone. Useful

made the interpretation of the detector cata very difficult, real-tlme data were transmitted from launch through February
The tOW-Dower transmitter and the plastic scintillator detector 1961 and intermittently until August 24t lEG1.

failed Semtember 3t 1958. The two Gelger-Muetler tubes and the
cesium iodide crystal detectors continued to operate normally ....... EXPLORER 70 POMERANTZ .................................
until September 19t 1958, The hlgh-power transmitter ceased

sending signals on October B_ Ig5B. It is believed that INVESTIGATION NAME- HEAVY PRIMARY COSMIC RAYS
exhaustion of the power batteries caused these failures, The
spacecraft decayed from orbit after 45_. pays cn October 23t NSSCC IO- 59-009A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

1959, CODE EE-Gt SCIENCE

....... EXPLORER _t VAN ALLEN ................................. INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS

INVESTIGATION NA_E- CHARGED PARTICLE DETECTCR COSMIC RAYS

NSSOC 10- 58-005A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM PERSONNEL

SPACE TEST PROGRAM PI - M,A, POMERANTZ U OF DELAWARE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) BRIEF DESCRIPTION

PARTICLES AND FIELDS This experiment was designed to measure the

omnidirectional flux of heavy primary cosmic rays In the
PERSONK{L rigidity range I to iB,5 GV, Particles wlth atomic numbers

PI - J.A, VAN ALLEN U OF IOWA Z)51 Z)81 arO Z>15 were counted separately by an ionization
OI - L.A. FRANK U OF IOWA chamber in which each incident particle yielded a pulse, Pulse

OI - C,E. MCILWAIN U OF CALIF_ SAN DIEGO amplitude was substantially independent of the energy of the
O] - G,H. LUDWIG NOAA-ERL incident particle but was proportional to the square of its Z

value, Each of the three counting rates was determined every
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 15 s, The experiment performed as planned from launch until

The purpose of thls experiment was to extend the first October 2B_ 1959. About 80% of the data acquired for the

measurements of the trappec radiation belt discovered with October 2_t 19590 to May _I_ 1960t period are usefult wlth most
E_plorers i and 3 and to provide measurements of artificially problems occurring in the lowest Z mode, Very Little useful

injected electrons from the three hlgh-altltude Argus nuclear data were acquired after May 31_ 1960,
detonations. Four separate radiation detectors were used in

the experiment: a shleldec clrectlonat plastic scintillation ....... EXPLORER ?o SUOMI .....................................
counter sensitive to electrons (E>700 keY) and protons (E)IO

MeV)_ a shielded directional cesium iodide scintillation INVESTIGATION NAME- THERMAL RADIATION
counter sensitive to electrons (E)20 keV) and _rotons (E)_O0

keV)_ an omnidirectional Anton type 302 GM ccunter sensitive to ASSDC ID- 59-009A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
electrons (E>3 HeV) and protons (E)30 MeV)_ and a shielded CODE EE-Bt APPLICATIONS

omnldlrectionat Anton type 302 GM tube sensitive to eIestrons

(E)5 MeV) and protons (E)_O MeV). The plastic scintillation INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
counter and the cesium iodide scintillation counter were each METEOROLOGY

viewed by a separate photomuLtipller tube, These detectors

were mounted orthogonally to the longitudinal awls of the PERSONNEL

satellite with apertures facing in opposite directions, The Pl - V,E. SUOMI U OF WISCONSIN
two GM counters were located side by side along the satellite

longitudinal axis, The plastic scintillation counter failed BRIEF DESCRIPTION

about September 3_ 195B_ while the two GM counters and the The Explorer 7 thermal radiation exaerlment was deslgned
cesium Iodide detectors continued to operate formally until to measure incident and reflected solar UV radiation and

September 19_ 19_8. terrestrial IR radiation in order to obtain a better
understanding of the driving forces of the earth-atmosphere

**************************** EXPLORER ************************ system, The primary instrumentation consisted of five
botometers in the form of hollow silver hemispheres that were
thermally insulated from_ but in close proximity to specially

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- EXPLORER 7 aluminized mirrors, The hemispheres thereby behaved very much
ALTERNATE NAMES- lEE9 IOTA It S IA tlke Isolatec spheres in space. Two of the hemispheres had

00022 black coatings and responded about equally to solar and
terrestrial radiation. A third hemlspheret coated whitel was
more sensitive to terrestrial radiation than to solar

radlatlon. A fourthw which had a gold metal surface_ was more
sensitive to solar radiation than to terrestrial radiation.

The fifth he_Ispheret protected from direct sunllght_ was used
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to measure the reflected sunlight. A glass-coated bead PERSONNEL
thermistor was mounted on the top of each hemisphere to measure PI - L.G. JACCHIA SAO
the temperature. A complete set of four temperature gI - J°R. SLOWEY SAO
observations and one reference sample reoulred 30 s. Thus9 in

each orblt9 about 180 temperature measurements could be BRIEF DESCRIPTION

obtained. The experiment was a success_ and usable data were Because of its symmetrical shaper Explorer 8 was selected
obtained from launch until February 28t 1961. for use In determining upper atmospheric densities as a

function of attltudm_ latttudet season_ and solar activity.
....... EXPLORER 71 VAN ALLEN This experiment was not planned prior to launch. Oenstty

values near perigee were deduced from sequential observations
INVESTIGATION NAiE- TRAPPED RACIATION ANO SOLAR PROTONS of the spacecraft posltlon9 using optical (Baker-Nunn camera

network) and radio and/or radar tracking techniques. A good
NSSOC IO- 59-003A-0_ INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM discussion of the general techniques used to deduce density

CODE EE'8_ SCIENCE values from satellite drag data can be found in L, G* Jacchia

and J. Sloweyt "Accurate drag determination for eight
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) artificial satellites of atmospheric densities and

PARTICLES AND PIELDS temperaturest" Smtthsontan Astrophysical Observatory special
report n. lOOt Cambrldge_ Mass._ July 1962. This experiment

PERSONNEL resulted in the successful determination of reasonable density

P* - J.A. VAN ALLEN U OF IOWA values and is capable of yielding tong-term atmospheric density

OI - O,H. LUDWIG NOAA-ERL values as Explorer 8 has an expected orbital |Ifetlme of BO yr.
O* - L.A. FRANK U OF IOWA

**************************** EXPLORER 3***********************
BRIEF DESCRIPTION

Two omnidirectional Gelger counters (Anton 302 and 112)
were used to conduct a comprehensive spatial and temporal SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- EXPLORER *

monitoring of total coxmtc-eay tntensttxt ,eDna,helically ALTERNATE NAMES- 1961 DELTA it S 56A
trapped corpuscular rad|atlont and solar protons. The detector 00081
was sensitive to protons (E)20 MeV) and electrons (E)30 keV).

The experiment operated satisfactorily from Launch until NSSDC IO- 61-OOqA

February 2at 1961t except for a brief perlcd in Seotember and
October 1960. LAUNCH DATE- 02/16/61 WEIGHT- 36.0 KG

LAUNCH SITE- WALLOPS FLIGHT CENTER_ UNITED STATES
**************************** EXPLORER 8.******************-*** LAUNCH VEHICLE- SCOUT

SPONSORING CObNTRY/AGENCY
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- EXPLORER 8 UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA

ALTERNATE NAMES- 1960 Xl 1_ O00GO
S 30 INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS

ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 02116161

NSSDC IO- 60-014A ORBIT PERIOD- 118.6 MIN INCLINATION- 38.91 DEG
PERIAPSIS- 5_5. KH ALT AFOAPSIS- 2225° KM ALT

LAUNCH DATE- 11103160 WEIGHT- €i. KG

LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL_ UNITED STATES PERSONNEL
LAUNCH VEHICLE- JUNO PM - C.W. COFFEE, JR. NASA-LARC

RS - R.F. FELLOWS(RETIRED) NASA HEADQUARTERS

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY

UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA BRIEF DESCRIPTION

Explorer 9 was the first in a series of 3.66-m Inflatable

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS spheres placed Into orbit solely for the determination of
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 11103160 at_ospherlc densities, The spacecraft consisted of alternating

ORBIT PERIOD- 112.7 MIN INCLINATION- 50.0 DEG Layers of aluminum roll and plastic film. Uniformly
PERIAPSI$- 41T. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 2288. KM ALT distributed over the aluminum surface were 5.1-cm dots of white

paint for thermal control. Explorer 9 carried a _36-MHz beacon
PERSONNEL for tracking purposes. The beacon failed on the first orbit

PM -R°E. BOUROEAU(RETIRED) NASA-GSFC howevert and the sag Baker-Nunn camera network had to be relied
PS - R*E. BOURDEAU(RETIREO) NASA-GSFC upon for tracking. The spacecraft reentered the earthls

ateosphere on April 9t I*6A.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION

Explorer 8 was a Ql-kg mercury-battery-powered_ ....... EXPLORER gt O'SULLIVAN_ JR. ...........................

earth-orbltlng sateltlte designed to obtain measurements in the

ionosphere at altitudes between 400 and 1600 kr_ cf the INVESTIGATICk NAME- SATELLITE DRAG ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY
electron densltyt the electron temperature_ the ion
concentratlon_ the ion masst the mlcrometeor|te dlstrlbutfont NSSDC TO- 61-004A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

and the mtcrometeortte mass. It was tntendec to stucy the CODE El-B, SCIENCE
temporal and spatial distribution of these properties and their
variation from full sunlit conditions to full shadow9 or INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

nlghttlme_ conditions. The payload was in the form of two AERONOMy

truncated cones with the bases attached to a cylindrical
equator. The outer shell was aluminum and had a olameter of 76 PERSONNEL

cm and a height of 76 cm. The I08.00-MHz transmitter had 100 Pl - W.J. OtSULLIVAN_ JR. NASA-LARC

mW average powert and it functioned for the Life of the battery Ol - C.W. COFFEE_ JR. NASA-LARC
pack (5_ days). The data system included telemetry consisting O* - G.M. KEATING NASA-LARC

of continuous operation with reat-tlme transmission. TO avoid OI - L.G. JACCHIA SAO
the possibility of effects on the experiments by asymmetrical
charging on solar cell surfaces_ solar cells were not used. BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Bxpertment instrumentation included an RF impedance probe_ an Because of its symmetrical shape_ Explorer * was selected
ion current monltorw a retarding potential prober a two-element for use in determining upper atmospheric densities as a
and a three-element electron temperature probe9 an electron function of altltudet latitudet season_ and solar activity°

current monltort a photomultlptler-type and a mlcrophone-type Density values near perigee were Deduced from sequential

mlcrometeorlte detectort an electric field metert a solar observations of the spacecraft posltlont using optical
horizon sensort and thermistor temperature probes, (Baker-Nunn camera network) and radar tracking techniques. A
Simultaneous measurements of electron and ion concentration good discussion of the general techniques used to deduce
were used to resolve the Question of neutrality cf the medium° density values from satellite drag data can be found tn L. G.
Battery power failed on December 27_ 1960. Considerable Jacchla and J. Slowey_ "Accurate drag determination for eight
difficulty was encountered with decommutatlng the telemetered artificial satellites of atmospheric densities and

data to make machine processing possible. As a result of these te_peraturesq w Smtthsontan Astrophysical Observatory special
dlfflcultlest the data were _ostly processed by hand, In spite report n. 100_ CambrlOge_ Hass,_ July 1962. This experiment

of these dtfftcutttes_ considerable new knowledge about the resulted in the successful determination of reasonable density
ionosphere was gained from operation of the satellite, values until the satellite reentered the earth's atmosphere on

.April 9_ 196_°

....... EXPLORER 8_ JACCMIA ...................................
**************************** FR 1-*****************************

INVESTIGATION NAME- SATELLITE DRAG ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY

NSSDC IO- 60-01QA-O7 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- FR 1

CODE EE-8_ SCIENCE ALTERNATE NAMES- 01BI_ FRANCE-I

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
AERONOMY



NSSDC ID- 65-I01A INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS

ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 11/10/69
LAUNCH DATE- 12/06/65 WEIGHT- 60. KG ORBIT PERIOD- 122o00 MIN INCLINATION- 102.96 OEG

LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFB_ UNITED STATES PERIAPSIS- 387. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 5150, KM ALT
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SCOUT

PERSONNEL

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY PM - A. KUTZER GES FUR WELTRAUMFORSCH
FRANCE CNES PM - A.L. FRANTA(RETIRED) NASA-GSFC

UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA PS - E° KEPPLER MPI-AERONOMY

PS - G,F. PIEPER NASA-GSFC
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS

ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE m 12109/65 BRIEF DESCRIPTION

ORBIT PERIOD- 95°94 MIk lhCLIhATION- 75,e7 PEG The _agnetlcatty atlgned spacecraft GRS-At Launched into

PERIAPSIS- 746, KM ALT APOAPSIS- 762. KM ALT a near-polar orbit in November of 1969_ was a product of a
Joint effort by NASA-GSFC and the German Bundesmtntstertum fur

PERSONNEL WissenschaftLiche Forschung (BMWF) and had as its primary
PM - x. NAMY CNES purpose the acquisition of terrestrial radiation belt data,

PM - S.R, STEVENS(NLA) NASA-GSFC Speciflcaltyt the scientific mission of the spacecraft was as

PS - L.R. STOREY CNET follows: (1) to scan the energy spectra of inner zone protons
PS - R,W. ROCHELLE(RETIREE) NASA-GSFC and eLectronst (2) to measure the fluxes of electrons of energy

greater than qO keY that are paraltelt anttparattett and
BRIEF DESCRIPTION perpendicular to the magnetic Lines of force over the auroral

The FR-1 spacecraft was a small spacecraft carrying two zone and to measure associated optical emisstont and 13) to
experiments° One was designed to observe VLF signals from record solar protons on alert. After about 24 hours in orbttl
earth-based transmttterst and the other was an electron density a ¢ommanq system instability developed and persisted
probe measuring electron concentration at the satellite, The intermittently throughout the flight, The tape recorder failed

satellite structure consisted of two truncated octagonal on December 80 1969° Prior to this faituret the German project
pyramtcst Joined at their bases by an octagonal prism measuring office estimated that B5-90_ of the expected data had been
68.6 cm across from corner to corner. This basic structure was obtained. ALL experiments were operating normally untlL the
covered with solar cells and measured about 71,2 cm high. spacecraft telemetry system malfunctioned in early duty 1970.
ExteNding AB,3 cm downward from the base of this structure was

the electron density probe. Extending upward frcm the tED was ....... GRS-At HOVESTADT ................... - ...................
a structure 71.2 cm htgh which consisted of the magnetic field
antenna and its supporting tube, Extending diagonally upward INVESTIGATION NAME- PROTON-ALPHA TELESCOPE
from the base of this tube were four telemetry artennas, Four

198-cm-tong electric field antenna booms extended outward from hSSDC ID- 69-097A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

the base of the prismatic portion of the basic structure. The CODE EE-8/CO-OP_ SCIENCE
spacecraft was spln-stabltlzedt with attltGde anc spin

determination made from observations by a sur sensor and a INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

three-axis ftux_ate magnetometer, This satellite was used to PARTICLES AND FIELDS
study VLF propagation in the magnetosphere and irregularities
in the topside ionosphere. There was no tape reccreer onboard_ PERSONNEL

so reaL-tlme data were obtalned as scheduLedw over designated PI - D.K, HOVESTAOT MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS
telemetry stations, The spacecraft operated successfully until
August 1968, BRIEF DESCRIPTION

This experiment consisted of two identical proton-alpha
....... FR Lt STOREY ........................................... particle teLescopesy one oriented perpendicular and one

oriented at 45 deg with respect to the Local magnetic field
INVESTIGATION NAME- VLF RECEIVER vector, In the northern hemfsphere_ the 45-deg telescope

pointed upwards, The telescopes were to detect protons and
NSSDC ID- 65-101A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM alpha particles in the earthts trapping reglon° The experiment

CODE EE-8/CO-OPt SCIENCE was also used in conjunction with experiment 69-097A-0_
(proton-electron detectors) to provide pitch angle

INVESTIGATION OISCIPLINEiS) distributions for protons above 20 MeV. Each telescope was
IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS composed of seven fully depleted silicon surface barrier

detectors 1C1 through 07) surrounded by a plastic
PERSONNEL anttcotncfdence scintillator (D8) and a heavy shielding (proton

PI - L,R,O, STOREY IONOSPHERIC RES GROUP threshold energy of 75 MeV). The seven energy channels for
OI - C. RENARD U OF BOURGES which data were obtained are as fotLowsI protons 1.5 to 2,7t
CI - M.P. AUBREY CNET 2°7 to 5,2t 5.2 to lO°At 10.4 to 22t 22 to 49t and 49 to 104

PeVt and alpha particles 6 to 19 HeY, The telescopes had

BRIEF DESCRIPTION geometric factors of about 0.0580 sq cm st. The acceptance
This experiment consisted of equipment to observe the cone of both telescopes was 31-deg full angle. The experiment

field strength of the magnetic and etectrtc fields at the performed normally throughout the mission.
satellite which resulted from transmissions of two VLF ground
transmitters, The electric field intensity was observed with ....... GRS-A_ HOVESTADT .......................................

two dipoles and their corresponding recetverst and the magnetic
field intensity was observed wlth three Loop antennas and their INVESTIGATION NAME- PROTON-ELECTRON DETECTOR
corresponding receivers. The observations consisted of field

strength recording vs time (Location) In the regions over the NSSDC ID- 69-097A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

ground transmitter and in the region conjugate to the ground CODE EE-8/CO-OP_ SCIENCE
transmitter. The experiment failed on August 2_1 1968t after

30 months of operation, This far exceeoed the 3-month planned INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
tlfetlme, These five wide-dynamic-range (52dB)t narrowPand SOLAR PHYSICS

(160 Pz)_ VLF receivers received at frequencies of 16.8 kHz PARTICLES AND FIELDS
(St. Asslset France -FUB)t or at 24.0 kHZ (Balboa_ Panama
-NBA), For a more extensive experiment description see L° R. PERSONNEL

O, Storey_ "Preliminary results on VLF propagation in the Lower Pl - O.K° HOVESTADT MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS
magnetosphere obtained by the FR 1 sateLLiteg" Space Researcho
nl 7_ Opl 58B'603t North Holland Pub. Eo.t Amsterdamt 1967. BRIEF DESCRIPTION

This experiment consisted of two omnidirectional
**************************** ***-****************************'* proton/eLectron detectors composed of cubical Lithium-drifted

silicon etements_ heavily shielded on one side and covered by a
hemispherical shield over a 2-pf sr solid angle on the other

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- GRS-A slde. The detectors were used to measure trapped and solar
ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-69401 AZLRtGERMAN RESEARCH SAT protons and etectrons_ and the experiment was also used in

GRS-AXt 04221 conjunction with experiment 69-097A-02 (proton/alpha particle

telescopes) to provide pitch angle distributions for protons
NSSDC ID- 6g-OgTA above 20 MeV. One of the detectors was sensitive to electrons

with g>l,5 PeV and protons with E>20 HeY tn one electrical
LAUNCH DATE- 11/08/69 WEIGHT- 70.7 KG threshold moce and sensitive only to protons from 20 to _5 MeV
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBt UNITED STATES in the other _ode, Simftarty_ the other detector was sensitive
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SCOUT to electrons with E>4 MeV and protons with E>40 MeV in one

electrical threshold mode and sensitive only to protons from _0
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY to 72 HeY in the other mode, The experiment performed normally

FED REP OF GERMANY DFVLR throughout the mission.
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
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....... GRS'At MORITZ .......................................... 16 months, A large sbacecraft plasma sheath prevented the ion
probe data from being useful in spite of attempts to

INVESTIGATION NAME- PROTON TELESCOPE compensate. For this spacecraft_ the 1-yr automatic satellite
turnoff was disconnected Just prior to launch. The satellite

NSSOC IO- 69-097A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM responses to command signals were not dependable after Oecember
CODE EE-B/CO-OP0 SCIENCE 201 1965t and the satellite transmitters which was often

spuriously turned on_ dtd not respond to a turnoff command.
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

SOLAR PHYSICS ....... IE-At BOYD .............................................
PARTICLES AND FIELDS

INVESTIGATION NAME- SPHERICAL ION-MASS SPECTROMETER
PERSONNEL

PI - do MORZTZ U OF KIEL NSSDC ID- 64-051A-D2 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-B/CO-OP9 SCIEkCE

BRIEF OESCRIPTION
Two solid-state devices were used in conjunction with INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

four pulse-height discriminators to deteot trapped and solar IONOSPHERES
protons using coincidence techntdues. The detector had six AERONOMY
energy channels: protons from 0=25 to 1,65_ 0,25 to 12°5_ 0,5
to 1°65t 1,0 to 1°65_ and 1°65 to 13.5 MeV9 and albha particles PERSONNEL
from 2.0 to 6,4 MeV. ELectrons were eLtmirated from the PI - R.L.F,BOYO(RETIRED] U COLLEGE LONDON
incident beam by using a brooe magnet. The acceptance cone was O* - A.P. WILLMORE U OF BIRMINGHAM

20.4 dog full angle. The experiment worked normally until the

spacecraft telemetry system malfunctioned in early July 1970, BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The ion probe on Explorer 20 was a spherical retarding

....... GRS-AI MUSMANN ......................................... potential instrument from which ion mass spectra and ion
temperatures could be determined. It consisted of a spherical

INVESTIGATION NAME- FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER inner electrodes 9 cm In dlamt surrounded by a soherlcat_

grloded (0.5 _m hotes)_ nickel foil coverlng_ 10 cm In dlam and
NSSDC IO- 69-OgTA-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM 0.1 mm thick. A negative charge was maintained in the grid to

CODE EE-B/CO'OP_ SCIENCE remove electron effects, The more massive ions passed through
the grid to form an ion current dependent upon the voltage

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) condition of the inner electrode. A sLow-sweeplng sawtooth

PARTICLES AND FIELOS potential from about -2 to -10 volts (with two Low-voltage9

O.S- and 3°2-kffz sinewave forms impressed upon it) provided a

PERSONNEL profile of voltage versus ion current. The change in slope of
Pl - G. MUSMANN BRAUNSCHkEIG TECP U the voltage versus ion current profItel gives the energy

dlstrlbutlcn profiles whlch_ for thermal ionst is a function of

BRIEF DESCRIPTION ion mass and satellite velocity. Thermal lon velocities

A two-component fLuxgate magnetometer with two identical broaden the mass peaks somewhat and thereby degrade mass
electrically independent measuring units was used as an resolution sLtghttyt but this broadening effect was used to
attitude sensor and as an experiment for detecting transverse determine the ion temperature. Analysis of current variations
hydromagnettc waves. It was oriented perpendicular to the resulting from the two stnewave forms on the sweep voltage_
magnetic field. In order to eliminate magnetic fields from the provided the required slope change data for analysis of the
satetllte_ the magnetometer was places on a boom about 80 cm profiles. The probe was mounted at the positive end of the

Long. The sensor was to be thermally shielded by a cylindrical spin (Z) axis on a short tubular support. With the nominal
metal cap. Each sensor had a r_ge of minus to plus 1.E4 nTt spin axtst perpendicular to the orbit planed this arrangement
with 4°8-nT digitization resolution. Each senscr was sampled eliminated spin modulation of the observations. Although this
for 125 ms once every 5 S. The experiment worked normally experiment functioned properlyl the occurrence of a large
until the spacecraft telemetry system malfunctioned in early plasma sheath about the spaceoraft_ prevented acquisition of
July 19T0. For further detattst see B. Thette and H, M. scientifically useful data.
Praetortus_ "Field aligned currents between 400 and 3000 km in
auroral and polar latltudest" Planet. Space Sct,_ v. 21t pp. ....... IE-A_ KNECHT ...........................................

179-187_ February 1973,
INVESTIGATION NAME- FIXED-FREQUENCY IGNOSONDE

NSSDC IO- 64-051A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

CODE EE-8/Co-oP_ SCIENCE

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- IE-A

ALTERNATE NAMES- EXPLORER 20t S 48 INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S]
TOPSIt 00870 IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS

NSSDC ID- 64-051A PERSONNEL
P* - R.W. KNECHT NATL BUREAU OF STO

LAUNCH DATE- 08/25/64 WEIGHT- 44. KG Ol - W. CALVERT U OF IOWA
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFB, UNITED STATES O* - T.E° VAN ZANDT NOAA-ERL

LAUNCH VEHICLE" SCOUT O* - R.B. NORTON NOAA-ERL
O* - J.M. WARNDCK NOAA

SPONSORING COUNTRYIAGENCY

UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA BRIEF DESCRIPTION

The purpose of the fixed-frequency tonosonde was to
ORBIT PARAMETERS investigate ionospheric electron density in the altitude range

ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 12112/65 300 to 1000 km. The experiment was most useful for the study
ORBIT PERIOD- 104. MIN INCLINATION- 79.9 DEE of irregularities in the electron density qlstrlbutlon and for
PERIAPSIS- 864. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 1025o KM ALT the investigation of fine structure in the plasma resonances,

The flxed-frequency ionosonde was a raolo transmltter-recelver

PERSONNEL that recorded the time delay between a transmitted and a
PM - J.E. JACKSON NASA-GSFC returned radio pulse. Six specific frequencies from 1.5 to

PS - J.E. JACKSON NAeA-GSPC 7.22 MHz were sampled in sequence once every 0.105 seoond.

Several delay times were often observed for each frequency due
BRIEF DESCRIPTION to plasma resonances_ btrefrtngence of the ionosphere_

Explorer 20 was designed to measure electron nonvertlcat propagatlon_ etc. Delay time was primarily a
distributions ion density and temperature_ and to estimate function of cfstance traversed by the signals electron density
oosmt¢ noise Levels between 2 and 7 MHZ. The satellite was a along the signal path_ and the mode of propagation, A total of
small ionospheric observatory instrumented with a six-frequency 1450 h of data was acquired, Most of these data were of
ionospheric sounder and an Ion probel A cosmic noise adequate quality to prepare ionograms. Since only tlme is

experiment used the noise signal from the souncer receivers, mOted on each tonogramf satellite position and other related
The satellite consisted of a short ¢yltr_Jer terminated on information must be obtained from world maps.
either end by trun©ated cones. The ion prober mounted on a
short booms extended fro_ the upper cone. The six sounding ....... IE-A_ STONE ............................................
antennas 13 dipoles) extended from the satellite equator. One
pale of 18.28 m antennas formed the dipole used for the low INVESTIGATION NAME- COSMIC NOISE
frequenclest and the other two dipoles consisted of four 9.14 m

antennas. The satellite was spin stabilized at I°53 rpm Just ESSOC ID- 64-051A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

after antenna extenslon_ with the spin axis initially very CODE EE-8/CO-OPt SCIENCE
close to the orbit plane. At the end of 1 years the spin had
slowed to 0.45 rpm. Since there was no tape reoordert data INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
were received only in the vicinity of telemetry stations. IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS

Telemetry stations were Located to provide brlmary data ASTRONOMY

coverage near BO dog W plus areas near Hawallt Singaporet
Englanot Austratta_ and Africa. Data were recorded for periods
of 1/2 h to Over 4 h per day depending upon available power,
Even though there were problems with telemetry and
interferences the experiments operated satisfactorily for about
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PERSONNEL BRIEF DESCRIPTION

PI - R.O, STONE NASA-GSFC An Anton type 213 directional Gelger tube detector was
used to detect solar X rays in the 2 to 12-A ranger electrons

BRIEF DESCRIPTION (E>40 keV)_ and protons (E)O,5 MeV), The detector was sampled
The cosmic noise experlm _t utilized the noise signal every second0 and the accumulation time for the detector was

from the sounder recetver to investigate cosmic noise in the 61/64 s. The spacecraft had a complex spin-and-tumble motion
1,5- to 7.2-MHz frequency range. The measurements were tn with a poorly defined period of several minutes, The soft
rough agreement with previous observations of cosmic notse, X-ray observations were made at sporadic intervals from June
The receiver catibrattonw howeverl was not sufffclent_y 2gt 1961_ through August 12t 1962 (about 74 min of data}. The
accurate to yield new scientific results, experiment performed nominally throughout the Life of the

spacecraft,
**************************** INJUN 1 ******te*t*tt_ett*tee*ee***

....... INJUN it FREEMAN .......................................

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- INJUN 1 INVESTIGATION NAME- CADMIUM SULFIDE DETECTOR
ALTERNATE NAMES- 1961 OMICRON 2t INJUN-SR-3

O011Tt GREBE 3 NSSDC ID" 61"015B-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SOLRAD 3 SPACE TEST PROGRAM

NSSDC ID- 61-015M INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

PARTICLES AND FIELDS
LAUNCH DATE- 06/29161 WEIGHT- 16. KG

LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERALt LNITED STATES PERSONNEL
LAUNCH VEHICLE- THOR PI - J.W, FREEMAN RICE U

OI - B.J. OtBRIEN DEPT OF ENVIRON PROT
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY

UNITED STATES U OF IOWA BRIEF DESCRIPTION

UNITED STATES OOD-NAVY A set of five directional cadmium sulfide (CdS) crystal
energy flux detectors was used to study the flux of Low-energy

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS protons and ions trapoed in the inner radiation belt. Two of

ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 06/2_/61 the detectors (CdS total energy detectors oriented at 90 and
ORBIT PERIOD- 103.9 MIN INCLINATION- 66,B2 PEG 1BO dee with respect to the satellite symmetry axis) had no
PERIAPSIS- 882, KM ALT APOAPSIS- Egg, KM ALT physical obstruction between space and the crystal and were

sensitive to eteotrons (200 eV to 500 keV) and protons (1 keV
PERSONNEL to 10 MeV). The second two CdS detestors {CdS proton energy

PM - J,A. VAN ALLEN U OF IOWA detectors oriented at 90 and 180 dee with respect to the
PS - B.J. OW_RIEN(NLA) U OF IOWA satellite symmetry axis) were ioentlcat to the total energy

detectors but included small broom magnets that swept electrons

BRIEF DESCRIPTION with E<500 keY from the beam Incident on the crystal. The
The satellite InJun 1 was the first of a series of magnets provided a field of 5.E-2 T and subtended a solid angle

spacecraft designed and built by the University of Iowa to of 0,5 sr at the crystal. The fifth CdS detector (optical
study the natural and artificial trapped radiation betts_ monitor Oriented at go deg with respect to the satellite
auroras and alrgtowt and other geophysical phenomena, InJun i symmetry axis) was geometrically identical to the other four

was Launched simultaneously with Transit 4A and Grebe 3. but wast In additlont fitted with a 0,5 gm/sQ cm transparent
Transit qA successfully separated from InJun It but Grebe 3 did Quartz wtndo= and hence served as a Light and X-ray detector.
not. InJun I was designed to be magnetically aligned. ALL five detectors had direct current outputs proportional to
Howevert due to the presence of Grebe 3 (which blocked the view the Incident charged corpuscular energy flux. The detectors
of the photometer)t it was Impossible to keep the satellite were sampled at Least once every =mcond_ and the detector
constantly oriented on the terrestrial magnetic field accumulation times ranged from 9/6q to 61/64 s. (The
throughout an orbit, A single axis fluxgate magnetometer was spacecraft had a complex spin-and-tumble motion with an
used to monitor the orientation of the spacecraft with respect ill-defined and variable period of several minutes). The
to the Local magnetic field. InJun I had a complex experiment performed nominally throughout the Lifetime of the
spln-and-tumbte motion with an ILt-deflned and variable period spacecraft.
of several minutes. The satellite sent back radiation data
until March 6! 1963_ and is expected to be In orbit for about ....... INJUN It KREPLIN .......................................

900 yr,
INVESTIGATION NAME- 2- TO B-A AND B- TO 20-A X-RAy DETECTORS

....... INJUN I0 BOSTROM .......................................

RSSDC ID- B1°O15B-07 INVESTIGATIVE ,PROGRAM
INVESTIGATION NA_E- SOLID-STATE PROTON DETECTOR SPACE TEST PROGRAM

NSSDC ID- 61-015B-06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
SPACE TEST PROGRAM SOLAR PHYSICS

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) PERSONNEL

PARTICLES AND FIELDS Pl - R.Wo KREPLIN US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB

PERSONNEL BRIEF DESCRIPTION

PI -C°Oo BOSTROM APPLIED PHYSICS LAB This experiment consisted of two ionization chambers

OI - A,J, ZMUDA(DECEASED) APPLIED PHYSICS LAB mounted 60 deg apart on the equator of the GREB 3 satellite

Ol - G,F, PIEPER NASA-GSFC along with a sun aspect sensor and telemetry antennas, These
detectors were designed to measure solar X rays In the 2 to 8-A

BRIEF DESCRIPTION and B to 20-A bands and were mounted behind permanent magnets

Th|s experiment consisted of four silicon p-n Junction to shield them from penetration by energetic protons (tess than
detectors. Two detectors mounted perpenclcuLar with respect to 1 MeV) and electrons (tess than 1 MeV) in the Van ALLen
each other measured directional fluxes of protons in the energy radiation belts. Each magnet and lts aluminum retaining cover
ranges 1.4 to 17 meV and 1,6 to 11 MeVt respectively, The effectively Limited the detector Look cone to an angular
remaining two Jetectors served as background detectors. The diameter of approximately 60 deg, The spectral sensitivity of

detectors were insensitive to naturally occurring electrons, the X-ray cetectors was determlned by their aluminum windows
Counts in each detector war} accumulated for almost a full and nitrogen gas fitter. The solar aspect sensor was a vacuum
second and were telemetered every second, The detectors worked photocell behind a specially designed aperture and was designed
well until July 9_ 1962t after which Starfish electrons to measure the angle between the sun and the satetttteBs
contaminated the data, Loss of the intended magnetic alignment equatorial plane, Data handling was essentially the same as
rendered the data useless for detailed pitch angle studies, that used for the OREB 1 X-ray experiment, Current from the

ionization chambers was measured by a feedback-stabilized
....... INJUN it FRANK ......................................... electrometer amplifier. Data were then telemetered to the

ground using reak-tlme FM/AM telemetry and were recorded by

INVESTIGATION NAME- GM COUNTER NASA minitrack stations on magnetic tape, The failure of the

GREB 3 satettIte to separate from InJun I resulted In a
NSSDC ID- _1-015B-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM corptlcated tumbling motion of the composite satettlte9 which

SPACE TEST PROGRAM made it generally impossible to identify unamblguousty an X-ray

response from one or the other ton chamber, Therefore$ no data
I_VESTIGATIDN DISCIPLINE(S) fro_ the 2 to B-A detector were obtained. Data from the 8 to

PARTICLES AND FIELDS 20-A detectort however_ were obtained from favorable ion

chamber-aspect sensor geometry configurations 069 observations}
PERSONNEL and from close coincidences between the 8 to 20-A detector and

PI - L.A. FRANK U OF IOWA solar aspect sensor responses (_2 observations), The !on
OI - J.A. VAN ALLEN U OF IOWA chambers also suffered from three types of energetic particle

interference: (1) inner-zone protons with E>I MeVt (2)
high-energy solar protons associated with solar proton eventst
ant (3) high-energy outer-zone electrons (the strongest source
of particle contamination). Data were obtained for the period
June 2g to November 261 _961,



....... INJUN I_ LAUGHLIN ...................................... PERSONNEL
PM - J,A, VAN ALLEN U OF IOWA

INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTRON DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY PS - B.J, OtBRIEN(NLA} U OF IOWA
SPECTROMETER

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

NSSDC ID- 61-015B-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM InJun 3 was a magnetic field-aligned-spacecraft
SPACE TEST PROGRAM Instrumented for a study of geophysical phenomenal particularly

high-Latitude and auroralt using an integrated system of
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) several particle detectors0 a VLF detectort and three auroral

PARTICLES AND FIELDS photometers. A fLuxgate magnetometer was used to monitor the
AERONOMY orientation of the spacecraft with respect to the Local

magnetic field. InJun 3 had two separate telemetry and

PERSONNEL encoding systems: mode 1 (PCM/FSK/PM) and mode B (PCM/FSK/AM}.
PI - C.D. LAUGHLIN MCDONALD OBS These systems were powered by a comwon-battery sotarcett power

SUpply. The spacecraft was Launched simultaneously with and
BRIEF DESCRIPTION successfully separated from the U.S, Air Force spacecraft 1962

This experiment was designed to study auroral and Beta Tau. InJun 3 performed normally until Late October 1963

radiation zone phenomena using three end-wtn¢ow type 213 when the satellite power supply (chemical batteries} failed.
directional Gelger-MuetLer (GM) counters. Small magnets were The satellite command system was partially impaired after some
used to focus electrons with energies between _0 and 50 keV time in March 1965. The satellite decayed from orbit August
into one of the GM counters anc electrons with energies between 25_ 1968, For further details about InJun 3 and its complement
90 and 100 keV Into another counter. The third GM counter of experiments see B, d. OIBrlen et at,_ J. Geophys, Res.t v.

served as a monitor of penetrating X rays and energetic 6gt n, It p. 19 1964o
protons, The detector accumulators were sampled once per
second_ and the accumulation time for each detector was 61/6_ INJUN 3t GURNETT .......................................
s. (The spacecraft had a complex spin-and-tumble motion with
an llt-deflned and variable period of several minutes), The INVESTIGATION NAME- VLF ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION

experiment performed nominally throughout the Lifetime of the

spacecraft, NSSOC ID- 62-067B-09 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SPACE TEST PROGRAM

....... INJUN It OtBRIEN .......................................
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

INVESTIGATION NAME- AURORAL AND AIRGLOW PHOTOMETER IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS

NSSDC ID- 61-015B-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM PERSONNEL
SPACE TEST PROGRAM PI - B.A. GURNETT U OF IOWA

OI - S.D, SHAWHAN U OF IOWA

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) OI - B,J. O*BRIEN DEPT OF ENVIRON PROT

PARTICLES AND FIELDS
AERONOMY BRIEF DESCRIPTION

This experiment was designed to study very Low frequency
PERSONNEL (VLF) noise phenomena received at tow earth-orbltal altitudes.

Pl - B.J. OtBRIEN DEPT OF ENVIRON PROT It was possible that noise sources included man-made signals
from the ground or satettltes0 spherlcs_ ionospheric or

BRIEF OESCRIPTION _agnetosphertc notset and noise from other extraterrestrial
A photometer was included in the payload cf In_un I for sources. The receiver system used a 30,5-cm diameter magnetic

the purpose of measuring the auroral and airglow intensities of Loop antenna mounted above the spacecraft on a stubby support.

the atomic oxygen green tlne at 5577 Ao A malfunction The plane of the Loop antenna was maintained parallel to the

prevented the separation of InJun 1 from the Naval Research earthts magnetic field Linest in order to receive magnetic wave
Laboratory satelttte_ GREB 3 (also known as Sotrad 3). Greb 3 components perpendicular to the field with a spectral density
completely fitted the field of view of the InJun 1 photometer, greater than 5.E-11 sq nT (sq gammas) per HZ= This experiment
Consequentty_ no useful auroral or airglow data were obtained_ had three data outputs: (1) wtdeband (0.5 to 7.0 kHz) spectral
and the experiment was a failure. The instrument did operate information in analog form_ (2) wtdeband (0.5 to T,O kHz)
for the Lifetime of the satetttte_ about 18 months, signal strength in digital form, and (3} G channels (0,7, 2.7t

4,3_ 5.5t 7.01 and 8.8 kHz) of spectral data in digital form.

....... INJUN I_ VAN ALLEN ..................................... The wldeband analog data were mixed with the spacecraft digital
data and transmitted to 16 ground-tracklng stations in real

INVESTIGATION NAME- FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER time, Wideband signal strength was derived from the experiment
automatic gain control (AGO) voltaget and provided a 40-dB

NSSGC IO- 61-015B-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM dynamic range from 1.E-3 to 1,E-I nT. These digital data were
SPACE TEST PROGRAM read out every _ s. The onboard spectrum analyzer provided

absolute amplitude information for the minimum amplitude from
INVESTIGATION BISCIPLINE(S) the six channels (50 Hz bandwidth). The amplitude data were

PARTICLES AND FIELOS obtained typically every 2 s over a dynamic range of 40 dBt
ranging from 1.E-11 to I.E-7 sq nT per Hzt wlth an additional

PERSONNEL two satellite-controlled attenuation steps of 20 dB each.
PI - J.A. VAN ALLEN U OF IOWA Digital resolution was 2,5 dB, Both digital and analog data

were recorded almost continuously from Launch to spacecraft
BRIEF DESCRIPTION falture on October 28t 1963. More details about the VLF

This detector consisted of a one-axts ftuxgate experiment constructtont calibration1 and operation are in D.
magnetometer that was intended to check the magnetic field A. Gurnett anc B. d. O,Brlen_ J. Geophys. Res.1 v, 69_ n. i_ p,

alignment of InJun I and to determine the Look dlrectlons of 65t 1964.
the various detectors. The magnetometert mounted in a potnttng
direction normal to the magnetic field vectort hac a range of 0 ....... INJUN 3t OACCHIA
to 5,E-5 T. Measurements were made at the rate of one per
secondt wlth each fourth measurement being used as a INVESTIGATION NAME- SATELLITE DRAG ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY
calibration check. The magnetometer performed normally

throughout the Lifetime of InJun 1. NSSOC ID- 62-067B-13 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SPACE TEST PROGRAM

**************************** INJUN ****************************
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

AERONOMY

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- INJUN 3

ALTERNATE NAMES- t962 BETA TAU 21 INJUN 2B PERSONNEL
00504 PI - L.G. JACCHIA SAO

OI - J,R, SLOWEY SAG

NSSDC ID- G2-OGTB
BRIEF DESCRIPTION

LAUNCH DATE- 12/13/G2 WEIGHT- 52, KG Because of its symmetrical shape, InJun 3 was selected by
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFB9 UNITED STATES the experlmerters for use in determining upper atmospheric
LAUNCH VEHICLE- THOR densities as a function of altttudet Latitude1 seasont and

solar activity, This experiment was not planned prior to

SPONSORING COUNTRYIAGENCY Launch. Density values near perigee were deduced from
UNITEO STATES COD-NAVY sequential observations of the spacecraft postttont using

optical (Baker-Nunn camera network} and radio and/or radar

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS tracking techniques. Reasonable density values were obtained
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCh DATE- 12113/E2 until the spacecraft reentered the earthts atmosphere on August

ORBIT PERIOD- 116. MIN INCLINATION- 70,38 DEG 25t 1968,
PERIAPSIS- 235. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 2785, KM ALT

q5



....... INJUN 3, OWBRIEN ....................................... PERSONNEL

PI - B.J. OVBRIEN OEPT OF ENVIRON PROT

INVESTIGATION NAME- GEIGER TLBE DETECTORS OI - C.O. LAUGHLIN MCDONALD OBS

NGSDC ID- 62-067B-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM BRIEF DESCRIPTION

SPACE TEST PROGRAM An tntegrat magnetic spectrometers composed of three
directional Anton 213 Getger-MuetLer (GM) counters and two

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) broom magnets9 was used to study locally mirroring high-energy
PARTICLES AND FIELDS fission electrons with E)I.5 MeVt injected into the geomagnetic

field by the Starfish high-altitude nuclear explosion. The
PERSONNEL detector accumulators were sampled every 0°25 s tn telemetry

PI - B.J. O'HRIEN DEFT OF ENVIRON PROT mode 1. The experiment operated nominally from Launch until

OI - L.A. FRANK U OF IOWA Late October 1963 when the satellite power supply failed.

Howcver_ since the spectrometer was designed and built Just
BRIEF DESCRIPTION before the InJun 3 tauncht proper orientation of the broom

A set of four Getger-MueiLer (GM) counters was used to magnets was not achieved. As a resultl neither of the
detect electrons and protons in the radiation belts. Three corresponding GM counters responded solely to particles which
Type 213 detectors pointed directlonatky at 90t 130t or 180 deg traveled at 90 deg to the tncal ragnetlc field. The actual

with respect to the Local magnetic ftetdt and had full-width pitch angles (about 70 deg) observed were somewhat dependent on
viewing angles of 26, 26, and 86 deg, respectively. The fourth electron energy.
detector was a Type 302 omnidirectional GM tube. Orientation

of the detectors was deflred so that 0 dee corresponded to a ....... I_JUh 3, O_BRIEN .......................................
detector looking downward toward the earth Im the northern

hemisphere. The 90 dee GM tube had threshold energies of A MeV INVESTIGATION NAME- DC SCINTILLATOR
for protons and 250 keV for electrons. The other two 213 GM

tubes had 0.5 MeV (protons) and 40 keV (electrons) threshotds_ NSSDC IO- 62-067B-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

while the 302 tube had 20 MeV (protons) and 1.5 MeV (electrons) SPACE TEST PROGRAM
thresholds. The detector accumulators were sampled every 0.25
s in mode 1 and every second in _ode 5. The experiment INVESIIGATION'DISCIPLINE(S)

operated nominally from Launch until Late October 1963 when the PARTICLES AND FIELDS
satellite power supply failed. For further details see B. J.

OtBrlen, J. Gmophys. Res.t v. 69t n. It p. 13, 19£4. PERSONNEL

PI - B.J. OeBRIEN DEFT OF ENVIRON PROT
....... INJUN 3, O'BRIEN ....................................... OI - R. MALEiNLA) U OF IOWA

INVESTIGATION NAPE- PULSE SCINTILLATOR BRIEF DESCRIPTION

A directional cesium iodide sclntlttatort oriented at 130

NSSDC ID- 62-0675-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM deg wlth respect to the Local magnetic fleldt was used to study
SPACE TEST PROGRAM outfLux and auroral phenomenal i.e.t to detect tow-energy

electrons with E)5 key and protons with E)50 keVo The
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) scintillator Looked away from the earth in the northern

PARTICLES AND FIELDS hemlspherel and Its accumulators were sampled every 0.25 s in

telemetry mode i and every second in telemetry mode 5. The
PERSONkEL experiment performed nominally iron launch until late October

PI - B.J. O'_RIEN DEPT OF ENVIRO_ FROT 1963 when the satellite power supply failed.
OI - C.E. MDILWAIN U OF DALIF_ SAN DIEGO

....... INJUN 3, O'BRIEN .......................................
BRIEF DESCRIPTIO_

An o_nlolrectlonat pulse scintillator composed of a INVESTIGATIOE NAME- ELECTRON MULTIPLIER
spherical plastic scintillator and photomultlpller tube was

used to detect protons wlth E>iO MeV in the natural and NSSDC ID- 62-OGTB-O& INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

artificial radiation beLtst as a function of tocatlon and time. SPACE TEST PROGRAM
The detectprt _hich protruded beyond the satellite sheltt was

oriented at 18_ dee to the local magnetic field direction and INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}

had an unobstructed view over almost 2 pl sr. The detector PARTICLES AND FIELDS
accuwulators were sampled every 0.25 s in telemetry mode I and

every second in telemetry _ode 5. The experiment operated PERSONNEL

nominally from launch until late October 19G3 when the PI - B.J. OVBRIEN DEPT OF ENVIRON PROT
satellite power supply failed. OI - D.E. STILWELL NASA-GSFC

....... INJUN 3, O'BRIEN ....................................... BRIEF DESCRIPTION

The experiment used a directional electron multiplier
INVESTIGATION NA_E- MAGNETIC DIFFERENTIAL ELECTRON detector similar to the Ascoo 541A photomultlpLier_ extent that

SPECTROMEIER it Lacked a photocathode. The detector was oriented at 130 deg
with respect to the local magnetic field ltne_ to obtain total

NSSDC I3- G2-OG7B-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM number fluxes nf electrons wlth energy above 10 kePt and Looked
SPACE TEST PROGRAM away from the earth in the northern hemisphere. The detector

accumulator was sampled every 0.25 s In telemetry mode 1. The
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) experiment operated nominally from launch until late October

PARTICLES AND FIELDS 1963 when the satellite power supply failed.

PERSONNEL ....... INJUN 3t OtBRIEN .......................................
Pl - B.J. O'_RIEN DEFT OF ENVIROE FROT

OI - C.D. LAUGHLIN MCDCNALD OBS INVESTIGATION NAME- PROTON SPECTROMETER

BRIEF OESCRIPTIO_ NSSDC ID- G2-OGTB-O7 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

A magnetic differential soectro,eter, ccrposed cf two SPACE TEST PROGRAM
directional Anton 213 Gelger-Muetler (GM) counterst one

omn(dlrectlonal Anton 213 GM counter, an_ two magrets, was used INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

to detect locally mirroring electrons in the energy ranges 42 PARTICLES AND FIELDS
to 53 key and 83 to 98 keY. The directional counters had a

6-dee diameter field of view. The omnidirectional GM tube PERSONNEL

monitored the background due to electrons above 5 MeV and Pl - B.J. O'BRIEN DEPT OF ENVIRON PROI
protons above QO MeV. The detector accumulators were sampled OI - C.Oo BOSTROM APPLIED PHYSICS LAB

every 0.25 s in telemetry _ode I and every second in telemetry OI - G.F. PIEPER NASA-GSFC
mode 5. The 83 to 98 keV detector malfunctioned after May 15,

1963. The rest of the instrumentation performed normally until BRIEF DESCRIPTION

Late Cctober 1_63 when the satellite power supply failed. A set of four p-n Junction detectorst each one having its
own amptlflert was used In applying coincidence techniques to

....... INJUN _, O'BRIEN ....................................... study the proton spectrum. The following ranges were measured:
1.2 to 2.2t 2.2 to 8t B to 2qw and 24 to lOB MeV. Two of the

INVESTIGATION NAME- INTEGRAL VAGNETIC ELECIRCN SPECTROMETER detectors were oriented at 90 deg and two at 180 dee wlth
respect to the Local magnetic field Lines. Each detector pair

NSSOD 10- 62-067B-0_ INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM measured protons in the four indicated energy ranges. The
SPACE TEST PROGRAM detector accumulators were sampled every 8.1 s in telemetry

mode 1. The experiment operated nominally from launch until

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) Late October 1963 when the satellite power supply failed.
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
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....... INJUN 3t O°BRIEN ....................................... BRIEF DESCRIPTION

This experiment was designed to measure the net down-fLux

INVESTIGATION NAME- AURORAL AND AIRGLOW PHOTOMETERS Of particles from the trapping region and the intensities of

geomagnetfcatty trapged particles at tow attitudest over a wide
NSSDC IO" 62-067B-08 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAP range of Latitudes and Longitudes and a tong period of tlmet

SPACE TEST PROGRAM and to study the Long-term decay of electrons in the
artificiaLLy produced "Starfish" radiation belt. Four Eon 6213

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) type dfrectlonat GM counters were used for energy flux
PARTICLES AND FIELDS _easurements. These counters were sensitive to electrons (E>40

IONOSPHERES key} and protons (E)GO0 keV), The detectors were arranged to
AERONOMY detect partlotes wlth pitch angles from 0 to 180 deg in four

segments centered at pitch angles of 35_ gOt 125t and 160 deg.
PERSONNEL Orientation was referred to the direction of the Local magnetic

PI - B.J, OtBRIEN DEPT OF ENVIRON FROT field Line such that 0 dog corresponded to a detector Looking
downward towards the earth in the northern hemisphere. The

BRIEF DESCRIPTION G213 GM counters at 35 and 160 dee functioned normaLLy

Three photometers were flown to measure auroral and throughout the fttght0 while the counter at 90 deg operated
airglow intensities. Two were sensitive to the atomic oxygen property only until about mld-March 1965. Periods of
green ttne at 5577 A and one to the _otecutar nitrogen band intermittent operation commenced at that time due to continuous
near 3914 A. The 3914-A photometer and one of the 5577oA discharge of the GM oounter_ and the counter failed compLeteLy

photometers were situated adjacent to each other on the in June 1965, The fourth €ountert at 125 degt malfunctioned
spacecraft and had a viewing direction down toward the earth in shortly after Launch and yielded no useful data, One heavily
the Arctic region. These sase two photometerst because of the shietoed omnicirecttonat Eon 6213 type counter was used for the
magnetic orientation of the spacecraft9 were facing out toward stucy of the Starfish radiation. This counter was Sensitive to
space in the Antarctic region, The other 5577-A photometer was protons (E>TO MeV) but insensitive to electrons except via
Located on the opposite side of the spherical space©raft and bremsstrahtung {E)I MeV)o One omnidirectional 5112 type GM
conseQuentLy had a viewing ctrectfon that was different from counter of the kind flown on the ExpLorer 7 sateLLite and one
the others by 180 dee at aLL times. The sateLLite transmitted omnidirectional 7302 type GM counter were used for monitoring
only upon command from the ground_ for a fixed period of 17 the natural radiation zones and cosmic rays. The 5112 GM
min. Curing this timm_ the two 5577-A photometers were usuaLLy counter was sensitive to protons ([>27 HeY) but insensitive to
sampled four times per seconct and the 3914-A photometer once electrons except via bremsstrahtung (E>I MeV). The four
every 2 s. Useful data were obtained from the experiment from directional type 6213 GM counter accumulators were sampled

Launch until Ootober 2By 1963. The operation of the experiment sequentiaLLy every 4 st and the other GM counter accumulators
was essentiaLLy normato except for the tnter_tttert performance were sampLeD seQuentiaLLy every B s.
of one of the 557T-A photometers. A more complete desorfptton
of the expertment_ the tnstrumentattont and the calibration ....... INJUN 4t VAN ALLEN .....................................
procedures can be found in BQ J. O'Brten and H. Taytor_ J,
Geophys, Res.o v. 699 n= It p. 45t 1964. INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLID-STATE DETECTOR

**************************** INJUN **************************** NSSDC ID- G!-OT&B-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SPACE TEST PROGRAM

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- INJUN 4 INVEGIIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

ALTERNATE NAMES- EXPLORER 25v 00932 PARTICLES AND FIELDS

NSSDC IO- 64-076B PERSONNEL
PI - U,A. VAN ALLEN U OF IOWA

LAUNCH DATE- II121164 WEIGHT- 40. KG Ol - S.M, KRIMIGIS APPLIED PHYSICS LAB

LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBt LNITED STATES

LAUNCH VEHICLE- SCOUT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to detect protons and alpha

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY particles in the outer zone and in solar cosmic-ray events at
UNITED STATES NASA-DSSA Low attitudes and high Latitudes. The experiment used a

totaLLy depleted directional silicon surface barrier detector
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS in the form of a thin circular disk. The detector was Located

ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOC_ DATE- 11/21/64 inside a conical €oLLimator with fuLL vertex angle of €0 dee
ORBIT PERIOD- 116.3 MIN INCLINATION- 81.4 OEG and was oriented at 90 dee to the sateLLite symmetry axis.
PZRIAPSIS- 522. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 2494. KM ALT Separate determinations of proton and alpha particle fluxes

were made in the energy ranges 0.52 to 4 MeV/nuoteon and 0.9 to
PERSONNEL 1.8 MeV/nucteont respectively. The detector was insensitive to

PM - J.A. VAN ALLEN U OF IOWA electron fluxes in the radiation zones. The detector
PS - J.A. VAN ALLEN U OF IOWA accumulators were sampled seQuentiaLLy every 4 st and the

detector performed normally through duly 19p 1966.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION

ExpLorer 25 was a magnetfoatty aligned sateLLite Launched ....... INJUN 4t VAN ALLEN .....................................
simuLtaneousLy with ExpLorer 24 (air density experiment) using
a Scout rocket. The satettfte's primary mission was to make INVESTIGATION NAME- CADMIUM SULFIDE DETECTORS

measurements of the influx of energetic particles into the
earth's atmosphere and to study atmospheric heating and the NSSOC ID- 64-076B-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
increase in scale height which have been correlated with SPACE TEST PROGRAM
geomagnetic activity, Studies of the natural and artificial
trapped radlation belts were also conducted. A blaxlat INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

ftuxgate magnetometer was used to monitor the orientation of PARTICLES AND FIELDS
the spacecraft with respect to the total magnetic field.
ExpLorer 25 was equipped with a tape recorder and PERSONNEL
anaLog-to-digitaL converters. The sate tttte power was derived PI - J.A. VAN ALLEN U OF IOWA
from rechargeabte batteries and solar celts. A transmitter
operating in an AM mode at carrier frequency 236.29 MHz was BRIEF DESCRIPTION
used to transmit reaL-time datap and one operating in a PM mode This experiment was designed to measure precipitating and
at 136.8G MHz was used to transmit tape recorder data. StabLe trapped particle fluxes. Four CdS-type particle detectors were
magnetic alignment was not achieved until tale February 1965, useo for this purpose_ one at a pitch angle of 90 dog0 one at
The sateLLite sent radiation data until December 1966 and it 125 degt anc two at I60 deg (one with and one without a
expected to be in orbit for about 200 yr. magnetic deflection within the entrance aperture). Orientation

was referred to the dtreotion of the LocaL magnetic field Line
....... INJUN 4t VAN ALLEN ..................................... such that 0 dee corresponded to a detector Looking downward

towards the earth in the northern hemisphere. The detector
INVESTIGATION NAME- GEIGER-MUELLER COUNTER accumulators were sampled sequentiaLLy every B s. The

detectors were flown to yteLd total flux measurements for
NSSDD ID- 64-07&B-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM electrons (E)100 eV) and protons (E>100 eV). ExtremeLy high

SPACE TEST PROGRAM background counting rates encountered during the flight
hindered analysis of the data.

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

PARTICLES AND FIELDS ....... INJUN _t VAN ALLEN .....................................

PERSONNEL INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASTIC SCINTILLATOR PARTICLE DETECTORS
PI - J.A. VAN ALLEN U OF IOWA

AS$DO IO- 64-076B-O& INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

SPACE TEST PROGRAM

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

PARTICLES AND FIELDS
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PERSONNEL of a second LEPEDEA sometime during the summer of 19T0,
PI - J.A. VAN ALLEN U OF IOWA
OI - J.D. CRAVEN U OF IOWA ....... INJUN 50 GURNETT .......................................

BRIEF DESCRIPTION INVESTIGATION NAME- VLF RECEIVER

Thts experiment was cesigned to eeasure the directional
fluxes of electrons IE>5 keY) mirroring at oatel_tte altitudes NSSCC IO- 68-OGGB-B2 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
and being precipitated Into the earth0s uDDer atmosphere, Two CODE EZ-8/CO-OPt SCIENCE
plastic scintillator particle detectors were used. One
detectcrt which measured electrons with pitch argles about 90 INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINEiS)
deg plus or minus 1B degt operated normally until Late January PARTICLES AND FIELDS
1965o An apparent intermittent fa|ture in the detector power IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS

SUpply _ecreased further observations to only brief periods
throughout the active ttfe of the satellite. The Other PERSONNEL
detectort which measured electrons with pitch angles of about PI - D.A, GURNETT U OF IOWA
40 deg otus or minus 15 deg_ operated normally throughout the OI - L.A. FRANK U OF IOWA
20-month ttfe of the satellite. Orientation was referred to
the direction of the local magnetlc fletd tlne such that 0 dog BRIEF DESCRIPTION

corresponded to a detector looking downward towards the earth This very Low frequency (VLF) receiver Was destgned to
in the northern hemisphere, The detector accumulators were study both etectrtc and magnetic components (both phase and
samplec sequentially every 8 s, amplitude) of VLF signals. The direction of signal propagation

could be determined and used to assist tn Identifying the
**************************** INJUN **************************** origins of various VLF signals. The observations of antenna

Impedance for the electric antenna (ECA) were needed to study
characteristics of such an antenna operating in a plasma,

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- INJUN 5 There were two antennast one driving a magnetic-field component
ALTERNATE NAMES- EXPLORER 40t INJUN-C receiver (MCR)_ and the other driving two electric-field

INJUN IE-Ct 03338 component receivers (ECR), The MOR operated from a
55.9-cm-diameter Loop antenna (MCA)t and the ECRs operated from

NSSDC ID- 68-066B an antenna consisting of two 20.3-cm-diameter aluminum spheres
mounted 2°85 m apart on opposite sides of the space©'raft (SIC),

LAUNCH DATE- 08108168 WEIGHT- 71.4 KG Both the KCA and {CA were mounted on booms to reduce
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBt UNITED STATES interference from the SIC. Within a few weeks after launch_
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SCOUT the S/C was desDun and magnetically stabilized so that

nomtnatkyt the antenna axes and the magnetic field line through
SPONSORING COUNTRYIAGENCY the SIC were orthogonal. In the northern hemlspheret the MCA

UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA supporting boom was Inctlned earthward. Both the MCR and ECR
UNITED STATES _OD-NAVY operated fro_ 10 to 30.[3 Hz. Also operating from the EOA was

a narrow-banc step frequency receiver (ECR 2) which operated
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS through fitters with center frequencies at 7.at lO.Bt 220 52.5t

ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 12/15/68 TOt and 105 tptus or minus T.5 X) kHz, Supplementary to these
ORBIT PERIOD- 11B.3 MIN IkCLlkATIOk- PC.7 PEG three receivers and two antennas were (I) a special circuit
PERIAPSIS- 665. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 252B, KM ALT that could _easure phase and amplitude of the impedance on the

ECA between 2_ and 2.E3 HZ and 12) an electron gun used to bias
PERSONNEL the ECA. The MCR and ECR 1 observed and telemetered ion a

pM - J.E, ROGERS U OF IOWA 0,8-_ 400-ffhz channel) anatogt broadband date tn real ttmet
pM - J°A. VAN ALLEN U OF IO_A when the SIC was in telemetry range of a ground station. When
PS - J.A. VAN ALLEN U OF IOWA observing with the Impedance circuit ont impedance measurements

required 8 of each 30 s of wfdeband observing time. The signet
BRIEF DESCRIPTION strength values from the ECR 21 and separately from both the

InJun 5 (Explorer _0) was a 7L-ks magnetically oriented tow (0.03 to 0.B5 kHZ) and htgh (0.3 to 10 kHz) ranges of the
spacecraft and was Launched by a Scout rockett together with a ECR 1 and MORt were recorded On the S/C tape recorder and
3°65-m inflatable balloon {Explorer 3_) used for atr density comprised the digital data for this experiment. In thts
measurements. InJun 5 was designed to accomplish the follow|rig experiment_ the digital data were observed and recorded over a
objectives: {1) comprehensive study of the downward flux of 30-s cycle within which the signal amplitudes from the two
charged parttctesl (2) study of very low frequency (VLF) radio low-frequency steps of the ECR 2 were observed every q s
emission tn the ionosphere associated with the downward ftuxt {1-second duration) and the other frequencies observed every 8
{3) study of geomagneticatty trapped protons9 alpha parttctest s. When the impedance circuit was ont eight samples of the
and etectronst (4) observation of solar cosmic rayst (5) step receiver data were not observed during each 30-s cycle.
observation Of the continutn§ decay of the Starfish artificial Experiment performance was nominal. Failure of the SIC power
radiation beltt and L&) study of the temperature and density of regulator early in the mission limited operation to some
electrons and positive ions of thermal and near thermal energy, extentt but nomtnat data were obtained until May 29_ 1970o
The spacecraft systems performed normally except for the Principal telemetry sites for the data through May 1970 were in
malfunction of the solar cell power dump device (shortly after Iowa and Alaska. Further exDertment details may be found tn D,
Launch) which caused the solar celts to deliver a tower power A. Gurnett et at.t d. Geophys. Res,t V* 74t n, 19t D. _G31t
level to the experiments and reduced the time during which the 1969,
onboard tape recorder coutc be run. The passive ma{nettc
atlgnment became effective In mlo-Oecember 1968. The ....... INJUN By SAGALTN .......................................
spacecraft was turned off from May 31t 1970t to February 1at
19Tl_ after this period it was turned on again. The spacecraft INVESTIGATION NAME- SPHERICAL RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZER
was g_t in an operational off-mode In early _une 1971t and
became inoperable shortly thereafter. NSSDO IO- 6B-OGGB-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAH

CODE EE-8/CO-OPt SCIENCE
....... INJUN 5t FRANK .........................................

INVESTIGATION OISCIPLINEI$)
INVESTIGATION NAME- LOW-ENERGY PROTON AND ELECTROk AERONOMY

DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY ANALYZER (LEPEDEA) PARTICLES AND FIELDS
IONOSPHERES

NSSDC ID- GR-OGGB-OI INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE BE-B/CO-OPt SCIENCE PERSONNEL

PI - R.C. SAGALYN USAF GEDPHYS LAB
IkVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) OI - B.A. GURNETT U OF IOWA

PARTICLES AND FIELCS

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PERSONNEL Two four-grid saherIcat retarding potential analyzers

PI - L.A. FRANK U CF IOWA were used to meaeure thermal and nonthermal Ions and electrons
In the energy range 0 to 2 keY. The objective was to study the

BRIEF DESCRIPTION spatial and temporal variations In the concentration and energy
Thts experiment was designed to conduct detailed distribution of low energy charged particles between BOO and

measurements of trapped and precipitating proton and electron 4000 km,
energy ftuxeso separatetyt over the range 50 eV to 50 keY, The
energy spectra of these particles were studied separately as • ....... INJUN 5t VAN ALLEN .....................................
function of pitch angler latitudet local tlmet ettftudet end
magnetic activity. The detector used was composed of three INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLID-STATE PARTICLE DETECTOR
Low-Energy Proton and Electron Differential Energy Analyzer
(LEPEDEA) devices_ each made up of cylindrical curved plate NSSDC ID- 68-066B°03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
electrostatts analyzers and continuous channel multipliers CODE EE-81CO-OPt SCIENCE
(channetteons). Each LEPEDEA was accompanied by one EOh Type
6213 Gefger-Mueller tube for measurements of electron (E>AO INVESTIGATION OISCIPLINEiS)
keY) and proton (E)BDO keY) intensities and to provide PARTICLES AND FIELDS
background measurements for the LEPEDEA. The Detector
performed normally from Launch until the spacecraft was put In
an operational off-mode_ except for a temporary failure of the
LEPEOEA-C power supply on September 21t 1968t ard the fatture

_8



PERSONNEL wide dynamic range (80 dB) that was achieved by use of an
PI - J.A. VAN ALLEN U OF IOWA automatic gain control system. This VLF experiment included an
OI - T.P. ARMSTRONG U OF KANSAS optional-use onboard exciter that operated over a frequency
OI - S.M. KRIMIGIS APPLIED PHYSICS LAB cycle from O to 0.3 to 0 to 11 to 0 kHz over a 3.B-s nframe"

period. The frames sequenced through four steps where the

BRIEF CESCRIPTION transmissions were attenuated by Ot 20t 201 then 40 dBt thus
This experiment was designed to conduct an Investigation requiring 14 s for one comoLete cycle of exciter operation.

of the spatial and temporal distributions and energy spectra of The exciter transmitted on the short antennas and the receiver
low-energy alpha partlctes_ protonst and etectrcns. A set of sensed the signals coupled between the two antennas by the
solid-state Detectors (totally Depleted silicon surface barrier ambient plasmas plus any noise signals which were excited in
type) was used to form a proton-telescope capable of detecting the plasma. This VLF experiment also permitted antenna
protons from 0°304 to 7q MeV using lO energy channels and Impedance measurementst wtth or without a dc bias on the
electrons with energies greater than 262t 264t E67t 269t 4OPt antenna. The real-time data were transmitted on 136.08-MHz
407t 427t 428t 616t G46t 800t and 83_ keV. Included in the telemetry. The VLF data could be recorded on one of the four
experiment was an alpha particle detectors composed of similar tape-recorder channels during the ttme the tape recorder
solid-state detectorst capable of detecting alphas in the range operated. Tape-recorded and backup real-time data were
1.25 to B.Ot 1.65 to 4.5t anc' 2.0] to 3.]5 MeV. The experiment transmitted on 400-MHz telemetry.

performed normally, Further details are found in J. A, Van
ALLen et at.t J. Geophys. Res.t v. 75t n. 31t p. 6085t 1970. ....... ISIS 19 BRACE ..........................................

. ..... * ** **. • ISIS 1.***** . ... . **** *** INVESTIGATION NAME- CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC PROBES

NSSOC ID- 69-00gA-07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- ISIS i CODE EE-B/CO-OP_ SCIENCE

ALTERNATE NAMES- ISIS-At 03669 INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
IONOSPHERES

NSSDC IO" 69-ODgA AERONOMY

LAUNCH DATE- 01130/69 WEIGHT- 241. KG

LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBt UNITED STATES PERSONNEL

LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELIA PI - L.H. BRACE NASA-GSFC
OI - J.A. FINDLAY NASA-GSFC

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
CANADA CRB-ORTE BRIEF DESCRIPTION

UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA The purpose of this experiment was to study the global
variations of electron temperature and electron concentration

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS at spacecraft (S/C} altitudes durlng solar maxlmumt and to
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCh DATE- 02/0_/6g study characteristics of the S/C ion sheath. The measurements
ORDIT PERIOD- 128._2 MIN INCLINATION- 88.42 OEG were made wlth two cylindrical probest operating as Langmulr
PERIAPSIS- 578. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 3526. KM ALT probes. There were a boom probe and an axial probe. The axial

probe extended 48.3 cm from the S/Or along the spln axis, and

PERSONNEL was centered among the four telemetry antennas on the underside
PM - L.H. BRACE NASA-GSFC of the S/C. Thls probe was capable of measurements undisturbed

PM - C.O. FLORIDA(DECEASED) DRB-DRTE by the sateltlte motion only when the probe preceded the S/C in
PM - E.D. NELSEN(NLA) _ASA-GSFC its motion through the plasma. The boom probe extended

PS - L.H. BRACE NASA-GSFC horizontally and outward (in SIC frame of reference) from a
PS - I. PAGHIS(RETIRED) ORB-DRTE boom 1 m tongs which in turn extended from an upper surface of
PS - J.E. JACKSON NASA-GSFC the satellite at an angle of about 45 deg to the spin axis.

Thts probe provided some observations during each SIC spin

BRIEF DESCRIPTION cycle that were free of S/C wake effects. The probes consisted
ISIS 1 was an ionospheric observatory Instrumented wtth of three concentrict electrically lsotatedw stainless steel

sweep- and fixed-frequency tonosondest a VLF receiver* tubes. The outer (0.24-cm dtam and 23-cm Long) tube floated at
energetic and soft particle detectorst an top mass its own equilibrium potential and served to place the collector
spectrometers an electrostatio probes an electrostatic well away from the S/C plasma sheath. The center tube
analyzers a beacon transmitters and a cosmic noise experiment. (0.165-cm dtam) extending 23 cm outward from the outer tube
The sounder used two dipole antennas iT3 and 1B.7 m longs acted as an electrical guard for the collector. Its electrical
respectively). The satellite was spin-stabilized at about 2.9 potential was controlled. The collector (O.058-cm dtam)
rpm after antenna deployment. Some control was exercised over extended 23 cm outward from the driven guard. During each
the spin rate and attitude by using magnetically induced 2-mtn sequences a volt-ampere curve was obtained from the
torques to change the spin Pate and to precess the spin axis. sawtooth voltage (-2 to _10 V) applied to the collector. This
A tape recorder with 1-h capacity was included on the was interpreted in electron densities over a range from 1.E2 to
satellite. The satellite could be programmed to take recorded 1.BE6 electrons per cot and temperatures from about 400 to 5.E4
observations for four different time periods for each full dee K. NSSDC has all the useful data that exist from this
recording period. The recorder data were dumped only at investigation.
Ottawa. For non-tape-recorded observationst data for the
satellite and subsatetLtte regions could be acquires and ....... ISIS it CALVERT ........................................
telemetered when the spacecraft was in the line of sight of
telemetry stations. The selected telemetry stations were in INVESTIGATION NAME- FIXED-FREQUENCY SOUNDER
areas that provided primary data coverage near the BO deg W
meridian and in areas near Hawaii9 Stngaporet Australtat NSSDC ID- 69-00gA-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
Englandt Norwayt Indtat Japans Antarottca_ New Zeatanct and CODE EE-B/CO-OP_ SCIENCE
Central Africa. NASA support of the ISIS project was
terminated on October It 1979. A significant amount of INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

expertffental data0 howevert was acquired after this date by the IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS
Canadian project team.

PERSONNEL
PI - W. CALVERT U OF IOWA....... ISIS i_ BARRINGTON .....................................
OI - R.B. NORTON NOAA-ERL

INVESTIGATION NAME- VLF RECEIVER OI " J.M. WARNOCK NOAA
Ol - J.M. WHITTEKER OOC-CRC

NSSOC ID- 69-009A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-BICO-OPt SCIENCE BRIEF DESCRIPTION

This experiment was designed to study ionospheric
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) features of a smaller scale than could be detected by the sweep

IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS sounders ano to study plasma resonances. Parameters measured
were virtual range (a function of propagation time of the

PERSONNEL reflected pulse) and time. These data were normally observed
PI - R.E. BARRINGTON DOC-CRC only when the spacecraft was tn range of a telemetry station.
OI - F.H. PALMER CEFENCE RESEARCh ESTAB The fixed-frequency sounder operated from the same antenna_
OI - H.Go JAMES DOC-CRC transmitters and receiver used for the sweep-frequency

experiment. It normally operated for 5 s during the frequency

BRIEF DESCRIPTION ftyback period of the sweep-frequency operation that was every
The purpose of this experiment was to study natural and 19 or 29 s. One of six frequencies (O.25t 0.48, 1.OOt 1.95_

manmade VLF signals. Specific obJeottves included the 4.00t or _.303 MHz) was chosen for use by the experimenter as
investigation of VLF propagation phenomenal ion and h)Sortd desired. Other modes of operation were avattabtet including
plasma resonances_ and correlations between VLF emissions and continuous otservatlon at a selected frequencyt and a special
tntense fluxes of energetic particles. In this experiment an mtxed mode with transmission at the fixed frequency of 0.82 MHz
attempt was made to stimulate the ton resonances of the ambient and sweep reception.
plasma by using signals from a VLF swept-frequency excitert
contained within the spacecraft. The instrumentation consisted
of a low-freduencyt broadbanc receiver that sensed signals
received by the 73-m dipole (split monopole) antennas between
0=05 and 50 kHz. This same antenna was used for receiving
frepuerotes below B MHz on the tonosonde. The receiver had a
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....... ISIS it HARTZ .......................................... NSSDC ID- 69-O09A-G6 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-B/CO-OPt SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION NAHE- COSMIC RADIO NOISE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
NSSDC ID- 69-009A-10 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM IONOSPHERES

CODE EE-8/CO-OPt SCIENCE AERONOMY

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) PERSONNEL
ASTRONOMY Pl - R,S, NARCISI USAF GEOPHYS LAB

IDkOSPHERES A_D RADIO PHYSICS

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

PERSONNEL The ISIS 1 ion mass spectrometer (IMS) experiment was
PI - T.R. HARTZ(RETIRED) DOE-CRC planned to provide in sttu measurements of the exosphertc _on
PI - H.G. JA_[S OOC-CRC concentratfonst for species having mass-to-charge ratios from 1

to 20t as a function of Latitudes Longitudes time of day_
BRIEF DESCRIPTID_ seasonw and special events such as solar flares and magnetic

This experiment used the sweep-frequency tonosonOe storms. Ion concentrations from five ions to 5.E5 tons/©e
receiver automatic gain control voltage to measure galactic anb could be measured. The instrumentation consisted of two mass
solar radio noise Levels. The receiver swept from 0.1 to 20 analyzer assemblies plus a power supply and control unit that
MHZ. The dynamic range was 50 dBt anO the bandwidth was 55 generated sweep voLtagest bias potenttatst and supply voltages.
kHz. The antennas used were LB.T-m and 73-m dipoles. Each analyzer assembly contained a ouadrupote mass filters an

electron multiplier, and excitation and detection eteotrontms.
....... ISIS it HEIKKILA ....................................... The quadrupote rods were 7.62 cm tong and 0.38 cm tn diameter.

The electron multiplier brought ion currents to values greater
INVESTIGATION NAHE- SOFT-PARTICLE SPECTROMETER than toE-12 A_ and an eLeotrometer amplifier converted output

currents to voltages suitable for telemetry. The mass fitter
NSSDC TO- 69-OOgA-O5 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM was operated at 7 MHzt with the peak radio frequency voltage

CODE EE-BICO-CPt SCIENCE across the rocs at 3G5 V. The IMS experiment failed during the
period of February 2 and 3t 196g.

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

IONOSPHERES ISIS It NELMS ............................... _ ..........
PARTICLES AND FIELDS

AERONOMY INVESTIGATION NAME- S_EEP-FREGUENCY SOUNDER

PERSONNEL NSSDC ID- 69-009A°01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

Pl - W.J, HEIKKILA U OF TEXASt DALLAS CODE EE-B/CO-OPt SCIENCE
01 - D,M, KLUMPAR U OF TEXASt DALLAS

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

BRIEF DESCRIPTION IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS

The purpose of this experiment was to stucy auroral and
ionospheric phenomena by stucytng Low-energy electrons and PERSONNEL
ions. The spectrometer simuLtaneousLy measured the PI - G.Lo NELMS OOC-CRC
differential energy spectra of positive and negative particles PI - D.B. MULDREW DOC°CRC
by a Divergent electrostatic deflection system with electron OI - J.E. JACKSON NASA-GSFC
multipliers for detectors. The experiment consisted cf two OI - J.H. WHITTEKER DOC-CRC
such s ystems--one Looking along the sate tLtte spin axts and one OI - J. TURNER IONOSPHERIC PREP SERV
perpendlcuLar to It, A programmed power supply provided swept Ol - M, SYLVAIN LGE
and stepped modes of operation selected either by internal OI - O. HOLT AURORAL OBS
programming or by ground command. The energy range was from I0 OI - Y, OGATA RADIO RESEARCH LAB
eV to 10 keV per untt charge. 1he swept mode of energy OI - R. RAGHAVARAO PHYSICAL RESEARCH LAB
selection provided a 22-point spectrum in 0.5 st while the OI - R.B. NORTON NOAA-ERL
steppec .mode provided a 2O-polnt (geometrically spaced) Oi - K,L, CHAN NASA-ARC

spectrum in _O s, The experiment worke_ well, NSSDC has all 01 - R,S, UNWIN OEPT OF SCI*INDUST RES
the useful data that exist from this investigation.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
....... ISIS 1_ MCDIARMID ...................................... The purpose of this experiment was to investigate the

ionospheric electron density in the altitude range 300 to 5500
INVESTIGATION NA_E- ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS km for a full solar cycle (by combining the ISIS I measurements

with the Atouette 2 data). Another important function of the
NSSDC ID° 69-003A-0_ INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM sounder was to provide correlative data for the other ISIS I

CODE EE-8/CO-OPt SCIENCE experimental particularly those measuring ionospheric
parameters. The ISIS 1 ionosonde was basically a radio

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) transmitter/receiver that recorded the time delay between a
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS transmitted and a returned radio frequency pulse. A continuum
PARTICLES AND FIELDS of frequencies between 0.1 and 20 MHz was sampled once every lg

or 29 st and one of six selected frequencies was also used for
PERSONNEL a period of 3 to 5 s during this 19- or 29-s period. In

PI - I.B. MCDIARMID NAIL RES COUNC OF CAN addition to the sweep-and fixed-frequency modes of operations a
OI = J.R. BURROWS NAIL RES COUNC OF CAN mixed mode was possible where the transmitter frequency was
OI - R,C, RCSE(RETIREO) NAIL RES COUNC OF CAN fixeP at 0,82 MHz white the receiver swept, Several virtual

height (delay time} traces were normally observed due to ground

BRIEF DESCRIPTION refteetlonst plasma resonancest blrefringence of the

The purpose of this experiment was to provide data that ionosphere_ nonvertteat propagations etc. Virtual height at a
would aid tn understanding (1) the mechanisms responsible for given frequency was primarily a function of distance traversed
the production and control of the outer radiation zones 12) the by the stgnatp electron density along the propagation paths and
related problems of particle entry into the earthts magnetic mode of propagation. The standard data format was an tonogram
fields and (3) interactions between the earthts magnetosphere showing virtual height as a function of frequency.
and the solar wind. This experiment consisted of four sets of
detectors. The first sets comprising four Getger counterst ....... ISIS It SAGALYN ........................................
measured electrons greater than 20 and qO keY and protons
greater than 300 and 500 keV parallel and perpencloutar to the INVESTIGATION NAME- SPHERICAL ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER

satellite spin axis. ALL remaining detectors measured
particles perpendicular to the spin axis. The second set NSSDC IO" 69-O09A-OB INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
consisted of solid-state stttcon Junction detectors. These CODE EE-B/CO-OP_ SCIENCE
responced to electrons greater than 25 and 140 keVt electrons
In the range 200 to 770 keVt and protons greater than 200 and INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
qCO keV. The third set consisted of five silicon Junction IONOSPHERES
detectors that responded to protons between 0.15 and 3C HeY. AERONOMY
The fourth set consisted of cesium iodide scintillatiOn
photomutttptfer systems. Each system operated tn two modes and PERSONNEL
responded to electrons greater than 8t 40t and 60 keV and Pl - R.C. SAGALYN USAF GEOPHYS LAB
protons greater than 50 keVanc in the range 50 to 70 keV, 01 - M, SMIDDY USAF GEOPHYS LAB

....... ISIS It NARCISI ........................................ BRIEF OESCRIPIIDN

The objective of the spherical etestrostatf¢ analyzer
INVESTIGATION NAME- POSITIVE ION MASS SPECTROMETER (1-20 experiment was to measure the temporal and spatial variations

AMU) in the concentration and energy distribution of the charged
particles throughout the orbit. SpectftcaLtyt the objectives
were to measure the following parameters: (1) the density of
positive tons having thermal energy tn the concentration range
from 1.E1 to 1.E6 ions per cot (2) the kinetic temperature of
the thermal ions in the range from 700 to 4000 dog Kt (3) the
flux and energy spectrum of protons in the range from O to 2
keVt and (_) the sateLLite potential with resoect to the

So



undisturbed plasma. Two units made up the e=pertment package! Only one of the two optical systems pointed at the earth at any
a 96-cm boom that supportec the sensor and made possible one time0 while the other facet into space, When the
omnidirectional measurementst and am electronics package spacecraft spin axis was oriented to Lie In the orbttat planet
(considered to include the sensor) to perform the measurements each rotation of the spacecraft resulted in an earth scan 5 deg
and tc process the data into a suitable form for telemetry, wide. This width stze was chosen to ensure overlap with the
The sensor was made up of three concentric spherical meshed previous scar. The image dissector repetitively scanned at a
grids having radii of 3,18t 2.54T and 1,90 cm. The innermost high speed across the narrow dimension of each 5-deg band and
grid was the collector, These grids were made from tungsten clvtced tt into separately resolved reglons 0,4 des by 0,4 des.
mesh and bad a transparency of BO to 9OZ. To measure the Similar strips were scanned at each of the two wavetengths9 but
parameters Listed abovet suitable sweep and step voltages were at times that differed by half the rotation period of about 10
applied to the grids, This instrument was operated in sevenaL s. A calibration Light source for each wavelength was built
modes. The ion Densities were sampled 60 times a second_ into the optical aasemblye and a calibrate cycle was initiated

corresponding to aofSpattaL resolution of 150 m, Once per automatically whenever a "power on" command was given, Tominute the ratio mass to temperature was samptedt and the minimize the problems arising from solar illumination of the
energy distribution was sampled once every 2 min, NSSOC has optics and the direct viewing of the sunlit earthy a sunlight
all the useful data that exist from this investigation, protectlon system was included. Complete details about the

experiment can be found tn C. D, Anger et aL.t "The ISIS-IX
**=************************* ISIS ***************************** scanning auroral photometerT" Applied Opttcse v, 12e n. 8t DO,

1753-17&Gt AUgust 1973,

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- ISIS 2 ....... ISIS 2_ BARRINGTON .....................................
ALTERNATE NAMES- ISIS-Bt PL-701F

05104 INVESTIGATION NAME- VLF RECEIVER

NSSDC Ig- 71-024A "-. kSSCC ID- TI-O2_A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

CODE EE-8/CO-OPw SCIENCE
LAUNCH DATE- 04101171 WEIGHT- 256, KG

LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBt UNITED STATES INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY PERSONNEL
CANADA DOC-CRC PI - R,E. BARRINGTON DOC-CRO

UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA O) - F,P, PALMER DEFENCE RESEARCH ESTAB

O) - H,G, JAMES DOC-ORC
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS

ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 04/02/T1 BRIEF DESCRIPTION
ORBIT PERIOD- 113,6 MIN IkCLIkATIOA- 8_,1 PEG The purpose of this experiment was to study natural and

PERIAPSIS- 1358, KM ALT APOAPSIS- 1428, KM ALT manmade VLF signals. Specific objectives incLuded the

investigation of VLF propagation phenomenaT ion and hybrid
PERSONNEL plasma resonan©es_ and correlations between VLF emissions and

PM - L.H. BRACE NASA-GSFC intense fluxes of enerqetic particles. In this experiment a
PM - C.A, FRANKLIN DOC-CRC swept-freouency exciter0 covering the range 15 to 0.05 kHz tn
PM - E,D, NELSEN(NLA) NASA-GSFC 1,0 ST was used to stimulate ion resonances in the plasma. The
PS - L.H, BRACE NASA-GSFC instrumentation consisted of a tow-frequency broadband receiver
PS - T,R. HARTZ(RETIRED) DOC-CRC that observed signals from the T3-m Long dipole (spttt
PS - g.E, JACKSON NASA-GSFC monopote) antenna between 0,05 and 30 kHz, This same antenna

was used for receiving signals below 5 MHz on the tonosonde,
BRIEF DESCRIPTION The VLF receiver had a wlde dynamic range that was achieved by

ISIS 2 was an ionospheric observatory instrumented with a use of an automatic gain control system, The esperlment also
sweep-and a fixed-frequency tonosondeT a VLF receivere permitted antenna impedance measurementsT with or without a dc
energett¢ and soft particle detectors_ an ion mass bias on the antenna, The real-tire data were transmitted on
spectrometers an electrostatic prober a retarding potential 136,08-MHz telemetry, The VLF data could be recorded on one of
anaLyzere a beacon transmitters a cosmic noise expertmente and the four tape-recorder channels when the spacecraft
two photometers. Two Long crossed-dipole antennas (73 and 18.7 tape-recorder was operating. Tape-recorded and backup
m) were used for the soundlngl VLFw anD cosmic noise real-time data were transmitted on 400-MHZ telemetry,
exbertments. The spacecraft was spin-stabilized to about 2 rpm
after antenna deployment. There were two basic orientation ....... ISIS 2T BRACE ..........................................
modes for the spacecrafte cartwheel and orbit-aligned. The
spacecraft operated approximately the same Length of time in INVESTIGATICk NAME- CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC PROBES
each modeT remaining in one mode typically 3 to B months, The
cartwheel mode wlth the axis perpendicular to the orbit plane NSSDC IO- 71-0244-07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
was made available to provide ram and wake data for some CODE EE-B/CO-OP_ SCIENCE
experiments for each spin pertod_ rather than for each orbit
period, Attitude and sPln information was obtained from a INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

three-axis magnetometer and a sun sensor. Control of attitude IONOSPHERES
and spin was possible by means of eagnettc torquing, The AERONOMY
experiment package also included a programmable tape recorder
with a 1-h capacity, For nonrecorded observattonst data from PERSONNEL
satellite and subsatettlte Locations were telemetered when the PI - L,H, BRACE NASA-GSFC

spacecraft was in the Ltne of sight of a teLeeetry station, 0I - J.A, FINOLAY NASA-GSFC
Telemetry stations were Located so that primary data coverage
was near the BO-deg-g meridian and near Hawa|It Singaporet BRIEF DESCRIPTION

Austrattat Engtandt Frances Norway_ IndtaT Japans Antarctteal The purpose of this experiment was to study the global
New Zeatandp and Central Africa. NASA support of the ISIS variations of electron temperature and electron concentration
project was terminated on October 1_ 1979, A significant at spacecraft altitudes during the waning phase of the solar
amount of experimental datae howevert was acquired after this cycle, The measurements were made wtth two cylindrical probes
date by the Canadian project team. mounted along the spin axis9 one at each end of the spacecraft.

The sensors were operated as Langmuir probest with the probe
....... ISIS 2_ ANGER ..................................... - .... current being measured as a function of probe voltage.

ALthough basically the same cylindrical probe experiment was
INVESTIGATION NAME- 3914- AND 55TT-A PHOTOMETER flown on ISlS i_ the ISIS 2 probe provided (i) greater

sensitivity aLLowing a more complete coverage of Low-density
NSSDC IO- Tl-O24A-11 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM regions such as over the polar cape (2) very high resolution of

CODE EE-B/CO-CPT SCIENCE plasma structure (down to 10 m in extemt)t and (3) onboard
signal processing with backup to provide data in the format

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) that had been used for the ISIS 1 experiment, NSSDC has all

IONOSPHERES the useful data that exist from this investigation.
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
AERONDHY ....... ISIS 2p CALVERT ........................................

PERSONNEL INVESTIGATION NAME- FIXED-FREQUENCY SOUNDER
P) - C,D, ANGER U OF CALGARy

NSSBC IO- 71-024A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
BRIEF DESCRIPTION CODE EE-8/co-oPt SCIENCE

This dual-wavelength scanning auroral photometer was
designed to map the distribution of auroral emissions at 5577 INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
and 391_ A over the portion of the dark earth visible to the IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS

spacecraft. A combination of internal electronic scanning
performed by an image dissector and of the natural orbital and
rotational motions of the spacecraft permitted the sensor to
systematically scan across the earth, The detector system was
constructed to allow incident radiation to be accepted from two
directions 180 des apartt and then to focus this Light at a
common point on the single-image-dissector photometer tube.
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PERSONREL backup mode was provided that produoed an analog output with a
PI - W. CALVERT U OF IOWA sweep period of 8 s. This experiment operated nominally after

OI - R.B. NORTON NOAA-ERL Launch wlth most of the data obtained in the peak mode and
OI - J.H, WHITIEKER DOE-ORE while the satellite operated in the cartwheel mode. For about
OI - J.M. WARNOCK NOAA 2 mln per pass over Ottawa. Canada, the experiment operated in

the analog mode. Infltght calibration was achieved by
BRIEF DESCRIPTION comparing ion concentration measurements at appropriate

This experiment was designed to study ionospheric attitudes, i.e.t where a single ion species Dredomlnatedt with
features of a smaller scale than could be oetectec by the sweep electron density data from the sounder on board. Other

sounder and to study plasma resonances, Parameters measured comparisons were made between the spectrometer output and
were virtual range (a funotion of propagation time of the measurements obtained from other related experiments on board.

pulse) and time. These data were normally observed only when NSSDC has all the useful data that exist from this
the spacecraft was in range of a telemetry station. The investigation.

fixed-frequency sounder operated from the same antenna,
transmlttert and reoelver used for the sweep-frequency ....... ISIS 21 MAIER ..........................................

experlment. It normally operated for 3 to E s during the

frequency fiyback period of the sweep-frequeroy oceratlon which INVESTIGATICN NAME- RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZER

was every 1_ or 21 s. One of six frequencies (0.129 0.48,
1.001 1.95, 4.001 or 9.303 MHz) was chosen for use by the NSSDC IO- 71-02_A-08 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

experimenter, as desired. Other modes of operation were CODE EE-BICO-OP_ SCIENCE

available, including continuous omservatlon at a selected
freouency and a special mixed mode wlth transmission at a INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
selected one of the six flxeO frequencies and sweep reception. IONOSPHERES

AERONOMY

....... ISIS 2_ _ARTZ ..........................................
PERSONNEL

INVESTIGATION NAME- COSMIC RADIO NOISE PI - E.J. MAIER NASA-GSFC
ca - B.E. TROYt JR. US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB

NSSDC ID- 71-024A-10 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM OI - d.L. DONLEY NASA-GSFC
CODE EE-B/OO-OPt SCIENCE

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) The primary obJeotlve of this experiment WaS to measure
ASTRONOMY the positive ion densltyt €omposftlont and temperature in the

IO_OSPHERZS AND RADIO PHYSICS vicinity of the spacecraft. A secondaey ob_ectlve was to

measure the thermal electron density and temperaturet and the

PERSONNEL flux of suprathermal electrons. This retarding potential
PI - T.R. MARTZ(RETIRED) DOC-CRC analyzer oonslsted of three grids (aperture grldt retarding

PI - H.G. JAMES DOCICRC grldt and suppressor grid) that provided a volt-ampere curve

relating sweep voltage on the retarding grid to current flow to
BRIEF DESCRIPTION the collector. Analysis of the volt-ampere curves provided

This experiment used the sweep-frequercy Ionosonde Ion/electron temperatures and densities. 1his experiment was

receiver automatic gain control voltages to measure gataotlc designed to operate only wlth the satellite in a cartwheel mode
and solar radlo-nolse Levels. The receiver swept from 0.1 to of operation. In this model the spin axis was perpendicular to

20 MHz. The dynamic range was 50 dB_ and the bandwidth was 55 the orbit Diane. This allowed the analyzer aperture to face
kHz. The antennas used were 18.7-m and 73-m dipoles, the direction of satellite motion once each spin period. NSSDO

has all the useful data that exist from this investigation.
....... ISIS 2! HEIKKILA .......................................

....... ISIS 2, MCDIARMIO ......................................

INVESTIGATION NAME- SOFT-PARTICLE SPECTROMETER
INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS

NSSDC ID- 71-02_A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAF
CODE EE-81CO-OPt SCIENCE NSSDC ID- TI-O24A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

CODE EE-8/CO-OP_ SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

IONOSPHERES INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

PARTICLES AND FIELDS MAGNETOSRHERIC PHYSICS
AERONOMY PARTICLES AND FIELDS

PERSONNEL PERSONNEL
PI - W.J. HEIKKILA U OF TEXAS, DALLAS Pl - I.B. MCDIARMIO NATL RES OOUNO OF CAN

OI - O.M. KLUMPAR U OF TEXAS. OALLAS OI - J.R. BURROWS NAIL RES COUNC OF CAN

BRIEF DESCRIPTION BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Ihe soft-partlcle spectrometer (basically an The Objectives of the energetlo partlote experiment were

electrostatic analyzer) was used to study the directional to provide data that would aid in the understanding of (1) the
intensity and differential energy spectra of ions and electrons mechanisms responsible for the production and control of the
to obtain a greater understanding of aurorast geomagnetic outer radiation zone| (2) the related problem of solar-flare
disturbances, and various ionospheric features. OifferentlaL particle entry into the earth's magnetic field{ and (3)

energy spectra were obtained in the energy range 5 eV to 15 keY interactions between the earth0s magnetosphere and the solar

with a 20% energy resolution. The voltage sweep program cf the wind. This experiment consisted of four sets of detectors.
analyzer was flexible, The experiment worked well from launch The first set consisted of three Geigen counters (of which one
until October IgGgt when the ion part of the experiment failed, failed after Launch) and measured electrons greater than 20 and

Subsequently, only eteotron data were acquired. NSSDC has all AO keY perpendicular and parallel to the spin axis, These
the useful data that exist from this Investtgattor, Getger counters were also sensitive to protons with energies

greater than 240 and GOD keVt respectively. ALL remaining

....... ISIS 2, HOFFMAN ........................................ detectors measured particles perpendicular to the spin axis.
The second set consisted of two solid-state stLtoon Junction

INVESTIGATION NAME- ION-MASS SPECTRO_EIER detectors. Both detectors were operated in tow- and
high-threshold model while one could additionally be twitched

NSSDC 10- 71-024A-06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM to another discrimination Level. They measured electrons with
CODE EE-8/EO-OPt SCIENCE energies greater than 40, 60, 901 120, 1501 and 200 keV. They

were also sensitive to protons with energies greater than 1501
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) 2001 and 750 keV. The switchable detector experienced

IONOSPHERES continuous saturation. The third set consisted of three
AERONOMY sILicon-_unctlon detectors that measured protons in the energy

ranges 0.8 to 4.01 3.2 to 12.71 and 12.9 to 2B.0 MeVt alpha
PERSONNEL particles in the energy range 2.5 to 16.0 MeVt and eLeotrons in

PI - J.H. HOFFMAN U OF TEXAS. DALLAS the energy range 1.0 to 2.0 MeV. The fourth set was composed
of two cesium iodide sctntttlation-photomulttptler systems

BRIEF DESCRIPTION (chamnettrons with cylindrical electrostatic analyzers) stepped
The magnetic ton-mass spectrometer experiment was flown through eight energies in G4/&O of a second. These

to measure the distribution of the concentrations of the differential spectrometers measured electrons at 9.6_ ?,81 &,O_
positive ion spectes as a functfon of time and postttont wtth 4.1_ 3.01 2.21 1.3w and 0.15 keVt and measured protons at 2G.2_
particular interest focused on the polar wlnd particles. The 21.6_ 17.01 12.41 9._t 7.&t 5.2, and 2.2 keY.
instrument had two ion detector systems, and _ass spanning
through the range from 1 to 64 atomic mass units (u) was ....... ISIS 2, SHEPHERD .......................................

accomplished in two secttonst 1 to 8 u and B to 64 u. Two ion
beams emerged from the magnetic sector of the instrument and INVESTIGATION NAME- G3OO-A PHOTOMETER

were simultaneously detected by electron multipliers and Log
electrometer amoLiflers. A circuit foLLowing each amplifier

detected the peak amplitude of the ion current. This peak
value, rather than the entire mass spectrum, was transmitted in
order to reduce the requlred telemetry bandwidth, In this mode

of operation, the complete mass range was scanned in 1 s. A
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NSSDC IO- 71-024A-12 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM NSSOO ID- 78-018A
CODE EE-B/OO-OP, SCIENCE

LAUNCH DATE- 02116178 WEIGHT- 135. KG

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) LAUNCH SITE- TANEGASHIMA_ JAPAN
IONOSPHERES LAUNCH VEHICLE- NU

PARTICLES AND FIELDS

AERONOMY SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
JAPAN RRL

PERSONNEL

PI - G.G. SHEPHERD YORK U INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 02117178

BRIEF CESORIPTION ORBIT PERIOD- 107. MIN INCLINATION- 6g.4 OEG

A two-channel photometer was used to measure directly and PERIAPSIS- 972. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 1225. KM ALT

to map the intensity of the atomic oxygen red llne at 6300 A in

days twltlghtt and night airglow and aurora. Each channel had PERSONNEL
its own optical Inputs and the two inputs were _ounted at the PM - y. HAKURA RADIO RESEARCH LAB

same end of the spas,crafts separated by 180 degt with their PS - N. MATUURA RADIO RESEARCH LAB

axes at 90 deg to the spacecraftts spin axis. One optical

input was characterized by a spectral bandwidth of 12 A BRIEF DESCRIPTION
centered around the 6300-A llne of atomic oxygens and the other The Ionosphere Sounding Satellite (IS*) was part of

input was used for whlte-tlght measurements. The splnnlng Japan,s contribution to the International Magnetospherlc Study
satellite caused the photometer to alternately view the earth (IMS). Its objectives were to accumulate data for study of the

and then the skyt t.e.t when one sensor viewed the earths the topstde ionosphere and to survey radio noise at four
other sensor saw the sky. Both sensors had a 2.5-deg circular frepuencles0 from both earth and cosmic sources. It prepared

field of view. With the use of a beam-comblner arrangements world-wlde maps of F2 critical frequency from the ionosphere

the same photomuttlpller accepted the two inputs. The dynamic sounding data. The IS* 2 was a small observatory with four

range of intensity measurements was from about 1.Ell photons experiments on board. The =pacecraft_ a right cyllndert 82 cm
per sq m per s (10 raytelghs) to more than 1.E16 photons per sq Long and 93.5 cm in dlameter_ was spin stabilized at about 13

m per s. Sunlight could enter the optical systems directly in rom with the spin axis normal to the ecliptic plane. Two pairs
addition to earth-reflected light. The instrument baffle was of crossed dipole antennas extended from the central part of

illuminated by the sun only for the off-axls angles less than the satellite and lay perpendicular to the spin axis. These

47 deg. Outside this llmltt the data were not degradeq by antennast 3G.B and 11.4 m Longs were unfurled in orbit and were

sunllghtt permitting normal operation in the region of the shared by ionospheric sounding and radio noise experiments. A
orbit where the spacecraft was in suntlght_ but the portion of spherical retardlng-potentlat trap sensor was mounted on a boom
the earth beneath it was dark. An external light source "saw" perpendicular to the spin axis. A magnetic attitude sensor was

the filter only when it was 7.5 deg or tess off axis. In the mounted on a similar boom on the opposite side of the

range 7.5 to 47 degt good data were stilt obtained when the spacecraft. The remaining experiment involved a Bennett-type
sunlit earth was the origin of the contamination. To perform mass spectrometer with two sensors flush-mounted on opposite

the data analysist it was necessaryt among other operatlonst to ends of the spacecraft. Spacecraft attitude was determined by

evaluate different gecmetrlcal sltuatlons_ and to locate the means of a magnetometers a solar sensors and an earth horizon
on-earth tlmb crossing of the 12-A bandpass photometer so that sensor. Small telemetry and command antennas extended from the

the data could be organized into spin maD*. For more details spacecraft. The spacecraft was powered from a battery
see G. G. Shepherd et at. "ISIS-IT atomic oxygen red llne solar-cell system wlth solar celts covering most of the

photometers" Applied Optlos_ v. 12t n. 8_ pp. 1767-1774t August cylindrical surface. One recorder on board permitted
1973. spacecraft operation in either a recorded (for up to 112 mln)

or real-tlme mode. Readout and reat-tlme operation were done

....... ISIS 2t WHITTEKER ...................................... from Kashlmat Japans and Ottawa_ Canada.

....... ISS-Bt AIKYO ...........................................INVESTIGATION NAME- SWEEP-FREQUENCY SOUNOER

NSSDC ID- 71-02€A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM INVESTIGATION NAME- SWEEP FREQUENCY TOPSIDE IONOSPHERIC
CODE EE-B/OO-OPt SCIENCE SOUNDER (TOP)

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) NSSDC ID- 78-018A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE

PERSONNEL INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

Pl - J.H. WHITTEKER DOC-CRC IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS
PI - D.B. MULDREW DOC'CRC
O* - J. TURNER IONOSPHERIC PRED _RV PERSONNEL

O* - M. SYLVAIN LGE PI - K. AIKYO RADIO RESEARCH LAB
O* - O. HOLT AURORAL CBS

OI - Y. OGATA RADIO RESEARCH LAB BRIEF DESCRIPTION

OI - R. RAGHAVARAO PHYSICAL RESEARCH LAB The Iomosphere Sounding Satellite (IS*) ionosonde was a
O* - J.E. JACKSON NASA-GSFC pulsed radio transmitter and receiver that recorded the time

O* - R.B. NORTON NOAA-ERL delay betweer a transmitted pulse and its return. Frequencies
O* - K.L. CHAN NASA-ARC between 0.5 and 14.8 MHz were sampled in O.I-MHz steps to

O* - R.S. UNWIN DEPT OF SOI*INDUST RE* provide virtual range (delay time) of signal reflections. More
than one virtual range-vs-frequency trace was often observed.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION These resulted from ground reflecttonst plasma resonances_
The purpose of this e_ertme nt was to mea sure t he btrefrtngence of the tonosphere_ nonverttcat propagatton_ etc,

ionospheric electron density in the altitude range 300 tc 1400 Virtual range at a given frequency was prlmartly a function of
km, Another important function of the sounder was to provide distance traversed by the stgnal0 electron density along the
correlative data for the other ISIS 2 experlmentst partlcularty propagation paths and mode of propagation. The standarP data

those measuring ionospheric parameters, the ISIS 2 tonosonde forms an tonogram (graph) showing virtual range as a function
was a radio transmitter that recorded the t_me delay between a of radio pulse frequencyt was used to display these
transmitted and returned radlo-frequency pulse. A oontlnuum of cbservatloms. Two other forms of data were prepared from these

frequencies between 0.1 and 20 MHz was sampled every 14 Or 21 ionograms. 7hey were digital (virtual range vs frequency)

st and one of Six selected frequencies was also used for values of characteristic ionospheric features read directly
soundtrg for a few seconds curing each 14- or 21-s period. In fro_ the tomogramt and computed profiles of electron density.
addition to the sweep-and fixed-frequency modes of operations a This sounding mode of operations called ToP-at required 16 s to
mtxeq mode was available in which the transmitter frequency was sample all frequencies (one tonogram). A TOP-A mode was also
fixed at one of six possible frequencies white the receiver available. In the TOP-A mode0 an Iteratlve loglc was employed

swept. Several virtual-range (delay-tlme) traces resulting with the pulsed transmission to determine the F2 region
from ground reftecttonst plasma resonancest btrefrtngence of critical frequency9 its corresponding virtual hetght_ and other
the tonosphere_ nonverticat propagattonw etc.t were normally related supporting data. Unfortunatekyt the TOP-A mode failed
observed. Virtual range at a given frequency was primarily a to function Cue to internal spurious noise. With data from the
functlon of distance traverseO by the stgnal_ electron Oenstty TOP-B model world-wide maps of critical frequency were
along the propagation paths and mode of propagation, The prepared. For both the TOP-A and TOP-B modest the complete
standard data format was an |onogram (graph) showing vlrtual cycle time between successive fonograms or successive critical

range as a function of radio frequency, frequency observations was 64 s.

....... ISS-Bt IWAMOTO ..........................................,t.e**et*******,*******Q*** I**-***************'**************

INVESTIGATION NAME- ION MASS SPECTROMETER

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- ISS-B

ALTERNATE NAMES- IONOSP SOUNDING SAT 2e 10674 NSSOC ID- 78-018A-0_ INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
UME 2t IS*-2 SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
IONOSPHERES

AERONOMY
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PERSONNEL spacecraft, The VHF antenna was dtplexed for telemetry (136
PI - I, IWAMOTO RADIO RESEARCH LAB MHz) and command (148 MHz), Other attitude sensors included a

vector magnetometer and a solar sensor. The spacecraft
BRIEF DESCRIPTION contained a tape recorder to store 160 mtn of data at 512 bps

This experiment was flown to measure the positive ton or qO mtn at 2048 bpst with readout in 10 mtn at 8192 bp=.
composition over the spacecraft orbit. Two Bennett-type Besides the solar cetlst there was a nlcket-cadmtum battery for
Ion-mass spectrometers were ftushmmounted on opposite ends of nighttime operation.
the spacecraft to took tn opposite directions along the spin

axis. The inside diameter of these cylindrical sensors was 36 ....... KYOKKOt IWAMOTO ........................................
mm. The mass range covered was i to 20 atomic mass units and

the Ion concentrations were _easured over the range from I to IKVESTIGATIOK NAME- ION MASS SPECTROMETER
1,E4 ions per cc.

NSSDC ID- 78-01€A-06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
....... ISS-Bt KOTAKI .......................................... SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE

INVESTIGATION NAME- RADIO NOISE NEAR 2.51 51 101 AND 25 MPZ INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
AERONOMY

NSSDC ID- 78-0IRA-D2 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM IONOSPHERES
SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE

PERSONNEL

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) Pl - I. IWAMOTO RADIO RESEARCH LAB

IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS OI - E. SAGAWA RADIO RESEARCH LAB

PERSONREL BRIEF DESCRIPTION

PI - M. KOTAKI RADIO RESEARCH LAB The instrument measured upper-atmosphere positive Ions In
the ranges 1 to 4 and 14 to 16 atomic mass units and consisted

BRIEF DESCRIPTION of a duadrupole mass filter and a channel electron multiplier.

The objectives of thts experiment were to observe and The ion inlet was located on the forward end of the spacecraft
study (El the global distribution of sphertcs and (2) the time main body,
variation of spherlcs and cosmic noise. Radio nolse was

observed at the following frequencies: 2o4971 4.9979 9.9971 ....... KYOKKOt KANEDA .........................................
lO.OO3t 24.9961 and 25.006 MHz. Characteristics observed at

each frequency were noise intensity (resotutlor of 1/12.8 s) INVESTIGATION NAME- UV AURORAL IV IMAGING
and occurrence frequency of impulsive noise (>lS dB above

resolved intensity). NSSDC IO- 7B-O14A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE
....... ISS-Bt MIYAZAKI ........................................

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
INVESTIGATION NAME- RETARDING POTENTIAL TRAP AERONOMY

PARTICLES AND FIELDS
NSSDC IO- 78-01RA-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE PERSONNEL
Pl - E. KANEDA ISAS

INVESTIGATICN DISCIPLINE(S} OI - N. NIWA ISAS

IONOSPHERES OI - M. TARAGI ISAS
AERONOMY

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

PERSONhEL The instrument was a TV camera that consisted of an
PI - S. MIYAZAKI RADIO RESEARCH LAB i_age-memory tube wlth a stow-scan readout. The photoelectric

surface was potassium bromide with a magnesium fluoride
BRIEF DESCRIPTION faceptate that made it sensitive to photons around 1300 A. A

Thls probe was a spherical retarolnG-pctentlat trap pair of spherical mirrors produced an image on the

deslgned to observe ambient Ion and electron densftles ranging photoetectrlc surface. An auroral pattern was measured every
from 1.E3 to I.EG per cc. Ambient ion and electron temperatures 128 s when the satellite was over the Arctic. The number of
in the range 500 to 5000 dog K were determined. As with all pixets in an image frame was 178x198 and the camera fletd of

retardlng-potentlat Instru_entst these parameters were cerlved view was 60 cog.
from interpretation of the current flow measurement with a

given voltage sequence applled to the collector and screen ....... KYOKKOt MUKAI ..........................................

grids, The sensor was mounted on a boom extending

perpenclcutar to the spacecraft soln axis. It consisted of a INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTRON ENERGY ANALYZER
2-Cm diameter collectors concentrically enveloped by G- and
lO-cm diameter spherical wire grids. The current-voltage analog NSSOC IO- 78-014A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
data were telemetered and subsequently analyzed by the SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE
experimenter.

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
* **'********''* KYOKKO***--*-****** *-***, ***** PARTICLES AND FIELDS

AERONOMY

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- KYOKKO PERSONNEL

ALTERNATE NAMES- EXOSPHERIC SAT. A, EXOS A Pl - T. MURAl ISAS
10664

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

NSSDC 10- 78-014A The instrument consisted of two spherical electrostatic

anatyzerst ore mounted at the front and one at the back of the
LAUNCH DATE- 02/04/78 WEIGHT- 126. KG spacecraft tc view the electrons streaming either down the
LAUNCH SITE- KAGOSHIMAt JAPAN magnetic field tlne or toward the equator. Each analyzer
LAUNCH VEHICLE- M-3H covered the energy range from 4.5 eV to 11.3 keY in nine energy

channels.
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY

JAPAN ISAS ....... KYCKKC_ NAKAMURA .......................................

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS INVESTIGATION NAME- UV GLOW SPECTROPHOTOMETER
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 02106178

ORBIT PERIOD- 134. MIN INCLIkATIOh- 65.4 DEG ESSDE ID- 78-014A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
PERIAPSIS- 642. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 3978. KM ALT SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE

PERSONNEL INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PM - K. HIRAO U OF TOKYO ASTRONOMY

PS - T. ITOH U DF TOKYO AERONOMY

BRIEF DESCRIPTION PERSONNEL

This satettlte was a part of Japan, s contribution to the PI - M. NAKAMURA TSUKUBA U

International Magnetospherlc Study. The mission objectives OI - T. WATANABE TSUKUBA U
were to observe the aurora boreatls! study aurora-related

phenomenal and study the ionosphere and magnetosphere. The BRIEF DESCRIPTION

main body of the spacecraft was a cyllncer 0,94G m In diameter The instrument consisted of a grating spectrograph wlth a

with shallow truncated cones attached at both ends. Most of resolution of 10 A and vibrating sllt, The spectrum was
the surface was covered wtth solar cells that produced 35 W. scanned tn a bandwidth of plus or minus 15 A around the
Two booms of roughly I.9 m each extended outward from the following spectral Lines: 304 A (He.)_ 584 A (He)t 833 A (O.)t
equator of the main body. At the tip of each boom was a 1216 A (H, Lyman-atpha) and 1304 A (0). Ftve channel
permanent magnet to provide atlgnment of the spacecraft center muttlptlers9 one for each spectral |inet were used to measure

axis along the Local geomagnetic field Line. Two sets of intensity. The UV emissions from the atmospheres
circularly polarized quadruooLe antennast one for UHF (400 HHz) magnetospheres and interplanetary space were observed,
and another for VHF_ extenced from opposlte ends cf the
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....... KYOKKOt OYAMA ................................................. MAGSAIt LANGEL .........................................

INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTRON PROBES INVESTIGATION NAME- SCALAR MAGNETOMETER

NSSDC ID- TB-OIqA-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM NSSDC ID- Tg-OgiA-OL INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE CODE EE-8/CD-OBt APPLICATIONS

INVESTIGATION OISCIPLINE(S) INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

IONOSPHERES PARTICLES AND FIELDS

AERONOMY GEODYNAMICS

PERSONNEL PERSONNEL

P) - K. OYAMA ISAS P) - R.A. LANGEL NASA-DSFC

O) - K. HIRAO ISAS O) - W.H. FARTHING NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION BRIEF DESCRIPTION

The experiment consisted of several instruments designed The scalar magnetometer had two dual-celtt ceslum-vapor
to measure electron temperature and density as well as ionic sensor heads whose output frequency was proportional to the
composition. The electron-temperature probe was an total magnetic field. With this sensor conftgurationt only two
RF-rectlfler type, and a Langmulr probe was used to cbtaln small dlamcnc-shaped dead zones existed. These Lay along the
electron density, orbit normal (the east-west direction) for the orbit and

attitude chosen for this mission and a direction in which the
....... KYOKKOt YOSHINO ........................................ magnetic field was never oriented. The scalar magnetometerVs

basic accuracy was on the order of 0.5 nT. A period count
INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTROSTATIC PLASMA WAVE MEASUREMENT system converted the magnetometer output frequency to a digital

word acceptable to the spacecraft telemetry system. Thts
NSSDC IO- 78-014A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM digital cata had a resolution and accuracy of between 0.5 and

SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE 1.0 nT in the range 1.5E4 to 6.4E4 aT. Most of the time, noise
on the spacecraft resulted in operation of only One sensor at a

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) time.

MAGNETOSPMERIE PHYSICS

IONOSPHERES AND RAEIO PHYSICS ....... MAGSATt LANGEL

PERSONNEL INVESTIGATION NAME- VECTOR MAGNETOMETER
P) - T, TOSHINO U OF ELECTRO-CDMMUN

O) - R. NAKAMURA ISAS NSSCC TO- Tg-OQiA-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
O) - T. ITOH ]SAS CODE EE-B/CO-OPt APPLICATIONS

BRIEF DESCRIPTION INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

This investigation involved electrostatic waves in the PARTIOLES AND FIELDS

magnetosphere in the frequency range 0.4 to 30 kHz and radio GEODYNAMICS
waves between 0.0_5 and 3 MHI. Two Faraday cups were employed

to pick up electrostat Ic wavmst while a dipole antenna was used PERSONNEL
to receive radio waves. The clpote antenna consisted of a pair P) - R.A. LANGEL NASA-GSFC

of thln wires 1.9 m long and was attached along the extendable O) - M,H, ACUNA NASA-GSFC
stabilization booms. One Faraday cup was mounted to look

parallel to the spin axlst and the other, perpendicular to the BRIEF OESCRIPIION

spin axis. Waves in the 0.4 to 30 kHz range were received by The vector magnetometer consisted of three ftuxgate
wldeband receivers and telemetered in analog form. The wave sensing elements aligned along orthogonat axes. The output of

strength in the O.Oq5 to 3 MHz range was measured in 11 bands, each vector sensor was converted to a digital word by an
analcg-to-dlcltal converter. The outputs of all these axes

**************************** ********************************** were sampled essentially at the same time. Each vector
measurement had a resolution of better than 1 nT and an
absolute accuracy of better than 6 nT rms when referenced to a

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- MAGSAT geocentric coordinate system, The measurement range was plus
ALTERNATE NAMES- AEM-Ct GLOBAL MAGNETIC SURV MSN or minus 6,4E4 nT.

MAGSAT-At 11604
**************************** MIDAS ****************************

NSSDC IO- 79-094A

LAUNCH DATE- iO/3OITg WEIGHT- iBB. KG SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- MIDAS 2

LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBt UNITED STATES ALTERNATE NAMES- lgGO ZETA it 00043
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SCOUT

NSSDC IO- 60-006A

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY

UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA LAUNCH DATE- 05/24/60 WEIGHT- 2300. KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERALI UNITED STATES

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS

ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 10131179

ORBIT PERIOD- 93.g MIN INCLINATION- 96.8 DEG SPONSORING COLNTRY/AGENCY
PERIAPSIS- 351.9 KM ALT APOAPSIS- 57B._ KM ALT UNITED STATES DOO-USAF

PERSONREL IKITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS

PM - G.W. OUSLEY NASA-GSFC ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- OS/2A/GD
PS - R.A. LANGEL NASA-GSFC ORBIT PERIOD- 94.4q MIN INCLINATION- 53.0 DIG

PERIAPSIS- _8_. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 511. KM ALT
BRIEF DESCRIPTION

The Magsat project was a Joint NASA/Lnited States PERSONNEL
Geological Survey (USGS) effort to measure near-earth magnetic PM - UNKNOWN
fields on a global basis. Objectives included obtaining an PS - UNKNOWN

accurate description of the earthts magnetic fteldt obtaining
data for use in the update and refinement of world and regional BRIEF DESCRIPTION

magnetic ¢hartst compilation of a global crustal magnetic Midas 2 was an earth-orbitlng satellite designed to
anomaly mapt and interpretation of that map in terms of measure IR background and define IR sources. In addtttont the
geotoglc/geophystcal models of the earthts crust. The satellite carried experiments to measure cosmic radtationt
spacecraft was launched into a Lowt near-polart orbit by the atmospheric density, thermal emission and reflected solar
Scout vehicle. The basic spacecraft was mace up cf two radiation from the earth, and mlcrometeorltes. A plasma probe
distinct parts: the instrument module that contained a vector was tncluceC too. The spacecraft weighed 2268 kg (including
and a scalar magnetometer and their unique supporting gear; and the second stage) and was themlcaL-battery powered, IR
the base module that contained the necessary data-handling, radiation data were received for the lifetime of the battery

powert €ommunlcatlonst commanct and attltude-controt subsystems pack, which powered the final transmission on May 26_ 196D.
to support the instrument module. The base module complete
with its subsystems was comprised of residual Small Astronomy ....... MIDAS 2t MCISAAC .......................................
Satellite (SAS-C) hardware. The magnetometers were deployed
after launch to a position & m behind the spacecraft. At this INVESTIGATION NAME- ATMOSPHERIC NEUTRAL DENSITY

dtstancet the influence of magnetic materials from the
instrument and base module (chiefly from the star cameras) was NSSDC ID- 60-OOBA-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
less than l nT, SPACE TEST PROGRAM

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
AERONDMY
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PERSONNEL NSSDC ID- 65-081A-06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

PI - J.P. MDISAAC USAF GEOPBYS LAB OODE EL-at SCIENCE

BRIEF DESCRIPTION INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

This density experi{ent was designed to yield atmospheric COSMIC RAYS
pressure and densities from an earth orbit of several hundred

km. The experiment consisted of a single manometer gauge and PERSONNEL

associated telemetry. The instrumentatlcn performed PI - H.R. ANDERSON SCIENCE APPL_ INC

satisfactorily until the telemetry failed 2 days after Launch. OI - V.F. NEHER(RETIREO) CALIF INST OF TECH
However, the quatlty of the data produced was questionable due

to Instabitlty in the spaoecraft attitude while measurements BRIEF DESCRIPTION

were being taken. Thls experiment was designed to measure cosmlc-ray and
solar flare particle intensities (protons above 10 MeV,

**************************** DGO ****************************** electrons above 1,0 MeV) using an ion chamber. The ion chamber
was mounted at the end of a spacecraft boom about 2.5 m from
the matn bocy of the spacecraft. Because the ion chamber had

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- OGO 2 omnldlrectlcnaL sensftlvltyt except for negligible shadowing by
ALTERNATE NAMES- DGO-Ct POGD 1 the spacecraftt the unintended slow ro_llng of the spacecraft

S 50* 01620 did not adversely affect the instrument. The experiment
operated noreatly from October 141 1965_ to Aprlt 21 1966. A

NSSDC ID- 65-081A detailed description of the instrumentation appears In H. R.

Anderson et at.t "Observations of POGO ion chamber experiment
LAUNCH DATE- I0/141_5 WEIGHT- 520. KG In the outer radlatlon zone_" J, Geophys. Res.t v. 73t n. 19,
LAUNCH SITE- VANOENBERG AFB, UNITED STATES Pb- 6285-62979 October 1968.
LAUNCH VEHICLE- THOR

....... ogo 2, CAIN ............................................

SPONSORING CCUNTRYIAGENCy

UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA INVESTIGATION NAME- RUBIDIUM VAPOR MAGNETOMETER

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS NSSDC ID- 65-081A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 10/15/65 CODE EE-B_ SCIENCE
ORBIT PERIOD- 104. BIN lhCLIhATIOh- BT._ PEG

PERIAPSIS- _1_. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 1510. KM ALT INVESTIGATION OISCIPLINE(S)

PARTICLES AND FIELDS
PERSONKEL

PM - W.E. SCULL(NLA) NASA-GSFC PERSONNEL

PS - N.W. SPENCER NASA-OSFC PI - J.C. CAIN US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
OI - R.A. LANGEL NASA-GSFO

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
OGO 2 was a Large Observatory instrumented with 20 BRIEF _ESCRIPTION

experiments designed to make slmuttaneoust correlative The primary ob_ectlves of this experiment were to refine
observations of a_rora and airglow emissions( energetic the analytical description of the matn geomagnetto field (as
particles9 magnetic field variations, ionospheric propert|est part of the U.S. contribution to the world magnetic survey) and
etc., especlalIy over the polar areas. OGO 2 comslsted of a to measure the secular change in the main field. The detector

main body, generally paratteLeplpedal in form, two rectangular system consisted of two duaL-cellt optically pumpedt
solar panelst each wlth a solar-oriented experiment package sekf-osctliatfngt rubidium (85) vapor magnetometers. The
{SOEP), and two orbital plane experiment packages (OPEP). It oscltLatlon frequency {proportional to the ambient field

also included six experiment packages (EP-l_-2t-3_-_t-5_and -B) _agnltude) was mounted by two electronic stalers for alternate

mounted on booms extending generally fore and aft of the half-seconds. Each scaler was read out once in each main
spacecraft along the Y axis. Antenna and attitude control frame. Since the spacecraft operated at 4 kbst 16 kbs, or 64
fixtures also extended from separate and/or EP bcoms. The main kbs_ the _atn frame was read out in B.288, 0.072, or 0.018 s.
body was attitude-controlled by use of horizon scanners and gas Because of the rate difference between the half-second sampling
Jets and was designed to point toward the earth (Z axis). The tt_es and the times between readouts( the same data point was
axis connecting the two solar panels (X axis) was destgred to often reap out more than once. The oscillation frequency of
oscillate in order to re_aln perpendloular to the the magnetometer was also tmansmltted in real time on one

earth-sun-spacecraft plane. The solar panels activated by sun channel of the spacecraft0s special purpose telemeter to
sensors could rotate about this X axis in order to cbtaln provide information on field fluctuations. This magnetometer

maxlmu_ radiation for the solar cells and concurrently crlent system made scalar measurements over a range of 1.5E4 to 6.4E4

the SOEP properly. The OPEPs were reoriented on either end of nT and had precision of 0.5 to 1.5 nT over this range. In
an axis that was parallel to the Z axts and attached to the spite of the spacecraft attitude control system problems( the
forwarc end of the main body. These OPEP sensors normally were magnetometer functioned well. The instrument operation was

maintained looking forward in the orbital plane of the noelnaL for the first 6 months of the satellite llfetlmet after
satellite. To maintain this orientation, the OPEP axis could which a failure of one scaler power supply caused the toss of

rotate over 90 deE. In addition, an angular difference of over the speclat-purpose telemetry signal and half of the dlgttaL
90 dee was possible between the orlentatlcn of the upper and data. The reduction in the scientific usefulness of the data

Lower OPEP packages. The SOZP contained four experimentst and received from the remaining scaler was minor, howevert because
the OPEP contained five experiments. Soon after achieving of the redundancies built Into the system. The rest of the

orbltg difficulties in maintaining earth Lock with horizon data from the magnetometer were obtained with the remaining

scanners caused exhaustion of attitude control gas by October scaler until May 1967 and then in the interval from September

231 1965, 10 days after Launch. At this time, the spacecraft 19 to October 2, 1967t during which time data collection was
entered a spin mode {about 0.11 rpm) with a Large coning angle very intermittent°

about the previously vertical axis. Five experiments became
useless when the satellite went into this spin mode. Six ....... OGO 2_ DONLEY ..........................................

additional experiments were degraded oy this Loss of attitude
control. By April 1966_ both batteries had failed, so INVESTIGATION NAME- POSITIVE ION STUDY

subsequent observations were llmlteo to sunlit portions of the

orbit. By 2ecemPer 1966. only eight experiments were ESSDC IO- 65-OBIA-19 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
ooerationale five Of which were not degraded by the spin mode CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

operation. By April 196T_ the tape recorders had malfunctioned
and only one third of the recOrded data could be processed. INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE{S)

Spacecraft power and periods of operational scheoullng IONOSPHERES
conflicts created six Large data gaps so that data were AERONOMY
observed on a total of about 306 days of the 2-yr_ IB-day total

span of observed satellite data to NOvember i, 1967. The data PERSONNEL
gads were (a) October 24, 1965. to November 5_ 1965_ {b) PI " J.L. DONLEY NASA-GSFC

December 6_ 1965_ to January 7_ 1966_ (c) April g_ 1966_ to OI - R.E. BOURDEAU{RETIRED) NASA-GSFC
June 21_ 1966_ (d) September 2t 1966_ to November 18, 1966, (e)

December 27, 1966 , to April II, 196T_ and (f) May 9, 1967_ to BRIEF DESCRIPTION

September 19, 1967. The spacecraft was shut down on November This instrument was a planar retarding potential analyzer

i_ 1g£7_ with eight experiments still operational. It was designed to measure ion composition and density and temperature
reactivated for 2 weeks in February 1968 to operate experiment of electrons and ions. The sensor consisted of three grids and
65-OBIA-05. For additional information see J. E. Jackson and a collector. With controlled voltages and voltage sweeps on

J. I. Vette_ OGO Program Summary, NASA SP-7601_ December 1975. the grfds_ voltage versus current profiles could be obtained.
From these profIles_ density, temperature9 and composition data

....... OGO 2* ANDERSON ........................................ COuld be calculated. The instrument was designed so that the
aperture grid faced in the direction of spacecraft motion. Due

INVESTIGATION NA_E- COSMIC-RAY IONIZATION to the failure (10 days after launch) of the three-axls
stabilization system, the instrument could not be oriented
properly. The subsequent data obtained were not scientifically
useful.
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....... OGO 2t HELLIWELL ....................................... BRIEF DESCRIPTION

This experiment was designed to study fluctuations in the
INVESTIGATION NAME- VLF NOISE AND PROPAGATIO_ trapped radiation by measuring tow-energy trapped radiation and

auroral particles, Two sclntlttatorst in conjunction with
NSSDC IO- 65-081A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM photo_ultlptlar tubest were designed to observe electrons

CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE between 10 and 100 keV and protons between 100 keV and 4,5 MeV,

One sctntlllatorlphotomuttlptler tube was intended to point

INVESTIGATION OISCIPLINE(S) raolally away from the earth. The other scintillator was to
IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS have Looked at 90 deg to this, One of the two photomuttlptler

tubes lost three orders of magnitude gain when turned on after

PERSONNEL launch, Thlst coupled wlth the failure of the attitude control

PI - R,Ao HELLIWELL STANFORD U systems made the data from the remaining detector worthless.
OI - L,H, RORDEN OEVLCO INC Thls detector failed on October l_t 1965, No useful data were
OI - J,J, ANGERAMI STANFORD U obtained from this experiment,

BRIEF DESCRIPTION ....... DGD 2t KRERLIN

Thls experiment consisted of flve VLF radio receivers
that studied natural and man-made VLF noise occurrences at INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR X-RAYS

orbital altitudes. The receiver systems consisted of an
inflatable 2,9-m diameter Loop antennas a preamplifier stage at _SSDC IO- 65-081A-16 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
the end of a tong booms and a receiver electronics package tn CODE EE-B/CO-OPt SCIENCE
the main body of the satellite. Three step-freQuency
recelverst covering frequency ranges of 0,2 to I,G0 1,6 to INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

12.5t and 12,5 to 100 kHzt each observed a complete spectrum of SOLAR PHYSICS
256 signal strength values once every 4.Gt 18,4t or 73,T st
depending upon the selected mode of operation. Observations PERSONNEL
from these three receivers were tape recorded at 1 kbs or PI - R.W. KREPLIN US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB
observed In real tlme at At 169 or &4 kbs, The tape was read Ol - T,A, CHUBB(RETIREO) US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB

out at &A kbs upon command, The fourth receiver operated OI - H, FRIEDMAN(RETIRED) US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB

between 1A,q and 2G,3 kHz and was tuned by command to receive
signals from any VLF station transmitting Ir this range, BRIEF DESCRIPTION

Signal phase and amplitude were observed twice In each maln This experiment utilized four ion chambers to observe

commutator frames making available 512 observations of phase broadband solar emissions in the wavelength ranges 0,5-3 At 2-B
and amplitude every 4,Gt iS,it or 73,7 s dependlrg on the mode At 8-16 At and 44-60 A, To minimize contamination from charged

Of operation, _hese data were recorded and transmitted in the parttclest the field of view of each ion chamber was Limited to
same way as the data from the three step-frequency receivers, 0,1 srt and the experiment package was mounted in a compartment
The fifth receiver was a broadband receiver operating between Located on one of the solar panels0 which was nolnted toward
0,3 aro 12,5 kHz, These data were not tape recordedt but were the sun to an accuracy of plus or minus 5 deg, The instrument

observed only in real time on the spectat purpose telemetry cycled each detector through a zero-current calibration check
channel. Data from the first four receivers were obtained once each 640 s. Each detectors except the 4_-60-At
intermittently for about one-thlrd of the time over incorporated automatic range changing in order to avoid
approximately 2 years of spacecraft operation. The data from saturation. However1 th|s feature could be overridden by a
the fifth receiver covered only a very small portion of the command from the ground. The spacecraft horizon scanners
satellite Lifetime due to the tlmltatlon of real-time operation Locked onto thermal gradients in the earthts atmosphere and the

only and difficulties experienced wlth the spacecraft power, spacecraft Lost orientation on October 23t 1965. NSSDC has all
This experiment operated for seven 1- to 2-sonth pertodst the useful data that exist from this investigation.
beginning respectively on October 179 1965; January 17t 1966;
March 15_ 1966; June 21t 1966; November 1St 1966; April lit ....... OGO 2t MANGE--

1967_ and September 2t 1967,
INVESTIGATION NAME- LYMAN-ALPHA AND UV AIRGLOW

....... OGO 2_ HINTEREGGER.
NSSDC ID- 65-081A-11 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR UV SPECTROMETER CODE EE-B/CO-OPt SCIENCE

NSSDC ID- &5-O81A-17 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE{S)

CODE EE-B/CO-OPt SCIENCE ASTRONOMY
IONOSPHERES

INVESTIGATICN DISCIPLINE{S} AERONOMY

IONOSPHERES
AERONOMY PERSONNEL

SOLAR PHYSICS Pl - P,W, MANGE US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB

PERSONNEL BRIEF DESCRIPTION

PI - H,E, HINTEREGGER USAF GEOPHYS LAB There were two parts to this experiment: a far-UV
OI - D.E. BED0 USAF GEOPHYS LAB experiment (L230-1350 A) and a Lyman-atpha experiment

(1050-1350 A), The sensors were UV ion chambers, The far-UV

BRIEF DESCRIPTION experiment yielded information about the rate at which energy

This experiment was designed to measure solar photon flux is absorbed, The Lyman-atpha glow experiment measured

as a function of wavelength between 170 and 1700 A. The Lyman-atpha radiation from the direction of the earth and from
experiment was located on a solar-orlented panel c_ the space. The sensors functioned properly but the spacecraft spin
spacecraft. Solar radiation entered the experiment package made the data useless.
through an aperture equipped with a set of electrically charged

grids to reject charged particles, The radiation then ....... OGO 2t NEWTON
Illuminated a stack of six small gratings and was diffracted
onto Six photocsthodes, By electronic dlscrimfnatfont only one INVESTIGATION NAME- NEUTRAL PARTICLE STUDY
photocathode was used at any given time in each
photomuttlptler, The gratings were all illuminated at the same NSSDC ID- 65-OBIA-20 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
angle of Incldence_ and were stepped through the spectral range CODE EE-8t SCIENCE

in 512 intervals every 7 minutes during normal oDeratlom. An
alternative mode provided foe a short scan of 32 steps INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

beginning at any of 16 different points in the _12-step scan, AERONOMY
This experiment failed to yield any useful scientific data due
to the falture of the spacecraft to orient properly, It PERSONNEL

provided useful engineering data • PI - G,P, NEWTON NASA HEADQUARTERS

....... OGO 2t HOFFPAN ......................................... BRIEF OESCRIPTION

The purpose of this experiment was to measure the neutral
INVESTIGATION NAME- SCINTILLATION DETECTOR particle density and temperature along the OGO 2 orbft, The

instrumentation contained a Bayard-Alpert ionization gauges
NSSDC IO- 65-OBIA-09 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAF which consisted of a grldded tube open to the neutral

CODE gE-89 SCIENCE atmosphere, The experiment failed immediately after taunchl
when the breakaway devices which should have opened the sensor

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) to the space envlronmentt could not be deployed, The reason

PARTICLES AND FIELDS for failure could not be uniquely established, It was believed

to be due to a ceficlency in the spacecraft/experlment wiring,
PERSONNEL

PI - R,A, HOFFMAN NASA-GSFC ....... OGO 2t NILSSON .........................................

INVESTIGATION NAME- INTERPLANETARY BUST PARTICLES
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NSSDC IO- 65-OBIA-14 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM ....... OGD 2t SIMPSON .........................................
CODE EL-41CO-OP

INVESTIGATION NAME- LOg-ENERGY PROTON_ ALPHA PARTICLE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) MEASUREMENT
INTERPLANETARY OUST

NSSDC IO- 65-081A-07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

PERSONNEL CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE
Pl - C.S. NILSSON FLINDERS U OF S AUST

Of - 0. WILSON SAO INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS

BRIEF DESCRIPTION COSMIC RAYS
Four thin-film capacitor mtcrometeortte Detectors were

carried aboard the polar-orbltlng OGO 2 spacecraft to obtain PERSONNEL

measurements of the velocltlest masses_ and orbits of dust PI - J.A. SIMPSON U OF CHICAGO

particles in the earthls dust cloud. The detectors were 01 - E.C. STONE CALIF INST OF TECH
circular tubesl 2.5 cm in diameter and 10 cm Longs each Of - C.Y. FAN U OF ARIZONA
containing three sensorst two twin thln-fltm capacltorst and a

microphone crystal. The front sensor consisted of two 500-A BRIEF DESCRIPTION

layers of K aluminum oxides each coated front and back with 500 Two solid-state particle telescopes were used to study
A of aluminum, The rear sensor was a 1-micron silicon oxide Low-energy cosmic-ray protons and alpha particles, One of
layers coated front and back with 1000 A of aluminum and these detectors was a three-element range telescope
deposited on a glass disk. The third sensor was a lead ('vertical') that was capable of identifying protons and alpha
ztrconate crystal transducer that was bonded to the rear of particles (1,22 to 39,2 MeV/nucteon) and electrons (E)400 keY).
each glass disk. A particle that passed theough the front The other detector was a one-element telescope (mhoetzontalm)
sensor would give rtse to a small plasma pulses which was sensitive to protons and alpha particles in the energy range
detected by an amplifier anc then used to start an oscillator from 0,72 to about 11 MeV/nucleon, The vertical telescope axis
that measured the time of flight down the tube, After of symmetry _as parallel to the spacecraft Z axis+ whtch Later
traversing the Length of the tubes the particle would impact unintentionally became the spin axis, The horizontal telescope
destructively on the rear capacitor sensors producing another symmetry axis was nearly parallel to the spaceoraft Y axis
plasma pulse which was usec to slop the time-of-flight (perpendicular to the Z axis). Pulse-height information was
oscillator and provide sore measure of the particle's energy, sent back from the vertical telescope allowing bulse-helght

The impulse tmoarted to the glass disk by the particle tmoact analyses of protonst alpha particles+ and electrons using a
was detected and measured by the microphone crystal and 256-channel pulse-height analyzer. Count rate information was
provided Information on the momentum of the particle. A sent back from both telescopes. The time resolution ranged
reasonable mass threshold for both thln-fitm capacitor sensors from about one measurement per 0.02 s to about one measurement

was estimated to be 1.E-12 g. Three of the four tubes were per 0.3 s cependtng on the counting mode and the telemetry bit
potntec in mutually orthogonat directions, One of the rate, The unintended spin period of the spacecraft 10 days
detectors was shielded from particle impacts to serve as a after Launch was about 10 mln. The experiment was performing
control against electrical interference. The only sensor to normally at the ttme the spacecraft systems were deactivated
fail was the rear capacitor on the shielded detector, The (November It 1967), Howevert the spinning of the spacecraft
experiment heater failed after 1 week of operation+ introducing caused difficulty in interpreting the data after October 23+
numerous false counts into the transducer data output due to 1965.
the transdueer-nolse temperature dependence. ELectrical

interference arising from co,manes sent to the spacecraft ....... OGO 2+ SMITH ...........................................
caused the rear capacitor sensor data to contain many false
counts. In 1370 h of dalai only two possible mlcrometeorold INVESTIGATION NAME- TRIAXIAL SEARCH-COIL MAGNETOMEIER
impacts were found, Howeverp the flux rate determtneC from
these data compares favorably wlth flux rates obtained from NS$CC ID- 6E-OalA-O_ INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

experiments on earlier spacecraft. CODE EE-B+ SCIENCE

....... OGO 2w REED ............................................ INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS

INVESTIGATION NAME- AIRGLOW STUEY

PERSONNEL

NSSDC ID- 65-OBIA-IO INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM PI - E.J. SMITH NASA-JPL

CODE EE-8/CO-OPt SCIENCE Of - R.E. HOLIER U OF CALIFt LA

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) BRIEF DESCRIPTION

IONOSPHERES This experiment was used to study the ELF frequency range
AERONOMY of magnetic fluctuations of the earth0s magnetic field, The

search coil sensor consisted of a coil of lOOtO00 turns of
PERSONNEL wlret wouno around a nickel-steet-tamlnated core. The coil

PI - E.I* REED NASA-GSFC sensitivity was approximately 10 mtcrovolts per nT of magnetic
Of - J.E. BLAMONT CNRS-SA flux. A tow-nolse preamplifier with a galn of 100 was mounted

cn an auxiliary housing near the search coil. The main
BRIEF DESCRIPTIO_ electronic assembly further amplified the signal and performed

Two photometers were used to _easure the airglow In a spectrum analysis which generated five outputs per axis+ each

several spectral regions, One sensor was Located in the a measure of the energy in a given frequency band, The three
orbital plane experiment package (OPEP)t which was _ounte¢ on a orthogonat sensors and their associated preamplifiers were
boom below the satellite. The other instrument was Located in mounted at the end of a 6-m boom to reduce interference from

the main body. The main body instrument measured airglow spacecraft-generated fields. Magnetic field fluctuation
radiation through sly different filters while viewing the earth measurements were made in the frequency range from below 0.01

(!.e.t viewing in the nadir clrectlon)+ and measured the zenith Pz to above tO00 hz. The three digital data rates were At ZGt
airglow at one wavelength. Through the use of a and 64 kbst with the tlme intervals between sucesslve samples

mirror-swltchlng arrangement9 the nadir radiations were of the spectrum analyzer measuring 36.gt g.22t and 2.31 s.

dlrected sequentially through six filters at the following Difficulties immediately after Launch caused OGO 2 to spins
wavelengths (Anqstroms): 26_0t 3914+ 5S77t 5_go+ 6225_ and thus creating severe interference problems in the magnetometer.
6300. The Seventh posltlon of the mirrors directed incoming This interference made the data obtained very poor in Quality.
zenith Light through a 6300-A fitter into the photocathode. In The data base from this Investlgatlon no Longer exists.
the eighth mirror position the fitter was blanked off and no

Light was directed Into the cathode. In normal operations the ....... OGO 2+ TAYLORt JR. .....................................
different wavelengths were measured tn a fixed sequences each
one being measured for i s every B s. The flelds-of-vlew+ INVESTIGATION NAME- IONOSPHERIC COMPOSITION

i.e.+ half-cone angles+ of the upward-Looklng and nadlr-tooklng

optics were 4 dog and 5 deg respectively. The optics of the NSSDC ID- 65-OBIA-15 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
DeEP photometer focused the incoming radiation onto a silt near CODE EE-8+ SCIENCE
an interference fitter peaked at 621g A with a bandwidth of 40

A. Light passing through the silt reached the cathoce of a INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

slide-window photometer. The field of vtew defined by the slit IONOSPHERES
was 1/2 dog in height+ and 6 dog in width. By moving the AERONOMY
entrance mtrrort the center of the field-of-view was moved from
horizontal to 30 deg below horizontal in Z/2-deg steps. The PERSONNEL
time required to scan across these 30 cogs was 34.7 st a time PI - H.A. TAYLOR+ JR. NASA-GSFC

interval in which the spacecraft moved approximately 250 km. Of - N.W. SPENCER NASA-GSFC
_hen one scan was completed the motion reversed direction and a

new scan started at the same rate. Every 200 s+ there was an BRIEF DESCRIPTION

8mS calibration cycle, Because the spacecraft Lost attitude A ceramic Bennett radio-frequency ion mass spectrometer
control very early in its tlfet no useful data were obtained tube with its associated electronics was used to measure

from thts investigation, thermal atmospheric ions having mass-to-charge values from 1 to
_5 atomic mass units (u)t with a mass resotutlon of
approximately 1 in 20 u, Concentrations from 1.E1 to I*EG tons
per cc were _easured. The time between consecutive samples of
each ion Oetectedt t.e.t the spectral sweep rate_ was 25.6 s.
This time interval corresponded to a spatial resolution of from
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175 to 200 km along the orbit path9 or to 1.5 deg In latitude, mean spin axis approxleatety peroendfcutar to the orbit plane
Mean ton mass and total ton concentration were also calculated. (spin period as of March 12t 19690 was 217 s), The precession
The trstrumentatlon ts described tn H, Ao Taylor et at.9 period of the mean sptn axis was about 5 days. In this model
mThermat Ions In the exospherel evidence of solar and seven of the remaining experiments were turned off since no

geomagnetic controt1" J. Geoph _. Re s. t v. 73t n. 179 DO. meaningful data could be observed by them. On October 23v
5521-5533t September 1968. Oata sets are no forger available 196gt the satellite was turned off. It was reactivated again In
from this investigation. January 1910 for 2 months to obtain VLF observations. For

additional information see J. E. Jackson and J. I. Vette_ OGO

....... OGO 2_ WEBBER .......................................... Program Summary$ NASA SP-?6015 December 1975.

INVESTIGATION NAME- GALACTIC AND SOLAR COSMIC RAY ....... OGO _t ANDERSON ........................................

NSSOC ID- 65-OBIA-OB INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM INVESTIGATION NAME- COSMIC-RAY IONIZATION

CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE
NSSDC ID- 67-073A-07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S} CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE
SOLAR PHYSICS

PARTICLES AND FIELDS INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
COSMIC RAYS PARTICLES AND FIELDS

SOLAR PHYSICS

PERSONNEL COSMIC RAYS

PI - W.R. WEBBER U OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
PERSONNEL

BRIEF DESCRIPTION PI -HoRo ANDERSON SCIENCE APPLt INC

Thls cosmlc-ray telescope experiment was oeslgned to 01 - Voh. NEHER(RETIREO) CALIF INST OF TECH

measure the differential energy spectra of protonst helium
nuclet_ and heavier nuclei up to Z = los within the energy BRIEF DESCRIPTION
range of 50 to 2000 MeV per nucleon. The telescope had a This experiment was designed to measure cosmic-ray and
maximum sampling rate of one count per 288 ms. The telescope solar flare particle intensities (protons above 10 MeVt
consisted of two detectors_ a scintillator with Its associated electrons above 0.5 MeV} using an ion chamber. The ton chamber
photomutttplier (PM) tubes and a scintillator and a Cerenkov was mounted at the end of a spacecraft boom about 2°5 m from
element sandwich with both elements optically coupled to the the main bODy of the spacecraft. The Ion chamber operated
same PM tube. A 7O-ns co|ncfdence circuit ccupled the two successfully for only the first 160 orbits of the satellite.
detectors to form the telescope. Pulses from each detector

were putse-helght analyzed. Sample pulse helghts_ the ....... OGO 4_ BARTH ...........................................
coincicence count rate_ and the count rate of the first
detector were telemetered. The noise Levels of the spacecraft INVESTIGATION NAME- UV SPECTROMETER 1100-I?50At 1750-3_DOA

increased to sufficient amplitude to render the first detector

count rate data unusable except during eclipse periods. ALL NSSDC ID- &7-D73A-l_ INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
the useful data from thls experiment were obtained between CODE EE-B_ SCIENCE
October 15 and October 24t 1965t and about 17I of the data

obtained during thls period contain useful Information. NSSDC INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
has all the useful data that exist from this investigation. IONOSPHERES

AERONOMY
**************************** OGO ******************************

PERSONNEL
PI - C.A. BARTH U OF COLORADO

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- OGO 4 OI - L.J. WALLACE KITT PEAK NATL OBS
ALTERNATE NAMES- OGO-Dt POGO 2 OI - EoF. MACKEY PACKARD-BELL CORP

02895t S 50A
BRIEF DESCRIPTION

NSSDC ID- 67-073A An Ebert-Fastle scanning spectrometer was used to measure

the ultraviolet (UV) spectrum of the earth In the wavelength

LAUNCH DATE- 07/2B/67 WEIGHT- 562.0 KG range from 1100 to 3400 A_ with a 20-A resolution. The
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBf UNITED STATES objectives of this experiment Included the measurement of the
LAUNCH VEHICLE- TAT-AGEN O intensity of the following emissions: (a) the hydrogen

Lyman-alpha on both the day and night sldes_ (b) the atomic

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY oxygen 1304-A day and twilight glows and (c) the atomic oxygen

UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 1356-A tinet the atomic nitrogen 149_-A tinet and the molecular
nitrogen Lyman-Birge-Hopftetd bands of the photoelectron

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS excited daygtOWo Another ob_ective was the determination of
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 07/28167 the vertical distribution of ozone from the measurement of the
ORBIT PERIOD- 98. MIN IhELI_ATIOk- 8Eo PEG back-scatterec UV dayttght tn the 2000-to 3400-A range. The
PERIAPSIS- 412. KM ALT APOAPSIS- go8. KM ALT focal length of the Ebert mirror was 250 mmt and the grating

used had 2160 lines per millimeter. The spectral scan period
PERSONNEL was essentially 74.5 s. However, during about 7% of the tlme_

PM - W.E. SCULLINLA) NASA-GSFC this scan period WaS reduced to 18.6 s. The Instrument was
PS - N.W. SPENCER NASA-GSFC _ounted looking to nadir. The F channel was the output of a

photomultlptler tube (PMI) with a saophlre window and a cesium

BRIEF DESCRIPTION tellurfde cathode. The wavelength Interval measured here
OSO 4 was a Large observatory instrumented with extended fro_ 1750 to 3400 At with a dynamic range of

experiments designed to study the Interrelationships between intensities of 1,E6, The G data channel was the output of a
the aurora and airglow emlssloms_ energetic particle actlvltyt PMT with a Lithium fluoride window and a cesium Iodide cathode.
geomagnetic field varlattont Ionospheric ionization and On this charnel the wavelength ranges scanned extended from
re¢ombination_ and atmospheric heating which take place during I100 to 1750 At and the measured Intensity could vary over a
a period of Increased solar activity. OGO 4 consisted of a range from 1 to 1000. The exponential voltage gain
main bodyt generally paratleteDtpedal tn form_ two rectangular characteristics of the PMT resulted tn a near-logarithmic
solar panels each Including a solar-oriented experiment package scaling between flus and high-voltage level. ApproDrlate
(SOEP)t and two orbital plane experiment packages (OPEP)p The circuitry translated the output to 1-to-B-V analogs an output
main body was attitude controlled by use of horizon scanners signal consistent with the spacecraft data system. Prefocused
and gas Jets and was designed to be pointed toward the earth (Z Light sourcest some operated by command_ provided In-orbit
axis). The axis connecting the two solar panels IX axis) was calibrations, A complete description of this experiment can be
designed to oscillate so as to remain perpendicular to the found In C. A, Barth and E. F. Mackeyg"OGO-IV ultraviolet
earth-sun-spacecraft planed The solar panelst activated by sun airglow spectrometers" IEEE Transactions on Geosctence
sensors0 could rotate about this x axis to cbtatn _aximum Etectronfc=_ v. GE-7_ n, 2t ppo 114-119t April 1969,
radiation for the solar cells and_ ¢oncurrentty_ orient the
SEEP properly° The OPEP$ were mounted on either end of an axis ....... OGO 4t CAIN ............................................
which was parallel to the Z axis and attached to the forward
end ¢f the main body° The OPEP sensors normally were INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETIC SURVEYs RUBIDIUM VAPOR
maintained tooling forward In the orbital plane of the MAGNETOMETER
satellite. To maintain this orientations the OPEP axis could
rotate over 90 deep andp In addttton_ an angular difference of NSSDC ID- 67-075A-06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
over 90 dee was possible between the orientation of the upper CODE EE-B_ SCIENCE
and Lower OPEP packages. The SOEP contained four expertments_
and the OPEP contained five experiments. After the spacecraft INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

achieved orbit and the experiments were deployed Into an PARTICLES AND FIELDS

operating model an attttu_e control problem occurred. This
condition was corrected by ground control procedures unlit
complete failure of the tape recording systems in mid-January
1969. At that tibet due to the difficulty of maintaining
attitude €ontrot without the tape recorders_ the attitude
control system Was commanded off_ and the spacecraft was placed
Into a sptn-stabttlzed mode about the axis which was previously
maintained vertically, Initial spin period was 202 s with the
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PERSONKEL observing mo_e failed, Subseduent operation continued until

PI - d.C. CAIN US GEOLOGICAL SLRVEY spacecraft shutdown in November 1969. The experiment was
Of - R,A, LANGEL NASA-GSFC reactivated in 1970 (February I to March 9)t and twice in 1971

(January 27 to February 2 _ and August 17 to September 27). It

BRIEF CESCRIPTIGN was turned on once In 1971 for Apollo support_ and once to
A continuation of the only complete pole-to-pole survey obtain correlative data for USAF Cannonball (71-D67C)

(started by COO 2) of the earthfs magnetlo field was conducted observations.

wlth the optically pumpedl self-oscIttatlng rubidium

magnetometer aboard OGO _, Magnetic fields were monitored with ....... OGC _t HINTEREGGER .....................................
a time resolution of 0.5 s from launch until January 19_ 19691

when the instrument failed. The instrument produced soatar INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR UV EMISSIONS
magnetic field measurements with an absolute accuracy of better

than 2,5 nT throughout its operational llfetlne, Data from NSSCC TO- 67-073A-20 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

this instrument may be used to study changes in field magnitude CODE EE-8/CO-OP_ SCIENCE
of greater than that amount, The dynamic range of the

instruments extends to 6.4E4 nT. INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
IONOSPHERES

....... OGO 4_ CHANDRA ......................................... AERONOMY

INVESTIGATION NAME- POSITIVE ION STUDY SOLAR PHYSICS

PERSONNEL

NSSDC 10- G7-O73A-I9 INVESTIGATIVE FROGRAM PI - HoED HINTEREGGER USAF GEOPHYS LAB

CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE Of - D.E. BEDO USAF GEOPHYS LAB

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) BRIEF DESCRIPTION

IONOSPHERES This experiment was designed to measure solar photon flux
AERONOMY as a function of wavelength between 170 and 1700 A. The

experiment was located on a sotar-orlented panel on the

PERSONNEL spaoecraft, Solar radiation entered the experiment package
PI - S.S, CHANDRA NASA-GSFC through an aperture equipped with a set of electrically charged
Of - J,L. DONLEY NASA-GSFC grids to reject charged partlotes. Then the radlatton

OI - R.E. ROURDEAU(RETIRED) NASA-GSFC llLumlnated a stack of six small gratings and was diffracted

onto six photocathodes. By electronic dlscrlmlnatlon_ only one
BRIEF DESCRIPTION photocathode was used at any given time in each

Thls instrument was a planar retarding potential analyzer photomuttlptler. The gratings were all illuminated at the same

(RPA) which was designed to _easure ion composition and density angle of Incldencet and were stepped through the spectral range
and temperature of ions and electrons, The sensor unit in the in 512 intervals every 7 minutes during normal operation. An

OPEP was oriented to face the spacecraft veloclty vector. It alternative _ode provided for a short scan of 32 steps9
consisted of thr_e plrcular gold-plated wlre mesh grids mounted beginning at any of 16 different points in the 512-step scan.

in frort of a clrcutar gold-plated collector, ALL elements were The experiment failed after 2 weeks in orbit (August 129 1967),
separated by 0._ cm. The outer grid was 2.5 cn in dlameter0 The 2-week period was used to check out the instrument rather
and the remalnln_ elements were 6.4 cm in diameter, This cuter than to collect datat so no data resulted,
grid was mounted on a 7-cm guard rlngl flush wlth_ but

electrloatly isolated from_ the OPEP. A sweep of stepping ....... OGC _ HOFFMAN .........................................
voltages (128 steps) was aoptled in alternatlrg ion (middle

grld swept fro_ t2.G to -0,1 V) and electron (outer two grids INVESTIGATION NAME- LOW-ENERGY AURORAL PARTICLE DETECTOR
swept from -3,2 to 7.0 V) mopes. Raw Data consisted of plots

of retarding potential values versus current flowing to the NSSCC ID- 67-073A-11 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
collector. These were analyzed to ootaln temperaturet derslty_ CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE
and composition data. The 128 voltage steps required for each

curve took 36.G s to sweep_ during which time the spacecraft INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
moved a distance of 1.5 to 2.5 dee latitude. The densities PARTICLES AND PIELDS
observable ranged from about 100 to l.ES partlctes/cc. The IONOSPHERES

composition determinations could not satisfactorily distinguish AERONOMY
N. from O*t but He* and _ were consistently Icentlflable.
This experiment operated satisfactorily, Data collected after PERSONNEL

the spacecraft stabilization was lost were not usable, PI - R.A, HOFFMAN NASA-GSPC

Of - D.S, EVANS NOAA-ERL
....... OGO 4t HELLIWELL .......................................

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

INVESTIGATION NAME- VLF NOISE AND PROPAGATION The auroral particles experiment €ontalned elght

detectorst each comprised of _ cylindrical electrostaticNSSDC ID- _7-073A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM analyzer with a channel electro _ultlpller. Seven of these

CODE RE-B, SCIENCE detectors were capable of measuring lons or electrons as
selected by ground commandt and the eighth detector measured

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) background, Five of the detectors looked atone a vector
IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS pointing radially away from the earth_ white three others

looked out at 30 degt GO degt and 90 dee to the radius vector

PERSONNEL pointing away from the earth. The took directions of all the
Pl - R.A. H[LLIWELL STANFORD U detectors Lay in a single plane. Four of the detectors that

OI - L,H. ROmOEN CEVLCO INC looked dtrectly away from the earth measured electrons or ions
at either 0,7_ 2.3_ 7._ or 23=8 keVt and the fifth measured

BRIEF DESCRIPTION the background, Those deteotors at other angles measured
This experiment ccnststec of six VLF radio receivers that electrons or tons at 2.3 keY. Most of the data were taken over

studied natural and man-made VLF noise occurrences at crbltal the north and south auroral zones and polar caps_ but a small
altltudes, The receiver systems consisted of an inflatable amount of Lower Latitude data was taken, The data taken Over

2.9-m Loop antennat a preamplifier stage at the end of a long the south auroral zone amounted to less than 5X of the data.

boomt and a receiver electronics package in the main body of Since the earthts magnetic field is nearly vertical in the
the satellite. Three step-frequency receivers covering auroral zoner the detectors that pointed away from the earth

frequency ranges from 0.2 to 1.6t 1.6 to 12.5_ and 12.5 to 100 measured precipitating parttctes_ and the angled detectors
kHz each observed a complete spectrum of _56 signal strength _easured particles having pitch angles nearly comparable to
values once every _.B_ IR._ or 73.7 s_ depending on the their respective spacecraft angles. The outputs of four of the

selected mode of operation, Observations from these receivers detectors that pointed directly away from the earth were
were tape recorded at 1 kbs or observed in real time at _ 1G_ accumulated simultaneously tnto four logarithmic accumulators
or 6q kbs. The tape was read out at G_ kbs upon command, over precisely the same time Interval9 one half of a telemetry

These three sweeping receivers could be tuned_ cn command_ to main frame, Ihls was followed by the storage of the outputs of

any fixed frequency in their range. The fourth the four 2.3-keV angle detectors for precisely the same
(phase-tracklng) receiver operated between 1_.4 and 2_,3 kBz buratlon_ one half of a telemetry main frame. This resulted in

and was tuned on command to receive signals from ary VLF sampling rates for each detector including the background
station transmitting In this range, Signal phase and amplitude detector of 55,5G samples per s at 64 kbs_ 13.89 samples par s

were observed twice in each commutator frame_ making available at 16 kbs_ and 3.q7 samples per s at q kbs, ALl detectors_
512 observations of phase and amplitude every 4.&_ l_.q_ or except for the 6-keV and the 90-deg_ 2°keV_ developed some

73.7 s_ depending on the {ode of operation. These data were nolse problems preventlng the measurement of small fluxes.

recorded and transmitted in the same way as the step-frequency Other than thls_ the detectors functioned normally. The
receiver data, The fifth anc sixth receivers were broadband_ experiment was operated in the eteotron mode oonttnuously for
operating from 0,015 to 0.30 kHz (ELF) and from O._O tc 12,5 about & days out of every 7, NSSDC has all the useful data

kHz (VLP). Thuse data were not tape re¢orded_ but were that exist from this investigation.
observed only in real time on the special purpose telemetry
channel. A matching transformer connected on command to the

antenna allowed either electric field or magnetic field

observations. This experiment was the same as that for OGO 2_

except for the addition of the ELF receiver and the ability to
make electric field observations. The experiment operated
nominally through February 1968_ when the electric field
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....... OGO 4_ KREPLIN ......................................... redundant fltaments_ mounted outside the grldt ionized the

neutral particles by collision. The positively charged grid
INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR X-RAY EMISSIONS not only accelerated the electrons_ but it also repelled the

positive ions toward the collector and produced a measurable

NSSDC ID- 67-073A-21 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM collector currents which was proportional to the number density
CODE EE-B/CO-OPt SCIENCE of particles inside the gauge. Located in the OPEPt the sensor

was scanned about the velocity vector. It was planned that the
INVESTIGATION OISCIPLINE(S) variation of gauge density during the scanning operation would

SOLAR PHYSICS yield the neutral particle velocity distribution from which
atmospheric temperature could be deduced. The data base from

PERSONNEL this investigation no longer exists.
Pl - R.W. KREPLIN US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB

OI - T,A, CHUBB(RETIRED) US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB ....... OGO _t NILSSON .........................................
OI - H. FRIEDMAN(RETIRED) US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB

INVESTIGATION NAME- INTERPLANETARY DUST PARTICLES
BRIEF DESCRIPTION

Thls experlment was composed of four ionization chambers NSSDC ID- 87-073A-18 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
that were sensitive in nominal 0.5-3 At 1-8 At 8-16 A (or 8-20 CODE EL°b/CO-OP
A)t and 4_-60 A passbends. The detectors were _ounted in the
sotar-orlented experiment package (SOEP) of the spacecraft and INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

were pointed continuously at the sun. The currents generated INTERPLANETARY DUST
In the ionization chambers were amplified by linear

etectrometerst three of which changed ranges automatically to PERSONNEL

provide the appropriate sensitivity for observations during PI - C.S, NILSSON FLINDERS U OF S AUST
both intense solar flares and solar quiet periods. The putouts
from the electrometers were digitized and either transmitted BRIEF DESCRIPIION

dtrectty to the ground or stored in the spacecraft tape The cbJecttve of thls experiment was to measure over a
recorders for later transmission, The worst tl_e resolutions tong period of time the velocity and mass distribution of

obtained with the spacecraft multiplexer operating at 4 kbst interplanetary dust particles in the mass range of one nanogram
was 4.G s for the 8-16 A and _4-60 A detectors. The time to less than one picogram, The experiment extended the mass

resolution was considerably better for the 0.5-8 A detectors, distribution curve out to the radiation pressure limit and
The 44-60 A detector failed In November ig67t but the other measured the fluctuations in the velocity distribution, mass

three detectors produced useful data until the spacecraft tape dlstrlbutlont and spatial densities of the dust particles. The

recorder was disabled In January 1969, For resultst see R, W, experiment also attempted to determine the importance of

Kreptln et aLe_ "Measurements of solar X-ray emission from the geomagnetic control on the dynamics of dust particles by
OGO 4 spacecraftt" Solar Flares and Space Researcht pp. correlating the various measurements with geophyslcalt

121-130t North Holland PubS. Co.t AmsterOamt The Netherlandsl geomagnetict and solar phenomena, The instrumentation was very
1969. NSSDC has all the useful data that exist from this sl_llar to that used for mlcrometeorold experiments flown on

investigation, previous OGO flights, The dust particles were detected by four

tubular detectors mounted on a short boom and aligned along the
....... OGO 4t MANGE .............. body axes of OGO _, The tubular Detectors were a combination

of acoustical and ionization sensors, An incoming dust
INVESTIGATION NAME- LYMAN-ALPHA AND UV AIRGLOW STUDY particle first penetrated a thin film sensor. The ionization

caused by this collision formed a plasma cloud whicht in turnl

NSSDC IO- 67-073A-13 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM triggered a 4-MHz clock. If the particle had sufficient

CODE EE-8/CO-OPt SCIENCE energyt It lwpacted on the second sensors a metallic disk with

a transducer bonded to it. The signal from the transducer gave
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) a eeasure of the momentum of the particle. The ionization

IONOSPHERES caused by this second colllslon produced a plasma ctoud_ which

ASTRONOMY was detected by a metallic grid and stopped the clock. This
AERONOMY allowed the velocity of the particle to be determined, The

mlcrometeorclc detectors were oriented correctly for a good
PERSONNEL deal of the experiment llfe. Howevert some unknown noise in

PI - P.W. MANGE US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB the rear sensor system limited the amount of useful data
OI " R.R. MEIER US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB concerning rear-sensor events, The microphone system emitted

noise in a marner similar to that on OGO 2_ and mlcrophone-onty
BRIEF DESCRIPTION events were deleted from the data analysis.

Thls experiment was designed to measure the Lyman-atpha

nlghtgLcw radiation from earth (1050 to 1350 A)t the ....... OGO 4g REED ............................................
Lyman-atpha background radiation from space (1050 to 1350 A)t

and the far UV airglow radiation from earth (1230 to 1350 A and INVESTIGATION NAME- AIRGLOW PHOTOMETER

1350 to 1550 A) using eight detectors. Seven of the detectors
were pointed toward the earth to measure the far LV airglow and _SSDC 10- 67-073A-12 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
Lyman-aLpha nlghtgtowt and one was directed tcward space to CODE EE-BICO-OP9 SCIENCE

measure the Lyman-atpha background radiation. The 1050- to
1350-A detectors had lithium fluoride windows and nitric oxide INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

gas filter_ the 1230- to 1350-A detectors had calcium fluorlme IONOSPHERES

windows and nitric oxide gas fillers and the 1350- to 1550-A AERONOMY

detectors had barium fluoride windows and unsymmetrical
dtmethyl hydraztne gas filter. These detectors observed zenith PERSONNEL
and nadir intensities in the night sky at altltuoes of 400 to Pl - E.I. REED NASA-GSFC
900 km, The output consisted of intensities taken at 2-mln OI - J.E. BLAHONT CNRS-SA

intervals covering the period July 2gt lg67t to January 20_

1969, The satellite tape recorder failed on JanLary 20_ IgGg_ _RIEF DESCRIPTION

limiting the data to real time only. Prior to this equipment The objective of the main body experiment was to study

failure9 the radiation detectors operated wlth negligible Loss the characteristics and distribution of airglow and auroral
of sensitivity with the exception of the 1230- to 1350-A activity by obtaining photometric measurements of several
detectors whlcht for no known reasons steadily decreased in prcmlnent erlsslon lines. An EMR 541E photomultlpller
sensitivity and became useless after G weeks of operation. In (trlalkall cathode and sapphire window) was used with seven

generat_ the operation of the instrumentation was nominal, interference fitters. With the two exceptions noted belowt all

the emissions in the visible and UV wavelengths were viewed in
....... OSO 4t NEWTON .......................................... the nadir dlrectfont l.e.t directly below the spacecraft.

Eight channels or modes of operation were used and were

INVESTIGATION NAME- NEUTRAL PARTICLE MEASUREMENTS essentially generated by rotating _Irrors, For each position
of the mlrrors_ the light intensity for a particular light path

NSSDC ID- G7-O73A-17 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM through a different filter was recorded, The mirrors switched
CODE EE-Qt SCIENCE at 1-s intervals. In the 8-s interval needed to complete a

_easurement cycles the satellite _oved 0.5 dog latitude. In
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) the first mirror posltlont the field of vlew was blankedl and

AERONOMT the noise level of the sensor was measured, The next mirror

position presented the nadir emission intensity through an
PERSONNEL interference filter centered at 2630 A. The third position

PI - G,P. NEWTON NASA HEADQUARTERS measured zenith emission intensity through the 6300-A filter.
This was the only upward-looklng measurement taken. The next

BRIEF DESCRIPTION mirror position also passed the radiation through a G3OO-A

This experiment was flown to obtain a description of the filters except here the incoming light was from below, The
distribution of the neutral atmospheric tensity ard temperature fifth mirror position enabled radiation from the nadir at 6225

in the upper thermosphere and exosphere as a function of A to be measured. Subsequent mirror positions permitted

spatial and temporal changes. In addltlont correlations measurement of nadir intensities at the following wavelengths:
between changes tn the atmospheric parameters and variations of 5892t 5577. and 3914 A. The field of view was 10 deg across in
solar and magnetic actlvlty were to be studied. A the downward direction and 7 dog across looking upward. An

Bayard-Atoert pressure gauge was used as the sensor. This hot assessment of the stability of the experlmentes response was
filament detector had a helical grld around an axial obtained by comparing measured moonlit earth radiance over

cylindrical collector. Elect rons emlttec from one of the three oceans on repeated passes. Absolute "responslvlty" was
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determined from the overhead transit of Saturn anc Jupiter. In BRIEF DESCRIPTION
addition to the main body photometerl there was a photometer The spectfto objectives of this experiment included (I} •

mounted in the OPEP that scanned the earthts Limb, It study of the ion composition as a function of magnetio
projected the liqht thrcugh a 6300-A filter. NSSCC has all the ooordinates (tatttudet kongttude_ ttmet and M¢Itwatnls L
useful data that exist from this Investigation. parameter} to investigate the means and degree of magnetic

control of the ion distrlbutiont (2) a comparison of
....... OGO qt SIMPSON ......................................... measurements obtained from the same experiment on both the POGO

anD EOGO spacecraftt with special attention given to ionic
INVESTIGATION NAME- LOW-ENERGY PROTON_ ALPHA PARTICLE diffusion along L shetLsl and (3) a study of the temgoralt

MEASUREMENT sotart and geomagnetic effects on the ion distribution and
transition Levels. A ¢eramtc Bennett radio-frequency ion mass

NSSBC ID- 67-073A-08 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM spectrometer tube with its associated etectrontos was used to
CODE EE-8_ SCIENCE measure thermal atmospheric ions having mass-to-charge ratio

values from 1 to 45t with a mass resolution of about 1 in 20 u.
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) Concentrations from IO to I.E& Ions/c© could be measured. The

PARTICLES AND FIELDS time between consecutive samples of each ion detectedt i.e,t
COSMIC RAYS the spectral sweep rater was 25.& st a ttme tnteevat

corresponding to a spatial resolution of from 175 to 200 km
PERSONNEL along orbit patht or to 1.5 dog in Latitude, The instrument

PI - J.A, SIMPSON U OF CHICAGO was mounted In the orbital plane experiment package,
OI - C,Y, FAN U OF ARIZONA

OI - E,C. STONE CALIF INST OF TECH ....... OGO 4t VAN ALLEN .......................................

BRIEF DESCRIPTION INVESTIGATION NAME- LOW-ENERGY PROTON AND ELECTRON

TWO solid-state particle telescopes were used to study DIFFERENTIAL ANALYZER (LEPEDEA}
Low-energy cosmlc-ray protons and alpha particles, One of

these was a three-element range telescope ("vertlcal" kSSCC ID- 67-073A-10 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

telescope) that was capable of identifying protons anP alpha CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE
particles (1.22 to 39.2 MeV/nucteon) and electrons (E>400 keV).
The other detector was a one-element telescope ("horizontal* INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINERS}
telescope) sensitive to protons and alpha particles in the PARTICLES AND FIELDS'
energy range E>720 keV/nucteon. The vertical telescope axis of
symmetry was parallel to the spacecraft Z axis which later PERSONNEL

became the spin axis. The horizontal telescope symmetry axis PI - J,A. VAN ALLEN U OF IOWA
was nearly parallel to the spacecraft Y awls (perpendicular to OI - L.A. FRANK U OF IOWA

the Z axis). Pulse-height information was sent back from the
vertical telescope allowing pulse-height analyses of protonst BRIEF DESCRIPTION
alpha parttclest and electrons (E>400 keY} using a 25G-channel The objectives of this experiment were to conduct a
pulse-height analyzer, Count rate information was sent back comprehensive Latitude and temporal study of the intensities
from both telescopes. The time resolution ranged from about and energy spectra of electrons and protons precipitating into
one measurement per 0.02 s to about one measurement per 0.3 s the earthls upper atmosphere and to provide information on the
depending on the counting mode and the telemetry bit rate, The spattatt angulart and temporal distribution of geomagnetloatty
spin period of the spacecraft on January 23t lgGgt was about 3 trapped proton and alpha particles. The instrumentation used
mtn. The experiment performed normally from Launch until the for the study of precipitating particles was a Low Energy
satellite was put in an operational off mode cn October 23t Proton and ELectron Differential Energy Analyzer (LEPEDEA) with
1969. Howevert the spinning of the spacecraft made it 16 energy bands in the range 5 to 5.E4 eV. A single
difficult to interpret data after mid-January 1969, thin-window Getger tube was provided for an integral

measurement of electron flux above 40 keV and of proton flux
....... OGO qt SMITH ........................................... above 500 keV, Two solid-state detectors were used for the

trapped particles study. One was an alpha particle experiment
INVESTIGATION NAME- TRIAXIAL SEARCH-COIL MAGNETOMETER with four energy bands In the range 1.05 MeV to 7,8 MeV. The

other was a proton experiment with four energy bands in the
NSSOC ID- 67-073A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM range 0.37 MeV to 9,9 MeV, The experlment package was mounted

COB[ EE-Bt SCIENCE on the short boom EP-4 and yielded data from launch until
October 19*gt at which time the spacecraft was graced in a

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) standby status. The datat hbwevert were of very limited value
PARTICLES AND FIELDS because of a severe temperature problem in the instrument

package.
PERSONNEL

Pl - E,U. SMITH NASA-JPL ....... OGO 4t WEBBER ..........................................
OI - R.E. HOLZER U OF CALIF_ LA

INVESTIGATIB& NAME- GALACTIC AND SOLAR COSMIC RAYS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION

The OGO 4 triaxlat search-coil magnetometer was designed NSSDC ID- 67-073A-09 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

to measure the alternating component of the magnetic field from CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE
a tOw-attltude polar orbit. Measurements were taken In the

freguency range from 0.01 HZ to 1000 HI. The signals were INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

divided into a hlgh-frequency channel and a Low-frequency SOLAR PHYSICS
channel which overlapped near the center of the five-decade PARTICLES AND FIELDS
freguercy band, The Low-frequency measurewents were from 2.3 COSMIC RAYS
to 5 or 10 HZ for the 4-kbs data_ 2.3 to 21 or 42 HZ for the
16-kbs datat and 75 to 83 or 166 Hz for the 64-kbs data. Stnce PERSONNEL
there was only one telemetry channel for these carat it was PI - W,R. WEBBER U OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
slowly commutated among the three search-colt sensors_ and
simultaneous trtaxtat waveform data were therefore not BRIEF DESCRIPTION

available, The hlgh-frequency information was obtained in five This cosmic-ray telescope experiment was designed to
narrow-band windows with center frequencies at ZOt 32t lOOt measure the differential energy spectra of protonst helium
320t and 800 HI, The Z axis of the 800-Hz data was eliminated nuctet_ and heavier nuclei up to Z=IO within the energy range
in favor of an instrument gain status word, The time reoutred 50 to 2000 MeV/nucteon and at a maximum sampling rate of once
for a trtaxtat 5-channel spectrum sweep was 36.9t 9,22t cr 2.31 per 288 ms. The telescope consisted of two detectorst a
s_ depending on the telemetry bit rate, Data were of good scintillator with its associated photomuttlptter (PM} tube and
quality for the operational Life of the spacecraftt including a scintillator and a Cerenkov element sandwich with both
the 2 months of special operation from January to March of elements optically coupled to the same PM tube, A 70-ns

1970. The data base from this investigation no Longer exists, coincidence ctrcu|t coupled the two detectors to form the
telescope. Pulses from each PM tube were pulse-height

....... OGO 4t TAYLOR_ JR, ..................................... analyzed. Sampled pulse hetghtst the coincidence count rater
and the ccurt rate of the first detector were telemetered. The

INVESTIGATION NAME- POSITIVE ION COMPOSITION resolution of the OGO 4 detector deteriorated at taunoht
probably due to partial separation of an opttcat interface tn

NSSOC IO- 67-073A-16 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAF one element of the tetesoope. This resulted in a reduced
CODE EE-8_ SCIENCE efficiency for detecting protons greater than about 200 MeVt

wlth the worst resolution near the Cerenkov threshold of 320

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINERS) HeY, Otherwiset the experiment functioned as planned until
IONOSPHERES October 23t 1969. NSSDC has all the useful data that exist
AERONOMY from this investigation.

PERSONNEL **************************** OGO ******************************
PI - H.A, TAYLOR_ JR, NASA-GSFC

OI - N*W. SPENCER NA_A-GSFC

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- OGO 6
ALTERNATE NAMES" PL'691Dt OGO-F

S 60t POGO 3
03986
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NSSDC IO" 69-051A PERSONNEL
PI - C,A, BARTH U OF COLORADO

LAUNCH DATE- 06/05/69 WEIGHT- 632,0 KG OI - J,B, PEARCE SCIENCE APPLt INC
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBt UNITED STATES OI - E.F, MACKEY PACKARD-BELL CORP

LAUNCH VEHICLE- THOR
BRIEF DESCRIPTION

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY The scientific objectives of this experiment were to
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA measure (1) the intensity of the hydrogen Lyman-atpha emission

at 1216 A and of the atomic oxygen emission at 1304 A in the

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS alrgtowt (2) the columnar densities of the neutral atomic

ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 06/05/69 hydrogen and oxygen species above the orbits and (3) the
ORBIT PERIOD- 99,7 MIN INCLINATION" 82. PEG spatial distribution (in Local time and Latitude) and the

PERIAPSIS- 413. KM ALT APOAPSIS- i077, KM ALT temporal changes (with solar and geophysical activity) of the
above densities and emission intensities, Three-axis earth

PERSONNEL stabilization of the main spacecraft body during normal
PM - W,E. SCULL(NLA) NASA-GSFC operation permitted the photometer to vlew the airglow In the

PS - N.W, SPENCER NASA-GSFC Local zenith, The field of vlew was 3 dee at hatf-maxlmum.
The photometer used two channels to cover the wavelength

BRIEF DESCRIPTION interval fro_ 1050 to 1800 A. Channel B data0 in the
OGO 6 was a Large obse_at Dry instrumented with 26 wavelength interval from 1250 to 1800 At were used to remove

experiments designed to study the various interrelationships the contribution of the non-Lymph-alpha radiation from the
between_ and Latitudinal Distributions oft high-altitude channel A datat which ranged from 1050 to 1800 A, Thust the
atmospheric parameters during a period of increased solar intensity of the airglow emissions at 1216 and 1304 A could be
activity. The matn body of the spacecraft was attitude inferred directly from the quantities channel A output minus
controlled by means of horizon scanners and gas Jets sc that channel Bt and channel B outputs respectively, The
its orientation was maintained constant wtth respect to the photomuttiptter tube anode current was detected wtth a
earth and the sum, The solar panels rotated on a horizontal do-coupled stabilized electrometer. Both channels had e dynamic

axts extending transversely through the main body of the range from 10 rayLetghs to 100 kttorayteighs. A commendable
spacecraft. The rotation of the panels was activated by sun shutter was included to allow measurements of background, Since
sensors so that the panels received maximum sunlight. Seven scattered sunlight affected the measurements when the sun was
experiments were mounted on the solar panels (the SOEP within 34 dee of the Z exist suitable shielding was provided,
package), An additional axts_ ortentec vertically across the The radiation belt above 1000 km (or in the anomaly above 600
front of the main body9 carried seven experiments (the OPEP km) caused spurious signals that were present in both channels,
package). NomlnatLy_ these sensors observed in a forward The telemetered data were approximately proportional to the
direction in the orbital plane of the satellite, The sensors Logarithm of the UV source intensity, Infttght calibration
could be rotated more than 90 dee relative to the nominal checks and automatic drift corrections were incorporated in the
observing position and more than 90 deg between the upper and experiment. Reduced data included experiment outputs of both
lower OPEP groups mounted on either end of this axis. On June photomutttpkter channels st 1-s intervals, NSSDC has all the
22t 1969t the spacecraft potential dropped significantly during useful data that exist from this investigation,
sunlight operation and remained so during subsequent sunlight
operation. This unexplained shift affected seven experiments ....... OGO 6t BEDO ............................................
which made measurements dependent upon knowledge of the
spacecraft plasma sheath. Curing October 1969t a string of INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR UV EMISSIONS
solar cells fattedt but the only effect of the decreased power
was to cause two experiments to change their mode of operation, NSSDC IO- 69-051A-09 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
ALso durtng October 1969t a combination of manual and automatic CODE EE-8/CO-OPt SCIENCE
attitude control was tnttfatect which extended the control gas
Lifetime of the attitude control system, In August 1970t tape INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
recorder (TR) no, 1 operation degradedt so all recorded data SOLAR PHYSICS
were subsequently taken wlth TR no, 2, By September 1970t IONOSPHERES

power and equipment degradation Left 14 experiments operating AERONOMY
normaLLyt 3 parttaLtyt and g off. From October 14t 1970t TR
no, 2 was used only on Wednesdays (world days) to conserve PERSONNEL
power and extend TR operation. In June 1971t the number of PI - D,E. BEDO USAF GEOPHYS LAB
"on" experiments decreased from 13 to 7t and on June 28t 1971t OI - H.E, HINTEREGGER USAF GEOPHYS LAB
the spacecraft was placed in e spin-stabilized mode about the
yaw (Z) axis and turned off due to difficulties wtth spacecraft BRIEF DESCRIPTION
power. OGO 6 was turned on again from October 10_ 1971t The purpose of this experiment was to measure solar
through March 1972t for operation of experiment 25 by The Radio radiation intensity tn the wavelength range from 160 to 1600 At
Research Laboratory_ Japan. For additional information see J. with a total passband from 7 to 20 A in width. Solar radiation
E. Jackson and J. I. Vettet OGO Program Summary_ NASA SP-7601_ entered the instrument through polarized apertures which served
Dee. 1975, to minimize the background signal noise due to charged

particles anc secondary electron emissions. Thts radiation
....... OGO 6t AGGSON .......................................... struck a vertical stack of six gratings at an angle of 86 deg

from the grating normal. The six gratings had different

INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTRIC FIELD MEASUREMENTS grating constants. The diffracted radiation was observed with
a photomutttptter detector, Normal operation consisted of

NSSDC ID- 69-051A-23 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM scanning the entire spectrum in 512 steps with an ascumutatlon
COCE EE'89 SCIENCE tt_e of 283.5 mslgrattng/step. In another mode_ 15 overlapping

short scans of about 65 steps each were available for more

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) continuous coverage of a shorter spectral range, The
PARTICLES AND FIELDS experiment worked wett_ but data were not taken after about

March It 19T0_ due to degradation of the channel electron

PERSONNEL multipliers, The data are no Longer of any value for current
PI - T.L. AGGSON NASA-GSFC or future research.
OI - N.C* MAYNARD NASA-GSFC

OI - J,P, HEPPNER NASA-GSFC ....... OGO 6t CAIN ............................................

BRIEF DESCRIPTION INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETIC SURVEYs RUBIDIUM VAPOR
Ambient dc electric fields were to be measured by MAGNETOMETER

determining the potential difference between two oppositely
dtrectedt 30-it antennas with a high-input fmpedarce voltmeter. NSSOC IO- _9-051A-21 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
The antennas were always parallel to the earthls surfaces being CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE
north-south in the dawn-dusk plane and east-west In the
midnight plane, Oc electric fields and 4 Hz to 4 kHz aC fields INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
were measured, On dune 22t 1969 (12 cays after taunch)t the PARTICLES AND FIELDS

floattng potential required by this experiment was lost due to
a spacecraft eLectricaL failure. After this ttme_ the only PERSONNEL
good electric field data obtained during the spacecraftts PI - J.C, CAIN US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
operational Ltfe were taken during eclipse times which was OI - R,A. LANGEL NASA-GSFC
estimated to be IOX of the total time,

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

....... OGO 6t BARTH ........................................... The 000 6 rubidium vapor magnetometer was an optically
pu{pedt self-oscillating dual-cell instrument used to measure

INVESTIGATION NAME- UV PHOTOMETER the scalar magnetic field in polar orbit. The instrument was
sampled every 0,288 st and operated almost continuously from

NSSDC IO- 69-051A-13 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM Launch until June 28t 1971. The precision of the measurements
CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE was plus or minus 0,6 nT (gamma) with an absolute accuracy of

approximately 2 nT. The accuracy of the measurements was
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) Limited by spacecraft fields.

AERONOMY

IONOSPHERES
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....... OGO Ge CLARK ...........................................
....... OGO 61 HANSON ..........................................

INVESTIGATION NAME- LYMAN-ALPHA PHOTOMETER INVESTIGATION NAME- PLANAR ION AND ELECTRON TRAP

NSSDC ID- 69-051A-12 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM _SSDC IO- 69-051A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

CODE EE-B/CO-OPt SCIENCE CODE EE-8_ SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

ASTRONOMY IONOSPHERES

PERSONNEL AERO_OMY

PI - M.A. CLARK AEROSPACE CORP PERSONNEL

OI - D.D. CLLIOTT SRI INTERNATIONAL PI - W.B, HANSON U OF TEXASt DALLAS

OI - P,H, MEIZGER AEROSPACE CORP OI - T.W. FLOWEROAY(NLA) U OF TEXA$t DALLAS

BRIEF DESCRIPTION BRIEF DESCRIPTION

This experiment was designed to observe from within the This experiment was used to determine the following
geocorcna weak external enhancements of celestlaI Lyman-a(pha characteristics of the ionosphereI the ion ¢oncentratlont the
sky. The instrumentation consisted of a sky-scannlng hydrogen ion €omposltlon_ the Ion temperaturet the fast electron flux

Lyman-alpha photometer with a 3-A bandwidth. The instrument with energy greater than 9.1 eVA and the horizontal

was equipped with (I) an Insertable SRF2 scattered light irregularities in the Ion ooncentratlon. The retarding
testing flltert (2) a hydrogen-filled type 304 stainless steel potential aralyzer consisted of a sensor head and an

cell resonance filter (which suppressed the strong Lyman-alpha electronics box. The sensor head contained an B-cm-cytlnder
alrglow) t (3) an oxygen bandwl _ h determining filtert (4) an with a concentric 2-cm aperture. Charged particles passed
EMR type 5_3-T photomultfptter with an NaDl cathodet (5) a through this aperture before striking a $ottd collector. The
rotating plane mirror optimized for reflection at 1216 At and path between the aperture and collector was segmented by four

(G) a platinum-toll secondary standard Infllght calibrator, grldst whose potentials were controlled by the electronics box,
The photometer was mounted external to the spacecraft above the The sensor head was flush*mounted with the front face of the

Z-axis Qoort allowing a clear view of both horizons, The orbital plane experimental package (OPEn). A groundedt
scanner plane was canted 20 deg from the spacecraft axis to gold-plated screen encircled the sensor head. Its purpose was

avoid direct observation of the sunt and therefore the to minimize electric fields parallel to the sensor face.

Instrument scanned most of the celestial sphere exclusive of a During normal operatlont the sensor face was perpendlcular to
cone of 20 deq half*angle around the solar and antlsolar the vehicle velocity vector. The electronics box contained the

points. Zenith observations were made once per scan and were following: a power supply with several fixed output voltagest
taken alternately with the resonance cell on and off. The an automatic range-changing linear electrometert a differential

automatic functions of the photometert which had a field of ampLtfier_ a linear voltage sweep ctrcuttt and several logic
view of 5 deg at hatf-maxlmumt were programmed to operate from and timing networks. There were two basic modes of operation
a clock pulse generated by the rotating scanner mirror. The --an ton-analysis mode and a duct mode. These modes were
calibration signal was generated for 4 of every 32 turns cf the alternately employed. During both modes_ the first two grids
scannert which turned once every 40 st and the SRF2 filter was were always grounded. The third grid (the retarding grid) was
inserted for 2 of every 16 turns. The photometer sensitivity Linearly swept from ,1g.5 to -1.B V during the ion-analysts
was about 1 rayletgh during early operations but decayed to mode. This yielded a profile of ion current as a function of
approximately I0 raytelghs after a few days. Count rate data voltage9 which was used in determining ion temperature and

were obtained during the period June G to iBt lg6gt and were of composition, During the duct mode_ when small horizontal

excellent Quality. gradients in ion concentration were examlned_ the retarding
grid was maintained at -1.B V. The fourth grid (the suppressor

....... OGO 69 EVANS ........................................... Eric) was always maintained at -9.1 V. This grid was used to

suppress photoemtsston from the collector. (ALL voltages given
INVESTIGATION NAME- AURORAL PARTICLE MEASUREMENT are with respect to vehicle ground.) A complete cycle time of

either 40 or 10 s could be selected for both modes by ground
NSSDC ID- Gg-O51A-15 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM command. In a lO-s cycle tlmet for examplet the first 5 s were

CODE EL-at SCIENCE used for the ton-analysts model and the second 5 s were used
for the duct mode. During real-time readout_ the lO-s cycle

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) period was automatically tnvokeds since higher data rates were

PARTICLES AND FIELDS employed. The spatial resolution was from 40 to 160 ml
IONOSPHERES depending on the cycle time selected. The experiment was first

AERONOMY turned on during orbit 20. Three weeks after launch (June 22_

1969)t a failure occurred in the solar paddle array. Thts gave
PERSONNEL the vehicle a negative potential of more than 20 V when the

Pl - D.S* EVANS NOAA-ERL paddles were exposed to sunlight. Under this conditlont

OI - D.E. STILWELL NASA-GSFC reliable ion temperaturet ion compositions and photoelectron

flux data could not be obtained except upon spacecraft entry
BRIEF DESCRIPTION into ecllpset when the vehicle potential recovered Quite

The purpose of this experiment was to measure the rapldty. Howevers ion concentration and duct mode were still

directional intensity and energy spectrum of auroral electrons valid durln_ sunlight. In October 1969_ a change occurred in
and protons in the range from 1 to 20 keY. The instrumentation the solar paddle array. This caused the vehicle potential to
consisted of a curved plate electrostatic analyzer with an open dlmlnish to the extent that ion temperature and dominant

window electron multiplier. The overall performance of the component ions could be determined even in sunIlght. During
experiment was good. Fowever_ the experiment tape recorder each eclipses the vehicle potentlaI returned to normals and

output modulation became erratic about August 151 IgGg. complete data were obtained during approximately 301 of each
Thereforet a real-time special purpose system had to be used. orbit. The performance of the instrument was excellent from
This limited the operation of the experiment to 3 of the G days turn-on, and the experiment yielded excellent data, It was

of the speclat purpose G-day cycle of operation. In June 1972w normally operated 1001 of the time. The experiment was turned

the instrument was turned off together with the spacecraft, off during June 1971. A good description of the experiment is
given in W. B. Hanson et al.l "Plasma measurements with the

....... OGO Gs FARLEY .......................................... retarding potential analyzer on OGO 6s" J. Geophys. Res,t v.
7at pp. 5483-55011 Oct. 1970. NSSDC has all the useful data

INVESTIGATION NAME- TRAPPED AND PRECIPITATING ELECTRONS UCLA that exist from this investigation.

NSSDC ID- 69-OBIA-1G INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAV ....... OGO 61 HANSON ..........................................
CODE EE-8t SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION NAME- ION MASS SPECTROMETER
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

PARTICLES AND FIELDS hSSDC ID- 69*051A-OG INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

PERSONNEL CODE EE-8t SCIENCE

PI - T.A, FARLEY(NLA) U OF CALIFt LA INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
OI - M,C. CHAPMAN TRW SYSTEMS GROUP IONOSPHERES

BRIEF DESCRIPTION AERONOMY

Six plastic scintillator detectors measured the PERSONNEL

unidirectional electron fluxes tn eight energy intervals PI - W.B. HANSON U OF TEXASt DALLAS

betweer 50 keV and 1.2 VeV. A seventh plastic scintillator OI - T.W. FLOWEROAY(NLA) U OF TEXASt DALLAS
measured omnidirectional electron fluxes in the same energy
intervals. Hours after launch one unidirectional detector BRIEF DESCRIPTION

experienced a Large gain Loss. Other detectcrs functioned An ion mass spectrometer was employed to measure the
normally from launch until June 28_ 1971s when the experiment composition of positive ions tn the mass range from I to 34
was turned off. Unfortunatetys these data are contaminated by atomtc mass units (u). The instrumentation consisted of a grid
protons whenever they are present, with an attracting potential Located near the entrance

apertures a gO-deg sector magnetic analyzer with constant
magnetic fietc strengtht an electron multiplier detectorl and a
Linear automatic-ranging electrometer. The different ion
species were sampled by applying a varying voltage to the
analyzer. The spectrometer could operate in a sweep mode and a

G_



step mode. In the sweep mode the voltage was swept _40-kHz signals from New Mextcot or from other emitters at
exponentially from -4000 V to -94 V. The time for each sweep those frequencies. The tape-recorded broadband detector
depended on the data telemetry rate (21.5 s at 64 kbs0 43 s at recorded signal intensity every 18.9 st toeD0 once for each 126
16 kbs_ and 86 s at 8 kbs). In the step mode the voltage could rarrowban_ observations at a given frequency, Digital tape
be stepped through a sequence of 11 values (corresponding to recorded data were observed almost continuously from Launch
mass peaks at lv 2_ 41 7_ Bt 149 16_ 181 281 30_ and 32 u) or until spacecraft turnoff on June 281 1971. Real-time data were
four values (corresponding to mass peaks at it 41 141 and 16 obtained from telemetry stations on all scheduled days (2 days
u). The duration of each step was 1,1 s. The experiment could out of 6 since this was one of three different experiments
operate in both a real-time and a tape recorder mode, There sharing the same special purpose telemetry system) over the
were no scientific data from this experiment because the same time period. A special operation of the Peal-time
instrument was irreparably damaged at turn-on by high vcLtage broadband receivers was made by the Radio Research
arcing. Laboratortes_ Japant with observations near Stpte Stattont

Antarcttcat and Kashtmat dapan_ from October 1_ 19711 to March

....... OGO 61 HELLIWELL ....................................... 1972,

INVESTIGATION NAME- VLF NOISE AND PROPAGATION ....... OGC 61 LOCKWOOD ........................................

NSSOC ID- 6g-O51A-24 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM INVESTIGATION NAME- NEUTRON MONITOR
CODE EE-8t SCIENCE

NSSDC ID- 6g-O51A-IB INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) CODE EE-at SCIENCE
IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

PERSONNEL PARTICLES AND FIELDS
PI - R.A. HELLIWELL STANFORD U COSMIC RAYS

OI - L.H. RORDEN DEVLCO IkC
PERSONNEL

BRIEF DESCRIPTION Pl - J.A. LOCKWOOD U OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

Three magnetic antennas and one electric antenna were OI - E.L. CHUPP U OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

used to study the properties of waves in the ionosphere over
the frequency range 20 HI to 30 kHz, The experiment provided BRIEF DESCRIPTION
information such as the potartzatfon_ wave-norwat dfrecttont A boom-mountedt moderated helium 3 proportional counter

and E/H ratio of signals in the frequency range of interest, was used to measure the total neutron flux in the energy
Atso_ it _easured the antenna impedance and current both with interval fro_ 1 keV to 10 MeV, Four sets of charged particle
and without bias and the phase and amplitude of VLF transmitter counterst placed on two pairs of Opposing sides of the
signals. On duty 259 19691 the antenna extension was completed, proportional eountert served as a charged parttcte re_ectton
On August 221 1969_ failure of a mode iogtc component Limited system for the neutron measurements. These detectors also
observations to only the electric field spectrum, provided omnidirectional charged particle count rates (protons
SubsequentLyt the special purpose data was Limited to the above 13 MeV and electrons above 1,5 MeV) and count rates fop
narrow-band mode (0 to 30 kHz) and the spectrum mode (30 to 100 particles that gave coincident counts in detectors on opposing
kHz), sides of the proportional counter (protons above 50 MeV and

electrons above 13 MeV). A plastic scintillator was operated

....... OGO 61KREPLIN ......................................... in coincidence with the proportional counter to measure 1- to
10-PeV neutrons in four energy intervals, The detector system

INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR X-RAY EMISSIONS performed normally until December 241 19691 when the power
supply failed, No useful data were obtained after that date,

NSSDC IO- 69-051A-08 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM For a more detailed description of the experiment see d. A.
CODE EE-at SCIENCE Lockwood et at,_ "Cosmic ray neutron monitor for OGO-Ft" IEEE

Transactions on Geosctence Etectrontcst v. GE-T0 pp. BB-931
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) April 1969, NSSDC has all the useful data that exist from this

SOLAR PHYSICS investigation,

PERSONNEL ....... OGO 61 MASLEY ..........................................
PI - R.W. KREPLIN US NAVAL RESEARCh LAB
OI - T.A. CHUBB(RETIRED) US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB INVESTIGATION NAME- LOW'ENERGY COSMIC-RAY MEASUREMENT

OI - H. FRIEDMAN(RETIRED) US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB

OI - C.S. BOWYER U OF CALIFt BERKELEY NSSDC ID- 69-051A-19 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-81 SCIENCE

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

This experiment used a scintillating crystal INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

photomuttlptler detector and a proportional counter to observe PARTICLES AND FIELDS

solar X rays between 0.15 and 6.2 A (E3 to 2 keV). Each COSMIC RAYS
detector was coupled to an eight-channel pulse-height analyzer.
ALthough the detectors worked wellt the data were virtually PERSONNEL
useless due to contamination from trapped particles. The PI - A.d. MASLEY TRW SYSTEMS GROUP

experiment was turned off when the spacecraft was turned off. OI - P.R. SATTERBLOM MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS CORP

....... OGO 6, LAASPERE ........................................ BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to study solar cosmic

INVESTIGATION NAME- WHISTLER AND LOW-FRE¢UENCY ELECTRIC radiation and geomagnetlcatty trapped and precipitating
FIELD STUDY radiation, The instrumentation consisted of two solid-state

detector disks mounted €oaxtatty to form a telescope that

NSSDC IO- 69-051A-25 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM Looked away from the earth with a 2B-deE conical half-angle.
CODE EE-B_ SCIENCE Protons in 14 contiguous energy intervals between 5 and 78 MeV

and alpha particles in 12 intervals between 17 and 125 MeV were
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) counted, The sum of counts of protons above 78 MeV and

IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS electrons above 250 keV was also obtained. A complete set of
measurements was obtained in five main frames (0,864 s at an

PERSONNEL 8-kbs telemetry rate), This experiment functioned normally
PI - T. LAASPERE DARTMOUTH COLLEGE from Launch until August 29_ 19701 at which time a spacecraft
OI - M.G. MORGAN DARTMOUTh COLLEGE failure prevented the transmisSiOn of any further experiment

data.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

Two 60-it electric dipole antennas were used to study the ....... OGO 61 NAGY ............................................

propagation and characteristics of whistler-mode waves in the
ionosphere over an extended range of frequencies. Four 15-kHz INVESTIGATION NAME- LANGMUIR PROBES
broad bands (0.02 to 15 kHzt 15 to 30 kHzw 92.5 to 107.5 kHz0
and 280 to 295 kHz) could be received in real timer two Oo2-kHz NSSDC ID- 69-051A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
narrow bands (at 200 and 540 kHz) could be tape recordedt and a CODE EE-8t SCIENCE
0,02-to 1000-kHz broadband signal could be recorded. The
tape-recorded data consisted of digital values of signal INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
intensities. The real-time data were normally cycled through IONOSPHERES
each of the four bangs at a given galnt recycked at a second AERONOMY
overlapping gatnt and finally cycled at a third overtapolng
gain. This whole 12-cycle step was then repeated. Each of the PERSONNEL
steps in the cycle required 18.4 so which means all bands were PI - A.F. NAGY U OF MICHIGAN
observed in 1.26 mini and all bands at aLt gains were observed OI - L.h. BRACE NASA-GSFC
in 3.7 mln. The automatic oyctlng could be interrupted for

manual control. These real-time data were transmitted on
special purpose telemetry toy and observed heart eight
Locations: Ouitot Rosman or OGO €ontrol center_ Fatrbankst
Madagascar1 Wtnkftetd_ Johannesburg_ Orrorat or Actont and
Santiago. Every 0.144 st the narrow-band receivers recorded
signal intensities of 200-kHz signals from BBC Engtand_ and of
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION ....... OGO G_ SHARP ..............................

The purpose of this experiment was to observe the

worldwide distribution of electron densities and temperatures. INVESTIGATION NAME- MICROPHONE ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY GAUGE

It consisted of two probes mounted on the OPEP 2t at right

angles to each other_ wlth one probe aligned in the direction NSSDC IO- Gg-O51A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
of the soacecraft velocity vector and the other parallel to the CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE

OPEP rotational axis. Each probe consisted of a collector 22.9

cm Long and 5.6 cm in diameter extending outward from a INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
concentric guard 22.g cm Long and 16.5 mm in diameter. Both AERONOMY

components were stainless steel and were insulated fro_ each

other wlth teflon. The electronics package in the main PERSONNEL

spacecraft body provided sawtooth voltage sweeps to the probes PI - G.W. $HARP(NLA) NASA HEADQUARTERS
detected the ensuing current flow between ground and collectors 01 - T.J. CROWTHER(NLA) LOCKHEED PALO ALTO

provided a calibration sequence every 10 mln_ and provided
control system circuitry necessary for varying the mode of BRIEF DESCRIPTION

operation and for processing the exoerlment-generated The microphone atmospheric neutral density gauge
information for telemetry. The probes could be operated in two experiment measured the spatial and temporal variations of

modes (systems). One mode allowed sweeps -2.5 to +3.5 V about density in the altitude range from 250 to 700 km. The
the bias vottage_ which produced zero current {absolute Limits instrumentation consisted of a thin metal ribbon suspended In a

were -q.5 to .13.5 V). The second mode allowed -3.5 to -2.5 V _agnettc field Looking along the spacecraftts velocity vector
sweeps about a setectabte (0, 20 _t 6, 8, or 10 V) bias voltage and exposeP to the moving air stream. The air entering the
and alternately observed voltage-current curves from each of apparatus was mechanically chopped so that the ribbon was
the two probes. In either mode, the normal cycle time (from forced to oscillate in the magnetic field) the amplitude of the
begtPnlng of one voltage sweep to beginning of the next vcttage oscillations being proportional to the applied pressure. The
sweep) was g.2 s. In the first mode_ there was a fast sweep electrical voltage generated by the motion of the ribbon
option In which one cycle required only 2.3 s. Also in the through the magnetic field was amplified and rectified to

first mode for either cycle times operation coutC be scheduled provide a oc signal for telemetry. From the pressure values
for either prooe or alternate probe Pate. wtth spacecraft ant from a knowledge of the velocity of the air stream
motion aporoxtmatety B km per st data resolution for the normal (effective spacecraft veLocity) t atmospheric density could be
sweep was no better than one observation per 80 km, and in the deduced. Once every 2 mtn, the air flow was stopped for 20 s
fast _oce 20 km. This experiment operated nominally until the to establish a zero reference value for tnflfght Calibration.
daytime spacecraft potential shift occurred on June 22_ lgGgo For more details of experiment operation, see G. W. Sharp et
After this time, daylight data were not useful. After aL., *Atmospheric density measurements with a satellite-borne
Seotember IgGgt an attempt was made to make some cf the daytime mlerophone gage_" J. Geophys. Res.t v. GTt n. 4, pp. 1375-1382t

observatlons usable. Withlr these llmltatlons_ some useful April 1962. The experiment was a successt ano good data were
electron temperatures and density data were taken from the obtained from Launch until the second week in February 1970)

telemetered measurements. NSSDC has all the useful data that when there occurred an unexpected phase shift in the sensor
exist from this investigation, output. The experiment operated in this manner until the

spacecraft was deactivated on June 28) 1971.
....... OGO 61 RLBER

....... OGO B9 SMITH ...........................................

INVESTISATIDN NAME- NEUTRAL ATKOSFHERE COMPOSITION

INVESTIGATION NAME- TRIAXIAL SEARCH-COIL MAGNETOMETER
NSSDC ID- 6g-osIA-O_ INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

CODE gE-B_ SCIENCE KSSDC ID- 6g-O51A-22 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

• CODE EE-8, SCIENCE
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

AERONOMY INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

PARTICLES AND FIELDS
PERSONNEL

Pl - C.A. REFER NASA-GSFC PERSONNEL
OI - D.No HARPOLD NASA-GSFC PI - E.J. SMITH NASA-JPL

OI - G.R. CARIGNAN U CF MICHIGAN OI - R.E. HOLZER U OF CALIF_ LA
Ol - D.R. TAEUSCH U OF MICHIGAN

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

BRIEF DESCRIPTION The UCLA-JPL search coll magnetometer sampled ambient

The primary objective of this experiment was to studyt by field fluctuations from 0.01 to 1000 HZ in two modes. The
obtaining appropriate direct in sttu comoosttion measurements, triaxtal search coils mounted at the end of a 6,1-m boom
the variation of the concentrations of the major constituents provided triaxtat waveform data in three bands) from 0.03 to
(nltrogent oxygenl helium, and hydrogen) of the earthls neutral 0.1 HZt 0.1 to 0o3 HZ, and 0.3 HZ to cutoffs which depended on
upper atmosphere during changing solar and magnetic activity as sampling rate and gain mode in the following way: for bit
a function of time and Location. The spectrometer system rates of B) 16 or G_ kbs) the cutoff was 4) 8) or 32 HI for
consisted of a quadrupole analyzers in which mass separation dual gain mode; and 8_ 1G_ and 64 HZ for single gatn model
occurred within a direct current and a raPiD frequency electric respectively. Signals from the trfaxiaL search Coils were also
flake, an enclosed dual-filament electron bombardment ion sampled by seven comb fitters with center frequencies of lot
sourcet an electron muttloller_ supportlng electronics for 22t 47_ 100) 21G0 550 and 1000 HZ. The tlme required for a

operating the analyzer and source_ and a break-off device for complete trtaxtat spectrum analysis (21 data values) was 1.01)
exposing the evacuated mass spectrometer to the atmosphere 0._04 or 0.126 St depending on the sateLLite bit rate.
after the spacecraft achieved orbit. Oriented continually into Interference occurred between the seven-channel spectrum
the orbit plane_ the spectrofeter's entrance aperture normally analyzer and the broadband channels, seriously degrading the

faced into the direction of motion. Entering gas particles broadband signals throughout the operational Life of the
interacted wtth the surfaces of an antechamber before being experlment. The experiment operated adequately throughout the
ionized by a 90-V electron beam_ after passing through electric mission.
fields_ the selected ions struck the first dynode of a
multiplier. The resultin G multiplier output pulses were ....... OGO £_ STONE ...........................................
counted_ and the measured count was proportional to the number

density of the selected mass In the antechamber. Thls INVESTIGATION NAME- COSMIC-RAY STUDY
versatile experiment was designed to operate in any one of

three modes_ depending on the command given. In mode C the NSSCC IO- 6g-OSEA-20 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
spectrometer was tuned to a particular neutral species mass and CODE EE-8, SCIENCE

measured its concentration only. In the other two modes) both

pretuned stepping and mass sweeping approaches were used. The INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
experiment was automatically placed in mode A each time it was SOLAR PHYSICS
turned on) and the bulk of the transmitted data was obtained In COSMIC RAYS

mode A= Meter the analyzer was fixed tuned sequentially to the

masses of principal interest, 2_ 4, iG, 28, and 32. There were PERSONNEL

28 stepping sequences) each tasting 9.2 s. In addltlon_ there PI - E.C. STONE CALIF INST OF TECH
were two sweeping sequences_ each of 55.2-s duration, so that a OI - R.E. VOGT CALIF INST OF TECH

complete measurement cycle Lasted 3G8 s. In the sweeping mode)
the analyzer was tuned over the mass ranges 2 to 1.2_ 4 to 2.2_ BRIEF DESCRIPTION
16 to g) 28 to 15.5_ 32 to 1_ and 45 to 25.3 atomic mass This experiment was designed to measure the energy
units. A complete measurement cxcle in mode B also took 3G8 s spectra and chemical composition of cosmic-ray particles of
and consisted of six sweeping sequences and four stepping both solar and galactic origin over selected energy intervals
sequences. _ore details can be found in 0. R. Taeusch et at.) using three charged partlcLe telescopes. First a range
"Neutral composition variation above _00 km during a magnetic telescope was used) composed of seven solid-state detectors_ D1
storm_" J. Geophys. Res., v. TG_ n. 34_ pp. 8318-8325) 1971. through 07, and an anttcotnctdence shield detector_ DB) wtth
NSSDC has all the useful data that exist from this threshold energies for protons and alpha particles of 1.0) _o3)
investigation. 18._) _G.G) 156) 235_ 315, and 1 MaY/nucleon, respectively.

The output of each of the eight detectors was monitored
separately tn addition to the coincidence modes DlnotD8)
D12notD8_ and D2notD8 (this mode could be changed back and
forth on command to D23notD8). The telescope geometric factor
varied as a function of particle range from 1.5 to 0.19 cm Sq
sr. Second_ a Cerenkov telescooe_ composed of two thln
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solid-state dotectorst Ol I and D21t a Cerenkov detector_ D3t_ PERSONNEL
and an mnttcotnctdence cupl Cqt_ triggered only on particles PI - O,J, WILLIAMS APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
wlth Z from t through 12 with energies no Less than *00 OI - J.H, TRAIkOR NASA-GSFC

MeV/nucleon, Howevert in addition to this coincidence
(DltD2tO3tnotDAt)t the individual detector rates Dill D21_ D3t_ BRIEF DESCRIPTION

and DA_ were also monttoreo for use tn deleting accidental The prtxary objective of this experiment was to study the
coincidences from the DltD21D3tnotD¢ I mode, The telescope temporal anc spatial behavior of medium- to high-energy
geometric factor was 2,8 ©m su sr. Third_ a flare telescope electrons at tow altitudes in the outer radiation zone, This
composed of two solid-state detectors_ D5 t and D60t with experiment used surface barriers solid-state directional
respective threshold energies for protons and alpha particles detectors to count electrons in the integral energy ranges
of 3,3 and 8,5 MeV/nucleon was used, The output from each above 30 keVt 100 keVt 300 keVt and 1 MeV, Two detectors
detector was monitored as well as the coincidence mode D5 _ and Looked away from the earths four detectors were aimed parallel
DG0o The telescope geometric factor was 0,02 ¢m sQ sr, Three to the earth_ and one faced the earth, The detectors
2SO-channel pulse-height analyzers were used to analyze the functioned normally until a spacecraft malfunction on August
output of Dlt D2_ D3 of the range telescope or Dltt D2't D3 t of 291 1970w prevented the telemetering of any further data,
the Cerenkov telescopes or _Btt D6 I (for DB_ D60 events only) _SSDC has all the useful data that exist from this
of the flare telescope once per countin G rate accumulation Investigation,
period, In generals the accumulation period ranged from 0,02
to 3,4 S depending on the spacecraft telemetry bit rate, There **************************** OVI- *****************************
existed a priority as to which telescope output would be

analyzed for a given accumulation interval, Aside from the 06
range telescope detector being noisy for the first 2 months SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- OV1- 2
after Launcht the experiment performed normally throughout the ALTERNATE NAMES- SATARt 01613
mission, The data tlme coverage was near 100% until August ORBITING VEHICLE i-2

19701 after which the coverage dropped due to the malfunction
of the spacecraft tape recorder, For further detatLs_ see W, NSSDC ID- 65-07BA
E. Atthouse et at,_ "A solar and galactic cosmic ray
experlmentg" IEEE Trans. kuct. Scl.t v, iB_ pp. 229-2371 Feb, LAUNCH DATE- 10/05/65 WEIGHT- 88, KG
1967. NSSDC has all the useful data that exist from this LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBt UNITED STATES

investigation, LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS

....... OGO 61TAYLOR_ JR. ..................................... SPONSORING COLNTRY/AGENCY

UNITED STATES DOD-USAF
INVESTIGATION NAME- ION MASS SPECTROMETER

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS

NSSDO ID- 69-051A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 10/06/65

CODE El-St SCIENCE ORBIT PERIOD- 125,58 MIN INCLINATION- 1A4.30 DEC
P_RIAPSIS- €03. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 3_62, KM ALT

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

IONOSPHERES PERSONNEL
AERONOMY PM - UNKNOWN

PS - UNKNOWN

PERSONNEL

PI - H.A, TAYLORt JR. NASA-GSFC BRIEF DESCRIPTION
01 - R,A, PICKETT(NLA) NASA-GSFC This spacecraft carried instrumentation for the study of
OI - P,R, ALLUM U OF TEXAS_ DALLAS energetic particle fluxes and spectra and the resulting dose

rates. A major objective of the exoertment package was to
BRIEF DESCRIPTION obtain data with which to check approximations made in

This experiment was cesf_ned to obtatn data that would theoretical €ose calculations, The spacecraft had • slowly
describe the global distribution of the ton compcsttlon cf the varying tumble period of tens of seconds, Spacecraft
upper ionospheres wtth emphasis on the temporal and spatial performance initially was.normal, Howevert the onboa_d Clock
variations, Specific flight objectives included the following= and the tape recorder failed on December it 19659 and on
11) to continue the detailed study of Ion co_oostttcn as a January 139 19661 respectively, Limited real-time operations
function of magnetic coordinates (latttu_ew Longitudes time and were carried out until total spacecraft failure in April 1967,
Mcltwatn L parameter)t to investigate the means and degree of
magnetic control of ion dfstrtbutlont (2) to study the ....... OV1- 21 PARLEY .........................................
earth-sun relationship effects on the concentrations of the ion
species in both the chemical and diffusive eaulllbrlum INVESTIGATION NAME- EL_CTRBN AND PROTON DETECTORS

regions--for examole_ the pronounced variation in the atomic
oxygen atomic hydrogen ions transition tevel_ ant (3) to study NSSOC IO- 65-OT8A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
the magnetic polar transition regions with special emphasis on SPACE TEST PROGRAM
the inner and outer ionosphere coupling and the low-attitude
sharp transition in ion composition and density. The detectors INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
a Bennett radio frequency ion mass spectrometerp conststec of a PARTICLES AND FIELDS
tube with a series of plane-parallel knitted grids mounted
normal to the tube axiS, Both ac and dc fields accelerated the PERSONNEL
tons down the length of the tube toward a collector, Only PI - T,A, FARLEY(NLA) U OF CALIF9 LA
those ions satisfying the velocity and phase conditions
established by the fields received sufficient erergy from the BRIEF DESCRIPIION
fields to pass a retarding potential grid and impinge on the Olrectlonat fluxes of electrons were measured by a Csl

collector, Ambient thermal positive ions in the mass range scintillator attached to an RCA _439 photomulttptler tube, A
from % to q5 atomic mass units (u) were measured with a plastic anttcotncfdence scintillator surrounded this detector,
resolution of approximately 1 in 20 u, The instrument's The anode output yielded count rates of e{ectrons >560 keY,
sensitivity ranged from approximately 1,E6 tons/co to Eight-channel pulse-height analysis was applied to the last
approximately _D tons/co, Measurements of a given ton were dynode pulse for each appropriate Incident particle, A loss in
repeated once every _6=8 st for an average spatial resolution dynode OUtpUt gain shifted the measurable electron energies
of about 2 dee in latitude, The sensor was mounted on the upward so that only the lowest five channels yielded useful
orbit plane experiment package (OPEP) and was positioned to information, The electron energy range 1,2 to Q,7 MeV was
point tnto the direction of motion whenever possible, Periodic covered by these ftve channels, All Local Pitch angles were
(tnfltght) calibrations were performec, In additions the sampled during each spacecraft spin period. Except for the
selection Of the mass scan rate and instrument sensitivity Loss in dynode gatnt the detector worked welt from launch until
could be changed by ground command, The OGO 6 experiment December It lB651 when the onboard clock failed, Two plastic
operated essentially continuously from launch until Septemben scintillators measured the directional fluxes of orotons with
It 19701 when the spacecraftts operation became intermittent as all Local pitch angles and in the energy intervals 10 to 23 MeV
a result of spacecraft malfunction, ALl spacecraft operations and 22 to 50 MeV, The proton detectors also functioned
were terminated on June 281 1971, At that time the experiment normally until the onboard clock failed, The experiment
was still opeeattonal, NSSDC has all the useful data that package also contained a four-channel proton spectrum analyzer
exist from thts investigation, that produced no useful information. A complete data samp[ing

sequence redutred 2 s, Thls sequence included four readlngs
....... OGO 61 WILLIAMS ........................................ each of the fluxes of electrons >560 key end of protons between

10 and 23 MeV and between 22 and 50 MeV and One reading of each
INVESTIGATION NAME- TRAPPED AND PRECIPITATING ELECTRONS electron and proton pulse-height analysis channel,

GSPC
....... OVl- 21 FORTNEY ........................................

NSSOC IO- 69-051A-17 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRA_
CODE EE-8_ SCIENCE INVESTIGATION NAME- X-RAY CSI CRYSTAL DOSIMETER

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

PARTICLES AND FIELES
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NSSDC ID- 65-078A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM **********1"******1"******** 0VI-131.11.******1.*1111.11.***1.*
SPACE TEST PROGRAM

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- 0VI-13
PARTICLES AND FIELDS ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-GB2D_ 03173

PERSONNEL NSSDC ID- 68-026A
Pl - R. FORTNEY TRW SYSTEMS GROUP

LAUNCH DATE- OAl0616B WEIGHT- 107. KG
BRIEF DESCRIPTION LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBt UNITED STATES

The experiment consisted of six dosimeters that were used LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS
to obtain dose rate data in the trapoed-parttcte environment.
Three of the dosimeters were mounted on or within an aluminum SPONSORING COLNTRY/AGENCY
spheres depending on the amount of shletdlrg required. These UNITED STATES DOD-USAF
detectorst designated the surface proton_ middle protons and
center proton doslmeterst were tlthlum-drffted silicon INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS

detectors with a minimum aluminum shielding of 0 glsq cm_ A ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 04106168

g/sq ¢mt and 16 g/sq cmt respectively. They had a nominal ORBIT PERIOD- 199.7 MIN INCLINATION- 100.05 PEG

energy threshold of 0.5 MeV and an energy resolution of 61. PERIAPSIS- 588. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 9316. KM ALT
Satisfactory dose-rate data (red/h) were obtaired from these
detectors through 658 orbits (October 5 to December 1, 1955), PERSONNEL
even through the region of peak proton flux. The resporse of PM - UNKNOWN
the surface doslmetert however_ decreased with time. The PS - UNKNOWN
fourth dosimeter was an X-Pay detector co_posed of a

0.64-cm-dlameter Csl crystal (0.05 cm thick) that had a minimum BRIEF DESCRIPTION

aluminum shielding of 5 g/sq cm. It measured the dose rate The OVL-13 spacecraft (S/C) was placed into a polar orbit
(Pad/h) of hard X rays incident on the crystal and obtained to study energetic parttote phenomena along its orbit. The S/C
excellent data during the period October 5 to December It 1965. was spln-stabtLtzed, with a spin period of about 7.5 s and a
The dose rates and the terrestrial magnetic-field region spin axis direction normal to the orbit plane. The S/C
sampled correspond closely to those of the middle proton provided useful data from its Launch until November St 19£9.
dosimeter. The X-ray detector had a dynamic range of 0._ to 30
rad/h, was accurate to plus or minus 101, and haD a cQunttng ....... 0V1-13, KATE ...........................................
accuracy of better than 0.11. The fifth and sixth dosimeters

were the Air Force Weapons Laboratory tlssue-eQulvatent ion INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTRON SPECTROMETER
chambers with minimum amounts of equivalent aluminum shielding

of 0.19 and 1.2 g/sq cmv respectively. They also measured dose NSSDC IO- 68-026A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

rates during the period October 5 to December Iv 1965. More SPACE TEST PROGRAM
details on the (nstrumentso their cattbratton_ and the data

reduction can be found in W. H. Coop and M. C. Chapman, "A INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
space flight experiment to assess radiation shielding PARTICLES AND FIELDS
calcutatlons_" AMRL-TR-66-3_, 1966t and R. Fortneyt "General
results from the 0V1-2 satellite," Aerospace Medlclne9 pp. PERSONNEL

1476-1485_ December 1969. P( - L* KATZ(NLA) USAF GEOPHYS LAB

OI - P*L. ROTH_ELL USAF GEOPHYS LAB
**************************** ***-****************************** OI - J.G. KELLEY(NLA) USAF GEOPHYS LAB

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- 0V1-10 This experiment was designed to measure electrons in

ALTERNATE NAMES- 02611 eight energy windows between 0.1 and 1.0 MeV. A magnetic
analyzer focused particles onto eight separate solid-state

NSSDC ID- 66-1118 detectors according to particle energy. Upper Level
discrimination was used to e_e_t.-most "counts due to

LAUNCH DATE- 12/11/66 WEIGHT- 130. KG penetrating protons. The instrument took direction was normal

LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBt UNITED STATES to the spacecraft spln axis which was Itself%normal to the
LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS O orbit plane. The oountlng rate i_ a given sotld-state detector

was measured 24 times in one seconds and then the next detector

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY was sampled. Thus the full e xperlment cycle requlred 8 s0

UNITED STATES DOD-USAF i.e., approximately the same time as the spin period. The

instrument provided useful electron data in five energy
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS windows: 160t 210_ 503_ 685, end 930 keV for the period April

ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 12/12/66 6t 1968, to August 15t 1968.
ORBIT PERIOD- 98.87 MIN INCLINATION- 95._3 PEG

PERIAPSIS- 641. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 769. KM ALT ....... OVl-13t KATZo- .........................................

PERSONNEL INVESTIGATION NAME- HIGH ENERGY ELECTRON SCINTILLATOR
PM - UNKNOWN

PS - UNKNOWN NSSOC ID- 68-026A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

BRIEF DESCRIPTION SPACE TEST PROGRAM

The spacecraft was placed into a polar crblt to study INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
Lyman-atpha. airglow, auroral emissions, solar X rayst cosmic PARTICLES AND FIELDS
radtatton_ and magnetic and electric fields. The track of the
sateLLite followed a meridian of nearly constant local time PERSONNEL
(initially about 0100 h on the night sides with progression PI - L. KATZ(NLA) USAF GEOPHYS LAB
toward earlier tt_es at 1 h per month). A full nlghttme pass OI - P.L. ROTHWELL USAF GEOPHYS LAB
between the terminators was completed in 30 mln. The O( - d.Go KELLEY(NLA1 USAF GEOPHYS LAB
spacecraft was earth-orlented by gravity gradient booms.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

....... OVl-10t HEPPNER ........................................ This experiment was designed to measure the energy
spectrums intensity, and pitch angle distribution of 1.0- to

INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETIC AND ELECTRIC FIELDS IO-MeV electrons in the earth's magnetosphere. The instrument
consisted of two colttnear sensorst a thin (30G-micron)

NSSDC ID- 66-1118-0R INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM sotld-state detector and an anthracene sclntittator. The lO-cm

CODE EE-8/CO-OPt SCIENCE sensor separation yielded a 6.5-dmg conical Look angle.
Coincidence requirements and pulse height analysis were to have

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) ylet_ed information on 1- to 1D-MaY electrons in eight energy

PARTICLES AND FIELCS bins. Howevert proton contamination rendered the data very
difficult to use. For further details see F. R. Paottnt et

PERSONNEL at._ IEEE Trans. Nuc. Sci._ NS-15t pp. 200-2049 February 1968.
PI - J.P. HEPPNER NASA-GSFC

PI - ToL. AGGSON NASA-GSFC **************************** **********************************

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

lhe floating potential difference between the two 51-it SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- 0V1-15
booms, gravity-oriented along the Local verticals was recorded ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-6B2F, SPADES 1968-059A
by a high impedance voltmeter. Each antenna was insulated over 03318, ARSP 68-1
the inner 19 ft to move the active element away from spacecraft
interference fields. A short circuit between one boom ard the

spacecraft made the dc measurements usetesst but the ac
measurements provided useful data for about 10 months. Since
the configuration of the booms was not normal due to the shorts
and since the gravity gradient stabilization was weakt the
direction of the component measured was ambiguous.
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NSSDC ID- 68-059A SPONSORING COLNTRYIAGENCY
UNITED STATES DOD-USAF

LAUNCH DATE- 07111168 WEIGHT- 215, KG

LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBt UNITED STATES INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 03120169

ORBIT PERIOD- 153.44 MIN INCLINATION- 104,77 PEG

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY PERIAPSIS- 466. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 5764. KM ALT
UNITED STATES COD-USAF

PERSONNEL

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS PM - UNKNOWN

ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 07112168 PS - UNKNOWN
ORBIT PERIOD- i04.82 MIN INCLINATION- 89.88 OEG

PERIAPSIS- 154. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 1818. KM ALT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
0V1-19 was one of four research satellites injected into

PERSONNEL orbit simultaneously from a single Launch vehicle, The
PM - UNKNOWN spacecraft was an 81-cm-tong cytln_er measuring 69 cm in

PS - UNKNOWN dlametert ant was fitted with hemispheric multlfaced solar
panel domes on either end, The spln-stabilized spacecraft had

BRIEF DESCRIPTION two major objectives: (1) to make a detailed study of events

CVI-15t also referred to as SPADES (Solar Perturbation of causing and sustaining trapped radiation in the Van Allen

Atmospheric Density Experimental Sateltlte)t was designed to bettst and (2] to study the hazards to man of incoming and
study synoptically the ftuctuatlons of atmospheric densltyt trapped radiation, The spacecraft performed normally from

composltlont and temperature as a function of solar Launch until early 19701 when serious problems developed in its

magnetospherlc disturbances. The cylindrical spsc'ecrafts 69 cm telemetry system. The amount of useful data continually
in diameters was 1.4 m Long, Electrical po_r was supplied by declined durlrg this periods and the spacecraft was deactivated
solar cells mounted on mutttfaced domes on each end of the in March 1970.
spacecraft. OVI-15 was spin stabilized. The instrumentation
consisted of a microphone density gauge+ an ion gauge+ mass ....... OVl-19s FREOEN .........................................
spectrometerss energetic particle detectors+ solar X ray and UV
flux monitors+ an ionospheric monitors and a trlaxlat INVESTIGATION NAME- HI ENERGY RESOLU PROTON MEAS ISOTOPIC

acceLerometer, The spacecraft performed normally after Launch+ ANAL WITH A OE/DX TELESCOPE
and re-entered the earth's atmosphere on November Gt 1968t
after successfully completing the mission objectives. NSSDC IO- 69-025C-0_ INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

SPACE TEST PROGRAM

....... OVI"ISs CHAMPION .......................................
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

INVESTIGATION NA!E- TRIAXIAL ACCELEROMETER PARTICLES AND FIELDS

NSSDC ID" 68-089A'01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAF PERSONNEL
SPACE TEST PROGRAM PI - S.C. FREDEN NASA-GSFC

OI - G°A. PAULIKAS AEROSPACE CORP

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) OI - J°B. BLAKE AEROSPACE CORP
AEROKOMY

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

PERSONNEL Semfconcuctor detectors comprised a dEldx (energy loss)t

PI - K,S°W,CHAMPION USAF GEOPHYS LAB E (total energy) telescope which looked perpendicular to the
01 - F,A. MARCOS USAF GEOPHYS LAB spacecraft spin axis. Protons were measured in four energy

channels between 690 keV and 10,6 MeVs and in 120 energy

BRIEF DESCRIPTION channels between 3.8 MeV and 9.5 MeV. The detectors worked

The accekerometer experiment on 0VI-15 was designed to well from launch to the end of the spacecraft tlfe (March
obtain atmospheric densities between 100 and 200 km. The 1970).

accelerometer system consisted of three sensors mounted along

orthogonat axes. Each sensor measured the electrostatic force **************************** **3*3*****************************
required to restore a hollow cylindrical proof masst

electrostattcatly suspende_ anP etectrostattcatty
pulse-rebatanced_ constrained to move along a single axis under SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- 0V3-3
external acceleration. From these data+ atmospheric densities ALTERNATE NAMES- 02389

were calculated. The experiment was a success+ and good data
were obtained until vehicle re-entry on November 6t 1968. NSSOC ID- 66-OTOA

....... OVl-15t ELLIOTT ........................................ LAUNCH DATE- 08104/66 WEIGHT- 75. KG
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG A_Bt UNITED STATES

INVESTIGATION NAME- RAM ATMOSPHERE DENSITY GAUGE LAUNCH VEHICLE- SCOUT

NSSDC ID- &8-OSgA-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
SPACE TEST PROGRAM UNITED STATES DOD-USAF

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
AERONOMY ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 08/04/66

ORBIT PERIOD- 137, MIN INCLINATION- 81,4A PEG

PERSONNEL PERIAPSIS- 360. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 4492. KM ALT
PI - D.D. ELLIOTT SRI INTERNATIONAL

OI - B.K* CHING AEROSPACE CORP PERSONNEL

01 - V.L. CARTER(NLA) AEROSPACE CORP PM - UNKNOWN
PS - UNKNOWN

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

The ram atmospheric density experiment was designed to BRIEF DESCRIPTION

measure atmospheric density and its variations with location The 0V3-3 spacecraft (SIC) was placed into a polar orbit

and time in the 100- to 200-km altitude region, The density to measure trapped and precipitating particles and correlated
gauge consisted of a thin metallic ribbon suspended in a electromagnetic wave fields, The S/C was spin stabilized at B
magnetic field and exposed to the air stream, The air entering rpms and its systems performed well for 14 monthst until

the apparatus was mechanically ¢hoppedt and the modulated ram September 1967 when the onboard tape recorder failed. After
stream oscillated the ribbon with an amplitude proportional to that times Low-tatltudes real-tlme tracking continued into 1969

the ram pressure. Atmospheric density was then calculated from when the spacecraft was deactivated,
the observed ram pressure. The gauge output was sampled by

telemetry 10 times per second+ or at about every 6 dee of ....... 0V3-31 JACCHIA .........................................
satellite rotation. The experiment was a successs and good
data were obtained until satellite re-entry on November Ge INVESTIGATION NAME- SATELLITE DRAG ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY
1968.

NSSDC ID- 66-070A-09 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

**************************** OVI-19**************************** SPACE TEST PROGRAM

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- 0VI-19 AERONOMY
ALTERNATE NAMES- 03825

PERSONNEL

NSSDC ID- 69-025C PI - L.G. JACCHIA SAO
OI - J.R. SLOWEY SAO

LAUNCH DATE- 03118169 WEIGHT- 425. KG
LAUNCH SITE- VANOENBERG AFBt UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION per 1,068 mln taken in the following sequence: 1,71 3.91 7.351
Because of its symmetrical shade9 0V3-3 was selected by 14.5 kHzt overcountert T,351 3.9_ and *.T kHz, Each point was

the experimenters to determine upper atmospheric derstties as a separated by I s. In real ttme_ transmission occurred over a
function of attitudet tatitudet seasont and solar activity, few specific geographic Locations for periods from 5 to 15 mtn
The experiment was not planned prior to Launch. Density values each. The onboard tape recorder perlod|catty allowed sampling

near perigee were deduced from sequential observations cf the of the fields for a complete orbit, Curing playback of the
spacecraft position using optical (Baker-kunn camera network) tape dotal malfunctions In the system caused data from all but
and radio and/or radar tracking techntoues, This experiment 16 complete orbits to be degraded. On September 131 19641 a
resulted in the determination of reasonable density vatuest and drift in the voltage-controlled oscillator frequency fop the
has the potential of yielding long-term atmospheric density tape-recorded channel Limited subsequent tape data obtained to
values5 since 0V3-3 has an expected orbital lifetime of 300 sporadic and noisy recordings, For a more complete description
years, of the experiment see F, L. Scarf et at.9 "Survey of VLF

electric fields tn the magnetosphere with the polar orbiting
....... 0V3-35 VAMPOLA ......................................... soacecraftt 1964-qGAt" Radio S¢tencet v. It pp, 939-9565 August

1966.

INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETIC ELECTRON SPECTROMETER
**************************** RAOS******************************

NSSDC ID- 66-070A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SPACE IEST PROGRAM

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- RADSAT
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) ALTERNATE NAMES- SESP 72-11 06212

PARTICLES AND FIELDS $72-It STP 72-IB

PERSONNEL hSSDC ID- 72-076B
PI - A,L, VAMPOLA AEROSPACE CORP

OI - P,A.H,GRAM LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB LAUNCH DATE- 10/02/72 WEIGHT- 208. KG
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFB_ UNITED STATES

BRIEF DESCRIPTION LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS
A magnetic spectrometer was used to separate electrons5

incident from directions normal to the spacecraft spin axis5 SPONSORING COLNTRY/AGENCY
into nine energy intervals between 0.3 MeV and 2,31 MeV, Nine UNITED STATES POD-ARMY
tlthlum-drlfted solid state diodes were used to measure the UNITED STATES DOD-USAF

electrons in the individual energy wlndows, Nlne associated UNITED STATES DOD-NAVY

count rate meters were sampte_ once per secondt as were the
proton count rates. Data for entire orbits were stored in a INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS

tape recorder for telemetry. The experiment worked well from ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 10105172

launch to Septemoer 271 1967_ when the tape recorder failed. A ORBIT PERIOD- 99.6 MIN INCLINATION- 98,4 DEG

Limited amount of tow-latltude reat-tlme data was acquired PERIAPSIS- 731,0 KM ALT APOAPSIS- 749.0 KM ALT
after thts date. For further detatls5 see A. L. Vampota_ J,
Geophys, Res. 5 v, 745 n, 5_ p. 12541 1969. PERSONNEL

PM - UNKNOWN
**************************** P ******************************** PS - UNKNOWN

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- P 11-AS The objectives of this spacecraft were to measure
ALTERNATE NAMES- 00851 background gamma radiation over the whole earth in the 100 to

300-kV range and in the >700-kV range. FLuxes and spectra of
NSSDC ID- 64-045B tow-altltude charged particles were to be measured as a

function of time and magnetospherlc position, The effects of
LAUNCH DATE- 08114164 WEIGHT- 79. KG the space environment on various thermal control coatings were
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFB5 UNITED STATES to be deterelned. Measurements of UV radfatlon_ and H and He

LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS atoms and tons were taken. Observation was made of extreme and
far UV originating tn interaction of solar wind with

SPOkSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY interplanetary medium or from galactic sources, The

UNITED STATES DOD-USAF cytlndricat spacecraftt which was 2,13 m tong and 1.37 m in
diameter carried a gamma-ray spectrometert a low-attltude

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS particle measuring sensorl and an extreme UV radiation
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCh DATE- 08118/64 experiment. The antenna booms extended 2.74 m from each endl
ORBIT PERIOD- 127.40 MIN INCLINATION- 95,67 PEG coincident with the spin axis,
PERIAPSIS- 275. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 3748. KM ALT

....... RADSATt K ATZ ...........................................

PERSONNEL

PM - UNKNOWN INVESTIGATIO_ NAME- SOLAR PROTONI DEUTERONt TRITON
PS - UNKNOWN SOLID-STATE TELESCOPE

BRIEF DESCRIPTION NSSDC ID- 72-076B-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

P 11-AS was a polar-orbltlng Air Force scientific SPACE TEST PROGRAM
satellite that carried stx experiments. Instrumentation on
board included spectrometers and Geiger tubes to measure INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

electrons and protons tn various energy ranges (both PARTICLES AND FIELDS
dlrecttonat and omnidirectional ewpertments)t a Faraday cupt a SOLAR PHYSICS
VLF expertment_ and a magnetometer. The spacecraft sptn axis
was approximately aligned with the earthts spin axis. PERSONNEL
Telemetry consisted of two tape-recorded and two real-time data PI - L. KATZiNLA) USAF GEOPHYS LAB
channels. Each of two commutators had one real-time amd one OI - P,L. ROTHWELL USAF GEOPH¥S LAB
tape-recorded channel. Two weeks after Launch one of the OI - R,C, FILZ USAF GEOPHYS LAB
commutators temporarily stopped ano thereafter operated

intermittently, Four weeks later_ the tape-recorced channel on _RIEF DESCRIPTION
the other commutator failed. On September It 19651 the tape This experiment was specifically designed to measure
recorder fattedt and very tittle scientific data were obtained protons from 5 to 70 MeV5 deuterons from 3.1 to 30,6
after that date. MeV/nucteon5 and tritons from 2,4 to 23,0 MeV/nucteon during

solar events. The detector assembly consisted of four
....... P 11-ASt SCARF ......................................... solid-state detectors wtth a plastic-scintillator

anttcotncfdence shield. The two frontmost detectors were 101
INVESTIGATION NAME- VLF ELECTRIC FIELD DETECTOR and 109 microns thick; they were oriented perpendicular to the

spacecraft spin axis and they provided a field of view of 6 dog
NSSDC ID" 64-045B-06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM half-angle for the telescope, The remaining sensors0 which

SPACE TEST PROGRAM acted as onet were 5-mm-thtck lithium-drifted sttfcon

detectors. The detector outputs were electronically combined
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) to form a total-energy slgnat and a particle-identification

PARTICLES AND FIELDS slgnat5 the latter being almost energy-lndependent for a given
IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS isotope, The detector functioned welt for its first year of

tlfe0 then Less welt for the next 6 months. The experiment was
PERSONNEL turned off ADrll 25 1974. Further detatts are found tm P.L.

PI - F.L. SCARF TRW SYSTEMS GROUP Rothwett et al._ "UDDer Limits to flare-produced deuterium and

trtttumG" Phys. ReD. Lett.t v. 315 n. G_ PO- 407-4101 August
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 1973.

The instrumentation for thts experiment consisted of a
45,7-cm whip antenna aligned wlth the spacecraft spin axis and
connected to four bandpass channels each wtth a bandwidth of
15% of the center frequency, The experiment5 destgred to
measure ambient electric ftetdst had a noise threshold mf 400
mtcrovolts per meter. A 1 V/m overcounter to indicate strong
emissions was included. The experiment had eight data points
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**************************** RELAY **************************** NSSDC ID- 62-068A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8t SCIENCE

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- RELAY 1 INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

ALTERNATE NAMES- 1962 BETA UPSILON It A 15 PARTICLES AND FIELDS
00503t RELAY A MAGNETOSRHERIC PHYSICS

NSSDC IO- 62-068A PERSONNEL
Pl - C,E, MCILWAIN U OF CALIFt SAN DIEGO

LAUNCH DATE- 12/Z3/62 WEIGHT- 170, KG OI - R.W, FILLIUS U OF CALIFt SAN DIEGO
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERALt UNITED STATES

LAUNCH VEHICLE" DELTA BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Instrumentation for this experiment consisted of an

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY ensemble of particle detectors, An omnidirectional plastic

UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA sctnttltatort detector As measured the sum of counts due to
protons above 34 HeV and electrons above 3,7 MeV, Using

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS magnetometer gatlngt the remaining detectors (Bt Ct D) and

ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 12/14/62 associated electronic discrimination circuitry measured fluxes
ORBIT PERIOD" 18B, MIN INCLIkATIOK- 47,5 PEG of approximately locally mlrrorln_ particles, A solld-state

PERIAPSIS-. 1322, KM ALT APDAPSIS- 7439, KM ALT surface barrier Cetector (B) measured protons in the nested
intervals 1.1 to 14 MeVt 1,6 to 7.1 MeV_ and 2.25 to _,7 MeV.

PERSONNEL A two-element_ solid-state telescope (C) measured protons tn
PM - W,S, SUNDERLIN(RETIREC) NASA-GSFC the energy intervals 18,2 to 25 MeVt 25 to 35 MeVt and _B to 63

PS - R,Co WAODEL(RETIRED) NASA-GSFC MeV, A plastic scintillator tO) measured in four
discrimination states the sums of protons wtth energies above

BRIEF CESCRIPTION 5,2 MeV amO electrons wlth energies above 0,30_ O.!B_ 0,62_ and

Relay 1 was principally a communications sateLLite, 0,82 MeVt respectively, Background counts were accumulated by
Included In its payload were radiation experiments designed to these detectors when their axes were not perpendicular (to

map the earthts radiation belts, The spin-stabilized within 10 dog) to the local magnetic field, Detector A
spacecraft had an initial spln rate of 167,3 rpm and an initial cu_ulatlve counts were telemetered every second, Detectors Bt
spln axls orlentatfon with a declination of -68,3 deg and a Ct and D directional flux data were transmitted as follows

right ascension of -SG deg. Shortly after Launch_ two basic during successive 12-s intervals every q8 s, Counts from the
problems evolved. One was the sateLLite°s response to spurious various discrimination states of a given detector were each
€ommandst and the other was the Leakage of a hlgh-power telemetered once per second white accumulating for 10 s, (The
regulator. This leakage caused the first 2 weeks of satellite spacecraft spin period was approximately 0,37 s,) Two
operation to be useless, After this pertcd_ satellite redundant readouts followed the cessation of counting, Most
operation returned to normal, The satellite carrled one useful data were telemetered between Launch and October 20t
transmitter for tracking and one for telemetry. The telemetry 1964, Detector B provided no useful data after May lot 1963.
system was PCM at 1152 bos, Each 128 words per telemetry frame NSSDC has all the data that now exist from this investigation,
(of 1 s duration) used Z13 words for the particle experiment.
The Leakage problem caused the spacecraft to revert to a low *** • *** * *** *** ** RELAY ********************** *
voltage state early in 1965. Sporadic transmission occurred
until February lot 19&St after which no usable scientific data
were obtained, SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- RELAY 2

ALTERNATE NAMES- A 16_ 00737

....... RELAY It BROWN ......................................... RELAY B

INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLID-STATE ION CHAMBER ELECTRON AND NSSDC ID- 64-003A
PROTON DETECTOR

LAUNCH DATE- O1/21/&A WEIGHT- 18_, KG

NSSDC IO- 62-068A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERALt UNITED STATES
CODE EE-Bw SCIENCE LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) SPONSORING COLNTRYIAGENCY
PARTICLES AND FIELDS UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA

MAGNETOSPMERIC PHYSICS
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS

PERSONNEL ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 01/23/64
PI - W,L, BROWN BELL TELEPHONE LAB ORBIT PERIOD- 194,6 WIN INCLINATION- 4G,3 DEG

PERIAPSlS- 2091. KM ALT AROAPSIS- 7411, KM ALT

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

TwO phosphorous-diffused silicon diodes were used as PERSONNEL
small sotld-state ionization chambers to map the earthls PM - W,S, SUNDERLIN(RETIRED) NASA-GSFC

radiation envlronment, Counts were accumulated only when the PS - R,C. WADDEL(RETIRED) NASA-GSFC
detectors looked within I0 Peg of the Local magnetic field°
The diode used to detect protons was mounted behind a 2B-deE BRIEF DESCRIPTION
half-angle aperture collimator with an entrance aperture of Relay 2J although principally a communications satetlttet
2-mm diameter. The outer shield was sufficiently massive to carried particle experiments designed to map the trsoped
exclude protons less than 80 MeV and electrons less than 10 radiation belt. The spin axis orientation had a right
MeV. Magnets surrounding the diode effectively excluded ascension of about 130 deg and a declination of about -60 deE.
electrons Less than 300 keV. The detector responded to protons Accurate spin axis orientation information was not available,
with energies between 1,8 MeV to 18 _eVt and had three The initial spin rate was about 173 rpm, Relay 2t physically

putse-helqht discriminator Levels corresponding to protons similar to Relay it had on board two transmltterst one of which
which Lost 1.8t 3.2_ or 4.7 MeV in the detector, ALthough the was used for PCM telemetry (the sequence requiring about 1 s),
instrument was designed to operate at three different bias Design changes in this satellite t_proved its performance to
modes (1201 20t and 5 v)_ only the highest returned useful the point where response to spurious commands was essentially
proton data, The other two bias modes served to detect eliminated, One of the two onboard transponders operated
electron contamination of the counting rate. The electron normally until November 20_ 1966o From that time until its
detector_ similar to the proton detectort had a octLtmator with failure on January 209 19&79 it required a longer time than
a half-angle of 10 DeE9 aperture diameter cf 2 mmt and normal to come on, The other transponder continued to operate
sufficient shielding to exclude protons less than 60 MeV and until June 9t 1967t when it too failed to operate normally,
electrons Less than 6 MeV. (No magnetic shield was used on the
electron detector.} The detection scheme employee pulse-height ....... RELAY 29 BROWN .........................................

analysis to discriminate between 0.2- to 0.35-t 0,35- to 0.55-t
0.55- to O,TS-_ and 0,75- to l-MaY electrons, The basic INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLID-STATE ION CHAMBER ELECTRON AND

measurement sequence required 12 s. Counts from each detector PROTON DETECTOR

were accumulated for 10 _. Samples were telemetered eachsecond during the a¢cumuta ion time, The reglsters were then NSSDC IO- 6_-00]A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
frozent and one redundant reading (the lOth) was telemetered, CODE EE-at SCIENCE
For protonst this procedure was carried out three times for
each bias mode_ Interspacee by a 12-s allowance for bias INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

change, The entire sequence of three modes required 144 s. PARTICLES AND FIELDS
For electrons9 the sequence was repeated every 12 s, NSSDC has MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
all the data that now exist from this investigation.

PERSONNEL
PI - W,L. BROWN BELL TELEPHONE LAB....... RELAY i_ MCILWAIN ......................................

INVESTIGATION NAME- PROTON-ELECTRON DETECTORS
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION PERSONNEL

Two phosphorous-diffused silicon diodes were used as PI - F,S. MOZER U OF CALIFt BERKELEY
small solid-state ionization chambers to map the earthts
radiation environment. Counts were accumulated only when the BRIEF DESCRIPTION

detectors Looked within 10 deg of the Local magnetic field. This experiment made vector etectrlc-fle&d measurementst
The diode used to detect protons was _ounted behind a 25-deg unber various condlttonst at a variety of magnetospheric
half-angle aperture collimator with an entrance aperture of Locations, The measurements were used tn correlative studies
2-mm diameter. The outer shield was sufficiently massive to with other onboard experiments studying variations |n radio
e_cLude protons tess than 80 ReV and electrons Less than 10 frequency_ wave propagations optical emission_ etc.
MeW. Magnets surroundlng the diode effectively excluded

electrons Less than 300 keY. The detector responded to protons ....... $3-3_ SHARP ............................................
with energies between 1.8 MeW and 1B MeVt and had three

pulse-helght discriminator Levels corresponding to protons INVESTIGATION NAME- LOW-ENERGY PARTICLE SPECTROMETER
which Lost 1.97_ 3.GO_ or 5.00 MeW in the detector. ALthough

the instrument was designed to operate at three different bias NSSDC ID- 7G-O65B-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

modes (120_ 20, and 5 V)v only the highest returned useful SPACE TEST PROGRAM
proton data, The other two bias modes served to detect

electron contamination of the counting rate. The electron INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

detector, similar to the proton detector_ had a collimator with PARTICLES AND FIELDS

a half-angle of 10 deg_ aperture diameter cf 2 _t and MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
sufficient shielding to exclude protons tess than 60 MeW and
electrons Less than 6 MeV. (No magnetic shteLd was used on the PERSONNEL

electron detector.) The detection scheme employed pulse-height PI - R,D, SHARP LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
analysis to discriminate between 0.223- to 0.403-t 0.40_- to

O.5_O-t 0.580- to 0.775-_ and 0.775- to 1.120-ffeV electrons. BRIEF DESCRIPTION

The basic measurement sequence required 12 s. Counts from each This instrument consisted of an electrostatic analyzer
detector were accumulated for 10 s. Samples were telemetered followed by a crossed electric-magnetic field velocity selector
each second during the accumulation tire. The registers were to measure ions from 1 to 32 atomic ross units (u) and above 52
then frozen, and one redundant reading (the lOth) was u. The energy/charge ranged from 0.5 to 16 keY. ELectrons
telemetered. For protons_ this procedure was carried out three were measured from 0o07 to 2_ keV. Observations were made
times for each bias modew tnterspaced by a 12-s allowance for perpendicular to the orbit plane.
bias change. The entire sequence of three modes required 144

s. For electronsw the sequence was repeated every 12 s. NSSDC ....... $3-39 VAMPOLA ..........................................
has all the data that now exist from this investigation=

INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC ELECTRON MAGNETIC SPECTROMETER
itlltittilt*llttltt_tttltltt S]--3tttli_lttttittit*iltlllilit_i

NSSOC IO- 76-065B-07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- $3-3 SPACE TEST PROGRAM

ALTERNATE NAMES- SESP $74-2A_ $74-2 INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
SS74-2A PARTICLES AND FIELDS

NSSDC ID- 7G-O65B MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS

PERSONNEL

LAUNCH DATE" 07/0B/76 WEIGHT- KG Pl - A.L* VAMPOLA AEROSPACE CORP
LAUNCH SITE" VANDENBERG AFB, UNITED STATES

LAUKCH VEHICLE- bNKNOWN BRIEF DESCRIPTION

This experiment consisted of a 12-channel magnetic
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY spectrometer used to obtain values and monitor changes in the

UNITED STATES OOD-USAF equatorial pltch-angte and energy distribution of 0.012- to

1.6-MeV electrons as a function of magnetic activity. The
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS experiment also measured protons from 0.0B to 3 MeW and alpha

ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 07/08/76 particles above 4 MeW.
ORBIT PERIOD- 176.6 MIN INCLINATION- 97.5 DEC

PERIAPSIS- 246. KM ALT AFOAPSIS- 7856, KM ALT **************************** SAN MARCO ************************

PERSONNEL

PM - R.B. KEHL USAF SPACE DIVISION SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- SAN MARCO 3

PS - H.E. WANG AEROSPACE CORP ALTERNATE NAMES- SAN MARCO-C_ SMARC-C
05176, SM-C

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

This spacecraft was a small observatory in a near-polar NSSDC ID- 71-036A
orbit with eight different sensors on boarc. It was desiqned

to observe various _agnetospherlc parameters and their LAUNCH DATE- 04/24/71 WEIGHT- 160. KG
Interrelatlonshlps. Sensors_ which observed energetic protons LAUNCH SITE- SAN MARCO PLATFORM_ OFF COAST OF KENYA
and alpha partlcles_ also provided reat-tlme observations for LAUNCH VEHICLE- SCOUT
use by the U.S. Air Force Air Weather Service.

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY

....... SO-Or FENNELL .......................................... ITALY CRA

UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
INVESTIGATION NA_E- ION-ELECTRON MASS SPECTROMETER

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
NSSDC ID- 76-065B-OR INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 04125/71

SPACE TEST PROGRAM ORBIT PERIOD- 94.05 MIN INCLINATION- 3.3 DEC

PERIAPSIS- 226. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 723. KM ALT
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

PARTICLES AND FIELCS PERSONNEL

MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS PM - A.J. CAPORALE NASA-GSFC

PS -G°P. NEWTON(NLA) NASA-GSFC
PERSONNEL

PI - J.F. FENNELL AEROSPACE CORP BRIEF DESCRIPTION

The Italian-built San Marco 3 was a cooperative space
BRIEF DESCRIPTION effort between the Italian Space Commlssion (ORS) and NASA.

This experiment measured the hydrogen and helium particle The primary objectives of the mission were (i) to provide

distribution at injection into the radiation belts and densltyt neutral composition9 and temperature data descrlblng
throughout the outer regions of the magnetosphere, This the equatorial upper atmosphere at altitudes of 200 km and
instrument _easured the flux of 1H*_ 4He4. in the energy range above and (2) to measure variations in these parameters as
from 0.09 to 4 keV/gt and electrons from 0.17 tc B.4 keY. functions of solar and geomagnetic activity. A secondary

objective was to determine the neutral density by using three
....... $3-39 MOZER ............................................ Incependent measuring techniques. The spacecraft was a

75-cm-dtameter sphere. Four 4R-cm antennas protruded from the
INVESTIGATION NAME- DC ELECTRIC FIELDS top of the spheres for command and telemetry transmlsslon. The

structure of the spacecraft formed an integral part of the drag
NSSDC IO- 76-065B-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM balance experiment. A llghtl external_ outer shell was

SPACE TEST PROGRAM connected by a series of elastic arms to a heavier tnternal
framework. 7hus_ from changes in the flexible arms connecting

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) the two structurest atmospheric drag (and therefore density)
PARTICLES A_D FIELCS was determined. Other onboard experiments included an

MAGNEIOSPHERIE PHYSICS o_egatron mass spectrometer that directly measured the density
and temperature of molecular nitrogen and a Neutral Atmospheric

Composition Experiment (NACE) that directly measured the

density of the molecular nltrogen_ molecular oxygen_ atomic
oxygen_ argor_ and helium. Unlike the earlier San Marco

spacecraft_ San Marco 3 employed an attitude control system_
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and a spin rate control system, In addltion_ solar panels were SPONSORING COLNTRY/AGENCY

mounted eQuatorlatty on the inner core, The satellite ITALY CRA
performed normally after launch until vehicle reentry on UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA

November 28t 1971.
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS

....... SAN MARCO 3t NEWTON ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 02/19/74

ORBIT PERIOD- 96.3 MIN INCLINATION- 2.9 DEG
INVESTIGATION NAME- NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION PERIAPSIS- 232,0 KM ALT APOAPSIS- 905,0 KM ALT

SPECTROMETER

PERSONNEL
NSSDC IO- 71-03GA-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM PM - A.J. CAPORALE NASA-GSFC

CODE EE-81CO-OPt SCIENCE PS - G,P. NEWTON(NLA) NASA-GSFC

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) BRIEF DESCRIPTION

AERONOMY The Itatlan-bultt San Marco _ spacecraft was part of a

cooperative space effort between the Italian Space Commission

PERSONNEL (ORS) and NASA. The scientific objective of this flight was to
PI - G,P. NEWTON NASA HEADQUARTERS measure the diurnal variations of the equatorial neutral

OI - D,T, PELZ(NLA) NASA-GSFC thermosphere densltyt composltlon9 and temperature for
correlation wlth simultaneous Atmospheric Explorer C data.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION StuDies of the physics and dynamics of the lower thermosphere
The objectives of the San Marco 3 satellite mission were included. The spacecraft carried (1) a Neutral Atmosphere

included (i) to measure the equatorial thermospheric denslty_ Composition Experiment (NACE) to determine upper atmospheric
temoeraturet and neutral composition as a function of (160 km and above) concentrations of argont hettumt atomic
atmospheric heatlng_ and (2) to study the correlations between oxygen and molecular oxygen and nltrogent {2) a Neutral

three sets of neutral denslty measurementst each obtained using Atmospheric Temperature Experiment (NATE) to determine the
a different technlque_ namelyt direct particle countt temperature of ambient molecular nitrogen and (3) an

instantaneous satellite drag_ and integrated satellite drag, acceterometer to measure atmospheric density near satellite

The c omoosltfon of the neutral equatorial atmosphere was perigee,
measured in sltu over five complete cycles of Local solar time,

The mass analyzer was a couble-focuslng magnetic sector ....... SAN MARCO 49 NEWTON.
instrument and was a modification of the sensors flown on

Explorer 17 (G3-OOgA-01) and Explorer 32 (GG-O44A-02), INVESTIGATION NAME- NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE COMPOSITION

Entering through a knlfe-edged orlflcet the atmosphere
particles struck the watts of a gold-plated stainless steel NSSDC IO- 74-00gA-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

thermaLizatlon chamber, They were ionized by electron CODE EE-B/CO-OP0 SCIENCE
bombardment in the duat-fltament enclosed ion source which was

also gold-plated, Simultaneous measurements were obtained of INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
the following species: helium (4)_ atomic oxygen (16)0 AERONOMY

molecular nitrogen (28)_ molecular oxygen (32)t ard argon (40),

The analyzer could be tuned by ground command_ and therefore PERSONNEL
occaslonaL measurements were made of the concentrations of the PI - G,P, NEWTON NASA HEADQUARTERS

following species: atomic nitrogen (14)_ water vapor (le)_ and OI - N,W, SPENCER NASA-GSFC

carbon dioxide (_4), Linear range-swltchlng electrometers were
used, Since the spectrometer was mounted with Its entrance BRIEF DESCRIPTION

orifice normal to the satellite spln axls0 whlch was maintained This experiment was flown at equatorial Latitudes to

nearly oeroendlcular to the orbit plane_ the ion source determine the concentrations and temporal variations of the
concentrations were spln-modutated with a soln period ranging following neutral upper atmosphere constituents: argont

from 10 to & s. From these modulated slgnats9 the ambient _olecular anc atomic oxygen_ molecular nitrogent and helium. A
concentrations were obtained, Preliminary results showec good _agnetlc mass spectrometer was used, Because of some anomalies

agreement between the total mass density values obtained from which developed that complicated data analysls_ no data were

the three techniques, Some of the data obtained are ores _t ed reduced from this experiment.
In G. P. Newton et at.t "Local time variation of equatorial

thermospheric composltlon determined by the San Marco 3 NACEt" ....... SAN MARCO 4_ SPENCER ...................................

d, Geophys. Res._ V, BO_ n, 16t p. 228g_ 1975, Data from this

Investlgatlon no longer exist. INVESTIGATION NAME- NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE TEMPERATURE

....... SAN MARCO 3_ SPENCER ................................... NSSDC ID- T!-OD9A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

CODE EE-B/CO-OPt SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION NAME- ATMOSPHERIC NITROGEN DENSITY
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

NSSDC ID- 71-036A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM AERONOMY

CODE EE-8/CO-OPt SCIENCE
PERSONNEL

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) Pl - N,W, SPENCER NASA-GSFC

AERONOMY
BRIEF DESCRIPTION

PERSONNEL Thls experiment was flown to measure directly the

PI - N.W. SPENCER NASA-GSFC temperature and density of molecular nitrogen at several
OI - G,R, CARIGNAN U OF MICHIGAN altitudes in the upper atmosphere. The sensor was a small

Omegatron fumed to measure molecular nltrogent and it had a

BRIEF DESCRIPTION knlfe-edged orifice. Temperature was measured during a

The omegatron experiment was designed to provide direct spln-scan by observing the response as a function of angle with
measurements of the temperature and density of the the satellite velocity vector, The experiment functioned
thermospheric molecular nitrogen, The experiment employed a correctly but the data samples were too small (only a few

small omegatron mass spectrometer which was tuned to molecular minutes per orbit) to be of much value.
nitrogen, The sensor elements were enclosed In a special

ortftced spherical chamber whose center llne lay in the **************************** **********************************
equatorial plane of the satellite. The motion of the chamber
during satellite roll caused a variation in chamber oressure_

from which the nitrogen concentration and particle energy SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- SME
distribution could be derlvec. Differentiation of the output ALTERNATE NAMES- SOLAR MESOSPHERE EXPL_ 12887

current provlded signals whlch were proportional to the density

and the temperature of the gas and thus comprised the main data NSSDC IO- 81-100A
of the experiment. The experiment functioned correctly but the
data samples were too small (only a few minutes per orbit) to LAUNCH DATE- 10106181 WEIGHT- 145. KG

be of much value, LAUNCH SITE- VANOENBERG AFB_ UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA

**************************** SAN MARCO ************************
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY

UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- SAN MARCO
ALTERNATE NAMES- SAN MARCO-C-2_ 071B_ INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS

SM-C2 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 10/16/81
ORBIT PERIOD- 95.5 MIN INCLINATION- 97.5 OEG

NSSDC IO- 74-009A PERIAPSIS- 535. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 551. KM ALT

LAUNCH DATE- 0211B/74 WEIGHT- 164. KG
LAUNCH SITE- SAN MARCO PLATFORMt OFF COAST OF KENYA
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SCOUT
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PERSONNEL ....... SMEt BARTH .............................................

PM - J,J, PAULSON NASA-JPL

PS - CoA, BARTH U DF COLORADO INVESTIGATION NAME- 1.27 MICROMETER AIRGLOW

BRIEF DESCRIPTION NSSDC ID- 81-100A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

The Solar Mesosphere Explorer (SME) primary mlsslon CODE EE-8/CO-OPt SCIENCE

objective was to investigate the processes that create and

destroy ozone in the earthls mesosphere and upper stratosphere. INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
Some specific goals were (1) to determine the nature and AERONOMY

magnitude of changes in mesospherlc ozone densities that are

the result of changes in the solar ultraviolet flux; (2) to PERSONNEL
determine the interrelationship between sotar ftux_ ozonet and PI - C.A. BARTH U OF COLORADO
the temperature of the upper stratosphere and mesosphere; (3) OI - G,J, ROTIMAN U OF COLORADO
to determine the interrelationship between ozone and water OI - R,J, THOMAS U OF COLORADO
vapor; and (4) to determine the Interretatlcnshlp between OI - d,C, GILLE NATL OTR FOR ATMOS RES

nitrogen bioxlde and ozone. The satellite experiment Oi - P.L. BAILEY NAIL CTR FOR ATHOS RES

complement consisted of a solar ultraviolet spectrometert a UV OI - J.F. NOXON NOAA-ERL
ozone spectrometert an infrared radlometert a 1,27 micrometer OI - A,I, STEWART U OF COLORADO

spectrometer_ and a nitrogen dioxide spectrometer, In OI - C.W. HORD U OF COLORADO

addltlont a solar proton alarm detector was carrlec to measure OI - G,E. THOMAS U OF COLORAO0

the integrated solar flux in the range 30 to 500 MeV, Spin OI - J, LONDON U OF COLORADO
stabilized at 5 rDm_ the satellite moved in a 3 am to 3 pm OI - P,J, ORUTZEN MPI-CMEMISTRY

sun-syrchronous orbit, The spacecraft body was a cylinder OI - R.E. DICKINSON NATL CTR FOR ATMOS RES
approximately 1,7 by 1,2S m and consisted of two major modules:
the observatory module which housed the scientific Instruments_ BRIEF DESCRIPTION

and the spacecraft bus, The spin axis was orterted normal to The objective of the E,27-Mtcrometer Airglow Experiment
the orbital plane, The command system was capable of executing was to obtain ltmb-scannlng measurements of the 1,2T-micrometer
commands in real time or from stored program ccntrot, Power airglow tn the 50- to BO-km altitude ranger and of the hydroxyl
was supplied by a solar celt array. The telemetry system was emission between 60 and 90 km altitude, A dual-channel
used either in a real-time or in a tape-recorder mode, Ebert-Fastie spectrometer operated In the region 1,1 to 2,5

rtcrometers and viewed normal to the spin axis, The.full width
....... SME_ BARTH of the signal at half-maximum was 123 A, There were 512

grating steps per scan,
INVESTIGATION NAME- UV OZONE

....... SMEt BARTH .............................................

NSSDC IO- 81-10DA-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-BICO-OP_ SCIENCE INVESTIGATION NAME- VISIBLE NITROGEN DIOXIDE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) NSSDC ID- 81-100A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

AERONOMY CODE EE-8/CO-OPt SCIENCE

PERSONNEL INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINERS)

PI - C.A, BARTH U OF COLORADO METEOROLOGY

OI - G.J, ROTTMAN U OF COLORADO
Ol - R,J, THOMAS U OF COLORADO PERSONNEL

OI - J.C, GILLE NATL CTR FOR ATHOS RES PI - C,A, BARTH U OF COLORADO

OI - A.I, STEWART U OF COLORADO OI - G.J. ROTTMAN U OF COLORADO

OI - C.W, HORD U OF COLORADO OI - R.J. THOMAS U OF COLORADO
OI " P.J. CRUTZEN MPI-CHEMISTRY OI - J,C. GILLE NATL CTR FOR ATHOS RES

OI - R.E, DICKINSON NATL CTR FOR ATMOS RES OI - P,L. BAILEY NATL CTR FOR ATHOS RES
OI - P.L, BAILEY NATL CTR FOR ATHOS RES OI - J.F. NOXON NOAA-ERL

OI - J,F, NOXON NOAA-ERL OI - A.I. STEWART U OF COLORADO

OI - G,E, THOMAS U OF COLORADO OI - C,W. HORD U OF COLORADO
CI - J, LONDON U OF COLORADO OI - G.E. THOMAS U OF COLORADO

OI - J, LONDON U OF COLORADO

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OI - P,J, CRUTZEN MPI-CHEMISTRY

The objective of the Ultraviolet Oz one Exp eriment w_ to OI - R,E, PICKING ON NAIL CTR FOR ATMOS RED
measure ozone absorption of rayletgh-scattered sunlight in the
middle ultraviolet region, A dual-channel Ebert-Fastle BRIEF DESCRIPTION

spectrometer operated tn the regions 1880-3100 Angstroms (A) The objective of the Visible Nttrogen Dioxide Espertment
and 2250-3404 A and viewed normal to the spin axis, At half was to measure the distribution Of nitrogen dioxide in the 25-
maximum the full width of the signal was 15 A, There were to 4O-km altitude region, This was done by measuring the
208/11 grating steps per scant respectively, differential absorption Of scattered sunlight by NO2 at two

wavelengths near 4400 A, A dual-channel Ebert-Faatle

....... SMEt BARTH ............................................. spectrometer operated in the following wavelength intervals:
4390 to 4420 A and 3200-6400 A. The signal at half maximum had

INVESTIGATION NAME- INFRARED RADIOMETER (A CHANNELS) a full width of 9.8 A/19.6 At respectively. There were 512/438
grating steps per scan_ respectively. The instrument tlne of

NSSDC IO- 81-100A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM sight was normal to the spln axis.
CODE EE-B/CO'OP_ SCIENCE

....... SME_ BARTH
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

AERONOMY INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR UV MONITOR

PERSONNEL NSSDC IO- 81-I00A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
PI - C.A. BARTH U OF COLORADO CODE EE-81OO-OPt SCIENCE

OI - G.J. ROTTMAN U OF COLORADO

OI - R.J. THOMAS U OF COLORADO INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
OI - J,C, GILLE NATL CTR FOR ATMCS RES SOLAR PHYSICS
OI m P'L" BAILEY NAIL CTR FOR ATHOS RES IONOSPHERES
OI - J,F. NOXON NOAA-ERL AERONOMY

OI - A.I. STEWART U OF COLORADO

OI - C,W. HOR3 U OF COLORADO PERSONNEL
OI - G.E. THOMAS U OF COLORADO PI - C.A. BARTH U OF COLORADO

OI - J, LONDON U OF COLORADO OI - G.J. ROTTKAN U OF COLORADO
Ol - P.J. CRUTZEN MPI-CHEMISTRY OI - R.J. THOMAS U OF COLORADO

02 - R,E, DICKINSON NATL CTR FOR ATMOS RES OI - J.C, GILLE NAIL ETR FOR ATMOS RES
OI - P.L, BAILEY NAIL CTR FOR ATHOS RES

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OI - J.F. NOXON NOAA-ERL

The objective of the Infrared Raclometer Experiment was OI - A,I, STEWART U OF COLORADO

to determine the attltude-mlxlng ratio profiles for water and OI - C,W, HORD U OF COLORADO
ozone from thermal emissions. _lso_ pressure ard temperature Ol - G,E. THOMAS U OF COLORADO
were determined between 20 and 70 km altitude, The OI - J. LONDON U OF COLORADO

four-channel radlometer/telescope had the following spectral OI - P.J. CRUTZEN MPI-CMEMISTRY

ranges (in micrometers): 17.2 to 13.2_ 15.7 to 14.7t 10,6 to OI - R,E. DICKINSON NAIL CTR FOR ATHOS RES

8,6t ana 7.2 to 6.1, The full widths at half-maxlmum were 4.Or
1.0_ 2,Or and 1.1 mlcrometerst respectively, ALl four channels BRIEF DESCRIPTION

utilized (Hg-Cd)Te detectors, Wavelength separation was The objective of the Ultraviolet Solar Monitor Experiment
accomplished with multltayer bandpass filters. The instrument was to monitor the incoming solar radiation to determine the
line of sight was normal to the spin axis, effect on the ozone concentration, A dual-channel Ebert-Fastte

spectrometer measured solar radiation at 1216 A and between
1600 and 3100 A with a resolution of I A, The look direction
was 45 dee to the spacecraft axis of rotation. In the 3 am to
3 pm sun-synchronous orbtt_ the instrument scanned through the
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sun once per orbit, The full width at half maximum was 14 A, SPONSORING COLNTRY/AGEkCY
There were 512 grating steps per scan, UNITED STATES DOD-USAF

....... SMEr BARTH ............................................. INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 02/24/79

INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR PROTON ALARM ORBIT PERIOD- 9G,5 MIN INCLINATION- 97.9 DEG
• PERIAPSIS- 560. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 600. KM ALT

NSSDC ID- 81-100A-OG INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-B/CO-OPt SCIENCE PERSONNEL

PM - R,B. KEHL UGAF SPACE DIVISION

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) PS - H,E. WANG AEROSPACE CORP
PARTICLES AND FIELOS
SOLAR PHYSICS BRIEF DESCRIPTION

The space test program (SIP) P78-1 mlsslon was designed

PERSONNEL to obtain scientific data from earth and sun-oriented
PI - C,A, BARTH U OF COLORADO experiments, The spacecraft was sun-orlented and had its spin

Ol - G,U. ROTTMAN U OF COLORADO axis perpendicular to the orbit plane and the satettlte-sun
OI - R,J. THOMAS U OF COLORADO line, The instrumentation consisted of (1) a gamma-ray
Ol - J.C. GILLE NATL CTR FOR ATHOS RES spectrometer and particle detectorst (2) a white-Llght

OI - P.L. BAILEY NAIL CTR FOR AIRES MEG coronagraph and an extreme-uttravloLet hetlographr (3) solar

OI - J,F. NOXON NOAA-ERL X-ray spectrometer and spectrohettographt (4) an
OI - A,I, STEWART U OF COLORADO extreme-ultraviolet spectrometerr (5) a high-Latitude particle
Ol - C.W. HDRD U CF COLORADO spectrometers (6) an X-ray monltort and (7} a preliminary

OI - G.E, THOMAS U OF COLORADO aerosol monitor.
OI - J. LONDON U OF COLORADO

Ol - P.J, CRUTZEN MPI-CHEMISTRY ....... SIP P78-1t BOWYER ......................................

gl - R,E. DICKINSON NAIL CTR FOR ATMCS RES
INVESTIGATION NAME- EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETER

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The Solar Proton Alarm Detector monitored the integrated hSSDC IO- Tg-OITA-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

solar proton flux in the 30 to 500 MeV range, When the flux SPACE TEST PROGRAM
exceeded a selected commendable valuer the instrument signaled
an opportunity to alter science commands to observe the effects INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
of solar protons on atmospheric constituents. AERONOMY

IONOSPHERES

* * SPUTNIK 3"** *******'**********'*e*eet**e**e*te****** *e*e .t t
PERSONNEL

PI - C.S, BOWTER U OF CALIFt BERKELEY

SPACECRAFT,COMMON NAME- SPUTNIK

ALTERNATE NAMES- 1958 DELTA 2t 00008 BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This investigation used an extreme ultraviolet

NSSDC IO- 58-004B spectrometer to measure airglow radiation in the upper
atwosphere, The instrument had a 6-deg by 6-deg field of view

LAUNCH DATE- 05115/58 WEIGHT- 1327. KG and measured a selected 600-A bandwidth with 5-A resolution
LAUNCH SITE- TYURATAM (BAIKONUR COSHODROME)r U,S.S,R. within the 200- to 1400-A range.
LAUNCH VEHICLE- A

....... STP P78-1_ IMHOF .............

SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
U,S,S,R, UNKNOWN INVESTIGATION NAME- GAMMA RAY SPECTROMETER

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS NSSDC ID- Yg-O17A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCh DATE- 05/151_8 SPACE TEST PROGRAM
ORBIT PERIOD- 105.9 MIN INCLINATION" 65,18 OEG

PERIAPSIS- 21T, KM ALT APOAPSIS- 1864. KM ALT INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
GAMMA-RAY ASTRONOMY

PERSONNEL PARTICLES AND FIELDS
PM - UNKNOWN
PS - UNKNOWN PERSONNEL

PI - W,L. IMMOF LOCKHEED PALO ALTO

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

Sputnik 3 was an automatic-scientific-laboratory BRIEF DESCRIPTION
spacecraft, It was conically shaded and was 5.57 m tong, The This investigation used gamma-ray spectrometers to
scientific instrumentation (12 Instruments) prcvtded data on measure the distribution of gamma-ray sources and the
pressure and ¢omposltton of the upper at_ospherer concentration characteristics of energetic particle fluxes at Low altitudes,
of charged particles1 photons in cosmic rays_ heavy nuclei in The instrument consisted of three different types of detectors,
cosmic raysr magnetic and electrostatic ffetdst and meteoric There were two GE detectorst cooled by a mechanical
particles, The outer radiation belts of the earth were refrigerators two LsI/pkastic Phoswtch detectorsr and an array
detected during the flight. The spacecraft remained In orbit of eight cadmium tellurium detectors. Each GE detector had a
until April 6t 1960. conical field of vtew (FOV) of 45 deg half angler was BO cc in

volume and 15 sa cm in front drear and measured energy Loss
....... SPUTNIK 3t UNKNOWN .................................... from 40 keV to 2,5 MeV in q096 channels, A factor-of-3 gain

change allowed the range to change to 0.12 to 7.5 MeV. The
INVESTIGATION NAME- BEACON initial energy resolution was 3,5 keV at 1MeVt butt due to

radiation damage and temperature cycling caused by the
NSSDC IO- 58-004B-12 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM necessity to turn off the refrigerator for power ¢onservatlonr

SCIENCE the resolution degraded to about AO keV at the O.511-MeV line,
The Phosw|ch detectors were EO,16-cm diameter disks of 1,27 cm

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) thickness; they measured energy toss from 40 keV to 2,5 MeV in
IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS 256 channels. The cadmium tellurium detectors had a fan-shaped

FOV of 90 deg by 10 deg and were equally spaced in the lO-deg
PERSONNEL widths around the circle. The energy Loss range was 20 to 200

Pl - UNKNOWN key in six channels,

BRIEF DESCRIPTION ....... STP P7B-lt MCKENZIE ........
The onboard beacon operated at several frequencies

including 20r AOr anD 60 MHZ. From the beacor operation at INVESTIGATIC_ NAME- SOLAR X-RAY SPECTROMETER
these frequenctesr total ionospheric electron content was
determinedr ustng the DooDler effect. NSSOC IO- 79-017A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

SPACE TEST PROGRAM

**************************** SIP P78-i teteeett**moet*e***m*ee**
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}

SOLAR PHYSICS
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- STP PTa-1
ALTERNATE NAMES- SPACE TEST PROGRAM P7B-lt P78-1 PERSONNEL

11278t SOLWIND PI - D,L. MCKENZI[ AEROSPACE CORP
PI - _,W, KREPLIN US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB

NSSDC ID- TS-O1TA OI - G.A, DOSCHEK US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB

LAUNCH DATE- 02/24/79 WEIGHT- 849,6 KG
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBr UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION *********.**.****t..*****... TIP I****1.1.***1111.1..1..111.1..
This investigation was composed of four parts: Sotext

Sotftex_ Monext and Magmap, The objective cf these four

experiments was the study of solar flares and active regions. SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- TIP 1
Sotex obtained spectra In the 3- to 2B-A wavelength interval ALTERNATE NAMES- TRIAD it TRIAD OI iX
white pointed at a specific solar regtonl as welt as maps of TRIAD At 06173
the sun in individual X-ray spectral Lines using mutttgrfd TRIAD
collimators and Bragg crystal spectrometers. SolfLex obtained
flare spectra in four narrow-wavelength bands between 1,8 and NSSDC ID- 72-069A
8,6 A using uncotltmated Bragg crystal spectrometers. Monex

recorded full solar-disk intensity with 52 ms time resolution LAUNCH DATE- 09/02/72 WEIGHT- g!, KG
from 0,I to 12 A using uncoktlmated proportional counters, LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBt UNITED STATES
Magmao obtained full-dlsk solar maps from 8 to 12 A using LAUNCH VEHICLE- SCOUT
filtered collimated proportional counters,

SPONSORING COUNTRYIAGENCY

....... STP P78-1t MICHELS ..................................... UNITED STATES DOD-NAVY

INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR WIND MONITOR INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS

ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 07104/72
NSSDC ID- 79-017A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM ORBIT PERIOD- i00,7 MIN INCLINATION- 90.1 DIG

SPACE TEST PROGRAM PERIAPSIS- 716,0 KM ALT APOAPSIS- 863.0 KM ALT

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S} PERSONNEL

SOLAR PHYSICS PM - J. DASSOULAS APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
PS - R,E. FISCHELL APPLIED PHYSICS LAB

PERSONNEL

PI - D.J. MICHELS US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB BRIEF DESCRIPTION

This three-body spacecraft was connected by booms which
BRIEF DESCRIPTION served as gravlty-gradlent stabilizers in the radial direction,

Thls investigation used a whlte-llght coronagrabh and an A momentum wheel was used for stabilization in roll end yaw.
extreme ultraviolet (EUV} heliograph to _onttor the sun0s inner The primary function of the spaceoraft was to test various
and outer corona, The purpose of the investigation was to concepts for improving the USN Transit Navigation System, The
determine the character of the plasma outflow at the source of power was supplied by a radioisotope thermal electric
the solar wind. The investigation also measureC the form and gererator.
structure of solar flarest coronal holest and Atfven waves,

Due to background Light probtems_ the EUV heliograph data were ....... TIP it POTEMRA .........................................
completely compromised,

INVESTIGATION NAME- TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER
....... STP PTB-It PEPIh .......................................

NSSDC ID- 72-069A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

INVESTIGATION NAME- PRELIMINARY AEROSOL MONITOR NAVIGATION TECHNOLOGY

NSSDC ID- 79-017A-07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
SPACE TEST PROGRAM PARTICLES AND FIELDS

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S} PERSONNEL

METEOROLOGY PI - T,A, POTEMRA APPLIED PHYSICS LAB

PERSONEEL BRIEF DESCRIPTION

Pl - T.J. PEPIN U OF WYOMING Thls experiment consisted of a trlaKlat fluxgate
magnetometer designed to measure vector fields with magnitudes

BRIEF DESCRIPTION up to 5.E4 nT, Measurements were made by sampling each axls
Thls investigation used an aerosol-monltoring instrument sequentially at a rate of 2,25 samptesls. Digitization

to measure the concentration and vertical distribution of resolution was about 10 nT _ given by a I3-bttaerosols and ozone in the earth0s stratosphere, analog-to-digital €onvertert but z o-level drifts were not
readily checked. Thereforet the experiment was most useful tn

....... STP PTB-lt SHULMAN ..................................... studies of wagnettc fluctuations. Due to the real-time data
transmission and the Locations of the tracking stattonst most

INVESTIGATION NAME- X-RAY MONITOR cf the data obtained related to northern and southern
hemisphere high Latitudes,

NSSDC ID- 79-017A-06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

SPACE TEST PROGRAM **************************** TRANSIT **************************

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

X-RAY ASTRONOMY SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- TRANSIT 2A

ALTERNATE NAMES- 1960 ETA It 000_5
PERSONNEL

PI - S,D. SHULMAN(NLA} US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB NSSDC ID- 60-007A

BRIEF DESCRIPTION LAUNCH DATE- 06122160 WEIGHT- 101. KG
This investigation used an X-ray monitor to determine the LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERALt UNITED STATES

frequency and Location of short-lived X-ray bursts from space, LAUNCH VEHICLE- THOR
It provided a tow-resotutlon mapDing capability for auroral
X-ray emission. SPONSORING COUNTRYIAGENCY

UNITED STATES DOD-NAVY
....... STP P78-1t VANCOUR .....................................

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS

INVESTIGATION NAME- HIGH LATITUDE PARTICLE SPECTROMETER ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 06122160
ORBIT PERIOD- 101,7 MIN INCLINATION- 66,69 PEG

NSSCC ID- 77-017A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM PERIAPSIS- 628, KM ALT APOAPSIS- 1047, KM ALT
SPACE TEST PROGRAM

PERSONNEL

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) PM - T. WYATT APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
PARTICLES AND FIELDS PS - T, WYATT APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
MAGNETOSPPERIC PHYSICS

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

PERSONNEL The two Transit program objectives were (1) to develop
PI - R,P, VANCOUR USAF GEOPHYS LAB and demonstrate equipment to provide a reliable means of fixing

the position of surface craftt submarinest and
BRIEF DESCRIPTION aircraft--anywhere and in any weather--more precfsetyt and 12}

Thts investigation used two sets of dual electrostatic to provide more accurate maritime and aerial navigation In any
analyzers at right angles to acquire electron data in weather than currently available. The Transit 2A spacecraft
high-latitude auroral zonesl primarily during wagnetic storm hac as its instrument complement the following: cosmle-nolse

and substorm periods. One analyzer tn each set swept through radlometert transmlttersl infrared scanner to measure satellite
the energy range BO to 1000 eVv while the other analyzer swept rotation before desptn was intttatedt and temperature sensors.

fro_ 1 to 20 keV simultaneously. The total energy range 0,05 The power supply was a nickel-cadmium batteryt recharged by
to 20 keV was divided tnto 16 channels, solar cells. The transmitters operated at the following

frequencies: 54_ 162_ 216t and 324 MHz,
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....... TRANSIT 2A_ UNKNOWN .................................... SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES ODD-NAVY

INVESTIGATION NAME- TRANSIT 2A-IONOSPHERIC BEACON

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS

NSSDC ID- 60-007A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 03/17/5B
NAVIGATION TECHNOLOGY ORBIT PERIOD- 134,2 MIN INCLINATION- 3A.25 PEG

PERIAPSIS- 650, KM ALT APOAPSIS- 4010. KM ALT
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

IONOSPHERES AND RAOIO PHYSICS PERSONNEL

PM - d,P. HAGEN(NLA} US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB

PERSONNEL PS - d.P, HAGEN(NLA) US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB
PI - UNKNOWN

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

BRIEF DESCRIPTION Vanguard 1 was a smaLL earth-orbltlng satellite designed
This experiment was not formally planned or funded in the to test the Launch capabilities of a three-stage Launch

spacecraft development activity. Two radio beacons at coherent vehicle, It also was used to obtain geodetic measurements
frequencies (54 and 324 MHz) were operated for the navigation through orbit analysis. The spacecraft was a 1,47-kg aluminum
experiment, Ionospheric physicists used the characteristics of sphere 15.2 cm in diameter. It contained a lO-mWt *OB-MHz
these beaconsw such as Faraday rotattont phase shtft_ Doppler mercury-battery-powered transmitter and a 5-mW_ 108,03-MHz
shtft_ signal intensity0 etc,_ to determine ionospheric transmitter powered by six solar cells, The transmitters were
characteristics which included total electron content and used primarily for engineering and tracking data, It was
scintillation along the propagation path. Ground stations discovered that solar radiation pressure produced significant
recorded the beacon signals as input to study the Ionosphere. perturbations in the perigee height of the satettttet which

caused a significant decrease in its expected Lifetime.

....... VANGUARD It JACCHIA ....................................

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- TRANSIT 4A INVESTIGATION NAME- SATELLITE DRAG ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY
ALTERNATE NAMES- 1961 OMICRON 1_ 00116

_SSOC ID- _8-002B-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM

NSSDC ID- 61-015A SPACE TEST PROGRAM

LAUNCH DATE- 06/29/G1 WEIGHT- 79, KG INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERALt UNITED STATES AERONOMY
LAUNCH VEHICLE- THOR

PERSONNEL

SPONSORING COUNTRYIAGENCY Pl - L.G, JACCHIA SAO
UNITED STATES DOD-NAVY OI - d,R, SLOWEY SAO

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS BRIEF DESCRIPTION

ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 06/29161 Because of Its symmetrical shader Vanguard 1 was selected
ORBIT PERIOD- 103,8 MIN INCLINATION- 66.81 OEG by the experimenters for use in determining upper atmospheric
PERIAPSIS- 881. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 998. KM ALT densities as a function of attttude_ tatitude_ seasonv and

solar activity. This experiment was not planned prior to
PERSONNEL Launch, Density values near perigee were deduced from

PM - T. WYATT APPLIED PHYSICS LAB sequential observations of the spacecraft posttion_ using
PS - T. WYATT APPLIED PHYSICS LAB optical (Baker-Nunn camera network) and radio and/or radar

tracking techniques. This experiment obtained reasonable

BRIEF DESCRIPTION density values. Vanguard I has an expected orbital Lifetime of

Transit RA was a relatively small spacecraft. It was _00 yr.
launched with two othe r spacecraft from the same launch

vehicle. Its shape was nearly cylindrical (22-faced right **************************** VANGUARD *************************
prisms plus a base and top)t 109 cm in dlameter_ and 79 cm in
height, Most of the spacecraft surfaces were covered with
solar celts for use with nickel-cadmium batteries, The primary SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- VANGUARD 2
mission was to serve ms one of four operational navigational ALTERNATE NAMES- 1959 ALPHA 19 00011
satellites for use by ships and aircraft. In addfttont Transit VANGUARD SLV

_A carried a nuclear power source for testing. This spacecraft
operated nominally after Launch, NSSOC ID- 59-001A

....... TRANSIT _At UNKNOWN .................................... LAUNCH DATE- 02/17/59 WEIGHT- 9.8 KG

LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL_ UNITED STATES
INVESTIGATION NAME- IONOSPHERIC BEACON LAUNCH VEHICLE- VANGUARD

NSSDC ID- 61-OZBA-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM SPONSORING COLNTRY/AGENCY

NAVIGATION TECHNOLOGY UNITED STATES DOD-NAVY

INVESTIGATICN DISCIPLIhEiS) INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS

IONOSPHERES AND RAOIO PHYSICS ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 02/17/59

ORBIT PERIOD- 125.60 MIN INCLINATION- 32.88 PEG

PERSONNEL PERIAPSIS- 559. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 3320, KM ALT
PI - UNKNOWN APPLIED PHYSICS LAB

PERSONNEL

BRIEF DESCRIPTION PM - J,P. HAGEN(NLA) US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB
This experiment was not formally planned or funded in the PS - J.P. HAGEN(NLA) US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB

spacecraft planning, The phase shift of two coherent RF
stgnats due to ionospheric electrons was used to determine BRIEF DESCRIPTION

total electron content along the propagation path, Signal Vanguard 2 was an earth-orbiting satellite designed to
intensity variation was used to observe ionospheric measure clouc-cover distribution over the daylight portion of
scintillation. The Transit 4A navigation beacors signals9 (2 its orbit. The spacecraft was a 9.8 kg magnesium sphere 50.8
pairs of frequencies: 54 and 32_ MHz and 150 and 450 MHZ were cm In diameter, It contained two optical telescopes with two

available) were recorded by numerous ground stattonst and these photocells, The sphere was internally gold-plated and
data were used by Ionospheric physicists to obtain total externally covered with an aluminum deposit coated with silicon
electron content and scintillation values, oxtce of sufficient thickness to provide thermal control for

the instrumentation, Radio communication was provided by a
**************************** VANGUARD 1.********************,** 1-Wt ZO8,03-FHz telemetry transmitter and a lO-mWt 108-MHz

beacon transmitter that sent a continuous sfqnat foe tPacktnq
purposes. A command receiver was used to activate a tape

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- VANGUARD i recorder that relayed telescope experiment data to the

ALTERNATE NAMES- 1958 BETA 20 00005 telemetry transmitter, Both transmitters functloneo normally
VANGUARD TV4 for 19 days. The satellite was spin stabilized at BO rpm9 but

telemetry data were poor because of an unsatisfactory
NSSDC IO- 5B-002B orientation of the spin axis, The power supply for the

instrumentation was provided by mercury batteries.
LAUNCH DATE- 02/17/58 WEIGHT- 1,47 KG

LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERALt UNITED STATES ....... VANGUARD 2t JACDHIA ....................................
LAUNCH VEHICLE- VANGUARD

INVESTIGATION NAME- SATELLITE DRAG ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY
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NSSDC ID- 59-001A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM NSSOC 10- 59-007A-0€ INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SPACE TEST PROGRAM CODE EE-8_ SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

AERONOMY AERONOMY

PERSONkEL PERSONNEL
PI - LoG. JACCHIA SAO PI - L.G. JACCHIA SAO

OI - J,R. SLOWLY SAO OI - J.R, SLOWLY SAO

BRIEF DESCRIPTION BRIEF DESCRIPTION

Because of its symmetrlcat shaper Vanguard 2 was selected Because of Its symmetrical shaper Vanguard 3 was selected

by the experimenters for use in determining upper atmospheric by the experimenters for use In determining upper atmospheric
densities as a function of attltude9 Latltudel seasont and densities as a function of aLtltude_ tatitudet seasont and

solar activity, Thls experiment was not planned prior to solar activity. Thls experiment was not planned prior to

Launch, Density values near perigee were deduced from Launch, Density values near perigee were deduced from
seQuentiaL observations of the spacecraft pos|tiont using seQuentiaL observations of the spacecraft posltlont using

optical (Baker-Nunn camera network) and radio andlor radar optical (Baker-Numn camera network} and radio and/or radar

tracktrg techniques. Thts experiment obtained reasonable tracking techniques, This experiment obtained reasonable
density values. Vanguard 2 has an expected orbital Lifetime of density vaLues, Vanguard 3 has an expected klfetlme of 300 yr.

300 yr.

**************************** VAkGUARD 3************************

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- VANGUARD 3
ALTERNATE NAMES- 1959 ETA I0 00020

VANGUARD TV_ BACKUF

NSSDC ID- S9-OOTA

LAUNCH DATE- 09118159 WEIGHT- 22,7 KG

LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL_ UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- VANGUARD

SPONSORING COUNTRy/AGENCY

UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA

INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS

ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCM DATE- 09118459

ORBIT PERIOD- 129,7 MIN INCLINATION- 33,3 PEG
PERIAPSIS- 512. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 3744. KM ALT

PERSONNEL
PM - J.Wo TO_NSEND(NLA) NASA-GSFC

PS - J.Po HEPPNER NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTIO:_

Vanguard * was Launched by a Vanguard rocket from the
Easterr Test Range Into a geocentric orbit. The objectives of

the flight were to measure the earthgs ragnetlc fletb_ the
solar X-ray radiation and tts effects on the earthts
atmosphere_ and the near-earth mlcrometeorold environment.
Instrumentation included a proton magnetoreter_ X-ray
ionization chamberst and various mtcrometeoroid detectors, The
spacecraft was a 50.B-cm-diameter magnesium sphere. The
magnetometer was housed in a glass fiber phenolic resin ccnicat
tube attached to the sphere. Data transmission stopped on
December 11t 1959t after 8_ days of operation. The data
obtained provided a comprehensive survey of the earthls

magnettc fieLd over the area coveredt defined the tower edge of
the Van ALLen radiation betty and provided a count of
mtcrometeorotd impacts. Vanguard 3 has an expected orbital
Lifetime of 300 yr.

....... VANGUARD 31 HEPFNER ....................................

INVESTIGATION NAME- PROTON PRECESSIONAL MAGNETOMETER

NSSDC ID- 59-ODTA-OI INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
COCE EE-Rt SCIENCE

INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)

PARTICLES AND FIELDS

PERSONNEL
Pl - J,P, HEPPNER NASA-GSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

Thls experiment had a proton precessional magnetometer to

measure the earthSs magnetic fieLd at altitudes ranging from
514 to 571_ km and at Latitudes between plus or _fnus 33._ deg,
The measurements were ffade or command as the spacecraft passed
seven minitrack stations in North anc South Aeertca and one
each in AustraLia and South Africa, When switched on by

commamdt the polarization coiL around the proton sample [normal
hexane) was turned on for 2 s followed _y a 2-s readout of the
precession signaL, Several readings were taken during each
pass over a station. The experiment worked weLL during tts
8S-day active ttfe_ and approximateLy €.3E3 readings were
recorded. The experiment Is descrlbeo in Je D, Cain et at,_

,,Measurements of the geomagnetic field by the Vanguard 3
sateLtlte_" NASA TN D-1418_ Goddard Space FLight Center_
Greenbett_ Md.t 1962, The overaLL accuracy of the field
measurements was approximately 10 nT (gammas).

....... VANGUARD 3t JACCHIA ....................................

INVESTIGATION NAME- SATELLITE DRAG ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY
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1958 ALPHA 1 SEE EXPLORER 1

1958 BETA 2 SEE VANGUARD 1

1958 DELTA 2 SEE SPUTNIK 5

1958 EPSIL_N I SEE EXPLORER 4

1959 ALPHA 1 SEE VANGUARD 2

1959 ETA i SEE VANGUARD 3

1959 IOTA 1 SEE EXPLORER T

1960 ETA I SEE TRANSIT 2A

1960 XI 1 SEE EXPLORER 8

1960 ZETA I SEE MIDAS 2

1961 DELIA 1 SEE EXPLORER 9

1961 OMICRON 1 SEE TRANSIT 4A

_961 OMICRON 2 SEE INJUN 1

1961 XI 1 SEE DISCOVERER 25

1962 BETA ALPHA 1 SEE ALOUETTE 1

1962 BETA TAU 2 SEE INJUN 3

1962 BETA _PSILON 1 SEE RELAY 1

1962 OMICRON 1 SEE ARIEL 1

1963-0300 UNITED STATES OOD-USAF 07/19/63 GEOCENTRIC 63-0300 11
PRIOR BALLOON ATMOSPHERIC DRAG DENSITY 63-030D-01 II

1963-03BC UNITED STATES OOD-NAVY 09128163 GEOCENTRIC 63-038C 11

BOSTROM ENERGETIC ELECTRON AND PROTON DETECTORS 63-G38C-61 11

1964-083C UNITED STATES ODD-NAVY 12113/64 GEOCENTRIC 64-083C 11
ZMUDA RUBIDIUM VAPOR MAGKETOMETER 64-083C-01 11

1972-D32A UNITED STATES DOD-USAF 04/19/72 GEOCENTRIC 72-032A 12

CARTER NEUTRAL DENSITY (MAGNETRON) GAUGE 72-052A-01 12

56 1 SEE 1963-038C

5E 5 SEE 1964-083C

625-A2 SEE AEROS

A 15 SEE RELAY 1

A 16 SEE RELAY 2

AD-A UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 12/19163 GEOCENTRIC 63-053A 12
JACCHIA NONSYSTEMATIC CHANGES OF AIR DENSITY 65-053A-01 12

AO-B UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA II121/6A GEOCENTRIC 64-076A 12
JACCHIA NONSYSTEMATIC CHANGES OF AIR DENSITY 64-076A-01 12

AD-C UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA OB/OBl68 GEOCENTRIC 6B-OGGA 13
JACCHIA NONSYSTEMATIC CHANGES OF AIR DENSITY 68-066A-01 13

AE 5 SEE AE-E

AE-A UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 04103163 GEOCENTRIC 63-009A 13

BRACE LANGMUIR PROBES 63-069A-02 13
NEWTON PRESSURE GAUGE 63-009A-03 13
REBER MASS SPECTROMETER 63-009A-01 13

AEmB UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 05/25166 GEOCENTRIC 66-044A 14
BRACE ELECTRON TEMPERATURE AND DEKSITY 66°044A-05 14
BRINTON ION MASS SPECTROMETER 66-044A-01 14

NEWTON PRESSURE GAUGES 66-044A-04 14
REBER NEUTRAL PARTICLE MAGNETIC MASS 66-044A-02 14

SPECTROMETER

WULF-MATHIES SATELLITE DRAG ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY 66-04_A-03 15

AEmC UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 12/16/73 GEOCENTRIC 73-IGIA 15
BARTH ULTRAVIOLET NITRIC-OXIDE {UVNO) 73-I01A-13 15

BRACE CYLINDRICAL ELECTRGSTATIC PROBES (CEP) T3-101A-O1 15
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BRINTON BENNETT ION-MASS SPECTROMETER (BIMS) 73-101A-11 16

CHAMPION ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY ACCELERDMETER (MESA) 73-I01A-02 16
OOERING PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROMETER (PEG) T3-101A-03 16

HANSON RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZER/DRIFT METER 73-I01A-04 16
(RPA)

HAYS VISIBLE AIRGLOW PHOTOMETER (VAE) 73-101A-14 17

HEATH EXTREME SOLAR UV MONITOR (ESUM) 73-101A-OB 17
HINTEREGGER SOLAR EUV SPECTROPHOTOMETER (EUVS) 73-I01A-06 17

HOFFMAN MAGNETIC ION-MASS SPECTROMETER (RIMS) 73-I01A-10 17

HOFFMAN LOW-ENERGY ELECTRONS (LEE) 73-I01A-12 17
NIER OPEN-SOURCE NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROMETER 7S-IDIA-OT 18

(O_S)

PELZ CLOSED-SOURCE NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROMETER 73-101A-OR 18
SPENCER NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE TEMPERATURE (NATE) 73-101A-09 18

AE-D UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 10106175 GEOCENTRIC 75-096A 19

BARTH ULTRAVIOLET NITRIC-OXIDE EXPERIMENT 75-096A-11 19
BRACE CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC PROBE (CEP) 75-096A-01 19

CHAMPION ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY ACCELEROM[TER (MESA) 75-096A-02 19

DOERING PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROMETER (PES) 7B-Og6A-03 19
HANSON RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZERIDRIFT METER 75-09GA-04 20

(RPA)

HAYS VISIBLE AIRGLOW PHOTOMETER (BE) 75-096A-13 20

HEDIN NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE COMPOSITION (NACE) TS-Q96A-O8 20
HINTEREGGER SOLAR EUV SPEETROPHOTOMETER (EUVS) 75-096A-06 21
HOFFMAN MAGNETIC ION-MASS SPECTROMETER (RIMS) 75-09GA-10 21
HOFFMAN LOW-ENERGY ELECTRONS (LEE) 75-096A-12 21
NIER OPEN-SOURCE NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROMETER 75-096A-07 21

(OSS)

SPENCER NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE TEMPERATURE (NATE) TS-O96A-09 21

AE-E UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 11120175 GEOCENTRIC 75-107A 22
BRACE CYLINORICAL ELECTROSTATIC PROBE (CEP) 75-107A-01 22

BRINTON BENNETT ION-MASS SPECTROMETER (BIMS) 7B-lOTA-IO 22

CHAMPION ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY ACCELZROMETER (MESA) 7B-lO7A-02 22
DOERING PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROMETER (PES) 75-I07A-03 23

HANSON RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZERIORIFT METER 75-10TA-04 23
(RPA)

HAYS VISIBLE AIRGLOW PHOTOMETER (VAE) 75-I07A-11 25

HEATH EXTREME SOLAR UV MONITOR (ESUM) 75-107A-OB 23

HEATH BACKSCATTER UV SPECTROMETER (BUV) 75-107A-16 25
HEDIN NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE COMPOSITION (NACE) 7B-IOTA-DR 24

HINTEREGGE R SOLAR EUV SPECTROPHCTOMETER (EUVS) 7B-107A-06 24
NIER OPEN-SOURCE NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROMETER 75-I07A-07 2_

(OSS)

SPENCER NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE TEffPERATURE (NATE) 7B-IO7A-09 24

AEM-C SEE _AGSAT

AEROS FED PEP OF GERMANY BMBW 12/16/72 GEOCENTRIC T2-1OOA 2¢
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA

SCHMIDTKE SOLAR EUV RADIATION 72-100A-0€ 25
SPENCER NEUTRAL GAS TEMPERATURE IN THE 72-100A-OR 25

THERMOSPHERE

SPENNER ENERGY DISTRIBUTION OF IONS AND 72-100A-02 25
ELECTRONS

AEROS 2 FED PEP OF GERMANY GFW 07/1B/74 GEOCENTRIC 74-055A 25
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA

SDHMIDTKE SOLAR EUV RADIATION 74-055A-04 25
SPENCER NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE TEMPERATLRE 74-055A-OR 26
SPENNER ENERGY DISTRIBUTION OF IONS AND 74-05BA-02 26

ELECTRONS

AEROS-B SEE AEROS 2

ALOUETTE 1 CANADA CRB-DRTE 09/29/62 GEOCENTRIC 62-049A 26
UNITED STATES _ASA-OSSA

BELROSE VLF RECEIVER 62-049A-03 26
HARTZ COSMIC RADIO NOISE 62-0_9A-04 26
MCDIARMID ENERGETIC PARTICLES DETECTORS 62-049A-02 26

WARREN SWEEP-FREOUENCY SOUNDER 62-049A-01 27

ALOUETTE 2 CANADA DRB-DRTE 11/29/65 GEOCENTRIC 65-09BA 27
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA

BELROSE VLF RECEIVER 65-098A-02 27
BRACE CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC PROBES GB-O98A-05 27
HARTZ COSMIC RADIO NOISE 65-098A-03 27
MCDIARMID ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS 6B-O98A-04 28
WARREN GWEEP-FREQbENCY SOUNDER 6B-O?BA-01 28

ALOUETTE-A SEE ALOUETTE 1

ALOUETTE-B SEE ALOUETTE 2

ARIEL 1 UNITED STATES hASA-OSSA 04/26/62 GEOCENTRIC 62-015A 28
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UkITEC KINGDOM SRC

BOWLEG LYMAN ALPHA GAUGE 62-015A-05 28

ELLIOT COSMIC-_AY DETECTOR 62-015A-03 28
SAYERS RADIO FREQUENCY CAPACITANCE PROBE G2-OISA-OI 28

ARIEL 3 UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 05105167 GEOCENTRIC 67-042A 29
UNITED KINGDOM SRC

KAISER VLF RECEIVERI FIXED-FREQUENCY SIGNAL 67-OA2A°05 29
STRENGTH

MURPHY TERRESTRIAL RADIO (THUNDERSTORM) NOISE 67-042A-04 29

SAYERS LANGMUIR PROBE 67-042A-01 2g
SAYERS RADIO FREQUENCY CAPACITANCE PROBE 67-042A-06 29

STEWART MOLECULAR OXYGEN DISTRIBUTION 67-042A-03 30

ARIEL A U_ITEC KINGDOM SRC 12111171 GECCENTRIC 71-109A 30

UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA

FRANK LOW ENERGY PROTON AND ELECTRON 71-I09A-04 30
DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY ANALYZER (LEPEDEA)

KAISER VLF-ELF RECEIVER 71-I09Ao03 30
SMITH MHZ BAND NOISE (E FIELD} 71-10BA-O2 30

WILLMORE LANGMUIR PROBE 71-10gA-01 30

ARSP 68-I SEE 0V1-15

ATMOSPHERE EXPLORER-A SEE AE-A

ATMOSPHERE EXPLORER-B SEE AE-B

ATMOSPHERE EXPLORER-C SEE AE-C

ATMOSPHERE EXPLORER-D SEE AE-D

ATMOSPHERE EXPLORER-E SEE AE-E

AZURIGERMAN RESEARCH SAT SEE GRS°A

COSMOS 49 U,S,SoR, UNKNOWN 10/24/64 GEOCENTRIC 64-069A 31

OOLGINOV PROTON PRECESSIONAL MAGNETCMETERS 64-069A-01 31

COSMOS 321 UoS. SoR. UNKNOWN 01/20/70 GEOCENTRIC ?O-O06A 31

DOLGINOV MAGNETOMETER 70-006A-01 31

COSMOS BOO U,S.S,R, SAG 03130/77 GEOCENTRIC 77-023A 31

SOSNOVETS DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY SPECTROMETER 77-023A-05 31

DASH-2 SEE 1963-0300

DE 1 SEE DYNAMICS EXPLORER 1

DE 2 SEE DYNAMICS EXPLORER 2

DE-A SEE DYNAMICS EXPLORER 1

DE-B SEE DYNAMICS EXPLORER 2

DISCOVERER 25 UNITED STATES EOD-USAF 06/16/61 GEOCENTRIC 61-014A 32
MCISAAC AEROSPACE DENSITY (DENSITY GAUGE-2) Gl-O14A-03 32

DME-A UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 1112g165 GEOCENTRIC 65-OBBB 32

BRACE CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC PROBES 65-098B-02 32

DONLEY THERMAL ION PROBE 6B-og88-01 32
DONLEY THERMAL ELECTRON PROBE 65-O?8B-D6 32
HOFFMAN MAGNETIC ION-MASS SPECTROMETER 65-OBBB-05 33
MAIER ENERGETIC ELECTRON CURRENT MONITOR 65-098B-07 33

DYNAMICS EXPLORER 1 UNITED STATES kASA-OSSA 08/03/81 GEOCENTRIC 81-OTOA 33

BURCH HIGH ALTITUDE PLASMA INSTRUMENT 81-070A-05 33

CHAPPELL RETARDING ION MASS SPECTROMETER 81-OTOA-04 34
FRANK GLOBAL AURORAL IMAGING AT VISIBLE AND 81-070A°03 34

ULTRAVIOLET WAVELENGTHS

HELLIWELL CONTROLLED AND NATURALLY OCCURING WAVE 81-070A-08 34
PARTICLE INTERACTIONS

MAGGS AURORAL PHYSICS 81-070A-OT 34
SHAWMAN PLASMA WAVES BtmOTOA-02 3_
SHELLEY HOT PLASMA COMPOSITION 81-070A-06 35
SUGIURA MAGNETIC FIELD OBSERVATIONS 81-070A-01 35

DYNAMICS EXPLORER 2 UNITED STAIES NASA°OSSA 08/03/81 GEOCENTRIC 81-070B 35

BRACE LANGMUIR PROBE 81-070B-Og 36
CARIGNAN NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE COMPOSITION BI-OTOB-03 36

SPECTROMETER
HANSON RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZER 81-070B-07 36
HAYS FABRY-PEROT INTERFEROMETER 81-0703-05 36
HEELIS ION DRIFT METER 81-070B-06 36

HOFFMAN LOW ALTIIUCE PLASMA INVESTIGATION HIGH 81-070B-13 37
ANGULAR RESOLUTION
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MAYNARD ELECTRIC FIELD INVESTIGATIONS 81oOTOB-02 37

MAYR ATMOSPHERIC DYNAMICS AND ENERGETICS 81-0709-12 37

INVESTIGATION

NAGY MAGNETOSPHERIC ENERGY COUPLING TO THE 81-0709-10 37
ATMOSPHERE INVESTIGATION

ROBLE NEUTRAL-PLASMA INTERACTIONS 81-0708-11 ST

INVESTIGATION
SPENCER WIND AND TEMPERATURE SPECTROMETER 81-0708-04 38

SUGIURA MAGNETIC FIELD OBSERVATIONS 81-070B-01 38

WINNINGHAM LOW ALTITUDE PLASMA INSTRUMENT 81-OTOB°08 38

DYNAMICS EXPLORER-A SEE _YNAMICS EXPLORER I

DYNAMICS EXPLORER-B SEE DYNAMICS EXPLORER 2

ESRO 4 INTERNATIONAL ESA 11/22/72 GEOCENTRIC T2-O92A 38
RAITT POSITIVE ION SFECTRCMETER 72-Dg2A-01 39

EXOS A SEE XYOKKO

EXOSPHERIC SAT. A SEE KYOKKO

EXPLORER 1 UNITED STATES COD-ARMY 02/01/5R GEOCENTRIC 58-001A 39

JACCHIA SATELLITE DRAG ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY BB-OOIA-03 39
MANRING MICROMETEORITE DETECTOR 58-001A-02 39
VAN ALLEN COSMIC-RAY DETECTOR 58-001A-01 39

EXPLORER 4 UNITED STATES DOE-ARMY 07/28158 GEOCENTRIC SB-O05A 40

UNITED STATES NASA-JPL

VAN ALLEN CHARGED PARTICLE DETECTOR 58-005A-01 40

EXPLORER 7 UNITED STATES COD-ARMY 10113/59 GEOCENTRIC 59-009A 40

POMERANTZ HEAVY PRIMARY COSKIE RAYS 5g-OOgA-03 40

SUOMI THERMAL RADIATION 59-009A-01 40
VAN ALLEN TRAPPED RADIATION AND SOLAR PROTONS 59-009A-04 41

EXPLORER 8 UNITED SIATES NASA-OSSA 11/03/60 GEOCENTRIC 60-014A 41

JACCHIA SATELLITE ORAG ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY 60-014A-07 Q1

EXPLORER 9 UNITED STATES EASA-OSSA 02/16/61 GEOCENTRIC 61-004A 41

OwSULLIVANw JR, SATELLITE DRAG ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY 61-00QA-01 41

EXPLORER 17 SEE AE-A

EXPLORER ig SEE AD-A

EXPLORER 20 SEE IE-A

EXPLORER 24 SEE AD-B

EXPLORER 25 SEE INJLN

EXPLORER 31 SEE DME-A

EXPLORER 32 SEE AE-B

EXPLORER 39 SEE AD-¢

EXPLORER 40 SEE INJUN 5

EXPLORER 51 SEE AE-C

EXPLORER 54 SEE AE-D

EXPLORER 55 SEE AE-E

FR 1 FRANCE CNES 12106165 GEOCENTRIC 68-101A 42
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA

STOREY VLF RECEIVER G5mlOIA-01 42

FRANCE-1 SEE FR 1

GLOBAL MAGNETIC SURV MSN SEE PAGSAT

GREBE 3 SEE INJUN I

GRS-A FED REP OF GERMANY DFVLR 11108/69 GEOCENTRIC 69-097A 42
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA

HOVESTADT PROTON-ALPHA TELESCOPE 69-097A-02 42

HOVESTAOT PROTON-ELECTRON DETECTOR 69-097A-04 42
MORITZ PROTON TELESCOPE 69-OgTA-03 43
MUSMANN FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER 69-Og7A-01 43

GRS-AI SEE GRS-A

GRSmA2 SEE AEROS
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IE-A UNITEO STATES NASA-OSSA 08125164 GEOCENTRIC GA-OSIA 43
BDYO SPHERICAL ION-MASS SPECTROMETER 64-051A-02 43

KNECHT FIXED-FREDUENCY IONDSONDE 64-05_A-01 43

STONE COSMIC NOISE 6_-051A-03 43

INJ_N I UNITED STATES L OF IOWA 06129161 GEOCENTRIC 61-0150 44

UNITED STATES COB-NAVY
BOSTROM SOLID-STATE PROTON DETECTOR 61-015B-06 44
FRANK GM COUNTER 61-015B-01 44
FREEMAR CADMIUM SULFIDE DETECTOR 61-D15B-02 44
KREPLIN 2- TO 8-A AND 8- TO 20-A X-RAY DETECTORS 61-0150-07 44

LAUGHLIN ELECTRON DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY 61-015B-03 45

SPECTROMETER
O'BRIEN AURORAL ANt AIRGLOW PHOTOMETER 61-0150-04 45

• VAN ALLEN FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER 61-0150-05 45

INJUN 2B SEE INJUN 3

INJUN 3 UNITED STATES DOG-NAVY 12113162 GEOCENTRIC 62-0670 45
GURNETT VLF ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATICN 62-0670-09 45

JACCHIA SATELLITE DRAG ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY 62-067B-13 45

O_BRIEN GEIGER TUBE DETECTORS 62-0670-01 46
O+BRI[N PULSE SCINTILLATOR 62-66TB-02 46

O'BRIEN MAGNETIC DIFFERENTIAL ELECTRON 62-0670-03 46
SPECTROMETER

OIBRIEN INTEGRAL MAGNETIC ELECTRON SPECTROMETER 62-067B-04 46
OtBRIEN DC SCINTILLATOR 62-067B-05 46

OtBRIEN ELECTRON MULTIPLIER 62-067B-06 46

OtBRIEN PROTON SPECTROMETER 62-0670-07 46
OIBRIEN AURORAL AND AIRGLOW PHOTOMETERS 62-06TB-OB 47

INJUN 4 UNITED STATES hASA-OSSA 11/21164 GEOCENTRIC 64-OT6B 47
VAN ALLE_ GEIGER-MUELLER COUNT{R 64-0760-03 47

VAN ALLEN SOLID-STATE DETECTOR 64-076B-04 47
VAN ALLEN CADMIUM SULFIDE DETECTORS 64-0?68-05 47

VAN ALLEN PLASTIC SCINTILLATOR PARTICLE DETECTORS 64-0768-06 47

INJUN 5 UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 08108/68 GEOCENTRIC 68-0669 48

UNITED STATES DOG-NAVY
FRANK LOW-ENERGY PROTON AnD ELECTRON 68-0660-_1 48

DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY ANALYZER (LEPEDEA)

GURNETT VLF RECEIVER 68-0668-02 48

SAGALYN SPHERICAL RETAROING POTENTIAL ANALYZER 68-0660-04 48
VAN ALLEN SOLID-STATE PARTICLE DETECTOR 68-0660-03 48

INJUN IE-C SEE INJUN 5

INJUN-C SEE INJUN 5

INJUN-SR-} SEE INJUN 1

IONOSP SOUNDING SAT 2 SEE ISS-B

ISIS I CANADA DRB-DRTE 01130169 GEOCENTRIC 69-009A 49
UNITED STATES KASA-OSSA

8ARRINGTON VLF RECEIVER 69-009A-03 49

BRACE CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC PROBES 69-009A-07 49
CALVERT FIXED-FREQUENCY SOUNDER 69-009A-02 49

HARTZ COSMIC RADIO NOISE 69-009A-10 50

HEIKKILA SOFT-PARTICLE SPECTROMETER 69-009A-05 50
MCOIARMI2 ENERGETIC PARTICLE OETECTORS 69-009A-04 50

NARCISI POSITIVE ION MASS SPECTROMETER (I-20 69-009A-06 50
AMU)

NELMS SWEEP-FREDbENCY SOUNDER 69-009A-01 50
SAGALYN SPHERICAL ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER 69-009A-08 50

ISIS 2 CANADA BOC-CRC O_lOllTl GEOCENTRIC TI-O24A 51
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA

ANGER 3S14- AND 5577-A PFCTOMETER TI-O24A-11 51

BARRINGTON VLF RECEIVER 71-024A-03 51
BRACE CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC PROBES 71-024A-07 51

CALVERT FIXED-FREQUENCY SOUNDER 71-024A-02 51

HARTZ COSMIC RAOIO NOISE 71-024A-I0 52
HEIKKILA SOFT-PARTICLE SPECTROMETER 71-D24A-05 52
HOFFMAN ION-MASS SPECTROMETER 71-024A-06 52

MAIER RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZER 71-024A-08 52
MCDIARMTO ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS 71-024A-OA 52
SHEPHERD 6300-A PHOTOMETER 71-02AA-12 53

WHITTEKER SWEEP-FREQUENCY SOUNDER 71-024A-01 53

ISIS-A SEE ISIS 1

ISIS-5 SEE ISIS 2

ISIS-X SEE ALOUETTE 2
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ISIS-X SEE DME-A

ISS-2 SEE ISS°B

ISS-B JAPAN RRL 0211_178 GEOCENTRIC TB°O18A 55
AIKYO SWEEP FREQUENCY TOPSIDE IONOSPHERIC 78-018A-01 55

SOUNDER (TOP)

IWAMOTO ION MASS SPECTROMETER 78-01BA-04 53
KOTAKI RADIO NOISE NEAR 2._. 5t 10+ AND 25 MHZ 78-018A-02 54

MIYAZAKI RETARDING POTENTIAL TRAP 7B-OiBA-O3 54

KYOKKO JAPAN ISAS 02104/78 GEOCENTRIC 78-014A 54

IWAFOTO ION MASS SPECTROMETER 78-014A-06 54

KANEDA UV AURORAL TV IMAGING 7B-OIAA°03 54
MUKAI ELECTRON ENERGY ANALYZER T8-OIAA-02 54

NAKAMURA UV GLOW SPECTROPHOTOMETER 78-014A-05 54

OYAMA ELECTRON PROBES 78-014A-01 55
YOSHINO ELECTROSTATIC PLASMA WAVE MEASUREMENT 78-014A-04 55

MAGSAT UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 10/30/79 GEOCENTRIC 79-094A 55
LANGEL SCALAR MAGNETOMETER 79-094A-01 55

LANGEL VECTOR MAGNETOMETER 79-09AA-02 55

MAGSAT-A SEE MAGSAT

MIDAS 2 UNITED STATES DOD-USAF 05124160 GEOCENTRIC 60-006A 55
MCISAAC ATMOSPHERIC NEUTRAL DENSITY 60-006A-02 55

OGO 2 UNITED STATES _ASA-OSSA 10114/65 GEOCENTRIC 65-0@1A 56
ANDERSON COSMIC-RAY IONIZATION 65-081A-06 56

CAIN RUBIDIUM VAPOR MAGNETOMETER 65-081A-05 56
DONLEY POSITIVE ION STUDY 65-081A-19 56
HELLIWELL VLF NOISE AND PROPAGATION 65-0BIA-02 57

HINTEREGGER SOLAR UV SPECTROMETER 65-0BIA-1T 57
HOFFMAN SCINTILLATION DETECTOR 65-081A-09 57
KREPLIN SOLAR X-RAYS 65-081A-16 5T

MANGE LYMAN-ALPHA AND UV AIRGLOW 65-081A-11 57
NEWTON NEUTRAL PARTICLE STUDY 65-081A-20 57
NILSSON INTERPLANETARY DUST PARTICLES 65-081A-14 58
REED AIRGLOW STUDY 65-081A-10 58

SIMPSON LOW-ENERGY PROTONt ALPHA PARTICLE 65-081A-OT 58
MEASUREMENT

SMITH TRIAXIAL SEARCh-COIL MAGNETOMETER 65-081A-04 5B

TAYLORt JR. IONOSPHERIC COMPOSITION 65-081A-15 58

WEBBER GALACTIC AND SOLAR COSMIC RAY 65-081A°08 59

OGO 4 UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 07128167 GEOCENTRIC 67-073A 59
ANDERSON OOSMIC-RAY IOkIZATION 6T-OT3A-07 59

BARTH UV SPECTROMETER 1100-1750A. 1750-3400A 67-073A-14 59

CAIN MAGNETIC SURVEY_ RUBIDIUM VAPOR 67-073A-06 59
MAGNETOMETER

CHANORA POSITIVE ION STUDY 6T-073A-19 60

HELLIWELL VLF NOISE AND PROPAGATION 67-073A-02 60
HINTEREGGER SOLAR UV EMISSIONS 67-073A-20 60

HOFFMAN LOW-ENERGY AURORAL PARTICLE DETECTOR 67-075A-II 60

KREMLIN SOLAR X-RAY EMISSIONS 67-073A-21 61
MANGE LYMAN-ALPHA AND UV AIRGLOW STUDY 67-073A-13 61

NEWTON NEUTRAL PARTICLE MEASUREMENTS 67-073A-17 61
NILSSON INTERPLANETARY DUST PARTICLES 67-OTAA-18 61

REED AIROLCW PHOTOMETER 6T-OT3A-12 61
SIMPSON LOW-ENERGY PROTONt ALPHA FARTICLE 6T-OT3A-08 62

MEASUREMENT

SMITH TRIAXIAL SEARCH-COIL MAGNETOMETER 67-073A-05 62

TAYLOR+ JR. POSITIVE ION COMPOSITION 67-073A-16 " 62
VAN ALLEN LOW-ENERGY PROTON AND ELECTRON 6T-OT3A-10 62

DIFFERENTIAL ANALYZER {LEPEDEA)

WEBBER GALACTIC AND SOLAR COSMIC RAYS 67-073A-OB 62

OGO 6 UKITED STATES KASA-OSSA 06105169 GEOCENTRIC 69-051A 65
AGGSON ELECTRIC FIELD MEASLREMENTS 69-051A-23 63

BARTH UV PHOTOMETER 69-051A-13 63

BEDO SOLAR UV EMISSIONS 69-051A-09 63
CAIN MAGNETIC SLRVEY_ RUBIDIUM VAPOR 69-051A-21 65

MAGNETOMETER

CLARK LTMAN-ALPHA PHOTOMETER 69"051A-12 64
EVANS AURORAL PARTICLE MEASUREMENT 69-051A-15 64
FARLEY TRAPPED ANC PRECIPITATING ELECTRONS UCLA 69-051A-16 64
HANSON PLANAR ION AND ELECTRON TRAP 69-051A-05 64

HANSON ION MASS SPECTROMETER 69-051A-06 64
HELLIWELL VLF NOISE AND PROPAGATION 69-051A-24 65

KREPLIN SOLAR X-RAY EMISSIONS 69-051A-08 65
LAASPERE WHISTLER AND LOW-FREQUENCY ELECTRIC 69-051A-25 65

FIELD STUDY

LOCKWOOD NEUTRON MONITOR 69-051A-IB 65

MASLEY LOW-ENERGY COSMIC-RAY MEASUREMENT 69-051A-19 65
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* LAUNCH *

* SPACECRAFT NAME COUNTRY AND AGENCY DATE ORBIT TYPE *
*************************************************************************************** NSSDO ID PAGE

*PRINC.INVEST.NAMZ INVESTIGATION NAME * NO.

NAGY LANGMUIR PROBES 69-051A-02 65

REBER NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE COMPOSITION 69-051A-04 66

SHARP MICROPHONE ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY GAUGE 69-051A-01 66
SMITH TRIAXIAL SEARCH-COIL MAGNETOMETER 69-051A-22 66

STONE COSMIC-RAY STUDY 69-051A-20 66

TAYLOR+ JR. ION MASS SPECTROMETER 69-051A°05 67
WILLIAMS TRAPPED AND PRECIPITATING ELECTRONS 69-051A-17 67

GSFC

OGO-C SEE OGO 2

OGO-D SEE OGO 4

OGO-F SEE OGO 6

ORBITING VEHICLE 1-2 SEE CV1- 2

OVl- 2 UNITED STATES COD-USAF 10105165 GEOCENTRIC 65-078A 67

FARLEY ELECTRON AND PROTON DETECTORS 65-078A°02 67
FORTNEY X-RAY CSI CRYSTAL DOSIMETER 65-078A-03 68

0V1-10 UNITED STATES COD-USAF 12111166 GEOCENTRIC 66-111B 68

HEPPNER MAGNETIC AND ELECTRIC FIELDS 66-111B-08 68

0V1-13 UNITED STATES DOD-USAF 04106168 GEOCENTRIC 68-026A 68

KATZ ELECTRON SPECTROMETER 68°026A-02 68
KATZ hIGH ENERGY ELECTRON SCINTILLATOR 68-026A-OR 68

0V1-15 UNITED STATES COO-USAF 07111168 GEOCENTRIC 6B-O59A 69
CHAMPION TRIAXIAL ACCELEROMETER 68-059A-01 69

ELLIOTT RAM ATMOSPHERE DENSITY GAUGE 6B-OSgA-05 69

0V1-19 U_ITEC STATES SOD-USAF 03118/6g GEOCENTRIC 69-025C 69
FREDEN HI ENERGY RESOLU PROTON MEAS ISOTOPIC 69-025C-04 69

ANAL WITH A DE/DX TELESCOPE

0V3-3 UNITED STATES OOO-USAF 08104166 GEOCENTRIC 66-070A 69

JACCHIA SATELLITE CRAG ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY 66-070A-09 69

VAMPOLA MAGNETIC ELECTRON SPECTROMETER 66-070A-05 70

OVAL SEE COSMOS 900

P 11-AS UNITED STATES COD-USAF OB/14/G_ GEOCENTRIC 6_-045B 70
SCARF VLF ELECTRIC FIELD DETECTOR 6_-04fiB-06 70

P78-1 SEE STP P78-1

POGO 1 SEE OGO 2

POGO 2 SEE DGO

POGO 3 SEE OGO 6

RADSAT UNITED STATES COD-ARMY 10102172 GEOCENTRIC 72-076B 70

UNITED STATES DOD°USAF
UNITED STATES COD-NAVY

KATE SOLAR PROTONI DEUTERON_ TRITON 72-076B-01 70
SOLID-STATE TELESCOPE

RELAY 1 UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 12113/62 GEOCENTRIC 62-06BA Tl
BROWN SOLID-STATE ION CHAPBER ELECTRON AND 62-068A-02 71

PROTON DETECTOR
MCILWAIN PROTON-ELECTRON DETECTORS 62-068A-03 71

RELAY 2 UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 0112116_ GEOCENTRIC 6_-003A 71
BROWN SOLID-STATE IGk CHAMBER ELECTRON AND 64-003A-02 71

PROTON DETECTCR

RELAY A SEE RELAY 1

RELAY B SEE RELAY 2

S 1A SEE EXPLORER 7

S 6 SEE AE-A

S GA SEE AE-B

S 6C SEE AE-C

S 60 SEE AE-D

S 6E SEE AE-E

S 27 SEE ALOUETTE 1
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* LAUNCH *

* SPACECRAFT NAME COUNTRY AND AGENCY DATE ORBIT TYPE *
*************************************************************************************** NSSDC ID PAGE

*PRINC. INVESI. NAME INVESTIGATION KAME * NO.

S 2TA SEE ALOUETTE 1

S 27B SEE ALOUETTE 2

S 30 SEE EXPLORER 8

S 30A SEE DME-A

S 48 SEE IE-A

S 50 SEE OGO 2

S 50A SEE OGO 4

S 51 SEE ARIEL 1

S 53 SEE ARIEL 3

S 56A SEE EXPLORER 9

S GO SEE OGO 6

$3-3 UNITED STATES EOD-USAF 07/08176 GEOCENTRIC 76-065B 72
FENNELL ION-ELECTRON MASS SPECTROMETER 76-065B-08 72

MOZER DC ELECTRIC FIELDS 76-0653-01 72

SHARP LOW-ENERGY PARTICLE SPECTROMETER 76-065B-02 72
VAMPOLA ENERGETIC ELECTRON FAGNEIIC SPECTROMETER TG-O65B-07 72

ST2-1 SEE RADSAT

$74-2 SEE $3-3

SAN MARCO 3 ITALY ERA 04124171 GEOCENTRIC 71-036A 72
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA

NEWTON NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION 71-036A-02 73
SPECTROMETER

SPENCER ATMOSPHERIC NITROGEN DENSITY 71-036A-03 73

SAN MARCO 4 ITALY CRA 02/18174 GEOCENTRIC 74-009A 73
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA

NEWTON NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE COMPOSITION T4-OO9A-02 75

SPENCER kEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE TEMPERATURE 74-009A-03 73

SAN MARCO-C SEE SAN MARCO 3

SAN MARCO-C-2 SEE SAN MARCO 4

SATAR SEE OV1- 2

SESP 71-3 SEE 1972-032A

SESP 72-1 SEE RADSAT

SESP $74-2A SEE $3-3

SME UNITED STATES EASA-OSSA 10106181 GEOCENTRIC 81-I00A 73
BARTH UV OZONE 81-100A-01 74

BARTH INFRARED RADIOMETER (4 CHANNELS) 81-100A-02 74
BARTH 1.27 MICROMETER AIRGLOW 81-I00A-03 74

BARTH VISIBLE NITROGEN DIOXIDE 81-100A-04 74
BARTH SOLAR UV MONITOR 81-I00A-05 74

BARTH SOLAR PROTON ALARM 81-1QOA-O6 75

SN 39 SEE 1963-D38C

SOLAR MESOSPHERE EXPL SEE SME

SOLRAD 3 SEE INJUN 1

SOLWIND SEE STP P78-1

SPACE TEST PROGRAM P78-I SEE STP P78-1

SPACES 1968-059A SEE 0v1-15

SPUTNIK 3 U,S.S.R. UNKNOWN 05115158 GEOCENTRIC 58-004B 75

UNKNOWN BEACON 58-004B-12 75

$574-2A SEE $3-3

STP T2-1B SEE RADSAT

STP PTB-1 UNITED STATES DOD-USAF 02124/79 GEOCENTRIC T9-O17A TS
BOWYER EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET SRECTRCMETER 79-01TA-04 75

IMHOF GAMMA RAY SPECTROMETER 79-017A-01 75
MCKENZIE SOLAR X-RAY SPECTROMETER 79-017A-03 75
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MICHELS SOLAR WIND MONITOR 79°017A-02 76

PEPIN PRELIMINARY AEROSOL MONITOR 79-017A-07 76
SHULMAN X-RAY MONITOR 79-017A-06 7G
VANDOUR HIGH LATITUDE PARTICLE SPECTROMETER 79-017A-05 76

TIP i UNITED STATES ODD°NAVY 09/02/72 GEOCENTRIC 72-069A 76
POTEMRA TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER 72-069A-01 76

TOPSI SEE IE-A

TRANSIT 2A UNITED STATES ODD-NAVY 06/22/60 GEOCENTRIC GO-OOTA 76

UNKNOWN TRANSIT 2A-IONOSPHERIC BEACON 60-007A-03 77

TRANSIT 4A UNITED STATES COD-NAVY 06/29/61 GEOCENTRIC 61-015A T7

UNKNOWN IONOSPHERIC BEACON 61-015A-03 77

TRANSIT 5E1 SEE 1963-038C

TRANSIT 5E5 SEE 1964-083C

TRIAD SEE TIP i

TRIAD I SEE TIP I

TRIAD A SEE TIP 1

TRIAD OI iX SEE TIP i

UK I SEE ARIEL i

UK 3 SEE ARIEL 3

UK _ SEE ARIEL

UK-E SEE ARIEL 3

UME 2 SEE ISS-B

VANGUARD i UNITED STATES ODD-NAVY 03117158 GEOCENTRIC 58-002B 77
JACCHIA SATELLITE DRAG ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY 58-0028-02 77

VANGUARD 2 UNITED STATES COD-NAVY 02/17/59 GEOCENTRIC Bg-OOtA 77

JACCHIA SATELLITE CRAG ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY 59-001A-02 ?8

VANGUARD 3 UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 09/18/59 GEOCENTRIC 59-007A 78
HEPPNER PROTON PRECESSIONAL MAGNETOMETER 59-007A-01 78
JACCHIA SATELLITE DRAG ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY 59-007A-04 78

VANGUARD SLV 4 SEE VANGUARD 2

VANGUARD TV4 SEE VANGUARD 1

VANGUARD TV4 BACKUP SEE VANGUARD 3
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APPENDIX A - DEFINITIONS

Investigation Discipline - The subject to which an investigation pertains.
The possible entries are limited, and the NSSDC
information files can be searched using this field.

Investigative Program - Code of the cognizant NASA Headquarters office, or
name of other sponsoring agency program. "CO-OP"
added to a code indicates a cooperative effort with
another agency or a foreign country.

NLA - No Longer Affiliated. Used in the spacecraft
personnel section to indicate that the person had
the specified affiliation at the time of his
participation in the project, but is no longer
there. Used in the investigation personnel section
to indicate that the affiliation shown is the last

known scientific affiliation and that the given
person is no longer there.

NSSDC ID - An identification code used in the NSSDC informa-

tion system. In this system, each successfully
launched spacecraft and experiment is assigned a
code based on the launch sequence of the space-
craft. Subsequent to 1962, this code (e.g.,
69-009A for the spacecraft ISIS I) corresponds to
the COSPAR international designation. The experi-
ment codes are based on the spacecraft code. For
example, the experiments carried aboard the space-
craft 69-009A are numbered 69-009A-01, 69-009A-02,
etc. Similarly data sets corresponding to
experiment 69-009A-01 are coded 69-009A-01A, -01B,
etc. Each prelaunch spacecraft and experiment is
also assigned an NSSDC ID code based on the name of
the spacecraft. Prior to launch, for example, the
approved NASA launch, Solar Mesosphere Explorer,
was coded SME. The experiments carried aboard this
spacecraft were coded SME -01, SME -02, etc. Once
it was launched, its prelaunch designation was
changed to a postlaunch one: 81-I00A.

OI - Other Investigator.

PI - Principal Investigator.

A-I





PM - Project Manager. If a spacecraft has had several
project managers, the initial and the latest
project managers are both indicated in the
spacecraft personnel section. For international
programs there is usually a project manager in each
of the two principal participating nations. The
current or more recent PM is listed first.

PS - Project Scientist. The above comment for project
managers also applies to project scientists.
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ResearchersWITHIN the United States send ResearchersOUTSIDE the United States
order to: send order to:

NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTER WORLD DATA CENTER A
CODE 601.4 ROCKETS AND SATELLITES
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER CODE 601
GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771 GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER

GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771 U.S.A.
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NAME TITLE []Support of a NASA effort (project,

study, etc.)
ORGANIZATION []Support of a U.S. Government effort
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DATE OF REQUEST IDATE DESIRED []Use in publication
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NSSDCDATA REQUEST FORM*
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WORLD DATA CENTER A

ROCKETS AND SATELLITES NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTER
CODE 601 CODE 601.4
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NAME J TITLE/POSITION
DIVISION/BRANCH/DEPARTMENT MAIL CODE

ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

CITY J STATE

ZIP CODE OR COUNTRY I TELEPHONE (Area Code) (Nurr, ber) (Extension)
I

DATE OF REQUEST I DATE DATA (Ouraverage processing time for a request is 3 to 4 weeks.

LDESIRED Please allow ample time for delivery, we will notify you if
we cannot meet the date specified.)

INTENDED USE OF DATA (checkall that apply)

D Support of a NASA effort (project, study, etc.); Contract No.

[] Support of a U.S. Government effort (other than NASA)
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["] 1600 bpi [] I shall pay for new tapes.
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[] Preparation of Doctoral thesis [] Use in publication

[] Other:

NSSDC requesls the submission of all publications resulting from studies in which data supplied by NSSDC

hove been used. Please state briefly the reseqrch projects in which you are engaged and if you plan to prepare

any articles based on this research.

*NSSDC has available special forms for ordering photographic data from the Surveyor, Lunar Orbiter,

Apollo, and Mariner missions. "[hese forms will be provided on request.

601-28 (10/71)



~SSDC CHARGE AND SERVICE POLICY

The purp".e of the Nalional Space Science f)ala Cenler (NSSDC) is 10 provide dolo and informal ion fror.> .pec... cience flighle"perimenl. in .upporlof oddilional
.tudie. 1.8yond Ihos. ?erlormed by the principal inv".ligatorl. There fore, NSSDC will provide dolo and information upon requ8.t 10 any individual or ar~oni.

:Lotion reside'll in Ih. United Slales. In addition, Ihe same •• rvice. are avai!ablo 10 .cienti.ts out.id. tho United Sta tes Ihrough tl". World Data C.. nler A
(WDC-A) for Rocket. and Sate II iles. (The add,..... for both NSSDC and WDC-A are given on the r.verse Side.) Normally, a charge i. made for Ih. re-
que.l.d dolo 10 cover Ih. co.1 of r.product1on and th .. proc••• ing of Ihe r..qu•• t. The r""Iu ... ter will b. notified of the co.t, and payment musl be received
prior to proc.... ing Ihe reque.t. However, Ihe Director of NSSDC",.,y waiv., o. re.ource. pe,~mit, the chorg .. for mode.1 amount. of data whlln they or .. 10 be
u.ed for sci .. nlific .tudie. or for .pecific educational purpous and when they are requ... ted by an individual olliliatlld with: (1) NASA inslollalions, NASA
conlroclors, or NASA grantee.; (2) other U.S. Government ogencie., Ihe ir conlroctorl, or the ir gront.e s; (3) univer.ities or coll .. g ... ; (4) slat .. and local
governmenll; and (S) non-profil orgoni:Lation ••

DATA REQUESTED

Form of Data"
NSSDC DATA SET Spacecraft, Experiment, and Dolo Set Name. (e·9·, 16mm microfilm) Timespan Nuded

ID NUMBER Refer to data .et
brief descriptions.

Additional Specification.

"II reque.ting dolo on magnetic tape, please .upply the nece .. ory information below.

Den.ily Mod. No. of Tracks Compuler

D SS6 bpi o BIN 0 7 0 Ne"" topes will be supplied prior to proce.slng.

D 800 bpi o BCD 0 9 0 Original NSSDC tapes will be returned.

01600 bpi 0 I sholl pay for new tap.. s.



NSSDCDATA REQUEST FORM*

Scientists OUTSIDE the United States send order to: Requesters WITHIN the United Slates send order to:

WORLD DATA CENTER A
ROCKETS AND SATELLITES NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTER
CODE 601 CODE 601.4
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER

GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771, USA GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771

REQUESTER INFORMATION (Please print)

NAME TITLE/POSITION

DIVISION/BRANCH/DEPARTMENT 1 MAIL CODE
I

ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

CITY J STATE
ZIP CODE OR COUNTRY TELEPHONE (Area Code) (Number) (Extension)

DATE OF REQUEST ! DATE DATA (Our average processing time for a request is 3 to 4 weeks.

I DESIRED Please allow ample time for delivery. We will notify you if
we cannot meet the date specified_)

INTENDED USE OF DATA (check all that apply)

r-J Support of a NASA effort (project, study, etc.); Contract No.

[7 Suppart of a U.S. Government effort (other than NASA)

r-1 Research and analysis project (individual or company sponsored)

[] Educational purposes (explain below) [] Exhibit Or display

[] Preparation of Master's thesis [] Reference material

[] Preparation of Doctoral thesis [] Use in publication

[] Other:

NSSDC requests the submission of all publications resulting from studies in which data supplied by NSSDC

have been used. Please state briefly the research projects in which you are engaged and if you plan to prepare

any articles based on this research.

*NSSDC has available special forms for ordering photographic data from the Surveyor, Lunar Orbiter,

Apollo, and Mariner missions. These forms will be provided an request.

601-28 (10/71)



NSSDC CHARGE AND SERVICE POLICY

The purpose of the National Space Science Data Center (NSSDCi ie to provide data and information from spece science flight experiments in supportofadditionol

studies beyond those performed by the principal inveltlgatorl. Therefore, NSSDC will provide data and information upon request to any individual or oroani*
zation resident in tho United States. in addition, the same services are available to scientists outside the United States through the World Data C_ntef A

(WDC-A) for Rockets and Satellites. (The addresses for both NSSDC and WDC-A are given on the reverse side.) Normally, a charge is mode for the re-
quested data to cover the cost of reproduction and the processing of the request. The requester will be notified of the cost, and payment must be received

prior to processing the request. However, the Director of NSSDC may waive, as reiourcel pc, rail, the charge for modest amounts of data when they are to be
used for scientific studiel or for specific educational purposes and when they are requested by an individual affiliated with: (1) NASA installations, NASA
contractors, or NASA grantees; (2) other U.S. Government agencies, their contractors, or their grantees; (3) universities or colleges; (4) state and local
governments; and (5) non-proflt organizations.

DATA REQUESTED

Form of Data*

NSSDC DATA SET Spacecraft, Experiment, and Data Set Names (e.g., 16mm microfilm) Timespan Need*d
ID NUMBER Refer to data set

brief descriptions.

f

Additional Specifications

*If requesting data on magnetic tape, please supply the necessary information below.

Density Mode No. of Tracks Computer
rJ556 bpi [] BIN [] 7 [] New tapes will be supplied prior to processing.

[] 800bpi rl BCD [] 9 - rl Original NSSDC tapes will be returned.

J_] 1600 bpi ['7 I shall pay for new tapes.





National Aeronautics and
Space Administration

Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771


